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1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL COMMENTS 
1.1 Suhjayfr of the Meeting 
The Specialists' fleeting on "Fast Breeder Reactor—Block 
Antiseismic Design and Verification" was organized by the 
ENEA Past Reactor Department in co-operation with the 
International Working Group (TMGFR) of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), according to the 
recommendations of the 19th IAEA/IHGFR fleeting- It was held 
in Bologna, at the Headquarters of the ENEA Fast Reactor 
Department, on October 12-15, 1987, in the framework of the 
Celebrations for the Ninth Centenary of the Bologna 
University. 

This was the second Specialists' Meeting held in Italy 
on nuclear reactor seismic analysis in 1987: in fact, the 
Specialists' Meeting on "On-Site Experimental Verification 
of the Seismic Behaviour of Nuclear Reactor Structures and 
Components", sponsored by the European Nuclear Society and 
supported by the Commission of the European Communities, the 
Bologna University and Italian national organizations, had 
jointly been organized by ENEA and ISUES in Bologna and 
Brasimone on Hay 4-7. 

1.2 Scffpe 
The design of LHFBR reactor-block (i.e. vessel, core, 
shutdown systems and components) might be greately affected 
by safety requirements related to the capability of 
withstanding a seismic event. In fact, the presence of 
rather flexible structures and non - negligible clearances 
(that are desirable in order to minimize the effects of 
thermal conditions) may lead to considerable amplifications 
of the seismic motion of safety - related structures and 
components. Furthermore, the use of thin walls in the large 
vessels (again due to the above - mentioned reasons) might 
lead to buckling phenomena. 

In some countries, in which large earthquakes are 
expected, restraints have been applied to the main vessel 
and /or the core, to make these structures as stiff as 
possible, and thus, to avoid large seismic amplifications. 
On the contrary, in other countries and especially in those 
in which the seismic event is less important, flexible 
structures have been adopted (unconstrained vessels and 
cores, beside thin vessel walls), thus especially taking 
care of thermal deformations. 

It is also worth mentioning that seismic isolation 
concepts are under development, which could affect design of 
major components, analysis methodologies and safety 
cons i derat i ons-

Anyway, a detailed seismic analysis of vessels and 
reactor - block internals appeared necessary to the LMFBR 
designers of most countries: such analysis implied the 
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development of sophisticated numerical techniques and the 
organization of complicated and expensive experiments (for 
instance, non - linear computer programs and very detailed 
numerical models, as well as tests on prototypes of shutdown 
systems, prototypes or complete models of core elements and 
large core mock - ups, component tests, on - site tests). 

As a consequence, it appeared desirable to compare the 
design philosophies adopted in the various countries and to 
analyse the respective numerical and experimental methods 
and results, in order to define the state-of-the-art on the 
subject- Furthermore, it was obviously judged of interest to 
discuss future R & D programmes and to verify the 
possibility of extending the already existing co-operations-

For a matter of completeness, it was also judged 
desirable to compare the state - of - the - art of the 
methodologies adopted for piping aseismic design, which also 
needed considerable efforts in the various countries due to 
the specific features of such structures in LHFBR's-

1.3 Participation 
33 specialists, representing most countries involved in the 
fast reactor technology, attended the IAEA / IHGFR meeting, 
beside the IAEA / IHGFR secretary- More precisely, 24 
specialists had been nominated by the governments of 
Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, 
Japan, the U.S-S-R-, the U.K., the U.S.A., while 9 
specialists participated as observers (2 IAEA observers and 
7 Italian observers, including the Organizing Committee 
members). The list of participants is provided in section 5. 

1.4 Organization 
The meeting was chaired by Dr. Alessandro Martelli of the 
Italian ENEA Fast Reactor Department. He was supported by 
Mr- Hassimo Forni and Mr. Roberto Orsi of the same ENEA 
Department, and by Hr. Paolo Hasoni of the ENEA PEC Reactor 
Unit. 

The organizing committee prepared the meeting agenda, a 
first draft of which was sent to the participants about two 
weeks before the meeting. This agenda also included 
proposals for session chairmen. 

According to the proposed agenda (whose updated version 
was distributed to all the participants at the registration, 
together with all the paper abstracts received), the meeting 
consisted of seven sessions. Each session lasted half a day. 
nore precisely, the sessions were following: -
- Session 1 : Status Reports; 
- Session 2 : Mhole Reactor-Block Analysis (General Items) ; 
- Session 3 : Whole Reactor - Block Analysis ( Sloshing and 

Buckling • Seismic Isolation Effects ) ; 
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- Session 4 : Detailed Core Analysis; 
- Session 5 : Shutdown System and Core Structural and 

Functional Verifications; 
- Session 6 : Component and Piping Analysis; 
- Session 7 : Closing Session. 
The agenda adopted is contained in section 2-

1.5 Status Reports 
Seven Status Reports were presented in Session 1 (that of 
the Federal Republic of Germany also included the activities 
performed by Belgium in the framework of the DeBeNe 
agreement). The Status Reports were presented b y : -
- Dr. A. H- RANGETTE for the F.R.G-
- Hmc (. F. GANTZNBEIN for FRANCE 
- Dr- A. KARTELLI for ITALY 
- fir- n. HORISHITA for JAPAN 
- Dr. Y. BUKSHA for the U-S.S-R. 
- Dr- n. DOSTAL for the 0-K-
- Hr. R. I. JETTER for the U.S.A. 
The Status Reports, that are contained in Part 2 of these 
proceedings, outlined the state-of-the-art of the seismic 
analysis methodologies adopted for those fast reactors whose 
construction has most recently been completed or that are in 
an advanced construction phase (such as SUPERPHENIX-1 in 
France, SNR-300 in the Federal Republic of Germany, BN-800 
in the U.SSR-, PEC in Italy and HONJU in Japan). 

The Status Reports also provided information on the 
methodologies that are (or will be) applied to those fast 
reactors that are still in the design phase (the projects 
Superphenix-2, SNR-2 and CDFR in Western Europe, the 
projects for the future Japanese large-scale reactors, and 
the SAFR and PRISH small-size reactor projects that are 
currently being developed in the U.S.A.). Finally, they 
pointed out the considerable improvements of seismic 
analysis methodologies, that characterized the design of the 
above-mentioned reactors with respect to some of the first 
fast reactors (such as RAPSODIE and PHENIX in France, KNK in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, FFTF and CRBR in the 
U.S.A., and JOYO in Japan). 

1.6 Contributions 
Beside the Status Reports of Session 1, 31 technical papers 
were presented in Sessions 2-6- Flore precisely, 9 
contributions were provided by Japan, 6 by Italy, 5 by 
France, 2 jointly by Italy and France, 3 by the UK., 2 by 
the US.S.R. and the U.S.A., and 1 by Belgium and the 
Federal Republic of Germany. 
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The contributed papers are contained in Part 3 of these 
proceedings. 

Kith regard to the two sessions dealing with whole 
reactor-block analysis. Session 2 (General Items) included 3 
papers: the U.S-S-R- paper nr. C33, whose presentation had 
been foreseen in this session in the proposed agenda, was 
moved to Session 6 according to the suggestion of the 
U-S-S-R- (this was the only modification of the agenda, with 
respect to that proposed). On the contrary, Session 3 
(Sloshing & Buckling - Effects of Seismic Isolation) 
consisted of 8 papers (2 on sloshing, 3 on bucLling and 3 on 
seismic isolation). 

6 papers were presented in Session 4 (Detailed Core 
Analysis) and also in Session 5 (Shutdown System and Core 
Structural and Functional Verifications), while Session 6 
(Component and Piping Analysis) consisted of 8 papers. 

The contributions of the different countries to the 
various sessions are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1: Contributions of the different countries to the 
various sessions <* * joint Italian-French papers, prepared 
and presented by Italy ; S. « session nuaber) 
COUNTRY S-1 S.2 S-3 S.4 S.5 S.6 TOTAL 
Belgium 
F.R.G. 
France 
Italy 
Japan 
U.S.S.R. 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 

0 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 0 1 2 
1 1 1 2 1 0 6 
1 1 1 1 3 2 * 9 
1 1 4 1 1 2 10 
1 0 0 0 0 2 3 
1 0 1 1 1 0 4 
1 0 1 0 0 1 3 

total numbers 38 

The papers were distributed to the participants 
beginning of each session (with the exception 
Reports, some of which became available to the 
Committee at the registration, and thus, were 
later)• 

Each paper presentation was followed by 
Furthermore, 40-50 minutes time was devoted 
discussion at the end of each session. 

before the 
of Status 
Organizing 

distributed 
discussion, 
to general 

1.7 Closing session and visit to Brasieone 
The two Chairmen of each session prepared drafts of their 
session summary. These were distributed to all the 
participants at the beginning of the following day- The 
session summaries were illustrated by the chairmen to the 
participants in Session 7 (Closing Session)• in that 
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session, the summaries were improved and their final 
versions were approved by all the national delegations. 
These summaries are provided in section 3-
After approval of the session summaries. Session 7 was 
devoted to concluding remarks of the various delegations and 
recommendations- Conclusions and recommendations agreed by 
the various delegations are provided in section 4. 

The meeting was closed at 1-00 p-m. of October 15. It 
was followed by a visit to the PEC fast reactor and the 
other experimental facilities of the ENEA Center of 
Brasinone, that was organized in the afternoon of October 
15-

Alessandro ttartelli 
Meeting Chairman 
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2. AGENDA OF THE HEETIN6 
The adopted agenda of the meeting is reported below (the 
names of the authors presenting the papers are underlined). 

HgngfY. OCtrtfr 12, 1*37 
8-00 a-m. : Transportation from Pullman Hotel Bologna to the 

Headquarters of ENEA Past Reactor Department 
8-30 a-m. : Registration 
9.00 a.m. s WELCOME ADDRESS ( G- Cicognani , Director 

of the ENEA Fast Reactor Department ) 
9.IS a.m. X INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ( V. Arkhipov , IAEA/IHGFR 

Secretary ; A- Hartelli , fleeting Chairman ) 
9.30 a.m. : APPROVAL OF THE PROPOSED HEETIN6 AGENDA 

9.45 a.m. - 1 p.m. : SESSION 1 - STATUS REPORTS 
Chairmen : A. Kartelli ( Italy ) « H. Shi bat a ( Japan ) 
9-45 : CI] Status Report: Seismic Design Principles for the 

German Fast Breeder Reactor SNR- 2 (A- H- Raneette 
6. K- Peters - Federal Republic of Germany ) 

10-10 : C2J Status Report on R & D Seismic Analysis of FBR 
Structures in France ( F- Gantenbein - France ) 

11-35 : C33 Status Report on the R & D Studies Performed in 
Italy for Past Reactor Seismic Analysis ( A-
Hartelli , F- Cecchini , H- Forni , P- Neri , P. 
Hasoni, L- Cornaggia , G- tlaresca , G- Bonacina, A. 
Castoldi , F. Ruzzi & H- Labanti - Italy ) 

11.00 a.m. - 11-20 am- COFFEE-BREAK 
11-20 : C43 Current Status of Japanese R&D on LHFBR Seismic 

Design ( H- Morishita. T- Ohya « Y- Sawada - Japan) 
11.45 : C5J Basic Requirements for Ensuring Fast Reactor 

Seismic Stability in the USSR ( Yu- K- Buksha. 
G- H- Vladykov & E- P- Levshin - U- S- S- R. ) 

12-10 : Ibl Seismic Assessment of Fast Reactors in the 
U. K- ( H- Postal - United Kingdom ) 

12-35 : C71 An Overview of the US- Department of Energy's 
Program for Liquid Hetal Reactor Seismic Technology 
( R. I. Jetter & R- U. Seidensticker - U S . A- ) 

1.00 p.m. - 2.30 p.m. i LUNCH AT THE ENEA HEADQUARTERS 
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2.30 p.a. - 6.00 p.m. : SESSION 2 - WHOLE REACTOR - BLOCK 
ANALYSIS ( GENERAL ITEMS > - Chairmen: Yu.K. Buksha (USSR) 
* R.M. Scidcnstickcr (USA) 
2-30 : til Study on the Seismic Response of Reactor Vessel 

of Pool - Type LHFBR Including Fluid - Structure 
Interaction ( K- Taniwoto , T- Ito , K- Fujita . C 
Kurihara , Y- Sawada & A- Sakurai - Japan) 

3-10 : C23 3D Seismic Analysis of FBR Vessels : Coupling 
between Components and Vessels Fluid 
Communications, Imperfections ( F- Gantenbein , R.J. 
Gibert , S- Aita 6 E- Durandet - France) 

3-SO : C43 Rethods Adopted to Account for Vessel - Core 
Seismic Interactions in the PEC Analysis ( G. 
Haresca , PI. Forni & A- flartelli - Italy) 

4-30 p-m- - 4-50 p.m. : COFFEE-BREAK 
4.SO : GENERAL DISCUSSION 

6.00 p.a. - 7.00 p.a. : WELCOME COCKTAIL AT ENEA 
7.0O p.m.; Transportation to Pullman Hotel Bologna 

TMfttftYi OrtrtHT 1?, 1987 
8-15 a.m. ; Transportation from Pullman Hotel Bologna to the 

Headquarters of ENEA Fast Reactor Department 
8-45 a-m. : Distribution of the Summary Documents' drafts 

prepared by the Chairmen of Sessions 1 and 2 

9.00 a.m. - 1.15 p.a), s SESSION 3 - WHOLE REACTOR - BLOCK 
ANALYSIS ( SLOSHING « BUCKLING ; SEISMIC ISOLATION EFFECTS ) 
Chairmen s M. Dostal ( U .K. ) St F. 6antenbein ( Franc* > 
7 0 0 : C53 Sloshing Analysis by the FINAS Computer Program 

and Verification with Hock - up Test on the 
HON JO" Reactor Vessel ( K Horishita , K- Iwata 
& A- Imazu - Japan) 

9-25 : C6] A Study of Non - Linear Sloshing of Pool - Type 
LHFBR Coolant ( K• Sekine. T- Yashiro, A- Sakurai A 
Y. Sawada - Japan) 

9.50 : C73 Seismic Buckling of Thin Shells due to Dynamic 
Pressures (Calculations and Tests) (F- Gantenbein & 
R.J- Gibert - France) 

10.15 : C83 A Study on Buckling Behavior of Pool-Type LHFBP 
Vessel ( K. Sekine , K- Kokubo , A- Sakurai 6 Y. 
Sawada - Japan) 

10.40 : C9J Static and Dynamic Buckling of Thin Hemi
spherical and Cylindrical Shells Fluid-Coupled with 
a Rigid Vessel : Tests and Calculations ( A. De 
Paul is. H. Guiggiani, G. Garuti & P- Vigni - Italy) 
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11.05 a.m. - 11.25 a.r. : COFFEE-BREAK 
11-25 : C103 The Benefits and Problems of Base Seismic 

Isolation for L H F B R Reactor Plants ( R- W-
Seidenst icker - USA) 

11.50 : till Approach to LHFBR Floor Response Reduction (Y-
Sawada. A. Sakurai, C Kurihara - Japan) 

12-05 : C12D U-K- Base Isolation Systems , Design Studies 
and P A D Programme (N. Austin - U.K.; presented by 
h- Postal - U.K.) 

12.30 : GENERAL PISCUSSION 

1.15 p.m. - 2.30 p.m. : LUNCH AT THE ENEA HEADQUARTERS 

2.30 p.m. - 6.00 p.m. : SESSION 4 - DETAILED CORE ANALYSIS 
Chairmen : F. Cecchini ( Italy ) & T. Ohya ( Japan ) 
2-30 : C133 Seismic Behavior of Fast Reactor Core (A. 

Bernard , D- Brochard & F- Gantenbein - France) 
2-55 : C143 Numerical and Experimental Studies Carried out 

in the Framework of PEC Core Seismic Analysis ( A. 
Hartelli. H-Forni, G-Bonacina & R-Melloni - Italy) 

3.20 : C153 Core Seismic Analysis , SNR - 2 Preliminary 
Design and R&D Program ( A- Preumont - Belgium) 

3-45 : C16D Seismic Analysis Methods of LHFBR Core and 
Verification with Hock. - up Vibration Tests ( Y-
Sasaki. T. Kobayashi, S. Fujimoto, H. Morishita, K. 
Iwata & A- Imazu - Japan) 

4.10 p.m. - 4.30 p.m. : COFFEE-BREAK 
4.30 : C173 The Seismic Assessment of Fast Reactor Cores 

in the U. K. (J. C Duthie & M. Dostal - U.K.) 
4.55 : C1S3 Fluid - Structure Interaction in LHFBR Core -

Hodelling by an Homogeization Method ( P. Brochard -
France) 

5.20 : GENERAL PISCUSSION 
6.00 : Transportation to Pullman Hotel Bologna 
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Wednesdav. October 14. 1987 
8.00 a.m. : Transportation frem Pullman Hotel Bologna to the 

Headquarters of the ENEA Fast Reactor Department 
8.30 a.m. : Distribution of the Summary Documents' drafts 

prepared by the Chairmen of Sessions 3 and 4 

8.45 a.m. - 12.30 : SESSION 5 - SHUTDOWN SYSTEM AND CORE 
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATIONS - Chairmen : 
A. Bernard ( France ) & A. Preumont ( Belgium ) 
8-45 : C193 Analysis of the Dynamic Behaviour of the PEC 

Shutdown System - Experimental Tests and Validation 
of the Numerical Analysis ( G- Bonacina , G. Fran-
chioni, M. Zola, G. Haresca 4 A- Kartelli - Italy) 

9.10 : C203 Seismic Qualification of SPX - 1 Shutdown 
Systems - Tests and Calculations ( P. Brochard & P. 
Buiand - France) 

9-35 : [213 Functional Integrity Evaluation on "HONJU" 
Control Rod Drive Mechanism under Earthquake 
Condition ( K- Tanimoto , T. Shimomura, K- Fujita, 
T. Ohya , T- Inoue & K. Okabayashi - Japan) 

10-00 : C223 Seismic Performance Capabilities of the 
Alternative Shutdown System Proposed for CD.F.R. 
<H. Wootton & H- Postal - UK.) 

10-25 a.m. - 10.45 a.m. COFFEE-BREAK 
10.45 : C233 Neutronic and Thermal Behaviour of PEC Core in 

an Earthquake < F. Cecchini , C- Artioli , R. Di 
Franieoca & P. Hontanelli - Italy) 

11.10 : C243 Criteria for Structural Verification of Fast 
Reactor Core Elements (F.Cecchini & P-Neri - Italy) 

11.35 : GENERAL DISCUSSION 

12.30 - 1.45 p.m. : L'JNCH AT THE ENEA HEADQUARTERS 

1.45 p.m. - 6.15 p.m. I SESSION 6 - COMPONENT AND PIPING 
ANALYSIS - Chaira.cn: L.Cornaggia (Italy) & K.Peters (F.R.G.) 
1.45 : C25D Vibrational Characteristics of Fluid-Filled Gap 

Support Systems ( Y. Sasaki. H- Kondo, S. Yamamoto, 
H-Hirayama, A.Sakurai, Y.Sawada & Y.Masuko - Japan) 

2.10 : C263 Dynamic Analysis of the PEC Reactor Vessel: 
On - Site Tests and Mathematical Hodel (M. Zola, A. 
Hartelli , G- Haresca , P. Masoni , G- Scandola , P-
Descleve - Italy 4 France) 

http://Chaira.cn
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2.35 : C273 Seismic Tests in Sodium of the SPX - 1 Primary 
Pump Shaft Carried out in the CPV-1 Test Rig at 
ENEA- Brasimone (T. Contardi, L- Rapezzi, P- Le Coz, 
Y. Tigeot, C. Part iti, W- Zola. P- Denimal - Italy 4 
France) 

3.00 : C33 Seismic Stability Analysis of the BN-800 Reactor 
Plant ( 0-J. Vilensky , V.V. Zhukov , V-B- Kaidalov, 
V- M. Silajev 4 Yu. N- Tatarskv - 0- S- S- R- ) 

3-25 p.m. - 3-40 p.m. : COFFEE-BREAK 
3-40 -. C283 Accounting the Seismic Effect in NPP Pipeline 

Analysis < R- P. Hatsepura , I. G. Figurina 4 T- N-
Chikunova - U. S. S- R. ) 

4.05 : £293 Seismic Qualification of Piping Systems Based 
on Strain Criteria (K- Peters 4 A-H- Rangette - FPG) 

4.30 : CZ01 Seismic Analysis Method of HONJU Liquid Hetal 
Pipings and Verification with Seismic Tests on node! 
Pipings ( T- Ohya , T. Inoue , A- Yamagishi , T-
Kobayashi , S- Hizuno 4 H. Kawara - Japan) 

4-55 .- C313 Piping Seismic Fragility Tests ( R-1 • Jetter. 
W. P. Chen , A. T. Onesto 4 V. De Vita - U.S-A- ) 

5-20 : GENERAL DISCUSSION 
6-10 : Transportation to Pullman Hotel Bologna 

Thursday. October 15. 1987 
8-00 a.m. : Transportation from Pullman Hotel Bologna to the 

Headquarters of the ENEA Fast Reactor Department 
8.30 a.m. : Distribution of the Summary Documents' drafts 

prepared by the Chairmen of Sessions 5 and 6 

8.45 *.«. - 1 p.m. J SESSION 7 - CLOSING SESSION 
Chairaen : A. Martalli < Italy > fc M. Morishita ( Japan ) 
8-45 : Discussion and Approval of the Summary Document of 

Session 1: Status Reports (A-Hartelli 4 H- Shi bat a) 
9.15 ; Discussion and Approval of the Summary Document of 

Session 2 •. Whole Reactor - Block Analysis (General 
Items) ( Yu- K. Buksha 4 R. W. Seidensticker ) 

9.45 : Discussion and Approval of the Summary Document cf 
Session 3: Whole Reactor - Block Analysis (Sloshing 
4 Buckling; Seismic Isolation Effects) (H- Postal 4 
F. Gantenbein) 

10-15 : Discussion and Approval of the Summary Document of 
Session 4 : Detailed Core Analysis ( F- Cecchini 4 
T. Ohva) 

10.45 a.m. - 11.00 a.m. : COPFEE-BREAK 
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11.00 : Discussion and Approval of the Summary Document of 
Session 5 : Shutdown System and Core Element 
Analysis (A. Barnard & A- Preumont ) 

11.30 : Discussion and Approval of the Summary Document of 
Session 6 : Component and Piping Analysis ( L-
Cornaggia & K- Peters) 

12-00 : Recommendations and Conclusions 

l.OO p.m.: MEETING CLOSURE 

1.00 p.m. - 2.00 p.m. : LUNCH AT THE ENEA HEADQUARTERS 

2.00 p.m. - 8.00 p.m. : VISIT TO THE ENEA BRASIMONE CENTER 
2-00 p.m. : Transportation to the Brasimone Center 
3-30 p.m.-6-30 p.m.; Visit to PEC Reactor and Brasimone 

Experimental Facilities (CPC - 1 and 
CPV - 1 ) 

8-00 p.m. : Arrival at Pullman Hotel Bologna 
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3. SESSION SUMMARIES 
3.1 Summary o-f Session 1 - Status Reports 
Session 1 was held in the morning of Konday, October 12, 
1987. It was chaired by Dr. Alessandro Kartelli (ENEA) and 
Prof. Heki Shibata (Tokyo University). The text of the 
summary approved in Session 7 is reported below. 
Seven Status Reports were presented in Session 1• They were 
prepared by the F.R.G- (presenting DeBeNe activities in 
general, thus, also including Belgian work), France, Italy, 
Japan, the U.S-S.R-, the U-K. and the U.S.A. . Presentations 
can be grouped in three categories: -
(1) design in low-seismicity countries; 
(2) general statements on regulations; 
(3) review of R & D studies for specific power plants and 

programmes for the future. 
With regard to Status Reports of the first category, the 
F.R.6. (Dr. A-fl- Rangette), after some short remarks on 
SNR-300 status, mainly gave a presentation of SNR-2 activity 
programme, stressing the importance and adequacy of criteria 
based on strain limits, as well as the necessity of a more 
realistic definition of ground motion and design rules. 
However, the application of the above-mentioned philosophy 
to high-seismicity countries has to be investigated 
(although the results of U.K. tests on piping at high 
excitations seem to confirm its adequacy), and furthermore, 
acceptability by licensing has still to be discussed, even 
in countries like the F-R-G. . 

The 2D non-linear analysis performed by Belgium for the 
LHFBR core (in the framework of DeBeNe activities) was also 
mentioned. 
A considerable amount of work was done in the U.K. (Dr. M-
Dostal), in spite of rather low seismicity of this country: 
extensive buckling and piping studies have been performed, 
and detailed core, shutdown system and component analysis is 
in progress, together with Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) 
analysis- Studies on seismic isolation and in general, 
structural response reduction (embedment, etc.), have also 
been initiated in co-operation with Japan and the U.S.A. 
Furthermore, sloshing studies will also be performed, taking 
into account non-linear phenomena. Pinally. Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment (PRA) analysis has been initiated. 
Kith regard to the U.S.S.R. (presentation of the second 
category), Dr. Yu- K. Buksha pointed out thac at present 
U-S.S-R. fast reactors are constructed in low-seismicity 
areas- The design rules do not differ from those usually 
adopted for thermal reactors-

Reactor shutdown is foreseen for earthquakes exceeding 
DE (that practically corresponds to OBE): this is an 
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automatic scram, similar to the Japanese reactors, and SPX 
and PEC in Europe (on the contrary, manual shutdown is 
foreseen in the U-K- and the U.S.A.). 

The U-S-S-R. is interested in the development of 
improved methods, for future design purposes-
The first presentation of the third category was that given 
by France (Hme- F- Gantenbein)- The French Status Report 
provided an overview on the numerical and experimental 
studies performed for SPX-1 (core - partly in co-operation 
with Italy -, shutdown system, buckling of thin shells, 
etc ) and summarized research items in progress for SPX-2 
(3D effects including FSI, improvement of core analysis by 
development and use of 3D codes and tests on new shaking 
tables, piping analysis, probabilistic methods). 

It was mentioned that these studies are being performed 
by France in the framework of the European co-operation on 
LHFBF development (AGT-9B and AGT-5 groups). Finally, it was 
pointed out that SPX-2 might be seismically isolated. 
Italy (Dr. A- Rartelli) presented an overview of studies 
mainly carried out in support to PEC seismic design. In 
particular, numerical and experimental analyses performed 
for the core, the core elements and the shutdown system were 
outlined. Furthermore, on-site tests (with various 
excitation methods) of the reactor building and vessel were 
mentioned, together with the related detailed numerical 
studies. 

It was pointed out that such a large effort was 
necessary due to the quite severe design earthquakes (0.3 g 
for SSE z-p-a. in the two horizontal directions) and 
specific PEC reactor features- Feed-backs on PEC design, due 
to seismic conditions, were shown to be important. 

Studies performed on buckling of thin shells and tests 
carried out in sodium in the CPV-1 test rig of Brasimone on 
a SPX-1 primary pump shaft (in co-operation with France) 
were also recalled: it was pointed out that the CPV-1 rig 
might be used for further seismic tests on components in 
sodium. 

The general interest for FBR seismic analysis of 
studies performed for PEC was stressed, by recalling the 
co-operation of Italy at first with France and now with the 
other European countries, as well. 
The Japanese Status Report (Mr. fl- Horishita) was devoted to 
studies performed for both RONJU plant and the future large-
scale plants (which might be of pool-type). With regard to 
the HONJU plant, numerical and experimental analyses of the 
reactor-block (including sloshing), the core and the 
shutdown system were mentioned, together with those 
concerning the non-linear effects for piping supports-

R & D in progress for future large-scale plants 
includes rational aseismic design development (embedment, 
core bottom support, fluid support), improvement of methods 
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for integrity evaluations (post-buck 1ing behaviour, 
sloshing) and improvements of "siting" technology (seismic 
isolation, floating plants, soft-rock sites)-
Finally, the U.S.A. Status Report (Hr- R-I- Jetter) noted 
that at the time being DOE is supporting innovative LHR 
design concepts such as SAFR and PRISH. The current DOE 
seismic support is mostly to these two projects, concerning 
modular small-sized reactors. Improvements of studies 
performed, from FFTF to CRFBR and the above-mentioned 
projects were mentioned, with regard to core analysis, 
sloshing effects, piping studies-

Interest for seismic isolation for the new projects was 
pointed out - The present and planned DOE programmes address 
this topic, together with fragility analysis in the 
framework of PRA, piping studies, core aseismic design and 
accomodation of site-to-site seismic variability. 

During the general discussion in the afternoon, some 
questions were raised with regard to Status Reports: the 
main questions concerned significance of computer code 
validation based on scaled models (see also sect. 3.2)- The 
importance of full-scale tests for the system including 
fluid effects and non-linearities was emphasized by Japan. 
Italy also judged that these tests are important, due to the 
many uncertainties that still affect some data of the 
calculations. It was agreed, according to the F-R-G- and 
France, that reliable computer codes already exist for an 
adequate seismic analysis of the reactor-block and its 
components, but some physical phenomena need to be supported 
by experimental evidence. 

3.2 Summary of Session 2 - Whole Reactor - Block Analysis 
(General Items) 

Session 2 was held in the afternoon of Monday, October 12, 
1987. It was chaired by Dr. Yu.K. Buksha (U-S-S-R.) and Hr. 
R.N. Seidensticker (U.S.A.). The final text of the session 
summary, approved in Session 7, is reported below. 
Session 2 dealt with problems and solutions involving 
seismic analysis of entire reactor vessel, internals and 
support. The session originally contained four technical 
papers and one hour general discussion period. Paper No. C33 
by Dr- J.N. Tatarsky et al• (U.S-S.R.) was moved to Session 
6 on Wednesday, Oct- 14, 1987. Thus, this summary covers 
papers No. C13, C23 and C43 and the "General Discussion". 

Paper No. CI3 ("Study on the Seismic Response of Reactor 
Vessel of Pool-Type LHFBR Including Fluid-Structure 
Interaction"), presented by Mr. K. Tanimoto of CRIEPI, 
Japan, reported the results of analysis and a 1/8 th scale 
model (made of alluminium) of a large LHFBR pool-type 
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reactor vessel for shell vibrations (including fluid-
structure interaction), sloshing and other effects from 
seismic loads. The analysis shows good agreement for 
horizontal excitations and presented good data for vertical 
excitation effects. (It was agreed later that vertical 
effects are not as well known as the horizontal if one is 
interested in time-history of the vertical sloshing wave). 

At the end of the presentation of paper C13, after one 
or two minor questions, considerable discussion took place 
concerning the vertical sloshing. In particular, it seems 
that most persons agreed that the understanding of the 
horizontal sloshing was much more complete than that of the 
vertical effects. An explanation based on similarity to a 
pendulum motion was proposed (Prof. Shibata and Prof. 
G i bert)-

Considerable discussion took place later as to the 
validity of using a 1/8-scale model to "validate" the 
analytical approach. This discussion concluded that (1) the 
validation is okay as long as the basis is based on physics, 
etc.; and (2) that size effects are important if the 
analysis depends on certain parametric relationships-
Paper No. C23 ("3D Seismic Analysis of FBR Vessels; Coupling 
between Components and Vessels, Fluid Communications, 
Imperfections"), presented by Mme- F- Gantenbein of CEA/ 
DEftT, France, dealt with the use of substructuration of the 
reactor vessel and internals in order to use three-
dimensional (3D) analysis to more accurately predict the 
seismic responses of the overall system. Imperfections in 
the structure involving the fluid-structure effects 
(interactions) were analyzed-

The results, though surprising, permitted the 
introduction of a significantly simplified model which 
reproduces the results of interest quite well. The 3D work 
shows increasing number of modes compared to 2D axisymmetric 
approach. Revisions were made to the seismic response by use 
of 3D and some unconservativism was uncovered (i.e., used 
from 2D models). 

At the end of the presentation, some questions were 
raised on the implications of the 3D analysis results for 
system structural designs in the case of seismically 
isolated plants. It was pointed out by rime- Gantenbein that 
this work was carried out subsequent to the actual reactor 
design (Superphenix-1)-

Another question was raised as to why the 3D approach 
predicted greater response pressure than the 2D analysis for 
reservoir (in Fig. 8)- The reply was that the 3D gives 
additional modes and detail and cannot be compared directly 
with the 2D. In general, the 3D results are 20-30% lower 
than the 2D results, except for that shown in Fig. 8-
Finally, explanations were given by Plrne. Gantenbein on how 
the substructures were joined-
Paper No. C43 ("Methods Adopted to Account for Vessel-Core 
Seismic Interactions in the PEC Analysis") was presented by 
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Hr. G- Haresca of ENEA/DISP, Italy- A brief presentation was 
also given by Dr- A- Hartelli of ENEA/VEL- This paper 
described the analysis made on the PEC reactor-block which 
supports the use of a top-core restraint around the reactor 
core- The method developed by ENEA deals with the 
non-linearities in the core taking into account the 
mechanical interactions between core and vessel- Studies 
also included examination of the influence of fluid 
coupling- The conclusion was that the core-vessel coupling 
(interaction), which was quite strong, was adequately 
handled by the analysis made for PEC-

The presentation given by Dr. A. Hartelli at the 
conclusion of the main talk consisted in a brief overview 
covering the definitions used, assumptions made and 
verifications involved in this work (copies of the 
transparencies shown are attached in Appendix to paper no-
C4D). 

One point made was that the restraint ring has greater 
effect (in terms of amplifications) at lower earthquake 
loads, such as OBE- (This is due primarily to high radial 
compaction at greater earthquake loads, such as SSE) -
Differences between transfer functions in the SSE and OBE 
cases were questioned; the reply was that the large 
differences in transfer function amplitudes were due to 
large non-linear behaviour of the restrained core-

A general discussion took place at the end of the 
presentations- It was mainly devoted to post -buck1ing 
behaviour and use of scaled models. The main conclusions 
are following: 

(1) The U-K- supported the Japanese point that the 
vessels which had sufferred shear buckling had large energy 
absorption capability- It was also agreed that even after 
buckling, lateral displacements were small enough so as not 
to cause concern about ability to shutdown the reactors. 

(2) On the topic of problems of using scale models it 
was noted that certain factors are omitted from either the 
full size or scale model, which may have a greater effect on 
actual system behaviour than that involved in the full size 
versus scale model issue -

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the IAEA / IWGFR 
secretary, Mr. V- Arkhipov, made a general request to the 
whole group to present him with ideas and suggestions AS to 
how to further improve international co-operation on this 
most important area of seismic design. 

3.3 Summary of Session 3 - Whole Reactor - Block Analysis 
< Sloshino fc Buckling i Seismic Isolation Effects ) 

Session 3 was held in the morning of Tuesday, October 13, 
1987. It was chaired by Or. M- Dostal (U.K.) and time- F-
Gantenbein (France). The final text of the session summary, 
approved in Session 7, is reported below. 
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Session 3 contained eight papers and <*5 minutes general 
discussion, and covered three separate topics: sloshing 
effects, both linear and non-linear, buckling of reactor 
internals under external pressure generated by seismic 
excitations and finally, seismic isolation systems and other 
ways of reducing the level of seismic loading. 
With regard to sloshing studies, two Japanese papers were 
presented, based on calculations and their validation by 
tests: paper No. C53 ("Sloshing Analysis by the "INAS 
Computer Program and Its Verification with Mock-up Test of 
RONJU Reactor Vessel"), presented by Kr- X. Morishita of 
PNC, and paper No. C63 ("A Study on Non-Linear Sloshing of 
Pool-Type LK73P. Coolant"), presented by Hr. K. Serine cf 
Hitachi Works. 

As far as 1inear s1cshinz is concerned, the study of 
the HONJU mock-up (scale 1/4) allowed the FINAS code to be 
validated and the efficiency of dipped plate to be 
demonstrated, to reduce t'he height of sloshing wave. During 
the discussion, questions were raised on the requirements 
related to this dipped plate, as to if it is necessary to 
demonstrate its integrity. 

As far as non-linear sloshing is concerned, the impact 
of the sodium wave on the roof slab was studied. Tests for a 
pool-type reactor were performed on a rectangular mock-up 
with various roof slab types- These tests led to following 
results: -
- the maximum pressure acting on the roof slab occurs when 

the first effective wave strikes at the' roof slab; 
- the law between this pressure and the impact velocity is 

linear and depends on the roof slab features (type, 
stiffness, etc. ) : 

- the pressure on the lateral wails can be estimated from 
wave propagation analysis. 

Extrapolation from the above-mentioned results was performed 
for the analysis of a real plant. 

Some surprise was declared during the discussion 
concerning the test results: why is the pressure maximum 
when the velocity is not maximum ? . An explanation was 
proposed by Prof. Shi bat a, that attributed the result to the 
effects of gas mixture present in the fluid after the first 
wave strikes at the roof slab: in fact, the presence of this 
gas mixture is equivalent to a reduction of fluid 
compress i b i1i t y. 
With regard to buckling studies, three presentation were 
given ; -
- two on buckling due to pressure ( paper No. L71, "Seismic 

Buckling of Thin Shells", presented by Rme. ?. Gantenbein 
of CSA , France, and paper No. C93 , "Static and Dynamic 
Buckling of Thin Hemispherical and Cylindrical Shells 
Fluid - Coupled with a Rigid Vessel : Tests and Calcula
tions", presented by Prof.A.De Paulis of Pisa University, 
Italy); 
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- one on shear buck, ling ( paper No. C83, "A Study on the 
Buckling Behavior of Pool - Type LflFBR Vessel", presented 
by Hr. K. Sekine of Hitachi Works, Japan). 
As far as buckling due to pressure. caused by fluid 

motion, is concerned, we note that • -
- comparisons between calculations and static test results 
show the need of taking into account the imperfections, 
and in some cases, plasticity; 

- for some geometries , dynamic loads cause an increase of 
the pressure value that leads to buckling. 
An explanation was proposed about the lower efficiency 

of dynamic pressure compared to the static value. It is 
related to the rate of the two frequencies affecting the 
dynamic phenomenon: the frequency of the load and that of 
the vibrational mode associated with the buckling mode 
shape- An additional explanation was given about the 
non-linear variation of pressure versus excitation level: 
such behaviour is due to coupling of the equations governing 
the various harmonics of the motions (6s £ 6 cos n6), and 
especially the harmonic of the load and that of the buckling 
mode. This coupling is due to the defects, and simplified 
calculations show that the instability level depends on the 
damping value. 

As far as shear buckling is concerned, the effects of 
the imperfections are less important, with respect to the 
case axial compression or that of pressure load- In 
addition, buckling initiation was observed to occur at the 
same loading level in both dynamic and static tests. 

Post-buckling behaviour was also studied in the 
mentioned Japanese work. Mith regard to shear buckling, it 
appears that analytical and experimental work done in Japan 
and the U.K. reach the same conclusions. 
With regard to seismic isolation systems (SIS), it is worth 
mentioning that this topic has been included in this 
Specialist fleeting (althougth at later stage) for the 
reasons that it plays an important role in the design of the 
whole plant, including its components and systems. 

World-wide interest in recent years in seismic 
isolation concepts is mainly confined to Liquid Metal 
Reactors (LHR's), for the reasons that the cost and 
technical/safety benefits are more obvious for LHR's than 
other types of reactors- Also the necessity of portability 
and standardisation of LHR's is more urgent in the context 
of a collaboration in Europe and world-wide. 

The progress in this field has been reflected in the 
three papers presented at this Specialist fleeting- The 
benefits and real or potential problems still outstanding 
are better focussed now than even year or two ago, and are 
well summarized in paper No. C103 ("The Benefits and 
Problems of Base Seismic Isolation for LHF3R Reactor 
Plants"), by flr. R.tf. Seidensticker of ANL, U.S.A. . 

Paper No. CI13 ("Approach to LflFBR Floor Response 
Reduction") presented by flr. Y. Sawada of CRIEP1, Japan, 
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introduced several isolation concepts including inshore 
floating plant which were seriously considered in Japan. In 
the ensuing discussion it was indicated by Prof- Shibata 
that a large government funding might be available to study 
the seismic isolation concepts in the near future -

In paper No. C123 ("UK. Base Isolation Systems, Design 
Studies and R & D Programme") presented by Dr. n. Dosta1 of 
NNC, U.K., a particular analytical study was described and 
an outline of the R 4 D programme to investigate the dynamic 
characteristics and performance of an isolation device was 
given. 
In the general discussion a consensus of opinion was reached 
that the seismic isolation concepts offer sufficient 
advantages to warrant further work to resolve some of the 
outstanding problems- The remaining problems were considered 
to be technical rather than feasibility problems. 

The question of testing a complete isolation system 
rather than a single unit which has dominated the 
experimental work, so far has been discussed- Also a need for 
multi-excitation has been pointed out. These two issues are 
best answered by installation of seismic isolation devices 
to real structures in an environment of high seismicity. 
Such tests are already underway in Japan, where different 
types of SIS can be installed to a building structure. Other 
tests are planned. 

3.4 Summary o-f Session 4 - Detailed Core Analysis 
Session 4 was held in the afternoon of Tuesday, October 13, 
1987. It was chaired by Hr. F. Cecchini (ENEA) and Mr. T-
Ohya (PNC). The final version of the session summary, 
approved in Session 7, is reported below. 
Session 4 dealt with problems and solutions involving 
seismic analysis of core subassemblies and entire core. Six 
papers were presented by France (two contributions), Italy, 
Belgium, Japan and the U.K. . 40 minutes were devoted to 
general discussion at the end of the session-
Paper No. C133 ("Seismic Behaviour of a Fast Reactor Core") 
was jointly presented by B. A. Bernard of CEA/DRNR and H- D. 
Brochard of CEA/DEHT, France. The first part of this paper 
dealt with the design calculations performed by use of the 
non-linear CORALIE code for the seismic verification of the 
SPX-1 reactor core. In particular, the main parameters 
characterizing the seismic behaviour of the core and the 
subassemblies (like top displacements, shock forces) were 
given. 

Special attention was paid to the consequences of core 
seismic behaviour during the OBE and SSE events on the 
structural and functional safety verifications. For 
structural verification, specific criteria, taking into 
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account modification of the steel mechanical properties due 
to irradiation, were used. Por safety verification, the main 
evaluations concerned the reactivity fluctuations and the 
behaviour of the shutdown systems. 

In the second part of the paper, the tests performed on 
the RAPSODIE mock.-up and especially the optical measuring 
methodology, have been described in detail- These tests, 
that stressed some important parameters in the core 
response, have been used to validate the CORALIE code-

In the short discussion following the presentation, 
some questions were raised on the instrumentation used for 
validation tests- It was pointed out that, due to mock-up 
geometry, the instrumentation was not such as to allow 
strain to be measured- Further details on the new optical 
measuring method for the subassembly displacements during 
tests were also given in the discussion. 
Paper No. C143 ("Numerical and Experimental Studies Carried 
out in the framework of PEC Core Seismic Analysis") was 
presented by Dr- A- Kartelli of ENEA/VEL, Italy- This paper 
described the fundamentals of the numerical and experimental 
studies performed for PEC core seismic analysis. The effort 
made for a complete experimental programme was stressed, 
starting from the vibrational tests on single simplified 
element mock-ups, through tests on element groups, shock 
tests, tests on prototype elements and fluid-structure 
interaction tests on 7- and 19-element groups -

All the test results were used for validating the 
computer code CORALIE (jointly developed by ENEA and CEA) 
and the Belgian code CLASH, that is available at ENEA. 

The CORALIE code was used for PEC design calculations, 
together with the iterative procedure between the non-linear 
detailed core calculations and the linear reactor-block 
runs, that had been described in paper No- C4D. It was shown 
that design analysis is rather conservative. 

CORALIE is being used at present, together with CLASH, 
for evaluating safety margins that are present in the design 
analysis. (The paper also contains in Appendix the main 
results of the analysis performed for PEC Intermediate 
Safety Report, as well as some of the first results of the 
studies concerning the evaluation of safety margins). 

During the discussion following the paper presentation, 
some further information was given on neutronic-seismic 
interactions, as well as on the very conservative fluid 
model used in the design analysis and that, more correct , 
adopted for the evaluation of safety margins. Discussion 
also took place on the damping values used in the analysis: 
the various assumptions made in the ENEA calculations were 
clarified. 

Paper No. C153 ("Core Seismic Analysis - SNR-2 Preliminary 
Design and R & D Programme") was presented by Dr. A-
Preumont of Belgonucleaire, Belgium- This paper described 
the work performed by Belgonucleaire in the framework of the 
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seismic analysis of FBR cores and subassemblies- The 
features of the computer program CLASH and the typical 
results of SNR-2 preliminary calculations were mentioned -
The objectives of future research and the R A D programme at 
Belgonucleaire were also given-

After the paper presentation, questions were asked 
about the influence of the time shape of the reactivity 
function on the fuel melting- The calculation method used 
for the fluid-structure interaction was also discussed -
Paper No. C16) ("Seismic Analysis Methods for LHFBR Core and 
Verification with Bock-up Vibration Tests") was presented by 
Fir- Y- Sasaki of Toshiba Corporation, Japan- The paper dealt 
with the vibrational behaviour of a cluster of core elements 
with hexagonal cross-section, located in a barrel, under 
dynamic excitation due to seismic events- Moreover, the 
numerical analyses of the test results, performed for the 
validation of simplified analytical method, were described-

The conclusion was that the single central row model 
could provide a practical representation for design 
calculation of the whole core, with consideration of fluid 
forces and dampings-

After the presentation, a question was raised (among 
others) as to how the gap sizes were selected- The reply was 
that they were determined in cold conditions, and Mr- Sasaki 
added that the purpose of this test was to validate the 
computer code VIOLLON: thus, the gap sizes had to be 
selected so as to allow the verification of the r.on-linear 
effects. 

Paper No. C173 ("The Seismic Assessment of Fast Reactor 
Cores in the U.K."), presented by Or- J-C Duthie of UKAEA, 
U.K. , described the progress of core seismic assessment in 
the U.K. and current status and future -rogrammes within the 
European collaboration, especially with regard to code 
development and verification on the basis of experimental 
results. It was pointed out that the seismic response of the 
reactor core is now taken into account at the design stage, 
and that it is expected that a joint European strategy will 
be develcped for assessing seismic response. 

After the paper presentation. Dr. Duthie answered some 
questions concerning the test method used in the 
experimental model, the ability of photo-system adopted and 
the restraint ring applied- Also possible failure of 
irradiated pads was discussed, in particular for the core 
fuel elements in faulted conditions: about this problem, it 
was mentioned chat, after analysis, this was not found as 
serious as first thought. 

Paper No. C183 ("Fluid-Structure Interaction in LHPBR Cores 
- Modelling by an Homogeneization Method") was presented by 
M. D. Brochard of CEA/DEMT, France- It dealt with the 
homogeneization method developed by CEA, that approximates 
the fluid-structure interaction phenomenon, in order to 
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allow the global behaviour of complicated systems (such as 
steam generator tube bundles, nuclear reactor cores, etc.) 
to be determined. 

The method consists in replacing the heterogeneous 
physical medium (tubes and fluid) by an equivalent 
homogeneous medium. The method was verified using test 
results on LNFBR core geometries. 

The conclusions were that the homogeneization method 
allows the seismic behaviour of a LHFBR core to be studied 
and provides a good approximation of PSI at low excitation 
level- For the high excitation levels, at which the non-
linearities due to interactions among the subassemblies 
become important, a more complete formulation of the 
equivalent medium must be developed. 

After the paper presentation, some first questions were 
raised as to how large is the calculation time that is 
necessary to apply this method: the reply was that, since 
the formulation is linear, the computer time cost is very 
limited- Then, discussion took place on the interest in 
further development of this approach (that appears to be 
very useful for simplifying the analysis), in order to also 
account for the shock effects. 

In the general discussion made at the end of the session. 
Dr. MarteHi and Dr- Preumont clarified their positions on 
fluid coupling between core and vessel- It was also stressed 
that core-vessel interaction is an important topic, that 
includes the development of equivalent linear models. 

After this discussion, Prof. Shibata gave some 
information on Japanese trend on shock-isolat ion system, as 
well as on R & D programmes-

Then, each delegation was asked to give its position on 
the necessity to perform core analysis by use of detailed 
computer codes and to improve the existing codes by 
introducing FSI effects- All the replies were generally 
affirmative, especially those of countries with high 
seismicity levels (such as Japan, the U.S.A., Italy and 
France), and all delegations declared their interest in the 
development of improved methods for future design purposes. 
It was proposed to perform benchmark analysis in order to 
compare computer codes developed in the various countries-

3.S Sm—arv oj Session 5 - Shutdown System and Core 
Structural and Functional Verificatiom* 

Session 5 was held in the morning of Wednesday, October 14. 
It was chaired by H. A. Bernard (CEA) and Dr. A. Preumont 
(Belgonucleaire). The final version of the session summary, 
approved ii Session 7, is reported below. 
Session 5 was devoted to work related to seismic behaviour 
of shutdown systems (primary and alternative systems), 
reactivity variations in an earthquake and core and 
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subassembly integrity evaluations with appropriate design 
criteria- The related verifications mainly used the detailed 
core analysis results (see Session 4). The session included 
6 papers rnd about 50 minutes general discussion. 
The first four papers dealt with the experimental and 
numerical safety and operational verifications of shutdown 
systems of reactors that have already been constructed or 
are in the design phase: these are Superphenix-1 in France, 
PEC in Italy. HONJ0 in Japan and CDFR in the U.K. -

In the four cases, the complexity of the problem and 
the necessity of providing very convincing demonstration of 
the system reliability, led to perform expensive tests such 
as those described in the papers. The general features of 
testing methodologies adopted were very similar for all the 
systems: the shutdown systems were all subjected to the 
displacements calculated in the core and the reactor-block 
studies, at the axial levels at which the systems are 
connected to or interact with the surrounding structures; 
furthermore, sodium was replaced by water in all the cases. 

The paper of Italy, "Analysis of the Dynamic Behaviour 
of PEC Shutdown System - Tests and Validation" (paper No. 
C193, presented by fir. G- Bonacina of ISHES and Mr- G-
flaresca of ENEA/DISP) gives details of results obtained on a 
prototype full-scale mock-up of the PEC systems-

France tested both the "primary" and the "secondary" 
systems of Superphenix-1: the French paper "Seismic 
Qualification of SPX-1 Shutdown Systems - Tests and 
Calculations" (paper No. L201, presented by B. D- Brochard 
of CEA/DEPIT), details the results obtained for the primary 
system. 

Both France and Italy also developed and applied to the 
design a numerical model, that was used to interpret the 
test results and to extrapolate them to the actual reactor 
conditions, taking into account parameters such as tempera
ture effects. 

Paper No. [21] ("Functional Integrity Evaluation on 
HONJU Control Rod Drive Mechanism under Earthquake 
Condition"), presented by Rr. K. Tanimoto of Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries (Japan), showed that the HONJU shutdown 
system was qualified to mantain its functional integrity 
under large earthquake loads-

Paper No. C223 ("Seismic Performance Capabilities of 
the Alternative Shutdown System Proposed for C-DP.R."), 
presented by Dr. H. Dostal of NNC (U.K.), dealt with tests 
performed on the "alternative" system especially developed 
for CD.P.R. to eliminate most of the earthquake 
consequences on the system behaviour. 

All the tests were successful and the design 
requirements concerning insertion time of antireactivity in 
the core were confirmed (although in some caf.es some 
modifications jf -he original system design were necessary). 

During tha general discussion, several questions were 
raised on the above-mentioned papers- The fiist item 
discussed concerned the reliability of the safe-shutdown 

http://caf.es
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demostration by means of the tests performed: the main 
parameters that could not be taken into account in the tests 
look tc be friction cofficients in sodium and the 
two-direccional nature of the seismic load in the horizontal 
plane- Questions were also raised as to whether the margins 
shown by experiments and calculations (with regard to 
displacements, drop time and structural integrity) are 
adequate, taking into account the large uncertainties 
related to the sensitivity of system dynamic response to 
different types of excitation. 

The second item discussed concerned the predictive 
numerical models that have been developed- In fact, at the 
time being, it is possible to accurately calculate 
horizontal displacements of the system, taking into account 
shocks (due to the gaps existing among its parts), as well 
as fluid coupling- However, the vertical movement itself 
(that also depends on friction) has not been properly 
modelled yet: suitable numerical methods must be developed-
These methods would be very useful for both extrapolating 
the test results to the actual reactor conditions, and 
orienting and even qualifying the design of new concepts of 
shutdown systems , without the need of complicated tests. 

Finally, the third item of discussion referred to 
shutdown system design. It may be difficult to obtain a good 
compromise between two aims: to get a very high level of 
shutdown reliability, and to avoid spurious shutdowns in 
normal operating conditions- Although the alternative 
shutdown system was considered very attractive from the 
seismic point of view, concern was raised about the lack of 
operational experience, in a prototype reactor, of the CDFR 
system presented-
The second part of the session consisted in two Italian 
papers, dealing with core and subassembly structural and 
-functional verifications-

Paper No. C233 ("Neutronic and Thermal Behaviour of PEC 
Core in an Earthquake"), presented by Plr- F- Cecchini of 
ENEA/VEL, described the procedure developed and used to 
evaluate the seismically induced reactivity variation of the 
PEC reactor. In the SSE case, this procedure combines a 
static evaluation of the maximum reactivity insertion by 
static and geometric compaction and a time function obtained 
with the program CORALIE (see papers No- C133 and [14]). 

For the PEC geometry, it was found that the 
contribution of vertical motion is small as compared to that 
of the core compaction. In the final PEC core design, the 
maximum reactivity insertion was always found to be smaller 
than 80 % of S for SSE. Furthermore, the maximum fuel 
temperature was always well below the fuel melting point. 

When asked about possible comparison with CLASH 
results, it was answered that the two-dimensional CLASH runs 
(paper No. C153 > had lead to slightly higher values of 
reactivity insertion, with respect to the one-dimensional 
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CORALIE results. However, the CLASH results were obviously 
smaller than the static results. 

Paper No. C243 ("Criteria for Structural Verification 
of Fast Reactor Core Elements"), presented by Fir- P. Neri of 
ENEA/VEL, was devoted to the experimental structural and 
functional verifications of the PE subassemblies (spikes 
and shrouds). The approach is both a quasi-static and a 
dynamic one- The displacements and shock forces calculated 
with the program CORALIE (papers No. C133 and C14]) were 
applied and procedures derived from the ASHE III code, case 
RCCK-R, were used, together with especially developed 
criteria for irradiated components. Some remarks on fuel pin 
can verifications were also made. All the verifications led 
to positive results. 

Some concern was expressed about the licensing procedu
re, because the verification method described might overlook 
one of the major potential failure modes of the 
subassemblies: the brittle fracture of irradiated tubes. It 
was pointed out by the paper authors that the problem does 
not exist in the PEC case (for this specific subassembly 
geometry, shocks only occur on the pads, that are not 
located in a strongly irradiated zone). However, in a more 
general perspective, the participants recognized the urgent 
need of experimental data related to impact resistance of 
wrapper tubes embrittled by irradiation, or artificially. 

3.6 Sumiarv of Session 6 - Component and Piping Analysis 
Session 6 was held in the afternoon of Hedenesday, October 
14. It was chaired by Mr. L. Cornaggia (Ansaldo) and Dr. K. 
Peters (Interatom). The final version of the session 
summary, approved in Session 7, is reported below. 
Eight papers were presented in Session 6 and about 50 
minutes were devoted to general discussion. Four works 
(papers C28], C293, C303 and C313, prepared by the F.R.G., 
Japan, the U.S.S-R. and the U.S.A.) addressed analysis and/ 
or experimental evaluation of seismic effects on piping sys
tems; three (papers C26D, C273 and C33, prepared by Italy & 
France, Japan and the U-S.S.R.) dealt with experimental 
validation and/or improvement in analytical models and 
procedures concerning components; and finally, one (paper 
No. C253), presented by Japan, pointed out the applicability 
of enhanced hydraulic coupling among immersed structures to 
obtain an effective supporting effect. 

More precisely, as far as component analysis is concerned, 
paper No. C253 ("Vibrational Characteristics of Fluid-Filled 
Gap Support System"), presented by Br. Y- Sasaki (Toshiba 
Corporation, Japan) described the concept of a fluid-filled 
gap support system to be mainly used for intern • components 
suspended from the deck. The support is based on the 
hydraulic coupling between co-axial cylinders separated by a 
narrow gap. Seal rings control axial fluid leakage-
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Analytical procedures to evaluate added mass and damping 
values were outlined; the adequacy of these procedures was 
demonstrated on the basis of comparisons with experimental 
results obtained for a mock-up in reduced scale. 

In the discussion. Dr. Dosta1 expressed some concern 
with regard to the extrapolation of the experimental results 
to the full-scale sizes- However, the opinion of Mr. Sasaki 
is that the extrapolation is feasible- The possibility of 
cavitation effects in the case of excitation increasing up 
to the high levels typical of real reactor conditions was 
also mentioned: it was answered that no cavitation was 
observed in the large amplitude experiments -

Paper No. C263 ("Dynamic Analysis of the PEC Reactor 
Vessel: On-Site Tests and Mathematical Model") concerned 
work performed by Italy, partly in co-operation with France 
(as far as the numerical studies are concerned)• It had 
already been presented at the ENEA/ISUES/ENS Specialists' 
Meeting on On-Site Experimental Verification of the Seismic 
Behaviour of Nuclear Reactor Structures and Components, held 
in Bologna-Brasimone on May 4-7, 1987. The presentation was 
given by fir- G- Maresca (ENEA/DISP). The paper describsd the 
experimental tests performed on site, by exciting the PEC 
main vessel at different axial levels. Tests aimed at 
improving the simplified calculation models used for the 
whole reactor-block seismic analysis. Test results and 
modifications of the numerical models were reported. 

After paper presentation, the Japanese delegation asked 
for a clarification on the features of the supporting system 
designed for the PEC main vessel- It was answered that the 
design results from the requirements related to Core 
Disruptive Accident (CDA) energy absorption with plastic 
deformation. Furthermore, Prof. Shi bata asked if torsional 
effects were detected: the answer was that such effects were 
not measured. 

Paper No. C271 ("Seismic Tests in Sodium of the SPX-1 
Primary Pump Shaft Carried out in the CPV-1 Test Rig at 
ENEA-Brasimone") also referred to work performed in 
co-operation by Italy and France- It was presented by Mr- M-
Zola (ISPIES). The paper described in detail the seismic 
tests performed by ISMES, on behalf of ENEA and CEA, on the 
Superphenix-1 primary pump shaft, in sodium at full reactor 
temperature. The tests demonstrated the capability of the 
hydrostatic bearing system to withstand the seismic load. 
Results at different mass-flow rates through the bearing and 
revolution per minute (rpm) values of the shaft were given-
It was pointed out that the CPV-1 rig used for the tests is 
the only one that is available at the time being to perform 
seismic tests in sodium at full reactor temeperature. 

In the discussion following the paper presentation, the 
Japanese delegation asked for clarifications on the paper, 
because apparently it was not possible to read the sodium 
mass-flow rate through the bearing. Mr. Zola gave the 
necessary explanations. Furthermore, the U.S.A. delegation 
pointed out the need of checking the coast-down behaviour of 
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the pumps, because sometimes there can be a marked reduction 
in bearing effectiveness during coast-down-

Paper No. C33 ("Seismic Stability Analysis of the BN-
800 Reactor Plant"), that (as mentioned) had been moved to 
this session according to U.S.S.R. suggestion, was presented 
by Dr. Yu- N. Tatarsky of Cheliabinsk Polytechnical 
Institute (U.S.S.R.)- The paper dealt with seismic analysis 
performed for the BN-800 plant. Response acceleration levels 
of the main components were reported. The calculations 
showed that seismic stresses are quite below the allowable 
values. Verification of the calculation procedures were 
carried out by use of an experimental mock-up including 
reactor vessel and internals, that was tested on a shaking 
table. In the discussion, clarifications were asked about 
test rig and location of the accelerometers on the test 
model. 
Hith regard to piping analysis, paper No. C28D ("Accounting 
for Seismic Effect in NPP Pipeline Analysis"), presented by 
Dr. I.G. Pigurina (All Union Scientific and Planning 
Institute on Complex Power, U.S.S.R.), described the seismic 
design criteria and procedures used for the design of BN-800 
power station. It was pointed out that the BN-800 primary 
piping was designed to be very flexible (2-5 Hz frequency) 
due to thermal expansion, but the seismic loads did not 
require ad-hoc seismic supporting devices, because of low 
seismic intensity levels- The seismic evaluations made in 
the design stage were based on static methods using Floor 
Response Spectra (FRS) acceleration values at the first 
piping natural frequency. The results will be checked 
according to new standards, that require a full dynamic 
analysis. 

In the discussion following the paper presentation, the 
Japanese delegation asked for clarifications about 
coefficients to be applied to the allowable stress value, 
when combined normal operation stress and seismic stress are 
checked. The answer was that such coefficients are defined 
in the standards applicable in the U.S.S.R. -

Paper No. C293 ("Seismic Qualification of Piping 
Systems Based on Strain Criteria"), presented by Dr. K. 
Peters of Interatom (F.R.S.), commented on the non-primary 
nature of the seismic load and inadequacy of the failure 
criteria based on stresses, that are used at present to 
evaluate seimic effects on piping- A research work is 
ongoing at Interatom, that aims at defining methods to 
seismically qualify piping components by means of £-rain 
criteria- Comparison of results (in terms of deformations) 
obtained both by fully non-linear numerical analysis (ANSYS 
calculations) and on the basis of experiments, to those 
evaluated using the methods that are under development, are 
quite satisfactory and promising. An impressive movie was 
shown, that stressed the over-conservatism entailed by the 
present design procedures. 

After the paper presentation, a question was raised by 
the U.S.A- delegation (referring to the experimental tests 
shown in the movie) on the test effects on localized 
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cracking- Or- Peters answered that no cracks nor fatigue 
effects were detected: only a few maximum amplitude cycles 
were experienced by the piping during the tests, thus, there 
was no possibility of fatigue effects- Furthermore, the 
Japanese delegation (Prof- Shibata) pointed out the need of 
an increased Quality Assurance (QA) work if strain methods 
are applied: this concept is already being applied in Japan 
to a part of the building code, and it is also intended to 
be extended to other codes. Or- Dosta1 pointed out the need 
of research work, to get a sound definition of strain 
criteria for the appropriate materials and conditions; the 
method and quality of weldments inspection might have to be 
re- considered- Finally, Hr- Cornaggia stressed that 
problems may arise if seismic loads must be combined with 
thermal loads using strain criteria. 

Paper No. C30] ("Seismic Analysis Ret hod of HONJU 
Liquid Metal Pipings and Verification with Seismic Tests on 
Hodel Pipings"), presented by Hr. T- Ohya of PNC (Japan), 
dealt with tests performed and analytical procedures 
developed to account for non-linear pipe supporting 
structures (such as mechanical snubber free travel or gaps) 
using standard Response Spectra (RS) analysis. The 
conclusion was that non- linearities can be taken into 
account using an iterative procedure to adjust "effective 
stiffness" of the supports. The iteration loop was performed 
following standard RS analyses- The method was applied to 
the HONJU primary piping-

After the paper presentation, Hr. Haresca asked which 
is the number of iterations that is necessary to obtain 
convergence for the effective stiffness values- The answer 
was that a maximum of 5 - 6 iterations is required-
Furthermore, the U.S.A. delegation wondered if it is really 
necessary to adopt this procedure when there is a 
significant seismic motion compared with gap sizes- Hr- Ohya 
agreed that in this case non-linearities may be neglected-
Finally, it was also pointed out that the uniqueness of the 
method solution might be not assured-

The last work of the meeting, paper No. C313 ("Piping 
Seismic Fragility Tests"), presented by Hr. R. I- Jetter of 
Energy Technology Engineering Center (U.S.A.), dealt with 
tests performed at ETEC seismic test facility with the aim 
of investigating the ability of nuclear piping to withstand 
seismic loads that are well above those permitted by current 
design criteria- The objective of the experiment was fully 
attained: failures occurred only at loading levels that were 
one order of magnitude higher than those permitted by the 
code. Localized failures occurred, rather than system 
collapse. Since the tests were performed on piping that was 
representative of BURs, some caution must be adopted in 
extrapolating the results to the case of LPI.Vs: in 
particular, some effects such as fluid inertia, localized 
collapses, temperature and low primary pressure stresses 
shall be taken into account. The importance of the results 
obtained, in connection with seismic isolation, was 
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stressed. An impressive movie concerning the experimental 
tests was shown, also in this case. 

During the discussion, Mr- Jetter stressed that tests 
were performed on piping that had been manufactured 
following standard procedures according to ASHE III, class 
1, requirements- There was a general agreement that the 
criteria based on stress limits, currently used to design 
LHR piping against seismic loads, lead to a decrease of 
safety, because of the negative consequences of these 
criteria on the design, and thus, the piping behaviour in 
normal operation conditions- Nevertheless, Prof- Shibata 
pointed out again that an increased QA work is needed, if 
strain criteria are used instead of the standard criteria. 
As usual, a general discussion was made before closing the 
session. This discussion was mainly devoted to seismic 
effects and criteria on piping. There was a general 
agreement that the overall safety level of LHR piping could 
be increased if strain criteria are used to evaluate seismic 
loads, but that additional effort is required on this 
subject. In particular, this position was stressed by the 
P-R-G-, the U.K., Italy and the U-S-A. • The need of a 
careful Quality Assurance on piping components and welds was 
pointed out, to prevent dangerous effects of flaws, 
scratches, etc., if the design relies on ductility. 

The French delegation stressed the need of additional 
ad-hoc tests on actual LHR piping, and additional 
theoretical work to extrapolate the results now available on 
PHR/BHR piping, to the LHR conditions. 

The U-S-S-R. delegation pointed out the need of 
reducing overconservatism, in order to obtain economical 
design without reducing safety level- To this aim, it is 
necessary to continue the efforts in computational and 
experimental researches. 

The general conclusion of the U.S.A. delegation was 
that effort has to be done to provide rules to increase and 
to account for ductility, for systems and components, with 
the aim of getting increased safety against seismic loading 
without jeopardising the behaviour under normal operating 
loads. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
After the approval of the session summaries, the national 
delegations attending the meeting agreed on the conclusions 
and recommendations that are reported below-

4.1 State-crf -the-art 
A large amount of work has already been performed in the 
framework, of seismic analysis of fast reactor-block, 
components and piping- This work consisted in the 
development of sophisticated numerical techniques and 
wide-ranging experimental programmes, which covered all the 
items necessary for demonstrating seismic safety-

According to the above-mentioned remarks, all the 
delegations stressed the quite rigorous approaches that were 
used in all the countries for the seismic design and 
verification of the existing fast reactors, both in 
operation or in construction. These approaches are rather 
similar in the various countries. 

4.2 Interest in the meeting 
The Specialists' Meeting was found to have been very 
beneficial by all the delegations- The exchange of 
information that was obtained through the presentation of 
the various papers and the following detailed discussions 
was judged very fruitful. The interest for extending 
existing international co-operations was stressed, and the 
necessity of enhancing exchange of information among all the 
countries represented in the IUGFR was pointed out. 

4.3 Need of -further studies 
In spite of the fact that the existing methodologies are 
adequate to demonstrate fast reactor seismic safety, 
improvements were judged necessary for the future reactors, 
in order to achieve a better knowledge of some physical 
phenomena, and thus to allow more realistic, less conserva
tive, criteria and approaches to be adopted- The aim is a 
general improvement of the design, that may result not only 
in a decrease of plant costs, but also in a further increase 
of the already high overall reactor safety level: in fact, 
the use of unnecessarily too severe seismic criteria and 
methods, beside uselessly complicating plant design, might 
also make reactor behaviour worse in normal operating 
conditions and complicate plant safety demonstration with 
regard to accidents that may be much more frequent than the 
very improbable design earthquakes-

The U-S.S.R. delegation agreed on the necessity of 
further R A D work, in spite of the fact that the present 
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U-S.S.R- fast reactor sites are characterized by very low 
seismicity: in fact, design earthquake levels might be 
higher for future sites- On the contrary, the F-R-G. 
stressed the fact that seismicity is very low in its whole 
territory: thus, F-R-G- main interest lies on the definition 
of less conservative and more realistic approaches -

In particular, further R & D work is judged necessary 
on fluid-structure interaction in general, sloshing and 
buckling phenomena, core behaviour and pump analysis. 
Furthermore, studies should be done to understand how to 
exploit ductility margins and PRA methodologies should be 
improved and applied (the F.R.G. stressed the need of 
anlysing the effects of seismic events larger than SSE on a 
probabilistic base)-

As far as the design earthquakes are concerned, the 
F-R-G. noted that non-negligible uncertainties often affect 
their definition, and suggested that IAEA should promote 
joint meetings of seismologists and structural engineers to 
better clarify the importance of the various parameters -

In the perspective of a further improvement of fast 
reactor design, it was also judged of interest to analyse 
the benefits, needs and problems of new design solutions, 
that are potentially capable of substantially reducing the 
earthquake effects on the reactor dynamic behaviour. This is 
especially the case of seismic isolation, as stressed mainly 
by the U.K. and the U.S.A. (Japan noted that this solution 
is carefully being analysed, together with others, in the 
framework of the considerable efforts currently being 
performed for the future Japanese large-scale reactors). In 
the case of adoption of this solution, the fast reactor 
design would be much less dependent on uncertainties 
characterizing the seismicity levels in some countries such 
as the U.S.A., and also on the considerable differences in 
the input motion in the various countries: in that case, 
international co-operation for common reactors would be more 
fruitful. 

4.4 Recomendations 
In conclusion, following recommendations are made by the 
participants in the Specialist Meeting: -
- Further R & D work should be carried out , from both the 
numerical and the experimental points of view , mainly on: 
* fluid-structure interaction, 
* sloshing phenomena, 
* buckling phenomena, 
* core seismic behaviour, 
* pump seismic behaviour, 
* how to exploit ductility margins, 
* use of PRA methodology; 
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these studies should lead to the definition of 
•ore realistic design criteria and Methods; 

- the benefits , needs and problems of new design solutions, 
that are potentially capable of reducing the effects of 
the seismic event on the reactor dynamic behaviour 
(seismic isolation, etc-), should be analysed; 

- the exchange of information , mainly on the physical 
phenomena of interest and the advances of R & D studies, 
should be enhanced; 

- existing co-operations should be extended; 
- finally , a second Specialists' Meeting on Fast Breeder 
Reactor-Block Antiseismic Design should be held in three -
four years , in order to allow the advances in the R & D 
programmes of she various countries to be discussed in 
detail• 
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STATUS REPORT Nc. (1) : FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Seismic design principles for the German fast breeder Reactor SNR 2 

A.M. Rangette, K.A. Peters 
Interatom GmbH 
Bergisch Gladbach 

ABSTRACT 

The leading aim of a seismic design is, besides protection against 
seismic impacts, not to enhance the overall risk in the absence 
of seismic vibrations and, secondary, to avoid competition between 
operational needs and aseismic structural design. 

This approach is supported by avoiding overconservatism in the 
assumption of seismic loads and in the calculation of the structural 
response. 

Accordingly the seismic principles are stated as follows: 
restriction to German or aquivalent low seismicity sites with 

-4 intensities (SSE) lower VIII at frequency lower than 10 /year; 
best estimate of seismic input-data without further conservatism; 
no consideration of OBE. 

The structural design principles are: 

1. The secondary character of the seismic excitation is 
explicitly accounted for. 

2. Energy absorption is allowed for by ductility of materials 
and construction. 

Accordingly strain criteria are used for failure predictions instead 
of stress criteria. 
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1 Introduction 

Earthquake protection had to be conceived in the early 
seventies for the fast reactors KNK II and SNR-300. Only 
comparetively rudimentary notions existed at that time 
about seismic events and their possible implications for 
nuclear plants at German sites. The design procedure was based 
upon response spectrum methods and stress criteria. Todays 
knowledge suggests a revised attitude towards aseismic 
design for SNR 2, the planning of which is based upon 

- a great seismological detabase which allows for 
classification and probability of earthquakes and 
characterization of the site 

- realistic methods for specification of the seismic 
loads 

improved structural calculation methods and judgement 
with respect to damage 

Most possible German sites and many European sites are 
characterized by low seismicity, which has to be accounted 
for by realistic seismic protection arrangements. Exaggerated 
precautions in this field may induce internal disturbances 
or hamper their control in the absence of seismic vibrations 
or compete with operational needs, thereby increasing the 
total risk of the plant. Examples of hardware precautions 
in this sense which cannot be called conservativ at all 
at low sismiclty sites, could be enhancement of the wall 
thickness, excessive use of snubbers or possibly core 
constraints. 
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Based on this knowledge, the leading aim of aseismic design 
for SNR 2 reactor block is 

prevention of seismic induced damage as a matter of 
course 
avoidance of overconservaties, which could increase 
the overall risk 
avoidance of competition between operational needs 
and earthquake protection 

2 Seismic principles 

The seismic information about the historical and 
prognostic future earthquake distribution in Central Europe 
has recently been compiled and processed into realistic and 
cross-checked results for a comprehensive number of sites. 
Magnitudes significantly exceeding M = 6.0 can be discarded 
for design purposes since the seismicity of the region is 
clearly low or more often extremely low compared to the active 
zones of the world. 

Seismic design and proofs have to be performed in a manner 
to guarantee that the conditional probability for severe 
radiological consequences (the seismic fragility curve of the 
plant) is near zero for the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). 
This will ensure still small fragilities for improbable events 
exceeding the SSE and rule out damages for weaker earthquakes. 
In anticipation of the results of risk studies it may be 
supposed that a frequency of the SSE's intensity (Medvedev-
Sponheuer-Karnik scale) in the order of 

A ( > I S S E ) s 10"4/year ... 10"5/year 

(see Fig. 1) 
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will reduce the seismic risk to very small and tolerable 
contributions. A macroseismic and strongly site dependent 
description of the design earthquake is provided by this 
equation. A survey of potential site regions in Central Europe 
reveals only rather moderate loads, 

I S S E < V I 1 1 ° r e V e n ^SE** V I 1 1 { e' 5- ISSE = 7 ' 2 5 ) 

with the exception of well known and small special areas. Most 
relevant are in general flat near-site foci with magnitudes 
between M = 5.0 and M = 6.0 and within less than 20 km hypocentral 
distance. The duration of the SSE's strong motion is 
therefore expected to be shorter than four or five seconds 
at the majority of sites. 

Simpe technical provisions should be sufficient protection 
against these intensities, and it is definitely not required 
to consider still smaller events like an operating basis 
earthquake (OBE) or aftershock series and other eventualities 
because of their evident insignificance. The option for 
higher seismicity (e.g. Japanese or perhaps certain Italian) 
sites is best preserved by strictly seperate feasibility in
vestigations and is preferably not included in a detailed 
planning of a German plant lest these advantages be lost. 

The first step in the chain of design calculations is the 
defenition of the free field engineering ground motion 
parameters which has to be done by using best estimate 
methods without undue conservatism. Conservative inclusion 
of their large variation would be equivalent to higher an 
itensity than originally adopted for the SSE and would 
consequently result in damages whi.ch were not observed outside 
the plant. 
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3 Structural design principles 

The caracteristics of the seismic loading are a limited 
energy containt and a small number of load cycles. Due to 
its transiency their character is essentialy secondary, 
which means that structural damage can be limited not only 
by structural strength but also by energy absorption 
capabiltiy. 

The failure criteria are not force and stress, but displace
ment and strain, which call for non linear calculation with 
time history input instead of response spectrum. Large scale 
non linear FE-computations which would make the principle 
unpracticable can be avoided by small scale calculations on 
representative models. 

Secondary, the special qualities of LMFBR have to be 
accounted for, which are the elevated temperature level and 
low pressure systems. These call for thermically optimised 
structural design including e. g. small wall thicknesses, the 
classical seismic protection seriously interferes with. 
Because of this ductile design (material and construction) 
which take advantage of the energy absorption capabiltiy, 
should be preferred to the stiff design, which should be 
used only when there is no conflict between stiff and 
flexible design. 

4 Methods under Development 

The Methods under Development concern the whole chain of 
calculations from seismic input to realistic judgement of 
damage daused by strain, i. e. 
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Seismic input data: determination of site depentend ground 
motion time histories which are consistent with the 
assumed intensity values 

soil structure interaction: calculation of the free-
field movement by means of a soil model including the 
arrangement of layers (stratification) and coupling 
it to the model of the building. 

Fluid structure interaction: calculation of the added 
mass matrix due to the fluid inside the reactor vessel 

strain estimation: Description of the structural failure 
due to strain. Identification of representative para
meters to describe the energy absorption capability of 
the structure. Development of an economic conception 
for proofs and licensing procedure. 

Dynamic buckling: investigation of the stability 
failure due to dynamic loads. 
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STATUS REPORT No. (2) 

STATUS REPORT ON R. AND D. FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
OF FBR STRUCTURES IN FRANCE 

F. GANTENBEIN 

I - INTRODUCTION -

R. and D. programmes are undertaken in France since many years 
on pool type Fast Breeder Reactors in connection with the design of the 
various reactors built in France : 

- RAPSODIE, 40 MWth, now stopped 
- PHENIX, 250 MWe, in operation since 1974 
- SUPERPHENIX 1 (SPXl) in CREYS-MALVILLE, 1200 NWe, in operation since Decem

ber 1986 
- Project SPX2 (1500 MWe). 

The seismic studies are very important for F.B.R. structures as 
they are composed of thin shells and then are very sensitive to seismic loads. 
The consequences of these loads on the design are such that seismic isolation 
was introduced for SPX2 111. 

Before the presentation of the seismic R. and D. programmes 
(S 111) for the reactor block structures, i t is necessary to make a short 
description of the methods applied to SPXl (§ I I -121). 

» 
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II - SEISMIC ANALYSIS Of SPX1 -

a) Vessels : 
On the basis of the results of soil-structure interaction ana

lysis, i t was assumed for SPX1 that the reactor-block could be studied by 
neglecting such interaction. Thus, the free-field motion was applied to the 
concrete hot ring base (Fig. 1). The reactor-block schematization is axi-
symmmetric and represents al l vessels (with shell models) and the separa
ting fluid |3t. The components were modelled by equivalent oscillators, 
representing their main modes. The core was schematized with oscillators, 
providing a response which is equivalent to the results of the core seismic 
calculations. An exemple of shell modelling is shown in Fig. 2. The seismic 
calculation was carried out in two steps : 

- determination of eigenmode parameters {frequencies, modal masses, modal 
shapes) (see an example in Fig. 3) ; 

- mode recombination for response evaluation (displacements, stresses and 
pressure) with time. 

Finally, spectra at various relevant locations were calculated, 
to enable component analysis to be performed. 

The loadings which are evaluated on the basis of these results 

are : 

- forces or stresses, 
- pressures. 

While the maximum stress values are sufficient for design studies, 
this may not be true for pressures. In fact, these pressures could entail 
buckling of the vessel : therefore, i t is necessary to evaluate (with time) 
the pressure field leading to the most severe conditions for the vessels. 
Beside a numerical approach, experiments on a shaking table were carried 
on spherical and cylindrical vessels for validating the calculation metho
dology of buckling in an earthquake 141. One of the most relevant aspects 
for buckling calculations which was pointed out was the presence of defects 
on the vessels 151 and the margins between dynamic, pressures leading to 
buckling compared to static ones 161. 
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b) Components : 

A detailed analysis of the components was then undertaken ; the 
support motions are given by the results of (a). 

c) Core analysis : 

Specific problems arise in the study of the core seismic beha
viour, because of the interactions occuring among core elements in an earthquake 
Thus, the computer code CORALIE was developed in collaboration with E.N.E.A. 
171 to analyse the behaviour of rows of core elements. An experimental program
me, on a mock-up with RAPSOOIE core elements, allowed the calculation method 
to be validated (Fig. 4) 181. 

The application to SPX1 191 was carried out by analysing the 
behaviour of the central core element row making use of the core diagrid 
motion calculated in the preceding step (a) (reactor-block analysis with 
a f i r s t i teration linear core model). The result allowed the core element 
design to be verif ied and enabled an equivalent linear core model to be 
defined 1101 which was applied in a new reactor-block calculation. 

d) Shut-down systews (Emergency and Primary Systems) : 

In addition to a numerical approach, experimental tests in f u l l 
scale allowed the seismic qualification of the shutdown systems. The exci
tat ion, provided at the diagrid, the core top and the core-cover-plug 
levels, was that calculated in the previously cited analysis steps. Various 
earthquake levels, up to SSE were successfully applied. 

A sketch of the experimental set-up of the Primary Shutdown 
System experiments is shown in Fig. 6. 

A good correlation between the calculated and measured displace
ments and stresses was obtained (Fig. 7 - t i l l ) . 

f ) PHaary shaft : 

Dynamic tests were carried out on a SPX1 f u l l size primary pump 
shaft by E.N.E.A. These tests were conducted mainly in sodium in the 
CPV-1 test r ig at the BRASIMONE Center. The excitation was applied to the 
flange supporting the hydrostatic bearing. 
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The test allowed the SPX1 pump rotating set to be qualified. 
Among the main results, it is worth citing that the stiffness of the hydro
static bearing system was generally compatible with the seismic requirements. 

In addition, qualification tests were performed on the hydro
static bearing up to SSE level on the shaking table VESUVE. 

Ill - RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES -

Based on the studies performed for SPX1, various research subjects 
were identified and a proposal for european joint research programme was defined 
I12|. In the following sections, the work performed by France in the frame of 
this programme is detailed. 

a) Reactor-block analysis : 

(1) 3D Model : 

The axisymmetric reactor-block model neglects the three dimen
sional effects of mechanical coupling of vessel and components through 
the redans. Furthermore, hot plenums are not geometrically symmetrical 
and fluid coupling exists between components and inner vessel. 

A three dimensional seismic calculation has been performed in 
geometry similar to SPX1 in order to evaluate the effects of these 
couplings (Fig. 8 - {131)- It is based on a substructure method, in which 
each substructure is defined by its free modes. The fluid effect is cal
culated with a matrix coupling component and vessel modes. An example 
of modes obtained with these calculations is shown in Fig. 9. Comparison 
between seismic response calculated with the 3D model and a 2D model shows 
3D variation. Although the 2D results are generally conservative some 
unconservatism have nevertheless been observed (Fig. 10). 

The next step of this analysis is related to the application to 
SPX2 geometry ; in addition parametric studies will be performed in order 
to understand the results of the 3D calculation and improve the 2D model. 
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An experimental validation of the model and methods is foreseen 
on the seismic facility TANMUS I14|. 

(2) Defects : 
The imperfection of structures on the seismic behaviour, and in 

particular on the pressure field caused by the earthquake, is a further 
aspect of the reactor-block analysis that is being studied. A calculation 
method, based on a Fourier series development of the defects of axisymme
tric structures separated by a fluid, enables the three-dimensional seismic 
pressure field to be computed by avoiding three-dimensional calculations 
of the whole structure 1151. 

The application to structures which have already been analysed 
on the shaking table, will allow such methods to be validated. Then a 
calculation on a real F.B.R. structure will be undertaken. 

(3) Fluid passages : 

A certain number of passages exists in the reactor-block between 
the large fluid zones. These passages consist of both a large number of 
small holes (e.g. at baffle level) and some large surfaces (e.g. at compo
nent locations). 

The passage effect on the pressure field obtained in an earthquake 
is important. An equivalent model for taking into account these effects 
has been defined 1161 and was applied to a geometry similar to SPX1. 

(4) Probabilistic methods : 
The reactor-block structures are characterized by a very large 

number of modes with very close frequencies. The study of statistical 
features of response to seismic signals should enable a more precise cal
culation of the response by mode maxima combination to be achieved 1171. 
In addition, in case of time history calculation, a better knowledge of 
the maximum response could be obtained applying a limited number of Independar 
seismic Inputs. In addition, these methods allow the mathematical definition 
of linear equivalent model which are necessary by example for the core. 
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(5) Buckling : 

F-om the performed buckling studies, the conservatism of the 
Methodology used for SPX1 design appeared evident. Thus, i t is necessary 
to improve the understanding of the whole of the buckling phenomena in 
the case of dynamic loading. To do this, new experiments will be neces
sary, together with the development of more precise numerical simulation 
methods. 

b) Piping : 

The tests on L.U.R. piping system have shown oar-gins in the existing 
design. Similar studies, as for L.U.R., must be performed for F.B.R. piping 
system on : 
• piping support schematization, 
• methods to take into account multiple support excitation, 
- ductility and modification of design criteria. 

c) Core and shutdown system analysis : 
(1) Fluid effects : 

The simulations of fluid-effects in the CORALIE model is rather 
approximate. A study for fluid modelling, based on homogeneization methods, 
should allow not only the coupling among the different core element type 
to be better schematized, but also the loads applied by the core motion 
to the surrounding structures (and in particular, the "corps mort" located 
close to the core) to be better evaluated 1181. 

(2) 2D effects : 

The horizontal earthquake component entails a two-directional 
core motion : this is not only due to the fact that an horizontal earth
quake is itself two-directional, but also the core elements are hexagonal. 
Then coupling between the rows can be important. To study this coupling, 
tests have been performed with an optical measurement method (Fig. 11 -
181). Test results must now be compared to calculation. 

The 2D movements are ^ery important because they are related to 
core volume variations, and thus, to reactivity perturbation during earth
quake. The experimental study of the two-directional motion on the men
tioned MPSODIE mock-up will be undertaken. 
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(3) Equivalent linear core model : 

The CORALIE calculations carried out for ths single central row 
of core elements allowed the evaluation of the loads transmitted in an 
earthquake to the core diagrid to be carried out. The loads due to the 
whole core were obtained by weighting those calculated for the central 
row. The experimental and theoretical validation study of this equivalence 
has been started. 

(4) Shocks : 
The shock parameter values applied in the calculations have to 

be carefully assessed because they are design-conditioning. In fact, the 
shock forces which are (for instance) applied on element pads depend 
strongly on dynamic rigidity and shock damping values. Some bas*:c, expe
rimental and theoretical, studies are in progress fo»* evaluating the 
behavioural mode of two shock-interacting structures separated by a fluid. 
These should provide the physical parameters to be introduced in the 
CORALIE calculation,. 

(5) Shutdown system : 
The calculation procedure of the shutdown system motion has been 

validated. A methodology to estimate the scram time must now be developed 
and the results be compared to test ones. 

IV - CONCLUSION -

The R. and D. programmes related to seismic F.B.R. analysis in 
France have been described ; one can notice that they need theoretical deve
lopment and experimental validation. 

At C.E.A./D.E.M.T., the computer code CASTEM 2000 191, and its 
dynamic module OSCAR 1201 are developed in order to allow the most sophisti
cated calculation (dynamic, non linear . . . ) . 

In addition, the validation of the calculations by tests on the 
new seismic facility TAMARIS (Fig. 12, 13 - 1141) with AZALEE shaking table 
i100 T) is proposed for the reactor block vessels the core, piping ... 
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ABSTRACT 
After some notes on the high levels of the design earthquakes 
adopted for PEC and the important features of this reactor 
(making it particularly sensitive to seismic excitation), 
this paper presents the fundamentals of the numerical and 
experimental studies that were carried out by ENEA in 
co-operation with ANSALDO, ISWES and AGIP for the PEC seismic 
verification. Hore precisely, the paper focuses on the 
wide-ranging research and development programme that has been 
performed (and recently completed) on the reactor building, 
the reactor-block, the main vessel, the core and the shutdown 
system- The needs of these detailed studies are stressed and 
the feed-backs on the PEC design, necessary to satisfied the 
seismic safety requirements, are recalled. The general 
validity of the analyses in the framework of the research and 
development activities for fast reactors is also pointed out. 
Some notes on piping studies and LMFBR component analysis 
performed in Italy are also contained: in this framework, 
seismic tests performed on a SPX-1 primary pump shaft in the 
CPV-i test rig at the ENEA Center of Brasimone are recalled 

* Present address: ENEA, Directorate for Nuclear Safety and 
Health Protection, Roma, Italy 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The design of fast reactors may be strongly influenced by 
seismic conditions. In fact, the presence of rather flexible 
structures and non-negligible clearances (due to the 
necessity of minimizing the effects of thermal conditions) 
may lead to considerable amplifications of the seismic motion 
of safety-related structures and components. 
For thermal reactors an adequate definition of the reference 
earthquakes and the correct use of existing design criteria 
and methods is generally sufficient to verify whether the 
structural and operational seismic safety requirements are 
satisfied. On the contrary, for fast reactors, detailed 
numerical and experimental studies are also necessary for 
those components to which the usual methods are not directly 
applicable- In particular, the experimental analyses must be 
performed to qualify the complicated numerical methods, "ad 
hoc" developed for fast reactors, and to provide the data 
necessary to apply these methods to the design. 

For these reasons and because of the quite severe design 
earthquakes adopted, the greatest care has been devoted by 
the Italian National Commission for Atomic and Alternative 
Energy Sources (ENEA), in co-operation with ANSALDO and 
ISMES, to the seismic verification of the Italian PEC fast 
reactor- PEC ("Prova Elementi di Combustibile",i-e. Fuel 
Assembly Test Facility) is an experimental semi-integrated 
loop-type reactor, whose construction is nearing completion 
at the ENEA Center of Brasimone, in the Apper .ines between 
Bologna and Florence (see fig- 1>-
Particular attention has obviously been paid to the 
behavioural modes of the reactor-block, and especially those 
of the core and the shutdown system, which largely affect the 
reactor safety in an earthquake. More precisely, 
sophisticated numerical techniques have been developed and 
applied to the design verification. The most relevant among 
these techniques is that allowing the core response to the 
horizontal earthquake components to be correctly evaluated, 
taking into account the non-linear core behaviour due to 
shocks among elements, the fluid-structure coupling and the 
large effects of the vessel-core dynamic interaction that 
exists in the case of PEC ( the horizontal earthquake 
components are those which may entail the most severe 
consequences on the PEC structural integrity, see, for 
instance, Cicognani and Martelli C13). 

Furthermore, a wide-ranging and complicated experimental 
programme has been carried out. This programme concerned 
shaking table tests on prototype core elements and simplified 
core element groups in full scale, on-site tests on the main 
vessel and experiments on a mock-up of the shutdown system in 



full scale with simultaneous excitations at four different 
axial levels. 
Finally, due to the fact that the PEC reactor-block, dynamic 
response was found to be very sensitive to the frequency 
content of the input seismic excitation, a detailed numerical 
and on-site experimental analysis of the reactor building has 
been performed. The aim was to check the design calculations 
( performed with a lumped-mass model ) and to evaluate safety 
margins present in these calculations. This study also made 
it possible to optimize the seismic monitoring system 
foreseen for PEC beside the automatic seismic safety system 
(see Masoni et al. C23). 

All the above-mentioned studies have been completed: thus, 
their fundamentals can now be summarized (previous papers, 
such as those of Cicognani and Kartelli C13 and Kartelli et 
al- C3.43, only presented partial results, since the analyses 
were still in progress at the time of such papers). 
To this aim, the main features and conclusions of the studies 
are reported in this work, after some remarks on the 
requirements to be satisfied by the PEC reactor-block 
components in an earthquake, a brief description of the 
relevant plant features and some notes on the parameters of 
interest for design verification. The consequences of the 
seismic studies on the design are also stressed (more details 
on the main items are provided in separate papers).Some notes 
on studies performed in Italy for fast reactor piping and 
component analysis are also reported. 

2. DESIGN EARTHQUAKES, SEISMIC SAFETY AND OPERATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

As for thermal reactors and according to the philosophy also 
generally adopted for fast reactors, two reference 
earthquakes have been defined for PEC: 
- the earthquake TSS ("Terremoto di Sicuro Spegnimento"), 
corresponding to the American SSE (Safe-Shutdown Earthquake) 
and 
- the earthquake 1/2 TSS. 
Earthquake TSS is characterized for PEC by Housner design 
spectra with a maximum ground acceleration of 0.3 g in the 
two horizontal directions and 0.2 g in the vertical 
direction. During and after this earthquake it must be 
possible to shut down the reactor and to cool it so as to 
keep it in a safe shutdown condition. This earthquake may not 
entail any significant release of radioactivity outside the 
plant. 



Earthquake 1/2 TSS represents the normally acceptable 
earthquake, taking into account economical aspects- This 
earthquake (characterized for PEC by design spectra with 
halved amplitudes with respect to those of TSS) should be 
withstood by the plant without any significant damage 
(damages may be tolerated only on components that can be 
inspected and easily repaired). 
The PEC reactor must be capable of withstanding one TSS and 
as far as components remaining in the reactor during its 
whole life, five 1/2 TSS-
It is worth citing that the seismic conditions adopted for 
PEC are the most severe among those used for fast reactors in 
Europe- Furthermore, PEC is the reactor in Europe that has in 
general the most stringent design rules (Cicognani and 
Martelli C13). 
With regard to the PEC core and shutdown system, the adopted 
safety philosophy implies that the following requirements 
have to be satisfied for the horizontal earthquake 
components, up to TSS : 

the rapid automatic insertion (during and after the 
earthquake) of a number of control rods sufficient to 
shutdown the reactor has to be guaranteed ; 
- deformations or ruptures of core element spikes and shrouds 
which may hinder fuel assembly cooling, have to be avoided ; 
- fuel element compaction has to be limited, in order to 
avoid dangerous neutronic-seismic interaction effects. 
Furthermore, the core elements and the shutdown system 
components should not be damaged by an earthquake 1/2 TSS 
or at least, their replacement must be guaranteed (control 
rods must operate normally up to 1/2 TSS). Finally, the 
absolute integrity of core elements and control rods has to 
be guaranteed in the case of earthquake level?, lower than 
that entailing the reactor automatic scram (1/4 TSS, see 
Masoni et al. C2J)-

3. MAIN PLANT FEATURES 
As mentioned, PEC is a semi-integrated loop-type fast 
reactor. It is characterized by a power of about 120 MWth-
Its main feature is the in-pile study and development of fast 
reactor fuel. 
To meet this requirement, a test loop has been provided at 
the centre of the core and the main vessel. The test loop has 
its own cooling circuit and is hydraulically and thermally 
insulated from the driver zone. The driver zone consists of 
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groups of seven elements forced together at the contacting 
pads- The main vessel also contains the neutronic and thermal 
shields which surround the core-
The PEC reactor building (fig. 2), having a height of about 
28 m and a diameter of about 23 m, is housed in a steel 
cylindrical container, which rests on a reinforced concrete 
foundation raft- Heavy concrete solid blocks were 
subsequently poured inside the container up to above half 
container height. Thus, the building structure supporting 
components is rather massive. It is worth noting that the 
reactor building is not axisymmetric 
The reactor vessel (fig. 3) is located at about 12 m above 
the building base. It is supported by a relatively flexible 
structure, consisting of nine beams: this is rather 
deformable to minimize the consequences of a core disruptive 
accident. The vessel is about 10.5 m long, from its 
supporting structure, with an inner diameter of about 3.1 m-
It has a double wall, with inner and outer wall thicknesses 
of 30 mm and 25 mm, respectively. Inert gas is present in the 
interspace. 

The core diagrid is located at a distance of about 7.6 m from 
vessel supporting structure. The core has an outer diameter 
of about 2-5 m and an overall element height of 3m. The 
diameter of the most internal shield surrounding the core is 
2.75 m. 
622 elements of different types are present in the core most 
probable geometry: the core inner part consists of 78 fuel 
elements of central- and forced-types, 11 control-rod 
guide-tube elements and 37 forced-type reflecting elements, 
constituting the previously mentioned groups of seven 
elements; 162 normal-type reflecting elements, 260 neutron 
shield elements and 74 fuel element decay positions 
constitute the core outer part. 

The fuel elements surround the test channel, that occupies 
when it is inserted - the seven most internal diagrid 
positions. Th3 core element shrouds are hexagonal, 
flat-to-flat distance is 82.6 mm in cold conditions. Only the 
neutron shielding elements have a cylindrical form (outer 
diameter =82.8 mm). 

Two levels of pads are fitted to core elements. The original 
design was characterized by a single set of pads at 1440 mm 
above element base (i.e. close to element midplane), but a 
second set of pads had later to be attached at 2558 mm from 
element base, above the active zone. The purpose was to 
reduce internal core clearances, and thus, element seismic 
relative motions, to very small (although non-zero) values: 
in fact, this avoids dangerous neutronic-seismic interaction 
effects (Cecchini et al. C5] and Artioli et al. C63). The 



core inner elements are forced together in groups of seven at 
the lower pads, in the beginning-of-1ife core conditions 
(static contacts may also arise at the upper pads, during 
core life). 
The control rod absorbers are inserted into guide tubes, 
fixed to the main vessel plug through the control rod drive 
mechanism in the upper part, and enter guide elements located 
in the core in the lower part. The guide tubes traverse the 
core hold-down system, from which they are separated by small 
gaps (fig- 4). 
A core-restraint ring had to be inserted in the vessel at the 
core element upper pad level, in order to limit core seismic 
motion and thus, to allow scram to be guaranteed in an 
earthquake (Cicognani and Martelli C1J): the clearance 
between this ring and the core is small (about 9 mm) but not 
zero for core element handling reasons (fig- 3)-

4. IMPORTANT REACTOR FEATURES FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
In the loop-type reactors such as PEC, the presence of long 
suspended vessels might lead to large seismic amplifications 
at the core supporting diagrid and the piping connections 
(fig. 3): this is especially the case (as for PEC) of a 
rather deformable vessel supporting structure. Moreover, the 
large reactor-block mass associated with the core causes 
large vessel-core mechanical interactions, and the relatively 
short distance between the core outer border and the 
surrounding structures (the neutronic shields in the PEC 
case) leads to strong fluid-structure coupling : these 
effects highly complicate the analysis. 

As far as the core is concerned, the free-standing concept 
usually adopted for fast reactors might generally lead to 
rather large element seismic motions in the case of a severe 
excitation of the supporting diagrid. In this case, it is 
necessary to accurately verify whether the element integrity 
and the shutdown feasibility requirements are satisfied: as 
previously mentioned, a core-restraint ring was found to be 
necessary in the PEC case to limit core seismic response-

Moreover, and especially in the presence of a core-restraint, 
the neutronic-seismic interaction effects have to be 
carefully evaluated : this implies a suitable design of core 
element pads, whose thickness, however, must be compatible 
with element handling problems (we have already mentioned 
that a second set of pads had to be attached to all the PEC 
core elements at the restraint ring level). 



5. MAIN PARAMETERS OF INTEREST 
According to the PEC reactor features described in the 
previous paragraphs, it was obviously necessary to correctly 
determine the following parameters, in order to demonstrate 
that the seismic safety and operational requirements 
concerning the core are satisfied : 
- the seismic motion of the vessel supporting structure; 
- the seismic motions of the core diagrid and the main vessel 
rotating plug (to which the test channel is also connected); 
- the time-histories of the core element displacements and 
reaction loads, together with the shock force values acting 
on the various elements and the restraint ring (these are the 
data necessary to calculate the earthquake neutronic and 
thermal effects, to perform the experimental tests for the 
structural and functional verification of the shutdown system 
and the core element spikes and shrouds, and to analyse the 
main vessel dynamic response, see Artioli et al- C63, Haresca 
et al. Z71 , Neri et al- C83 and Martelli et al. C91); 

- the dynamic response of the shutdown system. 
All the above-mentioned parameters were determined for both 
TSS and 1/2 TSS. The seismic motion of the vessel supporting 
structure was calculated in the framework of the reactor 
building design analysis and checked through the detailed 
studies summarized in Par. 6; those of the core diagrid and 
the vessel plug were assessed by calibrating the numerical 
design methods on the basis of the results of the analyses 
mentioned in Par- 7. The procedures used to estimate core and 
core element response are outlined in Pars. 8 and 9. Those 
adopted to evaluate shutdown system response are shortly 
recalled in Par. 10, and finally, some notes on piping and 
component analysis are contained in Pars. 11 and 12 and 
App.1 -

6. REACTOR BUILDING ANALYSIS 
A very detailed numerical and experimental study was 
performed by ISMES, on behalf of ENEA, on the PEC reactor 
building (Wuzzi et al. C103). This study was carried out to 
confirm adequacy of the design calculations, in which 
simplified methods had been used. It consisted in on-site 
tests and 3D numerical analysis-
More precisely, the study aimed at evaluating safety margins 
in the design analysis, accurately taking into account 
soil-structure interaction. On-site tests started in 1983 and 
ended in 1985, after completion of the reactor building. 



The 1983 and 1984 tests were carried out by exciting the 
reactor building by a two-eccentric back-rot»ting mass 
mechanical vibrator, located inside the reactor building in 
various positions and directions (fig.5>- Furthermore, 
vibrations generated by two explosions of 300 kg TNT at about 
2 km from the reactor and a depth of 60 m were recorded and 
processed in March 1985- Finally, a very detailed series of 
tests was performed in November 1985 by use of the mechanical 
vibrator, together with experiments in which the reactor 
building base was directly excited by means of hydraulic 
actuators (flat jacks) located between the reactor building 
foundations and those of adjacent fuel element handling 
building (fig.6). 

The analysis of the experimental results allowed the 
vibrational parameters of the reactor building to be 
determir.ee. in detail, together with the main values of the 
other buildings- Among other results, the values obtained in 
the design analysis were confirmed. 
On the basis of the experimental results, the 3D numerical 
model, taking into account the measured soi1-structure 
interaction effects, was validated (fig-7). 
The calculations using such numerical model were completed in 
1986- Their results allowed the safety margins in the design 
analysis to be quantified (as desired), in terms of 
amplifications of the seismic motion at the supporting floors 
of the safety-related components (fig-8). These results also 
provided data necessary for the optimization of the PEC 
seismic monitoring system (Masoni et al - C23). 

The details of the above-mentioned study were presented at 
the ENEA/ISHES/ENS Specialist Meeting on On-Site Experimental 
Verification of the Seismic Behaviour of Nuclear Reactor 
Structures and Components, held in Bologna and Brasimone on 
Hay 4-7, 1987. 

7. REACTOR-BLOCK ANALYSIS 
A very detailed study was performed to account for the 
effects of vessel-core mechanical coupling. These effects 
resulted to be particularly strong in the case of PEC, due to 
both long vessel shape and considerable flexibility of vessel 
supporting structure (fig-3). To this aim, it was necessary 
to set up an iterative procedure between the linear whole 
reactor-block runs and the non-linear core calculations. The 
vessel-core interactions due to sodium presence were also 
evaluated. Some more details on these studies are presented 
to this meeting by Maresca et al. C113 and Kartelli at al. 
C123. 

http://determir.ee


Furthermore, on-site dynamic tests were carried out by ISHES, 
on behalf of ENEA, on the mounted main vessel in 1983. The 
excitation was provided by the mechanical vibrator mentioned 
in Par-6, that was located both inside the vessel (at core 
diagrid level, see fig.9) and at the working area level (i.e. 
about 2 m above vessel supporting floor): the processing of 
the test recordings allowed the stiffness parameters of the 
vessel supporting structure to be determined (fig.10) and the 
adequacy of the values used in the design to be verified (an 
accurate estimate of these parameters is essential for a 
reliable estimate of the whole reactor-block response). These 
tests are presented to this meeting in the paper of Zola et 
al. C13]-

Finally, refined numerical analysis of the reactor-block 
where performed by use of f.e. method: this enabled the 
simplified lumped-mass schematization of the design 
calculations to be suitably corrected. The refined vessel 
numerical model was found to be in excellent agreement with 
the results of the above-mentioned on-site tests (see again 
Zola et al- C133)-

8. CORE ANALYSIS 
For the core analysis the 1D computer program COBALIE was 
jointly developed by ENEA and CEA. This program makes use of 
a non-linear model to account for the effects of shocks among 
elements. It was applied to both PEC and SPX-1 design. 
Furthermore, calculations with the 2D code CLASH, developed 
by Belgonucleaire, are also being performed for PEC at ENEA, 
in order to quantify safety margins in the design 
calculations, taking into account both the two-directional 
nature of the excitation and the two-dimensional nature of 
the core response (anyway, the conservatism of the design 
approach has already been demonstrated). 

CORALIE validation work has been performed by ENEA, on the 
basis of the results of experimental tests performed by ISMES 
(fig.11). The Italian tests, that are complementary to those 
of CEA, concerned simplified mock-ups and prototypes of the 
different element types that are present in the PEC core, for 
both the original and the final, modified, design solutions. 

Tests were performed in air and water (simulating sodium) 
with excitations increasing up to above TSS. Single prototype 
elements, couples and a group of three fuel elements, were 
tested. Groups of seven and mineteen semplified elements 
reproducing real core parts were analysed- Experiments with 
simulation of the PEC core-restraint ring and direct 
measurement of shock forces were carried out (figs- 12-14). 
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ENEA, together with Belgonucleaire and NNC is also working at 
the validation of CLASH, by use of comparisons with both 
CORALIE results and experimental data. 
Furthermore, methodologies for the definition of the linear 
core models (that are applied to the whole reactor-block 
linear analysis) have been developed by ENEA. A very conser
vative approach to evaluate neutronic and thermal effects of 
the earthquake has been defined (it refers, in the case of 
TSS, to the maximum geometrically possible static compaction 
of fuel elements in t'.ie most severe fanning-out conditions 
during core life)- Detailed uncertainty analyses have been 
carried out for PEC evaluate the effects of both the validity 
limits of the 1D analysis of CORALIE and those of the various 
assumptions and the values of the various parameters of the 
calculations. 

With regard to the PEC test channel, its dynamic behaviour 
has been determined on the basis of a very detailed numerical 
model. Dynamic test similar to those performed for core 
elements were not necessary, due to the fact that the channel 
motion is imposed by that of the core-
Flore details on the numerical and experimental studies 
performed for the PEC core are presented to this meeting by 
Martelli et al- C123- Furthermore, some remarks on the 
neutronic and thermal stability verification studies are 
provided by Cecchini et al. C14D. 

9. CORE ELEMENT VERIFICATIONS 
On the basis of the seismic loads (displacements and shock 
forces) determined in the PEC core analysis, a wide-ranging 
experimental and numerical study was performed by ENEA and 
AGIP for the structural and functional verification of the 
various core element types (spike and shrouds at pad levels)-
The experimental tests allowed the design requirements to be 
positively verified, taking into account operating temperatu
re conditions. They also provided the shock stiffness 
parameter values for the CORALIE design runs. Similar tests 
are foreseen for the test channel. Details on the study are 
presented to this meeting by Cecchini and Neri C153-

10. SHUTDOWN SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Experimental tests on a full-scale mock-up of the PEC 
shutdown system were performed by ISMES on behalf of ANSALDO 
and in co-operation with ENEA (fig.15). Tests were carried 
out in air and water by applying simultaneous horizontal 
excitations to the system at four different axial levels 
(rotating plug, hold-down system, core element upper pads and 
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dagrid, see fig.4). The number of tests was even larger than 
that required by the already severe standards adopted (five 
1/2 TSS and one TSS, see Par-2)-
On the basis of the experimental results, a non-linear 
numerical model was implemented in the ANSYS code. By use of 
this model and on the basis of the exp« imental results 
< fig. 17), the correct system behaviour in a.i earthquake was 
verified (calculations allowed to account for the actual 
operating conditions, which could not be simulated in the 
experiments)-
Details on this study are presented to this meeting by 
Bonacina et al- C163-

11. PIPING ANALYSIS 
The seismic analysis of the main PEC reactor piping system 
were performed by use of the SAP IV computer code, applying 
modal analysis and adopting - when necessary - the spectra 
enveloping those corresponding to the various supporting 
floors. In the case of primary piping, the whole integrated 
system consisting in the primary loop, the main vessel and 
the piping supporting steel structure was also analysed by 
means of the PAS computer program of ANSALDO (see Leo and 
Hazzoli C17,183). This allowed the adequacy of the 
methodology adopted in the design to be positively verified 
(this methodology consists in the separate design analysis 
for the piping and its supporting steel structure). About the 
PAS program, we note that this enables static and 
response-spectrum analyses to be performed by use of 
substructuration method (for the PEC primary system eleven 
substructures were difined). 

12. COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
Seismic analysis methods adopted for the PEC main components 
were mainly based on the state-of-the-art rules as defined in 
the U.S. regulations like the NRC Regulatory Guides and SRP. 
Therefore, only some notes are provided in App1- However, as 
far as fluid-structure interaction effects are concerned, it 
is worth mentioning that diagonal added mass matrices have 
usually been used in the design analysis (due to component 
wall high stiffness values), but the design calculations of 
the most important components (such as the main vessel) have 
later been checked by means of the NOVATOME computer program 
NOVAX, that also enabled the non-diagonal fluid-structure 
interaction effects to be correctly taken into account. 

About LHFBR component seismic analysis, the main R&D work in 
Italy concerned tests in sodium performed by ISKES on behalf 
of ENEA and CEA on a SPX-1 primary pump shaft. These tests, 



carried out in the CPV-1 test rig at the ENEA Center of 
Brasimone, enabled both the pump shaft to be positively 
verified and the CPV-l test rig to be qualified for seismic 
tests of LMFBR components and systems in sodium- Some details 
on the tests are presented to this meeting by Contardi et al-
C193. 

13. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The main features and conclusions of the research and 
development studies carried out in the framework of the 
seismic verification of the Italian PEC fast reactor have 
been presented. The adequacy of the CPV-1 test rig of the 
ENEA Center of Brasimone, for seismic tests in sodium on 
LMFBR components and systems, has also been pointed out. 
Concerning feed-backs on the PEC design due to seismic 
conditions, it is important to note that the introduction of 
the core-restraint ring above the element active zone (i.e. 
not far from element top), together with the second set of 
pads attached to all the core elements at the restraint axial 
level, guarantees the reactor automatic scram and prevents 
excessive reactivity insertion in an earthquake- Furthermore, 
the modified spike design improved element structural 
behaviour in an earthquake, beside simplifying element 
handling-

It is also worth stressing that all the studies performed are 
of general interest for the fast reactor seismic analysis, as 
pointed out by Dostal et al- C203: in fact,they substantially 
contributed to code validation, development of methodologies 
and better understanding of the behavioural modes of the 
safety - related structures, components and systems of fast 
reactors in an earthquake. 
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Fig.l View of PEC at the tine of 
che nost recent on-site cescs of 
Che reactor building (Decenber 
1985). 
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Fig.2 Sketch of the PEC reactor 
building, with che nechanical 
vibrator positions and excita
tion directions (A-H) in the 
nost recent on-site tests 
(Decenber 1985), as we11 as sone 
neasuring positions. 
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Fig.3 Sketch of the PEC main 
vessel (without the test channel 
and the shutdown system)-
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Fig.5 View of the mechanical, 
vibrator in position during the 
on-site tests (case of excitati
on in the vertical direction). 
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Fiq.4 Sketch of the PEC shutdown 
system mock-up used in the 
seismic experiments, indicating 
the four axial levels at which 
simultaneous excitation was ap
plied to the system (dimensions 
in m) • 

Fig.6 View of the hydraulic 
actuators (flat jacks) inserted 
between the reactor building 
foundations and those of the 
fuel element handling building 
during the most recent on-site 
tests (December 1985). 
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Fig*7 Comparison between measu
red and calculated natural 
frequencies and modal shapes of 
the PEC reactor building after 
construction completion, in the 
various directions. 

Fig.8 TSS horizontal response 
spectra at the floor of the 
vessel supporting structure: 
comparison among the values 
directly determined on the basis 
of the experimental results, 
those computed in the design 
analysis and those determined by 
use of the 3-D numerical model 
(damping ratio - 0.04) 

As Design analysis 
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Fig.9 View of the mechanical 
vibrator located at the core 
diagrid level during the on-site 
tests of the PEC main vessel. 

Fig.10 Horizontal translation 
and rocking stiffnesses of the 
PEC main vessel supporting 
structure versus frequency, 
evaluated on the basis of the 
vessel on-site tost results. 
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Fig.13 View of the simplified 
PEC core element tnock-up of fig. 
19 in the presence of the two 
plates simulating the PEC 
core-restraint ring. 

Fig.31 Tests on the group of 
nineteen simplified PEC fuel and 
reflecting elements: comparisons 
between maximum and effective 
(root-mean-square) displacements 
at element top. 
a = tests in air at various 

seismic excitations in the 
presence of the restraint 
plates ( response of the 
group central element); 

b = test in water at the maxi
mum seismic excitation le
vel without restraint ring 
simulation-

Fig. 12 View of the mock-up used 
in the shaking table tests 
performed to analyse shock 
phenomena for the PEC core 
elements. 

Fig. 14, View of a mock-up consi
sting of a couple of prototype 
PEC core elements used in the 
shaking table tests performed in 
water (neutron shield and 
reflecting elements). 
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Fig.15 View of the mock-up 
the PEC shutdown system used 
the seismic tests. 
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APPENDIX 1 

GENERAL RULES FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF MAIN PEC COMPONENTS 

1. EARTHQUAKE INPUT 

1.1 Design ground response spectrum 

The horizontal component ground design response spectrum of 
the Safe Shutdown Earthquake for the PEC plant is characterized 
by a maximum acceleration of 0.3 g and by a frequency content 
according to Housner. 

The vertical component ground design response spectrum is 
obtained scaling by 2/3 the accelerations of the horizontal one. 

2. METHODS OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF MAIN COMPONENTS 

2.1 Introduction 

Seismic analysis of PEC components is mainly based en the 
state of the art rules sucn as the rJS NRC regulations. 
Therefore only a brief rewiew will be given in the following 
paragraphs. 

2.2 Spectrum consistent time histories 

Floor (in structure) response spectra and response of non 
linear structures (such as fuel elements or C.R.D.M.) are 
evaluated performing a time history analysis. 

The approach followed to develop the artificial time history 
was to modify a real earthquake record by means of spectral 
rising and suppressing techniques (Tsai,1972;Rizzo,1973). 

The matching criterium follows the USNRC SRP 3.7.1 with a 
frequency points spacing of about 4% (132 values between 0.2 and 
35 Hz).As it was not possible to match the PEC design spectra 
for all damping values of interest ( 2-10 %) the derived TH 
(corresponding to the 2% design spectrum ) has been amplified by 
a suitable factor. 

One horizontal and one vertical TH has been generated; the 
second horizontal component has been derived by a time shifting 
of the derived one in order to get a correlation coefficient of 
less than 0.16 (Chen,1975). 
The TH duration was set at 30 sec . 
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2.3 Derivation of floor spectra 

Decoupling between building and equipments has been accepted 
on the basis of SRP 3.7.2 criteria.Floor accelerations have been 
derived on :ne basis of a 3D building model subjected to 
simultaneous acceleration TH's in three orthogonal directions. 

Spectral accelerations are evaluated for a set of 
frequencies such that eacn frequency is within 10% of the 
previous one. Furthermore also building frequencies and main 
components frequencies are added to che set. 

Broadening of the spectra peaks has been performed assuming 
a costant value of 15%. Only for the purpouse of evaluating the 
conservativism produced by the use of the broadened spectrum the 
so called "floating peak spectrum" method has been sometimes 
used. 

2.4 Modal superposition in RSA of equipments 

Peak modal values are combined to obtain the overall 
response following tne RG 1.92 10% method. Also the C.Q.C. 
method has beensome times used. 

Significant modes are those whose frequency values are below 
the cutoff frequency of the floor spectrum .The rigid part of 
the response (missing masses effect) is evaluated (e.g. 
Powell,1379) and tr.en added by absolute sum zo the contribution 
of other modes. 

Multiple support input response spectra are usually taken 
into account by means of enveloping procedures.When this 
procedure results in overconservativism a true multiple support 
response spectrum analysis is performed; in this case the modal 
amplitude for each mode is first evaluated combining the 
contribution of each support movement according to the following 
rule: 

-algebric summation for support movement in phase 
-absolute summation for support movement out of phase 
-SRSS for uncorrelated support movement 

The overall effect is then obtained combining the 
contribution of each mode (including the missing mass effect) 
with the same rules as for single support motion. 

To evaluate the non inertial effect of the support 
displacements the influence of each support is first 
evaluated.The overall effect is then obtained combining the 
contribution of each support as already said. The displacement 
of the support can be evaluated dividing the ZPA of the floor 
spectrum by the circular frequency at the maximum spectral 
acceleration. 
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3 . DAMPING 

3.1 Structural damping 

Structural damping values used generally conform to those of 
RG 1.51. Higher values have been sometimes used mainly to show 
conservativism of official calculations. Piping analysis has 
sometimes been performed according to damping values conforming 
to ASME CC N 411. 

3.2 Composite modal damping 

Composite structures modal damping values are evaluated 
according tc SRP 3.7.2. rules. The building analysis is 
performed with composite modal damping values evaluated using a 
frequency dependent value for the soil radiation damping ( 
Roesset ,Whitman and Dobry, ASCE JSD vol 99). 

4.COMBINATION OF SEISMIC STRESSES WITH STRESSES DUE TO 
OPERATIONAL LOADS 

4.1 Dynamic loads 

Pec components design specifications do not consider 
significant dynamic leads to be combined with seismic loads 
trie absolute sum rule is therefore applied "o maximum values of 
loads effects. 

4.2 Thermal loads 

The evaluation of strain and fatigue for components at 
temperature in the creep range is performed according to the 
ASME C.C. N 47. 

This code does not clearly define rules to be applied in 
case of significant seismic stresses for the evaluation of the 
totai ratchetting creep strain. The procedure followed for the 
Pec component design can be summarized as follows: 

-evaluate the primary stress parameter X due to non seismic 
loads 

-evaluate the same parameter, XI, for the seismic load 

-for (X,Y) in regimes E or SI and (X+X1,Y) in regimes SI 
the effective stress parameter is 

Z=l>Y-Xl-2*((l-X-Xl)*Y)»*l/2 

-for (X,Y) in regimes P or S2 and (X+X1,Y) in regimes S1,S2 
or P: 

Z=l+Y-Xl-((H-Y-X*Y)**2-4*Xl»Y)**l/2 

A similar procedure is followed by Japanese designers 
(Nagata,1985) 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of LMFBR in Japan i s at the stage where the prototype 
power plant MONJU Is under construction, and design studies are made on 
large scale demonstration p lants . 

Seismic design i s one of the most crucial Issues in the safety design 
of LMFBR In Japan. Therefore, extensive R&Ds, Including numerical methods 
development and seismic v e r i f i c a t i o n t e s t s , were performed in advance of 
the design and construction of MONJU. They are overviewed in the f i r s t 
part of th is paper, together with the review of the overal l seismic design 
procedures. 

Effort^ are also made to e s tab l i sh 6afe, r e l i a b l e , and economically 
competitive LMFBRs, among which demonstrating the a v a i l a b i l i t y of pool-type 
design under the severe seismic input in Japan i s pursued, through r a t i o n a l 
i zat ion of seismic design. The current r e s u l t s of these research programs 
are given in the l a t t er part of th i s paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of LMFBR in Japan was started with the experimental 

reactor JOYO ( loop-type, lOOKWc), which i s s teadi ly operating, and i s 
presently at the s tage where the prototype power plant MONJU ( loop-type , 
280MWe) i s under construction with i t s c r i t i c a l ! t y scheduled i n 1992. 
A wide range of conceptual design studies and related research work are 
a l s o being made vigorously on large scale demonstration p lants , with the 
purpose of e s tab l i sh ing sa fe , re l iab le and economically competitive LMFBRs. 

Since the s e i s a i c i t y 16 re la t ive ly high in Japan, the design accommo
dation for seismic events i s one of the most crucial Issues in the safety 
design of nuclear power plants in Japan* This i s e spec ia l ly the case with 
LMFBR. Contrary to the l i g h t water reactor components and pipings , which 
are designed thick-walled and rigid for withstanding high Internal pressure 
loads , those of LMFBR are designed thin-walled and f l e x i b l e . This i s 
because the steady and transient thermal loads, rather than pressure loads , 
are of chief concern in the structural design of LMFBR components and 
pipings . A low internal pressure operation also enables this thin-walled 
design. From the viewpoint of seismic design, on the other hand, the 
structures should be given suf f i c i ent s t i f f n e s s to clear the amplif icat ion 
range of a given f loor response spectra and thereby withstand earthquake 
loads . Therefore, for LMFBR components and pipings , a pursuance 6hould be 
made to achieve balance, or optimization, of the structural designs against 
thermal and seismic loads ( see Fig. 1 ) . 

In addit ion, there are some characterist ics particular to the LMFBR 
components to be considered in the seismic design; existence of a large 
amount of l iquid sodium in the large-diameter, thin-walled reactor ves se l 
and i t s s ign i f i cant e f f ec t s through dynamic f luid-structure in teract ions 
are typical examples. 

In advance of the detai led design and construction of MONJU, therefore, 
extensive researches had been carried out in order to secure the seismic 
safety of the plant . This includes some numerical methods development 
for the dynamic a n a l y s i s , and vibration t e s t s on the major components and 
pipings to veri fy v a l i d i t y of their seismic design. 

Efforts are a lso made to design a large scale plant with reduced 
construction cost , among which demonstrating the ava i lab i l i ty of pool-type 
LMFBR under the severe seismic input in Japan i s persued, through r a t i o n a l 
i z ing the seismic design. These research programs include f loor response 
r e a c t i o n by par t ia l l y embedded building and new s i t i n g technologies , 
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evaluation of buckling behavior and f lu id-s tructure interact ion , s tructural 
in t egr i ty against s losh ing , and vibration character is t ics of f l u i d - f l u i d 
gap support. 

2. SEISMIC DESIGN OF MONJU 
With almost a l l permission of construction having been issued by the 

l i cens ing a u t h o r i t i e s , MONJU i s now under construction by PNC at Tsuruga 
City , Fukul Pref . , Japan. The public work for s i t e creation has been 
almost completed, and the construction of the reactor building and the 
auxi l iary building are in progress . The s t e e l containment ves se l has a lso 
been fabricated, and the pressure t e s t has been f inished in success . As 
for the major components, such as reactor v e s s e l , intermediate heat ex
changers, steam generators, pumps and pipings of the primary and secondary 
heat transfer systems, fabricat ions are in progress in several works of 
the manufacturers* 

In th is s e c t i o n , the basic concepts and procedures adopted to the 
seismic design of MONJU are b r i e f l y reviewed. /* / 

2.1 Overall Procedures 
The overa l l procedures of the seismic design of MONJU i s shown in 

F ig . 2 . The fundamental philosophies and principles of the seismic design 
of MONJU are in conformity with the "Examination Guide for Seismic Design 
of Nuclear Power Reactor F a c i l i t i e s " , provided by the l i cens ing a u t h o r i t i e s , 
in which the basic pr inc ip les concerning seismic c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s of f a c i l i 
t i e s , evaluation of design earthquake ground motions, evaluation of seismic 
loads, load combinations, and allowable l i m i t s , are prescribed. 

2.2 Seismic Classification of Facilities 
In accordance with the Examination Guide, the reactor f a c i l i t i e s of 

MONJU are c l a s s i f i e d into three( four) categories of seismic c las ses of A 
(further divided into As and A), B, and C, from the viewpoint of the e f f e c t s 
on the environment of the radioact iv i ty that might be released due to an 
earthquake-induced damage. Typical components c l a s s i f i e d Into the As c l a s s 
are l i s t e d in Table I . 

2 .3 Design Earthquake Ground Motions 
Two kinds of basic design earthquake ground act ions , SI and S2, were 

applied In the design. They were evaluated based on the through l n v e s t i g a -
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tions on the h i s tor i ca l earthquake records and the geological structures of 
and around the s i t e , and defined in terns of response spectra which are 
shown In F ig . 3 . The simulated earthquake ground notions were generated so 
as to be cons i s t ent with the corresponding response spectra. The aaxisum 
accelerat ion amplitudes are 280 gal and 466 gal for SI and S2, respectively* 

2.4 Soi l -Structure Interaction Analysis 

In generating f loor response spectra, an improved method was used 
for dynamic so i l - s t ruc ture interaction analysis of the reactor bui lding. 
Frequency dependent damping values, based on the wave theory, were used for 
the s o i l springs of the e l a s t i c half-space model, which helped mitigate the 
seismic input to the systems and components. 

2.5 Dynamic Analysis of Components and Pipings 
Dynamic analyses are performed on the As and A c l a s s components and 

pipings mainly by the f loor response analysis technique. A typica l f loor 
response 6pectrum i s 6hown in Fig. 4. In case where non-l inearity cannot 
be ignored, as i s the case with the core elements, direct time integrat ion 
ana lys i s method i s applied. The design damping values are IX for the 
components and up to 2.52 for the pipings. Fluid-structure interact ion 
ana lys i s including s loshing e f f e c t s , and equivalent l inear analys is for the 
support gaps of the pipings, were al6o performed, when necessary. 

2.6 Load Combinations and Allowable Limits 
Earthquake loads are combined with the other loads that apply during 

speci f ied abnormal transient and earthquake induced accident condit ions , 
as wel l as normal operating conditions. The allowable l imi t s for the 
se i smica l ly Induced s t re s se s and strains are provided by "Elevated 
Temperature Structural Design Guide for Class 1 Components of Prototype 
Fast Breeder Reactor" (ETSGD)./2 3 / Since the components operate at 
e levated temperatures, where creep of the structural materials i s not 
n e g l i g i b l e , and are made of thin structures, some spec ia l provisions are 
added t o the Guide to prevent several modes of seismic-induced damages; 
included are creep-fat igue evaluation for SI earthquake, ratchett ing 
evaluation for S2 earthquake, buckling evaluation, and so on. 

2.7 Qual i f icat ion of Active Components 
Some of the safety re lated components should maintain their act ive 
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funccions during and afcer a seismic event. Among Chese components are Che 
control rod drive mechanisms, primary pumps, and va lves , which are to shuc 
down the core and remove decay heat. To qualify Chese act ive functions, 
vibration t e s t s using f u l l - s i z e mock-ups were carried out . 

3. DESIGN VERIFICATIONS 
For the purpose of developing and verifying the design analys is 

methods, seismic vibrat ion Cests were carried out on the major components 
such as reactor v e s s e l , core, and so on. Several spec ia l purpose codes 
were a l so developed and applied to the design. In t h i s sect ion of Che 
paper, these researches are short ly out l ined. 

3 . 1 Reactor-block 

The reactor-block of MONJU i s schematically shown in Fig . 5. The 
dimensions of Che reactor vesse l are about 7 a in diameter, 16 m in length, 
and 50 mm i n wal l th ickness . The ves se l i s suspended from the pedestal aC 
i c s upper Irange, and a lower support structure i s provided to restraint 
horizontal v ibrat ion of the ves se l i n a seismic event. 

Since a large amount of l iquid 6odlum coolant which has a free surface 
i s contained in Che reaccor v e s s e l , dynamic f lu id- s tructure interaction and 
free surface s loshing are of concern in Che seismic safe ty assessment of 
the reaccor. Besides Che cescs and analyses to c lar i fy the dynamic charac
t e r i s t i c s of the reactor structure i t s e l f , researches were performed on the 
s losh ing aiming at the following two points; i ) Co confirm Che ef fect iveness 
and s tructura l i n t e g r i t y of the dipped place, which i s i n s t a l l e d to suppress, 
or mi t iga te the s losh ing , and i i ) to confirm chac Che sodium out le t nozzles 
s h a l l not be exposed to che cover gas even when Che sodium leve l i s lowered 
due Co s l o s h i n g . / ^ / 

Sloshing analyses were performed on Che above mentioned mock-up Cesc 
r e s u l c s of MONJU reactor-block. These were performed using che FINAS 
computer program, which i s a general purpose f i n i t e element non-linear 
s tructura l analys i s system, developed by PNC. I t was shown by comparison 
of the analys is and Che cesc re su l c s , FINAS can be a pract ica l and validated 
ana lys i s cool for coupled f luld-scruccure syscems. Fig . 6 shows an example 
of s loshing eigenvalue analys is resulcs by FINAS. 

3.2 Core 
The core elements of MONJU are densely installed in the reactor vessel, 
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with s a a l l gaps between adjacent elements. Hence, during a strong seismic 
exc i ta t i on , they w i l l vibrate as a c luster to the geoaetr ical l imi t , 
restrained by the inner barrel . Coll is ions w i l l occur at the pads of 
adjacent elements due to the ir re la t ive so t ions , and f lu id-s tructure 
i n t e r a c t i o n w i l l affect their vibration charac ter i s t i c s . 

A s e r i e s of vibration t e s t s using f u l l - s i z e mock-ups of MONJU core 
elements were carried o u t , / 5 / and a special purpose code V10LL0N, which 
calcu Jtes the c luster vibration of eleaents and c o l l i s i o n forces by 
direct t i a e integrat ion, was developed and applied to the design of MONJU 
core, a f ter val idat ing with the t e s t data. The analys is aodel i s schemati
ca l ly shown in Fig . 7. 

3.3 Shut Down System 
To s a f e l y shut down the reactor in a seismic event, i t i s required i n 

design that the control rods be inserted to the core to 85Z of i t s stroke 
within 1.2 second. 

To qualify th i s seismic scramability of the shut down system (control 
rod drive mechanisms, CRDM), vibration t e s t s were performed using f u l l - s i z e 
mock-ups of MONJU CRDMs (Fig. 8 ) . Factors affect ing the scramability, such 
as the maximum react ive displacement postulated between the upper core 
structure and a control rod guide tube, accelerating gas pressure, and flow 
rate in the control rod assembly, were simulated to the actual design. 

The sinusoidal and simulated earthquake waves were used for input 
motions, with their acceleration amplitudes equivalent or larger than those 
of S2 earthquake defined in the design. 

From these t e s t r e s u l t s , i t was confirmed that the CRDM of MONJU had 
exce l lent performance to insert the control rods into the core within the 
permissible time under a l l of the tes t conditions and, i s we l l designed 
against earthquakes. 

3.4 Piping System 
Large diameter, thin-walled pipes are used i n the heat transfer systems 

of MONJU, and they are supported by pi pec lamps and mechanical snubbers at 
multiple po in t s . Hence, the loca l deformation of pipe wal ls and non-
l inear i ty due to gaps in the support structures should be properly taken 
into account in their seismic analyses. 

A simplif ied equivalent l inearized s t i f f n e s s model for these support 
s tructures , which accommodates with the usual spectral response method, 
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weire developed and applied to the design analyses . Vibration t e s t s using 
a f u l l s i z e and a 1/4 s ca l e model pipings of the primary heat transfer 
system were performed to val idate th i s design analys is method. 

3 .5 Components 

The other components Important to safety , including the ex-vesse l 
storage tank, primary pumps and va lves , and the l i k e , were a lso subjected 
to v ibrat ion t e s t s with respect ive ob jec t ive s . In Table II summarized are 
the t e s t s done for these components. 

4. SEISMIC DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF POOL-TYPE LMFBR 
The f i r s t phase of developing the large 6cale pool-type LMFBR (1000 MW 

c l a s s ) in Japan started i n 1981, surveying the suitable structural form and 
I t ' s f ea s ib l e condit ion. 

In th i s f e a s i b i l i t y study, about 100 cases experiments were carried out 
by using 1/40 s c a l e models of pool-cype LMFBR and the f lu id-s tructure i n t e r 
ac t ion character i s t i c s were c l a r i f i e d . In addition, from 1/20, 1/10 sca le 
model experiments the dynamic response character i s t i c s were inves t igated 
and the development of ca lcu la t ion code and i t ' s v e r i f i c a t i o n were a l so 
performed. Moreover, the v a l i d i t y of design for roof-s lab was confirmed 
from the evaluation of thermal s t r e s s as we l l as dead load s t r e s s through 
1/6 sca le model experiment. Based on these inves t iga t ions , the large sca le 
pool-type LMFBR with upper and l a t e r a l core supporting arrangements were 
proposed. 

The second phase of the progressive research program has been performed 
s ince 1984, i n which the ra t iona l i za t ion of a s e i s o i c design, demonstration 
of aseismic character i s t i cs of structure and component and evaluation of 
new s i t i n g technologies , in order to develop the demonstration pool-type 
LMFBR with reduced construction cos t . 

In th i s s e c t i o n , the main re su l t s of the second phase study are 
reviewed* 

4.1 Rational iz ing Aseismic Design of LMFBR 
By re-evaluat ing the reactor building in the f i r s t phase study, 

compacting the structure volume and introducing the part ia l ly embedded 
bui lding, a s i gn i f i cant reduction of input earthquake motion was achieved. 
Iu addit ion, the f e a s i b i l i t y of pool-type LMFBR with bottom core support 
arrangement was evaluated due to connecting with the resu l t s obtained from 
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the related design study. 

(1) LMFBR Floor Response Reduction 
The floor responses at the vessel supporting level in the partially 

embedded building was fairly reduced than those in the no embedded building, 
and it needed embedment depth of 502 for sufficient reduction of floor 
responses in the case of Vs»1500, 20U0 m/s. 

Adequacy of response analysis methods and models used in the studies 
was verified by the simulation analysis for observed earthquake record 
obtained at an actual building. (Fig. 9) 

(2) Feasibility of Bottom Core Support Arrangement 
From the experiment and analysis using an 1/8 scale model, the effects 

of liquid on the vibration characteristics and the seismic response charac
teristics of reactor vessel of the pool type LMFBR with bottom core support 
arrangement were clarified. And the relative displacement between the 
upper inner structure and the core structures was obtained. 

It was confirmed by comparing the calculated results with experimental 
results that the FEM analysis can simulate the seismic behaviors of the 
reactor vessel accurately, and is applicable for seismic design of the 
pool type LMFBR with bottom core support arrangement. (Fig. 10) 

(3) Vibration Characteristics of Fluid Filled Gap Support System 
A device using seal ring was designed to suppress axial flows for 

the fluid gap support system, the analysis was performed to evaluate vibra
tion characteristics of the system, and such as added mass and damping 
factor. As the results, it was proved that added mass increases as the 
sealing gap thickness becomes smaller, and that damping factor becomes 
maximum at the optimum gap thickness. Also, the validity of the analytical 
method was verified, comparing the analytical results with the experimental 
results. (Fig. 11) 

A.2 Assessment for Integrity of Seismic Structure 
Shear key restraint structure which was deviced at the past feasibility 

study, buckling behavior and strength of the main vessel and non linear 
sloshing effect of pool type LKFBR were studied from several experiments 
and analyses. 
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(1) Shear Key Restraint 
I t i s considered that a shear key res tra int structure has potential of 

se ismic s u i t a b i l i t y for an LMFBR. A 1/10 sca le model, in which the main 
v e s s e l , the guard vesse l and the shear key structures were s impl i f ied , was 
used i n order to i n v e s t i g a t e the e f fec t s of the gap and the s t i f f n e s s of 
the shear key on the load transfer character is t ics of the shear keys and 
on the v ibrat ion charac ter i s t i c s of the main vessel* 

From the ana ly t ica l and experimental s tud ie s , the v ibrat ion character
i s t i c s and the s tructural i n t e g r i t y of the shear key structures were made 
c l e a r . Further, valuable data for the design of the shear key structures 
were obtained* (Fig. 12) 

(2) Buckling Strength 
Several model t e s t s and numerical analyses have been conducted to 

i n v e s t i g a t e the buckling behavior and strength for an e l l i p t i c a l head and 
short s y l i n d r i c a l s h e l l s of the pool type LMFBR. main v e s s e l . 

For pool type LMFbR reactor v e s s e l s , the shear buckling modes were 
dominant even i f verious parameters such as dynamic e f f e c t s and internal 
pressure were considered, and the post-buckling behavior on p l a s t i c shear 
buckling was r e l a t i v e l y stable, under repeated loads. Moreover, the effect 
of i n i t i a l imperfection was remarkably small* These r e s u l t s are important 
to make the design guides and safety factors for the buckling of main vesse l 
in the next study. (Fig . 13) 

(3) Effect of Non Linear Sloshing 
As the pool type LMFBR contains a large amount of l iquid sodium in the 

large reactor v e s s e l , s loshing becomes more important for the pool type 
LMFBR than for the LWR or loop type LMFBR. 

Therefore, non l inear s losh ing experiments vere carried out to study 
the impact pressure occurring ins ide a reactor v e s s e l . 

The maximum impact pressure occurred when the f i r s t e f f e c t i v e wave 
str iked the roof s lab , and structural in tegr i ty evaluation of actual plant 
against s losh ing load was confirmed. (Fig. 14) 

A.3 Assessment for New S i t i n g Technology 
Nuclear power plant have been constructed on firm rocks in Japan 

because of i t s s t a b i l i t y and r e l i a b i l i t y during earthquakes. However, in 
the l i g h t of future shortage of prospective rock s i t e s , other s i t i n g 
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techniques such as soft rock s i t i n g , seismic i so la t ion and in-shore s i t i n g 
have been a matter of concern recent ly . 

(1) Seismic I s o l a t i o n System 
Next three structural concepts were designed as the i s o l a t i o n system 

of pool type LMFBR. 

(T) Combination of horizontal ly i so la ted building and ver t i ca l l y Iso lated 
f loor for NSSS (Nuclear Steam Supply System). 

( | ) Three dimensional seismic i s o l a t i o n of the reactor. 
@ I s o l a t i o n system of a main ve s se l . 

I t was confirmed that these were su f f i c i en t ly feas ib le and e f f e c t i v e . 
(Fig . 15) 

(2) Seismic Response Analysis on Soft Rock S i te 

The seismic s o i l - s t r u c t u r e interact ion analyses were performed to 
study the difference in seismic response, between the soft rock 6 i t e with 
shear wave v e l o c i t y 400 m/sec aad the firm rock s i t e with shear wave ve loc i ty 
1500 m/sec. 

I t was confirmed that the sof t rock s i t e i s more advantageous from the 
standpoint of aseismic design of the building and equipment because i t gives 
a f a i r l y lower result in both, the maximum response accelerations of the 
building and the f loor response acceleration spectrum peaks. (Fig. 16) 

(3) Design Study of in-shore LMFBR Plant 

A concept of platform and related f a c i l i t i e s for LMFBR are studied 
through earthquake response analyses . Among many different in-shore s i t i n g 
techniques, that of a f u l l - f l o a t i n g platform in a semi-closed basin was 
se l ec ted In the study from the cost and safety point of view. I t was found 
that the in-shore s i t i n g has a strong seismic i s o l a t i o n character i s t ics in 
the horizontal d irect ion that could result In a plant cost reduction and a 
safety margin increase . (Fig . 17) 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The seismic design of MONJU and related research programs, and the 

work on the seismic design developments of the large scale pool-type plant 
were reviewed. The experiences and knowledges accumulated In these design 
and research projec t s , along with the further ef forts to be made, are 
believed to form a technical basis for the development of safe, re l iab le 
and economically competitive LMFBR in Japan. 
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Table 1 Typical Facilities/components Classified into Seismic 
As Class of MONJU 

Facili t ies/Components Required Functions 

Reactor vessel and vessels, pipes, 
pumps, and valves forming reactor 
coolant boundary 

To form reactor coolant boundary 

Ex-vessel storage tank To store 6pent fuels 

Control rod and Control rod drive 
mechanisms 

To shut down reactor and maintain 
it in a safe shut down state 

Auxiliary core cooling system To remove decay heat after reactor 
shut down 

Containment vessel To form pressure barrier and prevent 
release of radioactive materials in 
a reactor coolant boundary failure 
accident 

Definition of As class Equipment resulting in reactor coolant leakage by 
breakage, equipment required for emergency reactor 
shut down and for maintaining reactor shut down 
condition, major equipment for spent fuel storage 
and reactor containment vessel* 



T a b l e I I Summary o f V i b r a t i o n T e s t s o n MONJU Components 

COMPONENTS TEST MODEL TEST OBJECTIVES 

CORE Full-size mock-up Cluster vibration characteristics 

CONTROL ROD F u l l - s i z e mock-up Control rod i n s e r t a b i l i t y 
DRIVE MECHANISM 

FUEL HANDLING F u l l - s i z e mock-up Vibration characteristics and buckling strength 
MACHINE of a beam of U-shaped cross sec t ion 

REACTOR VESSEL 1/8 s t e e l model and Fluid-structure interaction and sloshing 
1/4 plastic model i 

VO 

_ Cyj 

SODIUM PIPING F u l l - s i z e and 1/4 model Non- l ln iar l ty due to support gaps ' 
SODIUM PUMP Full-size partial model Active functions 

(Hydrostatic bearing) 

SODIUM VALVES F u l l - s i z e mock-up Active functions 

STEAM GENERATOR F u l l - s i z e p a r t i a l model Vibration charac ter i s t i c s of h e l i c a l 
(Hel ical c o i l tubes) c o i l tubes 

EX-VESSEL 1/5 p l a s t i c model Fluid-structure interact ions 
STORAGE TANK 

CONTAINMENT VESSEL 1/19 p l a s t i c model She l l v ibrat ion and buckling s trength 
1/19 s t e e l model 

MECHANICAL SNUBBER Actual components Seismic qualifications 
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Fig. 5 Schematic View of the Reactor-Structure of MONJU 
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STATUS REPORT No- (5) 

BASIC REQUIREMENTS OH PAST REACTOR SEISUIC STABILITY 
IK THE USSR 

Buksha Yu.K., Vladykov G.k,, Levshin E.P, 

Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, 
Obninsk, USSR, 1987 

Abstract 

Basic requirements defined by operating regulatory docu
ments used at designing nuclear power plants for seismic re
gions have been considered* Some specific requirements imposed 
upon the BH-800 reactor project are presented. 
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In conformity with the safety regulations which are in opera
tion in the USSR, when designing nuclear power plants (NPP) with 
any reactor type such natural phenomena as earthquakes, tornadoes, 
floods, winds, etc., inherent to the construction site should be 
considered, among other requirements affecting the plant safety 
/I/. Of specific character from the safety point of view are ear
thquakes with their simultaneous effect upon all the plant compo
nents and systems; therefore, when designing structures and con
structions to be built in seismic regions the intensity of seis
mic loads on the IiSK-64 scale and the recurrence interval of ear
thquakes are to be taken into account. The earthquake intensity 
and recurrence within the construction region including a terri
tory of a 100-200 km radius around the nuclear power plant are 
assumed according to the USSR seismic district specification maps 
for medium grounds. To forecast the influence of the seismic and 
geological features of the construction site upon the seismic im
pact, the seismic micro-district specification is carried out 
which determines the ground grade and some other peculiar featu
res of the construction site. For the first-grade grounds the 
earthquake intensity chosen from the maps is decreased by 1 point 
(on the iiSK-64 scale) and for the third-grade grounds it is in
creased by 1 point on the same scale. NPP designing for seismic 
regions is carried out in compliance with /2/ according to which 
the construction of NPP is allowed only in the regions where the 
level of seismicity does not exceed 9 points on the KSK-64 scale. 

For nuclear power plants, two reference earthquakes are de
fined: the design earthquake (DE) and the design be.sis earthqua
ke (DBE). They are characterized by their intensity, a set of 
real, analogue or synthesized accelerograms modelling main cha
racteristic types of seismic effects at the NPP site, as well as 
by basic parameters of seismic oscillations - by maximum accele
rations, a dominating period and phase duration of intensive os
cillations. The design earthquake has a recurrence period of 1 
per 100 years, the design basis earthquake- once per 10000 years. 

A nuclear pov/er pltnt is considered to be antiseismic if 
its radiation safety is ensured in conformity with /1/ under 
seismic ioad3 up to and including DBE, and the electric power 
or heat generation - up to DE, with account of customer's extra 
requirements* 
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According to the extent of their safety effect, all the 
design structures and technological equipment of a nuclear po
wer plant are divided into three categories. The first of 
the~ includes buildings, structures, constructions, 
equipment and their components the failure of which could re
sult in a release of radioactivity beyond the limits specified 
in accordance with the standard specifications /3/» They in
clude: 
- the core and the primary circuit; 
- systems assuring reactor shut-down and its maintenance in 
a subcritical state; 

- reactor decay heat removal systems; 
- confinement systems; 
- buildings, constructions, equipment and their components 
mechanical damages of which due to a force action upon the 
above systems could result in their failure in operation. 

Systems and structures of the I-category of seismic stabi
lity should retain their performance capabilities at an earth
quake up to DE, perform thair functions of ensuring the nuc
lear power plant safety at an earthquake up to DBE. 

The second - category of seismic stability includes buil
dings, structures, constructions, equipment and their elements 
( not included into the first category) whose damage in opera
tion would result in a disturbance of KPP output capacity and 
in a radioactive product release within the limits specified 
for a design accident. Systems and structures of this category 
of seismic stability should retain their performance capabili
ties at an earthquake of up to DE. 

The third category of seismic stability includes buildings, 
structures, constructions, equipment and their components not 
included into the I and II classes. 

Some additional conditions are also imposed with the 
aim to define lore precisely the conditions of functioning the 
systems and the boundaries between the categories within the 
systems. For this purpose the elements of one functioning sys
tem may be placed into different categories with the implemen
tation of special activities for their separation (cut-off, con
trol valves, etc.), and in this case the separating elements and 
units should be placed into a higher category. Equipment, compo-
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nents and structures are made and designed in such a waj that 
a failure of elements pertaining to a lower category w-„uld not 
result in a failure in operation or damage of a higher category 
elements. Otherwise their category is raised. 

Buildings, structures and equipment pertaining to the first 
category of seismic stability are designed for seismic effects 
with simultaneous taking into account of the seismic load over 
the three components. In this case seismic forces are determi
ned independently for each direction, and the resultant force -
- as a square root of a sum of squares of seismic forces for 
each direction. For the 2 n - category systems and structures the 
seismic loads on components are allowed to be taken into account 
separately. 

When designing buildings, structures and equipment for the 
1 and 2 n categories of seismic stability, in accordance with 
the construction specifications various combinations of loads 
arising both under normal operating conditions and under emer
gency conditions in combination with seismic loads depending on 
the probability of their coincidence are taken into account. 

The strength analysis of equipment and piping including the 
support structures is carried out on the basis of the response 
spectra and/or the accelerograms constructed for their attaching 
points. Their construction is made based upon the forced oscil
lations of a structure under a seismic load specified by initi
al accelerograms for the NPP site. For the most critical compo
nents of WPP, along with the calculation analysis, some simula
tion studies are carried out with the aim to refine natural os
cillation frequencies and the stressed state of the structure. 

In conformity with /l/,when analyzing the NPP safety an 
earthquake is considered as an external initial event v/ith supe -
rimposed failures specified for each reactor type. Though gene
ral requirements on seismic stability for all reactor types are 
the same, their solution, however, depends on a particular ITPP 
type. For the B1T-800 plant the steam-v/ater circuit is used for 
the decay heat removal under all normal and abnormal operating 
conditions, except for conditions the initial events of which 
are as follows: the loss of flow of feeding water in steam ge
nerators, loss of power system supply and earthquake. At sucn 
initial events the decay heat removal is realized through air 
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heat exchangers. Thus, in contrast to the pressurized water 
reactors where the steam-water circuit pertains to safety -
- important systems and should he designed as a seismically stable 
one, in the BH-800 plant the steam-water circuit pertains to the 
normal operation systems and its designing is carried out with
out taking into account of seismic effects, in compliance with 
regulatory specifications for civil and industrial construction. 
Ill the BIJ-800 systems pertaining to the first category of seis
mic stability are arranged within one building which is also 
placed into the first category. For the Beloyarsk KPF region 
where the BK-800 is to be constucted, a design earthquake of 5 
points and a design basis earthquake of 6 points have been as
sumed on the basis of the USSR European Part seismic district 
specification nap and seismological investigations conducted. 
The seismometric monitoring and alarm system being under develop-
nent now should assure generating of instuctions for the auto
matic shut-down of the reactor at a seismic load value on the 
ground being equal to DE. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper sununarises the principal activities in the 
United Kingdom on aseismic design, analysis and 
qualification of LMFBR structures, systems and 
components. The work described has been performed by 
NNC as a part of CDFR design activities and by UKAEA 
and CEGB as a part of the fast reactor research 
programmes. Future programme plans starting from 
1987 are also described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a wide concensus of opinion that seismic 
loadings play a more important role in the structural 
design of fast reactor components than in thermal 
reactors. This is a direct consequence of one of the 
inherent safety characteristics of fast reactors, 
i.e. the system contains a large quantity of sodium 
and operates at near atmospheric pressure. This 
leads to large thin wall shell structures designed to 
avoid high thermal stresses. The seismic loads are 
often the largest of the primary loads and therefore 
determine the wall thickness of the structures based 
on one or more of the following criteria: the 
prevention of excessive displacements, plastic 
collapse or buckling. 
For a ground acceleration in excess of 0.3 g the 
feasibility of some design options of the building 
structures and major components are questionable. 
Also the cost of aseismic design for this level of 
earthquakes could become disproportionally large if a 
conventional above ground layout of the plant is 
followed. 
A partial or complete embedment of the reactor vault 
offers a technically feasible and economic solution 
for moderate design earthquakes (SSE 0.25 g), [1,2]. 
An alternative approach, presently the subject of 
many analytical and experimental studies in all major 
countries, is the seismic isolation concept. 
Potentially the seismic isolation of the nuclear 
buildings extends the feasibility of fast reactors to 
zones of much higher seismicity. The other claims 
which are gradually being accepted by the nuclear 
engineering community are: simplification of aseismic 
design, cost reduction, standard plant design and 
improved reliability of the plant, [3,4]. 
On the other hand seismic isolation is not a fully 
proven technology and some questions remain to be 
resolved from the safety and licensing point of 
view. These are:-

Performance of the system beyond design limit 
Effect of non-vertically propagating waves 
Variation of dynamic characteristics of the 
isolation and energy absorbing devices with 
other design parameters and time 

A comprehensive programme of work, which is 
addressing these and other issues is underway in the 
UK. This work i described in a separate paper at 
this specialist meeting [5]. 

PR/0874J/IXM 
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The foregoing discussion polarises the aseismic 
design options to isolated and non-isolated cases. 
In the former, the emphasis is placed on ensuring a 
satisfactory performance of the isolation device, the 
aseismic design and qualification of the rest of the 
plant is much simplified and is reduced to a 
secondary importance. The reverse is true in the 
latter case, where the seismic qualification of each 
of the major components has its own peculiarities and 
has to be dealt with individually. The specific 
problems, which have been addressed in the UK seismic 
programme are discussed in the rest of this paper. 

2. SHEAR BUCKLING OF CYLINDRICAL TANKS 
The primary tank of a pool-type LMFBR is vulnerable 
to buckling under earthquake loadings. The potential 
mode is elasto-plastic shear buckling. An analytical 
and experimental programme of work has been carried 
out to provide and validate a design tool for this 
purpose. 
A series of benchmark calculations has been performed 
[6,7], where ABAQUS, CASTEM and NOVNL computer codes 
have been compared against each other and against the 
experimental results [Figures 1, 2]. It was 
concluded that an elastic bifurcation analysis is 
unrealistically conservative. An elasto-plastic 
bifurcation or full 30 non-linear incremental 
analyses gave satisfactory results as shown in Figure 
3. 

The shear buckling loads were found to be much less 
sensitive to the geometrical imperfections in 
comparison to other types of loads such as external 
pressure or axial force. Typically the knock-down 
factor for an imperfection equal to the wall 
thickness is 1.25. This has been confirmed by recent 
work in Japan, [8]. 
Following the static tests a series of dynamic shear 
buckling experiments were carried out to establish 
safety margins against buckling failures under 
seismic loading. 
These tests involve loading a short, stainless steel 
cylinder with horizontal shear loads over a range of 
frequencies [0 to 250 Hz] until it buckles. In 
addition tests have been done, where circumferential 
modes were induced in the vessel, to investigate 
possible interaction effects between vibrational and 
buckling modes. 
3. PRIMARY SODIUM PUMP 
A rapid seizure of the primary sodium pumps under 

FR/0874J/IXM 
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earthquake loading could lead to a loss of flow 
accident. Since all four pumps are identical the 
common mode failure cannot be ruled out. In addition 
long term decay heat removal is doubtful without 
pumps to establish natural circulation in the primary 
circuit. A potential failure mechanism is a seizure 
of the sodium bearing. The problem rests with 
demonstrating that under the horizontal earthquake a 
contact does not take place or is not severe enough 
to cause the bearing to seize. Because the bearing 
is hydrostatic and fed from the pump outlet the 
problem is more acute at low speeds. 
The approach to this problem has been a qualification 
by analysis. This is possible since reliable bearing 
characteristics are available from the full scale 
bearing tests in water. 
The logical sequence of activities leading to the 
pump qualification are given in Figure 4. The 
procedure is iterative and to date the first round of 
calculations up to item [8] have been completed with 
work continuing. 
4. CORE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
The dynamic behaviour of a core consisting of about 
1,000 sub-assemblies / submerged in sodium and 
interacting with the supporting structures and among 
themselves, is very complex to say the least. 
However, recognisable patterns of behaviour are 
emerging from numerous analytical and experimental 
studies. Most of these have been directed to a 
naturally restrained core and its behaviour is now 
reasonably well understood. On the other hand the 
barrel restrained core has not been systematically 
investigated and is not well understood at present. 
The main feature of the seismic behaviour of the two 
core types are summarised in Table 1. 
Only the effects of horizontal earthquake are 
discussed. The effect of the vertical excitation is 
very similar for both core styles and is therefore 
omitted. 
A satisfactory aseismic core design needs to meet the 
following basic requirements placed on:-

Displacement of top of sub-assembly: to ensure 
insertion of the shutdown rods 
Reactivity increase: to prevent melting of 
fuel pins 
Structural integrity of sub-assemblies 

7R/0874J/IXM 
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For the naturally restrained core, the displacements 
and reactivity are approximately proportional to the 
level of excitation, although at high levels the 
response tends to be self limiting. No reliable 
results are available for the barrel restrained core. 
The differences in the two core styles have a direct 
bearing on the structural integrity of the 
sub-assemblies. The impact and crushing forces on 
sub-assemblies are much higher for the restrained 
core than the natural core, but these are focussed on 
the upper restraint plane which are strong enough to 
carry them. The forces in turn are reacted by the 
core barrel and, therefore, the spike is not loaded. 
In principle this could be very advantageous for 
structural integrity argument in a situation of high 
burn-up/high radiation embrittlenient. 

The other factor which needs to be highlighted is the 
relationship between the whole core frequency and the 
seismic excitation frequency. The whole core 
frequency is decreasing with an increasing size of 
the core and for the large LMFBR's natural core it 
happened close to the core support frequency [4 to 5 
Hz] which is not easily alterable. Some scope exists 
to alter the whole core frequency by a choice of 
axial shielding material or stiffness of the radial 
shielding sub-assembly. However such a tuning 
requires an accurate prediction of the natural 
frequencies which is compounded by the fluid 
structure interaction effects and the gap non-linear 
effects at the spike. 

In conclusion, both core styles offer some advantages 
and disadvantages. At present the natural core is 
much better understood and quantified. Some of the 
advantages and concerns of the barrel restrained core 
need further investigation to make a meaningful 
comparison. Relevant publications are given in 
[9,10,11] and a separate paper [12] presented at this 
specialist meeting describes the ongoing R & D 
activities in the UK. 

5. SHUTDOWN SYSTEMS 
Two shutdown systems are incorporated in the CDFR 
core, Primary Shutdown System [PSD] and Alternative 
Shutdown System [ASD]. The PSD is not easy to 
qualify against earthquakes, because the long slender 
bars which make up the system interact with a number 
of guides along the length between the rotating 
shield and the core. The seismic motion at these 
points of contact varies in amplitude, frequency, and 
phase angle. Also the prevailing flow conditions and 
tribological conditions make the full seismic 
qualification difficult to perform to the high 
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standard or reliability required for the shutdown 
systems. 
The approach proposed for the CDFR is to demonstrate 
that the PSD system is able to withstand the SSE 
earthquakes without any damage and that it is fully 
operational after the SSE. 
The PSD is expected to operate during the SSE 
earthquake, but its performance is not essential for 
the safety case which is based on the premise that 
the ASD system will be fully seismically qualified. 
The main advantage of the ASD system from a seismic 
point of view is its compactness. The ASD channel is 
fully contained within the core boundaries. The 
absence of any structural coupling between the ASD 
channels, above core structure, and rotating shields 
makes the task of seismic qualification much more 
feasible and credible, Figure 5. The hydraulic and 
seismic tests carried out on a full scale ASD mock-up 
are described in a separate paper at this specialist 
meeting [13]. 
The results obtained so far are considered very 
encouraging. From the understanding of the system's 
dynamic behaviour, indications are that the 
performance and the integrity of the system will not 
be adversely affected by much higher dynamic loadings 
up to and above the current SSE level of 0.25 g. 
This will be demonstrated on the existing full scale 
water test facility following the refurbishment and 
modifications to allow a multipoint excitation at a 
higher level of acceleration. 
6. PIPING 
There is evidence to suggest that codes used for 
aseismic design of pipework require excessive system 
restraints, which are costly both to install and 
maintain. An analytical and experimental programme 
has been initiated by CEGB Berkeley Nuclear 
Laboratories to study the effect of high level 
seismic excitation on piping systems. The objectives 
are as follows:-
i. To derive less onerous design criteria for 

piping subjected to combined static and 
extreme dynamic loads 

ii. To provide new methods of predicting the 
dynamic response of systems to inertial loads, 
which fully utilise the elastic and inelastic 
properties of piping and associated components 

A series of dynamic tests has been carried out on 
straight pipes, Figure 6 of different geometries [D/t 
- 3 to 75], with and without defects, different 
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materials [ferritic, austenitic] and different 
loading conditions [pressurised, unpressurised and 
different levels of support acceleration]. The 
experimental results are summarised in Fig 7, which 
shows consistently for all the different tests, that 
the seismic response of the pipework is self-limiting. 
A method of calculating the level of resonant 
response of piping based on an energy balance between 
that absorbed in plastic deformation within the pipe 
and the input energy at the supports, has been 
developed. The analysis is applicable to both thick 
and thin walled pipes. The underlying assumptions 
made in this approach have been verified 
experimentally and the predicted response is shown to 
compare well with the measured acceleration response 
of straight pressurised pipes. Due to its inherent 
simplicity this approach should be readily applicable 
to more complex pipework systems. 

The current work shows that lengths of straight pipe 
will not fail even when shaken with very large inputs 
at their resonant frequency. The next stages will 
attempt to extend this work to encompass multiple 
pipe spans and then to include features such as 
nozzles, tees and bends. Ultimately recommendations 
will be made on improved methods for the design of 
piping systems subjected to seismic loads that fully 
utilise the inelastic capabilities of . piping 
materials and components. A more detailed 
description of this work is given in [14]. 

7. FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTION 
The previous analytical and experimental work on 
concentric cylinders [15] has been extended to 3D and 
asymetric geometries. The objectives of the proposed 
experimental programme are primarily to provide 
further experimental data for validation of the 3D 
fluid-structure interaction code BERDYNE. The 
investigation will also include the interaction 
effect arising from closely spaced components and the 
fluid effect on perforated structures. The sloshing 
response of fluid in a hot pool tank model will also 
be studied. 
The test model of the hot pool tank and of the major 
components are schematically shown in Fig 8. The 
proposed test configurations are shown in Fig 9. The 
construction of the test rig and some of the 
specialised instrumentation for wave height 
measurement is nearing completion and tests are 
planned to start next year. 

FR/0874J/IXM 
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FIG.l. BUCKLING OF A CYLINDRICAL VESSEL UNOER 
HORIZONTAL DYNAMIC LOADING 

F1G.2. DEFORMED BUCKLING SHAPE :: ABAQ.US 3-0 NON-LINEAR 
INCREMENTAL STATIC ANALYSIS. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S PROGRAM 

FOR LIQUID METAL REACTOR SEISMIC TECHNOLOGY 

1. ABSTRACT 

During the past decade, the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) has sponsored the development of seismic design technology 
in support of Liquid Metal Reactors (LMR's). This has been ac
complished through 1) major projects such as the Fast Flux Test 
Facility (FFTF) and the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR), 2) 
base technology programs and 3) support to the design develop
ment of innovative LMR's, SAFR and PRISM. These developments 
have come in the areas of ground motion definition, soil-
structure interaction, seismic isolation, fluid-structure inter
action and structural analysis methods and criteria for equip
ment and components such as piping, reactor core and vessels. 
The initial developments in seismic design technology by DOE and 
others were directed toward ensuring that the plant, equipment 
and components had sufficient seismic resistance to ensure 
availability after an Operations Basis Earthquake (OBE) and to 
survive a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). During this period, 
the emphasis on conservative design had significant cost 
impacts. The current focus is directed toward a better under
standing of seismic design margins and the development of 
methods to reduce seismic loads on plant and equipment and to 
enhance siting flexibility. From this perspective, the DOE is 
currently reassessing the needs and priorities for future 
seismic technology development. Coordination with University 
research programs and ongoing seismic technology development 
sponsored by other governmental agencies and institutions is an 
integral part of this planning process. The purpose of this 
paper is to highlight the current status of DOE's seismic 
technology program for LMR's and to provide an overview of 
future areas of interest. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

The USDOE-sponsored seismic technology activities are 
aimed at establishing a verified, cost-effective seismic design 
technology for the liquid metal reactor (LMR). These activities 
are part of a broader U.S. effort to develop the technological 
base necessary to ensure safe and reliable operation of commer
cial nuclear power plants and to transfer this technology to 
industry in the form of design guidelines, codes, and standards. 

Seismic design and analyses of past U.S. LMFBR nuclear 
projects have cost about six percent of the overnight base 
capital cost [1]. However, seismic design changes and plant 
rework and backfits have had very large leverage on increasing 
plant commodities, delaying construction and licensing, and 
seriously increasing plant lead times and cost3 for light water 
reactor (LWR) plants in the United States. It is a certainty 
that future LMR plants are vulnerable to at least the same 
difficulties as experienced by LWR plants. The commercial 
viability of LMR plants thus needs the reductions in capital 
cost made possible by improvements in seismic design. 

To obtain improvements in seismic design, both improve
ments in the engineering practices with existing technology and 
the development of improved technology are needed. Engineers 
need to optimize * designs for seismic and other requirements. 
For example, large vessels and components that are over-designed 
for seismic adequacy often have thicker walls that are less 
desirable for thermal shock low-cycle fatigue resistance. 
Piping with excessive numbers of supports and seismic restraints 
also cause increased costs of commodities and increased operat
ing costs. 

Seismic technology development is needed because the 
effects of earthquakes in the design of nuclear power plants are 
a major driver, and many of the relevant features of LMR plant 
systems and components differ significantly from those of 
existing commercial LWR plants. 

Several studies have been made to identify and under
stand the reasons for the major impact seismic design has had on 
increasing the costs of nuclear power plants. One major finding 
was that the usual approach to seismic design in LWR plants was 
a highly fragmented effort with seismologists, analysts, 
designers, and regulators each working within their own spheres 
with very little effective coordination between each other. The 
DOE seismic technology program has sought to overcome their 
shortcomings for LMR plants and is increasing its efforts to 
encourage interdisciplinary research and development, ac
complishing this in part by involving leading university 
researchers, national laboratories, reactor manufacturers, and 
architect-engineering firms. 
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3. ASEISMIC DESIGN TECHNOLOGY STATUS 

Early in the 1970*s, the U.S. Department of Energy's 
(DOE's) major reactor design projects, the Fast Flux Test 
Facility (FFTF) and the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) 
experienced a very fast changing seismic design technology. 
More detailed and accurate methods of analysis were evolving for 
soil characterizations, soil/structure interaction, and com
ponent response. Some costly changes in plant seismic design 
criteria and design requirements were also experienced. It was 
clear that the technology used for LWR nuclear plant design was 
not sufficient for LMFBR applications. The learning and 
improved methods and criteria provided by the LMFBR projects and 
base technology programs needed to be captured for beneficial 
use and reduced costs of future plants. 

Accordingly, in 1974, a base technology program was 
started to improve seismic design procedures and criteria. The 
early base technology work was aimed at improving the under
standing and methods for ground motion definition, selection of 
earthquake levels for design, such as the Safe Shutdown Earthqu
ake, and soil/structure interactions analysis methods. Many 
studies were accomplished of earthquake records. Statistical 
treatment of earthquake motions were developed and method 
assessments were provided which influenced the requirements set 
forth in the USNRC Regulatory Guides. 

The development of mechanical snubbers and the use of 
heavy, thick insulation on LMFBR piping lead to the need for 
more accurate and cost-effective design methods for piping. The 
LMFBR reactor core designs also needed special study. Accord
ingly, the piping and core seismic design base technology tasks 
were undertaken. 

During the period in which large, pool type LMR designs 
were under development, scoping studies demonstrated the 
significance of fluid structure interaction, and technology 
programs were initiated to address these effects. 

More recently, the DOE's design development has focused 
on smaller, modular concepts as represented by the Sodium 
Advanced Fast Reactor (SAFR) and the Power Reactor Inherently 
Safe Module (PRISM). A major DOE technology program actively in 
support of these concepts has been the identification and 
development of seismic isolation concepts. 

During this time period there has also been a rapid 
escalation in seismic technology development by other agencies 
and institutions, in particular the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) and the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI). DOE has recently established a team, headed by the 
Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC) to develop a plan 
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for DOE which recognizes the current technology development 
plans of others and identifies aseismic design technology needs 
and priorities for LMR's. 

3.1 Design Guidelines 

In 1974, the DOE commissioned Agbabian Associates to 
develop and update seismic design criteria and analysis methods 
as part of the long range program on Breeder Reactor Seismic 
Technology. 

The purpose of the study was to identify the problem 
areas associated with the application of seismic hazard assess
ment procedures and to establish guidelines for design and 
analysis of earthquake-resistant breeder reactor structures, 
equipment, and piping. The result of these research efforts was 
a series of thirty topical reports covering various topics 
related to the overall objective; these reports were produced 
over the span of years 1975-82. 

In order to provide a more convenient and usable 
reference for LMR aseismic design technology, these reports were 
condensed into four volumes issued in 1983 under the general 
title "Seismic Design Technology for Breeder Reactor Structures" 
[2], The four volumes are entitled: 

Vol. 1 Special Topics in Earthquake Ground Motion 

Vol. 2 Special Topics in Soil/Structure Interaction 

Vol. 3 Special Topics in Reactor Structures 

Vol. 4 Special Topics in Piping and Equipment 

3.2 Piping 

A major concern in both LWR and LMR industries has been 
the increased rigidity of piping systems resulting from seismic 
load requirements and proliferation of pipe supports. While 
considerable research has been underway on heavy-walled LWR 
piping, in 1977, DOE initiated independent, though related, 
studies on the thinner wall piping systems used on LMR plants. 
The main areas of investigation under the DOE program were 1) 
damping valves and 2) design criteria, particularly as related 
to the reserve strength margin and energy absorbtion of piping 
under seismic loading. 

3.2.1 Damping 

One of the more important parameters required in 
seismic dynamic analyses of reac to r piping systems i s the 
damping value associated with the par t icular piping system. 
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Damping affects the dynamic amplification of the response 
motion. The damping values which are presently used for sodium 
piping systems are based on regulatory positions, and are 
considered to be conservative. For example, for large diameter 
piping systems, USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.61 specifies damping 
values of only 3% and 2% of critical for the SSE for large 
diameter and small diameter piping, respectively. 

Available test data on some LMR piping systems have 
shown that higher damping exists. These data were derived from 
several test programs performed both in the U.S. and elsewhere. 
In addition, data for LWR piping systems collected in the U.S. 
show damping values higher than those of the Regulatory Guide 
1.61. Higher damping values in seismic analysis have the 
potential to enable substantial reduction in design costs and 
plant capital costs through more economical design of piping 
systems. 

Under USDOE sponsorship, a survey of heavily-insulated 
pipe test damping data has been collected and evaluated. The 
tests accomplished were mostly representative of small bore 
pipe, 200 mm (eight-inch) diameter and smaller with prototypic 
insulation and supports [3, 4], Much higher damping than 
presently specified in Regulatory Guide 1.61 has been found in 
these LMFBR pipe tests. 

The USDOE evaluation developed a technical position and 
justification for LMFBR small bore (i.e., equal or smaller than 
200 mm, eight-inch diameter) insulated pipe damping values 
recommended for design. The USDOE recommendation was developed 
after technical review and consensus of representatives of our 
national laboratories and industry contractors working on LMFBR 
activities. The recommendation is to use a critical damping 
value of 8% for both OBE and SSE design of piping with diameter 
one-inch and smaller, 5% for 200 mm (eight-inch) diameter, and 
linear interpolation permitted between 25 ram and 200 mm sizes. 
The applicability of these higher damping values is based on 
insulation weight and diameter criteria typical of heavily-
insulated LMR piping. 

3.2.2 Design Criteria 

Pipe and support design and installation can be very 
significant cost drivers for nuclear plants. Too many supports 
clutter the plant, add large costs, and actually result in lower 
pipe system operating reliability due to the relatively lower 
reliability of the supports. It is also generally held that 
piping systems, especially the more flexible small bore piping, 
have large seismic reserve strength margins above the present 
design basis requirements. 
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The USDOE has sponsored extensive test programs in this 
area. These programs have included tests to characterize the 
piping restraint elements (i.e., clamps, snubbers, hangers, 
etc.), laboratory tests of 25 mm diameter (one-inch bore) and 
200 mm diameter piping (eignt-inch bore), in-situ tests of small 
bore (one to three-inch bore) piping, and in-situ tests of a 400 
mm (16-inch) bore piping. More recently the USDOE has coor
dinated with the USNRC in a series of piping system fragility 
tests. 

The fragility tests have demonstrated that piping 
systems can withstand much greater seismic loads than permitted 
by current design practice. The initial, unpressurized 3-in 
pipe demonstration system withstood a 35 g ZPA response spectrum 
input without failure and was ultimately failed by a sine burst 
test. The next, 6-in pressurized piping system test withstood 
loadings 20 to 30 times larger than usually specified for SSE's 
of contemporary nuclear power plants. The third test, also a 
pressurized piping system, primarily 6-in pipe, ultimately 
failed at full table capacity with a seismic response spectrum 
input. The piping system did not leak and collapse did not 
occur at a load level about a factor of 34 greater than that 
permitted by the ASME Code Class 1 Level D design criteria. 

3.3 Core Aseismic Design 

During seismic events, LMR core structural components 
are subjected to impact loadings which are complex functions of 
time, [5]'. The evaluation of core components to witiistand these 
loadings addresses dynamic response behavior and the mechanical 
strength under impulsive loading. Establishing the load 
tolerance requires a combination of analysis and experimental 
data. The avoidance of component damage or unacceptable 
retarding of safety rod insertion during an earthquake are 
important to the core integrity, safe operation, and safe 
shutdown of the reactor. 

The principal focus of the LMR core seismic analysis 
methods development-to-date has been the evaluation of the core 
structural response to horizontal seismic excitations. The 
development in the U.S. can be traced back tc the initial core 
seismic analyses for the FFTF, which used finite element 
analysis approach with very coarse representation of the core. 
The need for more detailed core response evaluations was 
identified in the initial system seismic analyses for the CRBRP 
with a larger core where severe inter-assembly seismic loads 
were predicted at the load pads above the core elevation. This 
led to the development of a planar static analysis approach 
which used the acceleration response at the above cere load pad 
elevation as calculated in the reactor system analysis in a 
static analysis of a complete model of the specific horizontal 
load pad plane of the core. In addition, a nonlinear, two-
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dimensional row model (one diametral row of assemblies) was used 
to help substantiate the seismic design method. 

In 1976, a DOE-supported base technology program was 
initiated at ANL to develop core dynamic analysis methods 
capable of modeling the inter-asseably impact as well as fluid-
structure inter-action and the various damping mechanisms. This 
resulted in the development of the SCRAP Code which uses the 
assumed mode method for core dynamic analysis with the as
semblies modeled as beams, the inter-assembly impacts modeled 
through bilinear springs, and near-field fluid-assembly interac
tions modeled through built-in mass and damping matrices. 
Additionally, the code includes models for structural damping, 
fluid damping, and impact and squeeze film damping. In a DOE-
sponsored base program for design application of the SCRAP Code, 
the code formulation was modified for computational efficiency, 
post-processing facility was expanded, and algorithm was added 
for coupling reactivity calculations with the structural 
analyses. This modified code GSCRAP (GEFR-00728, Rev. 1, 1985) 
and the SCRAP Code are available from the National Energy 
Software Center at ANL. 

The mathematical models in SCRAP/GSCRAP have been 
verified and the codes have been used in several sensitivity and 
core design studies which have helped to identify the test 
requirements for code validation, interface requirements for 
reactor system seismic analyses and the reactivity and scram 
time calculations, and the need for analysis and modeling 
guidelines for discretization and grouping of the core as
semblies when applying the codes to analyze full-size cores con
sisting of as many as 1000 assemblies. In the last few years 
the work performed in this program included limited validation 
of the SCRAP Code using experimental data obtained from Japan 
through US-DOE/Japan-PNC technical exchange, development of 
supplemental test data in U.S. and development of seismic design 
criteria and analysis guidelines. 

3.4 Fluid Structure Interaction 

Unlike loop-type reactors, the larger LMR pool reactors 
contain large volumes of sodium and many important individual 
components within the reactor vessel. Recent DOE-sponsored work 
has developed a computer code for evaluating fluid-structure 
interactions using finite element methods. This code, FLUSTR, 
has been used to model internal components such as the core 
barrel, redan, upper internal structure, heat exchangers, pumps, 
fuel storage basket and cold traps, as well as the reactor 
vessel and heads. The hydrodynamic effects on loads, frequen
cies, pressures, and other parameters of the submerged com
ponents are obtained during seismic excitation. 
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Considering the need for additional validation of the 
FLUSTR computer program, ANL is supporting EPRI in their 
collaboration with the Japanese utility research organization, 
Central Research, Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI). 
CRIEPI has fabricated a 1/10 scale model of a large pool-type 
Liquid Metal Reactor and performed sloshing tests on it under 
seismic simulation, [6]. 

ANL has performed post-test analysis and evaluation on 
the EPRI/CRIEPI sloshing tests. The sloshing responses of four 
test configurations, ranging from a simple tank to a complex 
structure which contains two concentric shells, one upper 
internal structure, four intermediate heat exchangers, and four 
pumps, were analyzed using a simulated excitation of the 1940 El 
Centro earthquake wave as input. Natural frequencies and 
sloshing wave heights and fluid pressures at locations of 
sensors were calculated. The predicted values were compared 
with the experimental data. In all comparisons, the agreement 
was exceptionally good, [7], Currently, ANL is developing a 
computer code using an efficient computing algorithm which will 
reduce both core storage and CPU time. 

4. SEISMIC ISOLATION 

The use of seismic isolation as an approach to aseismic 
design has gained increasing interest as a viable and efficient 
engineering solution to earthquake ground motion both within and 
outside of the nuclear field. Seismic isolation design is 
vastly different from the more current conventional design 
practices. In the conventional approach, seismic loads are 
resisted by making the structures (and associated equipment and 
piping supports), strong enough and with high levels of duc
tility. The use of seismic isolation approaches the problem by 
attempting to effectively decouple the structure (and its 
contents) from the destructive forces resulting from violent 
ground shaking. 

Because LMFBR systems operate at virtually atmosphere 
pressure and must cope with high temperatures and a coolant 
which possesses excellent heat transfer properties, the LMFBR 
vessels, piping, and other components tend to be quite thin-
walled. Since these items usually are made of stainless steel, 
the: e is additional incentive to keep these component structural 
thicknesses low to save costs. The problem, of course, is that 
these thin-walled items have little inherent resistance to 
earthquake effects. 

ANL has developed analytical tools and associated 
methodology to evaluate the response and effectiveness of 
various seismic isolation systems. The results to date show a 
dramatic reduction not only to the input accelerations and 
forces to the reactor structure, but also provided reduced 
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loadings on the contents of the structure. A seismic isolator 
developed jointly by ANL, General Electric (GE), and Bechtel is 
currently a part of the reference GE innovative LMR design and 
is being tested at the ETEC. 

A working task group composed of representatives from 
GE, ANL, ETEC, and Bechtel National Inc. (BNI), have agreed on a 
testing plan that includes demonstrating through testing key 
properties of seismic isolators designed for use on innovative 
reactor plants such as PRISM. The plan calls for testing scaled 
and full size specimens at ETEC with a new dynamic testing 
fixture that represents a significant advancement for testing 
seismic isolators. Design and fabrication of the test fixture 
is scheduled for completion by the beginning of the third 
quarter of Fiscal Year 1988. 

5. CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

Experience has shown that design costs and costs of 
features for resisting strong seismic motion in nuclear power 
plants have been high when current state-of-the-art methods and 
overly conservative regulatory requirements are used. Accord
ingly, DOE has organized a team of seismic design experts 
representing universities, national laboratories, reactor 
manufacturers and architect engineering firms to prepare a 
Seismic Technology Program Plan. 

The plan is intended to address issues affecting the 
safety and economic design of plant structures, equipment and 
components under the influence of seismic loadings. The scope 
ranges from the time of origination of a seismic event, through 
its propagation to the plant site, to the response of plant 
structures to the event as perceived at the site, and to the 
response of plant equipment and components to the influence of 
the event as filtered through plant structures and/or other 
plant equipment and components. Accordingly, categories of 
issues to be addressed by the plan include: 1) ground motion, 2) 
building response and component environment, 3) component 
response and evaluation, 4) probabilistic risk assessment, 5) 
integrated studies and 6) miscellaneous topics. 

Many of the issues identified in the plan are generic 
to nuclear and non-nuclear structures, equipment and components. 
Resolution of these issues will therefore be beneficial to not 
only LMR plants, but also existing and planned advanced LWRs. 
These issues, therefore, are being attacked on broad fronts on 
national and international scales as a result of increased 
earthquake hazard awareness. 

Accordingly, the strategy proposed by the plan for 
resolution of the issues in an efficient and timely manner 
consists of: 1) monitoring and/or participating in joint 



national and/or international seismic research activities, and 
2) advancing where necessary current seismic technology to meet 
both long term and short term LMR needs;, the latter including 
needs related to the proposed standardized, modular, pool type 
SAFR and PRISM LMR concepts. Although the Seismic Technology 
Program Plan has not yet been issued, there are general areas of 
future interest which have been tentatively identified. 

5.1 Long Term and Short Term LMR Needs 

In reviewing the development plans of other agencies 
and private sector organizations it was found that many oL their 
ongoing programs complemented the needs of the LMR program. 
This is particularly true in the areas of ground motion and 
building response. Thus the ongoing and/or planned programs by 
others to address seismic hazard assessment will be utilized in 
the LMR Seismic Technology Program Plan. On the other hand, 
there are some areas which are either specific to LMRs or of 
greater interest to LMRs. Among the areas considered are: 

a) Seismic isolation 
b) Site specific vs. generic design criteria 
c) Fragility of LMR components 
d) LMR piping 
e) Core aseismic design 

The following brief overview of these areas is intended 
to provide the rationale for their further consideration. 

5.1.1 Seismic isolation 

As described previously, seismic isolation is one of 
the candidate methods for achieving economical LMR plants on 
high seismicity sites. This is, accordingly, anticipated to be 
an area of continuing development in the DOE's LMR program. 
Current plans are to construct a test apparatus and test half 
scale and full scale bearings in order to provide a data base 
for design and licensing of these components. 

5.1.2 Site specific vs. generic design criteria 

The current approach to aseisraic design of advanced 
modular LMRs is based on the assumption that the seismic 
features of most sites can be characterized by a generic seismic 
response spectrum. Current investigations suggest that the 
site-to-site variability may be greater than previously assumed. 
If one were to envelope all possible permutations of site 
seismicity, the resulting envelope would be far too conserva
tive. Therefore, development is indicated on approaches which 
would permit the economic and rapid assessment of specific site 
seismic characteristics which exceed, for example, in a narrow 
frequency band, the generic seismic design envelope. 
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5.1.3 Fragility of LMR components 

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is becoming one of 
the important technologies for evaluating seismic hazards, par
ticularly the beyond-design-basis event. Information is being 
developed to support PRAs of LWR plants through a combination of 
testing, analysis and expert opinion. A similar undertaking for 
LMR plants is indicated as the advanced plant design progresses. 

5.1.4 LMR piping 

Recent tests have shown that prototypic LWR piping can 
withstand seismic loads an order of magnitude or more greater 
than that permitted by current design criteria. Because LMR 
piping has higher diameter to thickness ratios and much lower 
operating pressures than LWR piping, additional development is 
required to fully take advantage of the apparent over-conser
vatism in the design of LMR piping. 

5.1.5 Core aseismic design 

The design and verification of the seismic resistance 
of the reactor core is one of the more complex design challenges 
for LMRs. It is also one of the more important tasks since it 
is the core that is often both 1) the most vulnerable (or at 
least the most difficult to evaluate without excessive conser
vatism), and 2) the most difficult to modify to increase its 
seismic resistance. Significant advances have already been made 
in the development of core aseismic design as previously 
discussed. However, due to the leverage that the aseisraic 
design of the core has on the remainder of the LMR, additional 
tasks directed toward verification of design methodologies and 
elimination of excessive conservatism are indicated. 

6. SUMMARY 

The DOE initiated a base technology program in the 
early 1970's to address ongoing plant design needs. The major 
features of that program are 1) definition of seismic design 
guidelines applicable to LMRs, 2) development of data on damping 
characteristics and inherent seismic resistance of piping to 
address over-conservatism in piping design, 3) development and 
validation of aseismic design procedures for LMR cores, 4) 
development and validation of analytical techniques for evalua
tion of fluid structure interaction, and 5) identification of 
the characteristics, need, and development requirements for 
seismic isolation devices. Because experience has shown that 
the cost of aseismic design features and retrofitting to 
accommodate changing guidelines can be quite high when the 
fundamental phenomena are not well understood and/or there is a 
lack of data to test and validate procedures, the DOE has 
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comraissioned the development of a Seismic Technology Program 
Plan to comprehensively assess and prioritize LMR aseismic 
design needs. The plan has not yet been finalized but some 
general observations have been discussed above. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents the seisaic response of reactor vessel of pool 

type LMKBR eith fluid-structure interaction. 

The reactor vessel has bottoa support arrangement, the saae core 

support syslea as Supcr-Phenix In France. Due to the bottoa support 

arrangement, the level of core support is lover than that of the side 

support arranaeaent. So. in this reactor vessel, the displaceaenl of 

the core top trends to increase because of the core's rocking. In this 

study, ve investiaated the vibration and seisaic response characteris

tics of the reactor vessel. 

Therefore, the seisaic experiaents ueie carried out usina one eiatith 

scale audel and the seisaic response includina FSI and sloshina vero 

investiaated. 

From this study, the effect of liquid on the vibration characteris

tics and the seisaic response characteristics of reactor vessel nere 

clarified. And sloshina characteristics vere also clarified. 

It aas confirmed that FF.H analysis vilh FSI can reproduce the seisaic 

.Sehavior of the reaclur vessel and is applicable to seisaic design of 

the puol type LKl-bk «ith bottua support arrangement 

Introduction 

The reactor vessel of pool type LMFBK as shorn in Fit.I has Intermediate 

Heat Exchangers (1IIX), Pumps and the larger aaount of sodium than that of 

loop type LMFBR. So that, especially vith retard to Pool type, the effect 

of the internal structures Including sodium on the vibration characteris

tics of the sain vessel is considered to be sitnifleant under the earth

quake. 

Therefore, In order to investigate the vibration characteristics of the 

•ain vessel, aoch consideration has to be given to the effect of fluid-

structure Interaction (FSI). "'~'5' 

And as for slashing phenomena, the collision of wave against the gall in 

the aain vessel and roof slab is caused by sloshing during the earthquake. 

Then, sloshing as veil as FSI are ia.rotant for the structual Integrity of 

the aain vessel, 

As mentioned above, the vibration characteristics and seisaic response 

of the aain vessel in addition to sloshing characteristics vera investi

gated using the scaled aodul vliich vus coaposed of IHXs, Puaps and so on. 

And analyses by finite eleaent aethod (FF.M) vhich took into account FSI 

vere per forged In order to siaulate the experisental results and to verify 

the applicability of analytical approach to seisaic design, 

txperiaent 

1 Experiment aparatus 

2.1.1 Siailm-ity lav 

Tvo types of evaluation iteas vere considered In this experiaenl, 

vhich vere cuaposed of the one case aiaing at the vibration charac

teristics of the structural systea vith the aain vessel and the 

core, thu other aiaing at the sloshing in the aain vessel. 



It »as impossible to simultaneously satisfy the both siailarity 

laws in seisaic tests. 

Therefore we employed the different similarly lavs in the struc

tural system, and in the sloshing, respectively. As for the 

similarly lav of the structural system, in consideration of the 

dimensions and the specification for the large earthquake siau-

lator. He set up the model as one eighth of the designed pool type 

UtfgK. which reduced the diameter and height of the aain vessel to 

1/8. and its thickness to 1/16. 

Ve employed the aluainua aaterial of which young's aodulas was 

0.3 tiaes less than that of stainless steel. 

These similarity taws let the eigen frequency of the aain vessel 

in this model lu be about 2.2 tiaes higher than that in the design 

pool typo IHFBK. 

Core Internal (C/I). Upper Core Structure (UCS), lnteraidittte 

Heat Exchanger (1HX) and Puap wore modeled according to the saae 

siailarity laws. 

As for the siailarity law of the sloshit.g. since the eigen fre

quency of the structua) systea is about 20 tiaes larger than that 

of the sloshing, the interaction between them is estimated to be 

saail. 

Therefore we regarded the structuaI systea as 1/nth scaled rigid 

model and determined the siailarity ratio for the sloshing as shown 

in Table ). 

2.1.2 Experiaentel Method 

In order to investigate vibration characteristics and seisaic 

respose of the aain vessel and the behavior for the sloshing, the 

experiments were carried out by shaking the test speciaen with the 

large scale 3-D earthquake simulator, as shovn in Fig. 2. 

The experimental tests were classified by the three item shovn in 

Table 2, froe which vibration characteristics, seismic response and 

sloshing were investigated. 

Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel 

3.1.1 Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel (Case I) 

(a) Horizontal vibration 

In this experiment, the effect of liquid depth on the 

eigen frequency of the sain vessel was investigated. In the 

experiment, the excitations for the main vessel with liquid 

were carriti out. The analysis on this experiment was per

formed using three methods. The first method is the KtM 

analysis using our ovn code which takes KSI into account. 

The second method is the F£H analysis regarding the liquid 

in the aain vessel as dead veight. The last method is the 

analysis using beaa model based on the velocity potential 

theory. Fig. 3 shoes the calculation model on Ffc'H analysis. 

Fig. 4 shovs the results of the effect of liquid depth on 

the eigen frequency of the aain vessel, (for M=l, K-l mode. 

N and K respectively denotes the aode number for the circum

ferential and axial direction) Fig. 4 shuvs that the results 

calculated by FS1 analysis agree with those of experiaents, 

which made the fact clear that the evaluation using FS1 

model had enough accuracy to estimate the eigen frequency 

for the sain vessel with liquid. Coepnred with the results 



from the analysis by means of three acthods, the following 

Mas shown. 

In the eigen frequency of the aain vessel with the liquid 

depth of ]750aa <H-1750aa). the eigen frequency obtained 

froa the analytical aodel retarding liquid as dead weight 

Mas found to be about 1.5 tiaes less than that in the 

experiment. 

The added aass of liquid was estiaated to be about a half 

of the whole aass due to the effect of FS1. Therefore when 

the total mass depends on the liquid aass in a large thin 

shell, it is clarified that the effect of FS1 is signifi

cant, of which trend was found to be aost significant in the 

range ofaore shallow liquid depth. 

However, when the ratio of liquid depth to radius (11/10 is 

•ore than 1.8. the effect of liquid depth on the eigen 

frequency for the aain vessel was found to be saall. 

In beaa aodel. the eigen frequency vas obtained froa the 

analysis that the added liquid aass based on the velocity 

potential theory verm added to each grids of a beaa aodel, 

the results froa beaa aodel was found to show good agreeaent 

vith those of the experiments. 

Vertical vibration 

Fig. & shoes the effect of liquid aass on the eigen fre

quency for the aain vessel (N=0. K=l) and coaparison of the 

experiaents with the analyses, ahich were coaposed of FEH 

calculations by the aodel taking FS1 into account and by the 

aodel regarding liquid aass as dead weight. In Fig. 5. the 

results of FSI analysis were found to have good agreeaent 

with those of the experiment. 

These eigen frequencies were shown to be slightly higher 

than those of the analysis treating the whole liquid aass as 

dead weight. However, the difference between these results 

in the vertical excitation was found to be less than that in 

the horizontal excitation, of which trend was shown to be in 

dependent of the liquid depth. 

Therefore, it Is clarified that the reduction of the added 

lisuid aass due to the effect of FSI is relatively saall in 

vertical excitations of a siaple shell. 

3.1.2 Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel with Reactor Core 

(Case II) 
The vibration characteristics of the aain vessel (H-l, K=l> which 

has the core, coaling systea and thermal shield structure will be 

presented in this section. Fig. 7 shows the coaparison of the aode 

shapes (N-l. K-l) In the expuriaont with those in the KSI analysis 

with the aodel, in which cooling systea and there*! shield struc

ture were siapllfied as shown in Fig. ti. Fig. 7 illustrated that 

the results froa the KSI analysis agreed vith those froa the 

experiments with and without liquid. Fig. 8 shows the effect of 

liquid depth on the eigen fequency for the gain vessel. 

In Fig. 8, it was found that the effect of the liquid depth in 

the excitation of the auin vessel with the core was less than that 

of the main vessel without the core, and that the difference 

between the experiaent and the analysis regarding the whole liquid 

as dead weight in this experiaent was less than that in the above 

eenlioned experiaent without the core (Case 1 ). Froa these 

results, the effect of the internal structure on the eigen frequen

cy of the aain vessel vas described in the following. 



Since the addition of the core, cooling syslea and theraal shield 

structure to the aain vessel let the total weight of the structural 

systea to increase and the internal structures excluded the liquid 

inthe uin vessel, the ratio of the veight of the structural systei 

to that of the liquid becaw lamer than that in the gain vessel 

vithout the core. So. the effect of liquid depth on the eigen 

frequency of the aain vessel became saaller. 

3.1.3 Vibration Characteristics of the Main Vessel vittv Reactor Core and 

UIS. (Case III) 

In the experiment the vibration characteristics of the tain 

vessel vcre investigated vhen UIXs, Puaps and UIS besides the core 

vere installed in the aain vessel. 

Since HIXs and puaps vere aounted circuaferentially, it vas 

iapossible for axisymmetrical analysis to treat these structures. 

So. as shovn in Fig. 8. FSI analysis vas perforaed using the aodel 

including only UIS except Puaps and IHXs. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the coaparison of the eigen frequency and 

aode shapes for the aain vessel in the horizontal excitations vith 

those of FSI analysis. 

Regarding to the horizontal excitation, coapared Fig. 7 (Case II) 

vith Fig.10 (Case IU). the uigen frequency of the aain vessel in 

Casell vas found to be alaost equal to that in Case III. And FSI 

analysismilh the •odd including only UIS except Puaps and llfXs 

vas shovn to have good agreement vith the experiment for the eigen 

frequency of the gain vessel. Therefore, the effect of Puaps and 

IHXs on the eigen frequency of the aain vessel vas considered to be 

small in the horizontal excitation. 

3.2 Characteristics of Seismic Response 

Fig. II shovs tha distribution of response acceleration and response 

pressure. The calculations vere perforaed by aodal analysis using 

floor-response and by modal tiae history response analysis. In Fig. 

11, the results froa the calculations vera found to agree vith those 

froa the experiments. Especially the result froa modal tiae history 

response analysis nas shovn to have better agreeaent. 

It 'a clarified that FSI analysis used here has enough accuracy to 

evaluate the effect of liquid in the aain vessel on the structural 

sysleaand the behavior of the structure under the earthquake. 

Vibration Characteristics of Sloshing 

4.1 Vibration Characteristics 

4.1.1 Horizontal Kxcilaion 

F i i . 12 shovs the frequency response curve of sloshing in the 

aain vessel, vhich resluts froa the test condition vith liquid 

depth of 17S0aa. Froa Fig )". it vas found that tha response vave 

height caused by sloshing becaae less vhun the nuaber of internal 

structure in the u i n vessel became aore than that of Case I 

situation. Table 3 shuvs that the eigen frequency is accurately 

evalua'ed by the calculation code. 

4.1.2 Vertical Excitation 

Generally speaking, sloshing caused by vertical excitation has 

nonliner phenomena, and frequency response curve trends to indicate 

hard-spring or soft-spring. 



Since there are narrow unstable regions corresponded to 1/3, 2/5, 

1/2. 2/3 and 1/1 of the eigen frequency in sloshing caused by ver

tical excitaion. 't is iapossible to calibrate thee by perforaina 

experieenls. In Fig. 13. so-called toss up aode is shorn lo occur 

inlhe aain vessel. The excitation frequency for toss up aode is 

Uice higher than the 1st eigen frequency, which is corresponded to 

the l/2nd sub haraonic. 

Coapared Case 11 (H/V »it>- C/l, with Case III (H/V vith C/|. UIS 

etc.). the l/2nd sub haraonic frequency in Case III is found to be 

higher than that in Case II. 

This trend is aainly caused by that the effect of UIS aounled in 

the center of the aain vessel is significant. (On the other hand, 

the excitation frequency in Case 1 is alaost equal to that in Case 

II.) 

4.2 Characteristics of Seisaic Response 

rig. 14 shoes the response aave height obtained froa the vertical 
excitation, vhich used as a input nave 10 sine vaves vith the l/2nd 
sub harauric frequency ; The l/2nd sub haraonic frequency had Wice 
higher than the vertical eigen frequency (1st aode). 
Kroa the tiae history for »ave height as shorn in Fig. 14. it was found 
IhaI nave height vas very saall though the input of 10 sine vaves were 
prov ided. 

The occurence of the toss up phenoaena requires the aore continuous 
excilatiun. 

Sloshing caused by vertical excitaion is considered not to cause very 
serious problea for aseisaalic design. 

Conclusion 

Froi this study, Ihe effect of liquid on the vibration characteristics 

and the seisaic response characteristics of reactor vessel vere clari

fied. 

And sloshing characteristics vera also clarified. 

It *as confiraed that FEH analysis vilh FS1 can reproduce the seisaic 

behavior of the reactor vessel and is applicable to seisaic design of the 

pool type LHFBR vith bottoa support arrangeaent. 
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Table 1 Similarity law of sloshing 

Function Scale 

Wave Height a 
Frequency 2.8 

Acceleration 1 

Tiro* 0.35 

Table 3 Natural frequency of sloshing In M/V 
(HZl 

1st 2nd 3rd 

M/V only Horliontal Exp. 0.627 1,075 1.362 
Excitation 

FEM 0.631 1.108 1.1139 

Analytical 0.62 1.09 1.37 

Vertical Exp. 
Excitation 

FEM 0.928 1,288 — 

Analytical 0.92 1,25 1.50 

M/V with Horizontal Exp. O.S90 0.970 1.305 
UIS. IHX Excitation 
etc. FEM 0.S98 1.082 1.M62 

Analytical 0.57 1.06 1.39 

* Sloshing was not observed. 
" Approximate analysis 

Table 2 Test I tems 

CASE Purpose Configuration of Test Apparatus 

Vibrational 
Characteristics 
of M/V only 

Vibrational 
Characteristics 
of Sloshing 

Effect of 
Liquid Depth 

Main Vessel Only 

Foundation 

Sinusoidal Wave 
Seismic Wave 

Effect of C/l 

Effect of 

Thermal Shield 

Effect of 
Liquid Depth 

M/V+C/ l + 
Thermal Shield 

Sinusoidal Wave <=> 

Effect of UIS 

IHX, Pump 

Relative 

Displacement 

between UIS 

and C/l 

Final 
Configuration IHX UIS P" m P Roof 

* <£ y S I ab 

Sinusoidal Wave 
Seismic Wave V - » ' 
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30 SEISHIC ANALYSIS OF FBR VESSELS : COUPLING BETWEEN COMPONENTS AND VESSELS. 

FLUID COMMUNICATIONS. IMPERFECTIONS 

F. CANTEN8EIN - R.3. CIBERT - S. AITA - E. DURANDET 

The internal structures of a loop type breeder reactor a SUPERPHENIX are composed 
of axisymmetrical shells separated by fluid volumes. 

Seismic analysis i s usually performed by axisymmetrie finite element model taking 
into account fluid structure interaction but the geometry Is in fact 30 due to components, 
.small communications between fluid volumes, imperfections in the vessels. 

The methods to take into account this 30 behaviour are based on Fourier decomposition 
of the motion and substructuration. They are briefly described in the following chapters. 
The influence of components and of small communications on a block reactor similar to SPX1 
mill also be presented. 

I - 3D CEOMETRY QUE TO COMPONENTS 

After che recall of che central princioe of che mechod used for che seismic 30 analys 
of a pool cyoe l.'tFBR. we oresenc che different scens of che horizoncal seisnic calculation 
and :!ie final results are coaoared wi;h ehose obcained by a 2D equivalenc aonroach. 

*1- Recall of t^o substructuracion procedure and fluid coupling formalism developed in 
TKISTASA connucer code 

The whole structure is divided Lnco ind««endanc substructures vnich are defined by ch 
natural modus calculated with free boundary conditions ac che comeccian ooincs. Procedure 
consists of assesbiing ehe subscruecures by link forces lucaced ac conneccion nodes. Co.no 1 
structure sodes are described by projection on the fro* nodal basis of each substructure. 
effect of neglected basis aodes is corrected by using an a c t i o n a l f lexibi l i ty matrix ded 
froa z:\it static rcsoonses to forces located at each connection loincs. (To r.ec sore detail 
»«* rufcruncvi (1) and (2)) . 

Suustruecures can also be connect JO or.u to anoe:;cr av ir.csssrsssi'alc and unviscous 
fl-iU volume vrniiirence* (J'I and i>>). Tiiis svn* of comici'. Lcn car. be ctiuractttri^L'u jv jn 
a. . .J M^ta :zj:r:r. coupiinr, e!:e ;'ree aeual basis o: t!;u ione«rnec susscruecurcs. This sutri 
avRsacrieai ; its cueffieiciits are cz'.^-.-.'.icea by resoJut icn 0 f the Laplace eauaeion Q( z'r.i 
cooplinq fluid voluue. Tlien ihey are introduced in TMSTANA code like particular lin*.s. 

http://Co.no
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Tit*.- .\vsU-m vjrioijU-K j r e d i e au-l.il runt riU'U w m , tin- cornierUun v. tr ijiil.-N arc Clu- i in< 

forces; and the generalized fluctuacinr, pressure direct . 

Substructuration procedure i s uarcicularly interesting for dynamic calculation of 30 

systems which can be divided into simple substructures (*t axisymmetricai s h e l l s ) , mechani

ca l ly connected at a few nodes. 

Moreover, the f luid counting method previously described oera i t s to e l ia inace che disola-

cement variables of the f luid volume in ttie resolution of the equations of che coupled 

structure. 

1 . Modclisacion of the internal structures of a nose tvoelJtFSR 

The LHF3R internals (figure 1) arc aainly coaaosed of concentric axisymnetric v e s s e l s . 

Unfortunately, 8 heat exchangers and * orisary pumns (and their crossings) are located unsvssc 

t r i c a i l y around the core and coupled Co che thin she l l s both mechanically and by the sodiua 

of che not c o l l e c t o r . These components arc composed of axisymaecrie s h e l l s . Su the structure 

i s divided into the following axisymmecrie subscruccures : 

(1) Heat exchanger, i c s cwo cross ings , internal sodium volumes and sodium sheets 

(2) Prioary pumo, i cs two cross ings , internal sodium volumes and sodiun sheets 

(3) All the other structures of the reactor, sodium voluaes and sodium sheets excent 

che sociua volume of the hoc c o l l e c t o r . 

Indeed, this volune has a strong 30 jeiwecry and counles che dif ferent above-cent ioned struc

tures . So this f lu id volume w i l l be caken inco account with the nreviously described method. 

Moreover, we have used Che foilowinc, hypothesis : there are cwo nlans of syeaetry for che 

structure (figure 2 ) , so only one quarter of .-he structure i s considered with the associated 

boundary conditions (see Che general view of che assembled subscruccures modelisation, f ir , .3) . 

3 . Free substructures natural modes analysis 

All these calculations have been carried out with AOO'AMOOE coanucer code (reference 5 ) . 

Ue recall chat axisyametric structure modes are characterized by an azinuthal number a 

(cos nO and sin nS ) and as meridian nuabcr m. Modes wich haraonic variat ion n * I must be 

calculated eo perfora che horizontal seismic analysis because of important 3D features of the 

complete structure, contrary eo a sirnnle 20 approach. 

Natural modes of the substructure internal structures without components have been 

calculated usins the hypothesis chac chere i s no soi l -structure interaction (soi l is a s s i s e s 

to be r i g i d ) . 

We found a big density of modes : nearly 250 (troncacion frequency i s taken at 20 Hz 

and n x< 17 and odd nuabcr because of plans of •ytaocry). .Moreover, 333 natural amies of 

components arc calculated with free Boundary conditions and eroncation freuuency taken at 

iO Hz. 

{, . linkf. aouiflir.at >i?n 

Stiffness coiirlin; Is characterized !>y 2\0 relations herv^wn i'nmnnnenc« • •: «!isolac*7.*r.t* 

an<i forces at connected nouv* vif tin* inrersrr ::cr oi redans and cross inns,' .•«:'unencs anc 

roui »lab.4iiJ pump ana J i j f . r w ) . 

InertiAi couoli;:g l>y hoe eui left or r.miiIJKI i s Characterized :>v a 77 x 77 mtss macr-.s 

tov|>tiAq « a i Co n ' 1 7 mooal Ji jplacement of t h * baffle uMI( And n ' 0 to n « 1 modal 
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disoiacenciit of crcs»ini;s walls, ics coefficients are obcained from a 3U ouUcligation of tiie 
sodium volume (figure 4) : fluctuating nrc.isure fluids arc calculated by Ullxu connuccr code 
(reference 6) and then integrated. The analysis of these coefficients shows that they often 
are an imoortant fraction of the mass of eomoonents ; conseauently they will strongly act on 
the excitation of the n + I nodes of baffles. 

S. Comnloce structure natural nodes analysis 
All the nodes with frequencies lower than 10 Ha have'been calculated by TRISTANA connuter 

code. We have found a very big density of nodes - 159 nodes. The lowest frequency, v - 0.33 Hz 
corresponds to a novenent of the conical redan shroud (with mainly an azimuthal variation in 
cos 38) and a light novenent of the conical redan with driving of die external crossins of 
prinary punos. 

The analysis of the complete structure nodes shows that they are, in general, comnosed 
by : 

- many basis nodes (until 50) of the substructure (3), with azimuthal odd numbers n 
(1 «.< n ^ 17). 

- several nodes of the crossings of eonoonents with azisuthal number between 0 and S. 
This complexity of the decomposicion of che connlete structure nodes which increases with the 
frequency, involves nodal shapes with strong 30 features. This nhenomenon is due both to the 
mechanical and fluid coupling between all the substructures. To nut in evidence the effect 
of fluid coupling, a TRISTA.NA calculation with only stiffness links has been carried out and 
compared with the preceding one. He have found again a bit; density of nodes between 0 and 10Hz 
but nodes have different frequencies, shanes and decompositions of the free modal basis. 
Comparing both calculations, we notice, for exanole, that the lowest frcouency swinging move
ment of the heat exchangers is strongly coupled with shrouds and pumns crossings aovements, 
this coupling being essentially due to the fluid connection. 

The modes with a big nodal nass (highly excited by the horizontal seism) have natural 
frequencies between 3,8 and 4,3 Hz ; 4,7 and 5,0 U: ; 7,1 and 7,7 lit (see figures 4 and 5 
longitudinal sections of two of these nodes shanw). 

This nodal analysis is eomoared to an equivalent analysis that we have carried out on a 
23 classic nodelisation of the LMFBR pool : che studied structure is the sane, but all che 
components are sodeliscd by axisyoBctric oscillators hanging froa the roof slab, and no 
coupling between components and vessels can be taken into account. 28 natural nodes (n • I) 
are obtained between 0 and 10 Hz froa this 20 calculation. Modes with important nodal mass 
are contained by 3,9 and 5,4 Hz ; 7,0 and 7,9 Hz ; 8,1 and 8,3 Hz. The eomoarison with the 
3D calculation shows due these nodes are located in the same frenuency ranr.es, but, in the 
3D case, they are norc numerous and each of then includes not so much nodal mass. 

(. Ilurizoncal seismic analysis of the ccmnlecc structure 
Tliis analysis have u«'«n performed imiur, Cln- rcsnunsc sni-i-crum im-clioU. Ac firrc we 

anpiicu cr.e >sujr« root of :h« •;» of the squares (S?.SS) seChou. but a sham analysis of 
results seized chat this method is an inadequate ocimacor or responses because chc natural 
irepucr.'.'ifs of the system are closely snucud OaoJal vibrsciuns are noc statistical !v inde-
,i. ".'...;•.•.;). >•> .4.' use* :tie doubl* sum <o«bin.i on iPSi') method il*velopped by Ruscnnluech, 

http://ranr.es
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duration of "whi.ce t»ui»c" •cu'nenc of tcicn e&cicatiun. 
The :onparison between che complete 30 calculation and Cl>c 3D calculation with only 

(Ciffness coupling ahows that Che 30 fluid couolin^ effects increase cite seismic rcsoonses oi 
a l l che substructures : in this way, relative disolaceaencs in che direction of seisa are in 
Che racio of 1.5 Co 2 for cite Coos of a l l Che baffles. 

The analysis of the sec of 3D seismic resnonses and Che coonarison wich cite resulcs ob-
Cained on che 20 sodelisacion described before have been carried ouc. (Ref. 7 ) . 

In general, we nocice chac che TKISTAXA calculation always shows an evolution of the 
scudied variables wich che aziouc scrongly Barked by 3D asneccs (see figure 7 ) . but Che 
•axinum (wich Che aziouc) is scaetines greater or lower Chan Che 20 resulc, according Co che 
Cype of structure and che scudied variable (see future 8 che coanarison of the evolution with 
che height of Che aaxisus of pressure differences along che overflow). 

II - SMALL COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN AXISYMHETRIC FLUID VOLUME 

The in terna l s t r u c t u r e s of a breeder reactor as SUPERPHEMIX are aat-nly 
axisyasetrical s h e l l s separated by fluid vo laes which are connected 
by snail consunications bo les . These coissu&ications can destroy the 
axisy=etry of the probles and their effects an the i n e r t i a l teres due 
to the f luid are issozxant. As equivalent axisyraetrical decent 
based on a local tridimensional solution la the v i c i n i t y of the fluid 
cocaunication i s defined. An axisy=*trical codelization using this 
type of eleaent i s bui l t in order to calculate the horizontal se isa ic 
behaviour of the reactor internals. The effect due to three typical 
f luid cosaunications are studied and coepared. 

1. Local tridimensional effect due to fluid communication 

Introduction to the equivalent lengthy 

The influence of a fluid coasusication i s essentially due to the iner
t i a l e f fec t . The f luid can be assused to have a l inear and incompres
s ible behaviour. This ef fect is characterised by an ispedance Q 
which can be real ised as in a plane wave aodei by an equivalent fluid 
calurrt with the saae cross section s of cssBisication and an equiva
lent length 1. 0 i s defined by (Ref. 8) : 

q 

where q i s the fluctuating suss flow rate and p 2 -Pi i s the fluctuating 
pressure gap due to the cossunication (see Fig. 9 } . The equivalent 
tube gives us 

s 

wr.ere w i s the pulsation of the fluctuation ; 
I strongly depends on the cridisensional velocity f i e l d (v) near the 
er.ds of the ccscunication (see Fig. 10). 

http://whi.ce
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Impedance «J then 1 are deduced from the resolution of Laplace equa
tion in (v). Three approaches are possible: 
- use the Integral equations associated with Laplace equation. Baking 
some reasonable assumptions ( 6), 

- use a aodal description of (v), 
- use a finite element description of (v). 

Figure 1 shows the results of the second approaches for an annular 
communication connected to an annular volume. The two other approa
ches lead to 3 to 10\ variations• 

Remarks 

- In the example of figure 13, the communication was symmetrical. If 
the communication i s not symmetrical (sec Fig. 11 >, i t i s always 
poss ib le to define an equivalent symmetrical communication with an 
associated equivalent length. 

- Equivalent lengths can be defined for n * 0 modes (vert ica l seismic 
calculat ion) or for n • 1 modes (horizontal seismic ca l cu la t ion) . 

Application in a f i n i t e element description 

k correct oodelization of the f lu id communication by f i n i t e element 
method generally needs a lot of small elements compared to the s i z e of 
the standard mesh of the f lu id volumes. 

The interest of the preceding analys is i s t ) keep th is standard mesh 
(adapted to the global f lu id-s tructure problea) and to introduce an 
equivalent f luid connection element which represents the local i n e r t i a l 
e f f e c t s of the communication. 

This equivalent element has the sect ion of a face of a standard 
f i n i t e element (S D ) and his equivalent length l^ i s given by: 

S m 
(3) L » J l (see Fio. 12) 

s 

I i s estimated from diagrams l ike th i s presented in figure l 3 . 

2. Horizontal seismic calculation of breeder reactor 

This part i s devoted to the application to an horizontal seismic c a l 
culation of pool type breeder reactor internals . 

Reference modelisation 

k reference axisymnetrical aodelization without f lu id communication i s 
presented in figure -U. 

k modal analysis in the 0, 10 tti frequency domain gives 22 natural 
modes whose the associated modal masses represent 81% of the complete 
structure mass (shel l s and f l u i d ) . 

We obtain three types of modes: 
1) low frequency modes of f luid sheets coosected with opposite phase 

vibration of l imiting she l l s ( 0 , 1 Hz). 
2) modes of core (1 Hz, 3 Hz). 
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3) global modes (3 Hz. 10 Hz) included seismic modes (3*8 Hz, 5.2 Hz) 
and (7 .2 Hz, 6 Hz) ( in phase v ibrat ion of sheila l imiting the f lu id 
s h e e t s ) . 

Modellsation with communication 

We have three types of f lu id communication represented on the figure 4L,. 
1) Communications (1) e t (2) between a large fluid volume and a thin 

f l u i d sheet. 
2) Communication (3) between a large f lu id volume and a large fluid 

sheet . 
3) Communication (4) between two thin f lu id sheets . 

Remark: The communication (3) can be considered as the communication 
(1) because the e f f e c t are the same with l e s s importance. 

The modal analysis of these new medals in the 0, 10 Bz frequency zone 
shows an important red i s tr ibut ion of modal masses and a strong modifi
cat ion of the associated f luctuat ing pressure f i e l d s . The frequency 
general ly increases. When we introduce a communication at the end of 
the f lu id sheet, we change the associated boundary conditions of the 
f l u i d , so the i n e r t i a l e f f e c t s are modified (generally decreased), 
e s p e c i a l l y the strong i n e r t i a l e f f e c t due to the f lu id sheet. Then the 
greates t influence occurs on the type 1 modes: the structure of the 
modes i s not changed, but the resonance frequencies increase and gene
r a l i z e d masses decrease. Concerning seismic modes as fax as the f lu id 
shee t s play a role , we observe a certain influence on the inert ia l 
terms and a redistr ibut ion of generalized masses along she l l s (small 
modification of the global parameters: resonance frequency and gene
ra l i zed mass). 

3. Horizontal seismic analysis 
* 

This analysis has been performed using the response spectrum method. 
We applied the square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS) method 
(modal vibrations are assumed to be s t a t i s t i c a l l y independent). 

The raaxima of the responses due to the horizontal seism for a l l the 
models including f lu id communication are generally less than the res 
ponses of the reference model. 

We studied pressures, displacements, accelerations and stress for 
structures as redans, b a f f l e s , v e s s e l s , weir and shrouds. He give two 
examples on the B1 baff le and the weir. The f luid communication (1) 
change the spat ial d is tr ibut ion of the pressure differences acting on 
the B1 baffle because of the strong change of the pressure condition 
at the end of the f lu id sheet . This communication has no influence on 
the pressure acting on the weir. The spatial distr ibution of the 
pressures on the B1 baf f le i s not modified by the other communications: 
the rat io between the response with communication and the response 
without communication i s between 0.7 and 1). The same phenomena i s 
observed on the weir: the f luid communication (2) in the vic inity of 
the end of the weir has an influence on the pressures on shel ls l imi 
t ing the f luid sheet (weir, toroidal redan sr.roud). 

We observe the same comportment concerning the displacements. 
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III - IMPERFECTIONS ON THIN SHELLS COUPLED BY FLUID 
A great amount of work has been already done in order to assess compu-
tationnal tools and design procedures, for vibration and buckling of 
thin axisymsietrical shells, including the influence of imperfections 
[9-13]. Nevertheless, fluid-structure interaction aspects were not 
specifically emphasized. For LMFBR shells, fluid-structure interaction 
is of major concern, as thin fluid sheets inertial effects are predo
minant for the overall dynamic behaviour [1U]. 
Thischapter describes a general finite element procedure for the calcu
lation of fluid-structure interaction aspects of imperfect axisymme-
tric structures. It shows the results obtained for st ictures repre
sentative of LMF3R internals. And it indicates the implication of 
these results on the seismic design and buckling analysis. 
1. Fluid-structure interaction fini-r* elen»nt.«'. 

The methodology used for the development of fluid-structure interac
tion finite elements is the same as for shell element COMU, previously 
presented by Combescure 0 ] . It consists of writing equilibrium equa
tions of the actual imperfect system, on the basic solutions of an 
ideal perfect axisymmetrical system. The equations are then expressed 
as a Fourier serie expansion, with coupling terms due to the imperfec
tions. 

- F lu id volumetric ejlement £EVE 

This element concerns f l u i d internal var iab l e s , the pressure p and the 
complementary var iable n. s i s a homogeneous to a f lu id ve loc i ty 
p o t e n t i a l , re lated to the pressure at equil ibrium by: p* 3^f /^t- t 

I t s use insures a symmetric expression of the f l u i d functionnal (15]. 
Elementary mass and s t i f f n e s s matrices are deduced from the f lu id 
funct ionnal wri t ten on the imperfect geometry, us ing the complete 
express ion of the b i j e c t i v e transformation from the idea l t o the 
a c t u a l geometry. Let ' s note F such a transformation, we need only to 
rewr i te the gradients as: 

•* + 

and an elementary volume as : dv x i I R A v f 

Here indexes 1 and p refer respect ive ly to the actual and the perfect 
geometr ies . |F | i s the Jacobian of the transformation F. 
An element with 4 nodes, with b i l inear form functions in the genera
t r i x was implemented in INCA code part of CASTEM system. To derive, 
mass and s t i f f n e s s matrices for t h i s element, c a l l e d FEVE, Gauss 
p o i n t s integrat ion for the form functions combined with analyt ical or 
t rapezo ida l integrat ions over the circumferencial variable 9, were 
choosen. The trapezoidal integrat ion was necessary to calculate pres
sure gradient i n e r t i a l terms, which introduce complex coupling in the 
Fourier s e r i e expansion. 

- F^luid^she 11 ^ontact_eleaent JL3C 

In CASTEM system, the coupling between a moving boundary (the s h e l l ) 
and the f l u i d i s expressed using a s p e c i f i c f i n i t e element. This 
element has 4 nodes, two with f lu id var iables (p and ft) and two with 
s h e l l displacement variables (u) . The corresponding functionnal 
contains only an i n e r t i a l terr., involving the var iables ft and u, and 
the normal n to the s h e l l ', 15J. 
For our quasi-axisynmetric representat ion, one must write how t'le 
normal i s transformed frcm the perfect to the actual geometry. Deriva
t i o n of the trjss matrix of the correspoaii.-.s element FLOC, involves 
separate integration on the circuaferencc (9) and along the meridian. 
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2. Calculation results 
The finite element procedure developed for fluid-structure analysis 
was applied on a structure, typical of those used for buckling 
experimental studies of LMFBR weir shells. The structure consists of a 
stiffened thin cylinder, surrounded by a thin water sheet, confined by 
a second but thicker cylinder. The geometry is given in figure 11 
An imperfection is imposed on the inner shell only, having the follo
wing simple circumferencial form: 

6 r * 6 Q (z ) cos n 0 , radial 
69 » - OQCZ) s i n n o 9 , tangent ia l . 

n o 

The imperfection i s then inextensionnal for the s h e l l , and the f lu id 
follows the form of i t s external surface. 
The influence of the azimuthal shape (n ) , as well as the a x i a l shape 
( 6 Q ( z ) ) of the imperfection were studied. Changes in eigen frequencies 
and in nodal shapes of the structure , were analyzed. In a l l these 
s tud ie s , the extent of the Fourier ser ie basis i s choosen, such that 
the part ic ipat ion of any supplementary term i s n e g l i g i b l e . 

- Natural_modes_ of _the_ ideal s tructure 

The natural frequencies of the ideal structure were f i r s t ca l cu la ted . 
Results are shown in f igure 1*. For the f i r s t azimuthal orders (n<3), 
nodal f l e x i b i l i t y i s membrane type, determined predominently by the 
boundary condition of the inner s h e l l bottom. For high azimuthal 
orders (n>6), f l e x i b i l i t y i s e s s e n t i a l l y due to bending. However, the 
upper s t i f f ener of the inner cylinder plays an important role in the 
form of, the resonance frequency versus n, curve, for 8<n<12. The 
inner s h e l l mass can be neglected, compared to the i n e r t i a l e f f e c t of 
the f luid sheet . The outer cylinder has negl ig ible f l e x i b i l i t y and 
mass e f f e c t s . 

- Influence of the azimuthal share of _the imoerfection 

An imperfection, with constant axia l form, and with amplitude equal to 
the thickness of the inner s h e l l i s choosen C 5Q(z) » e 1 ) . I t was 
success ive ly put on circumferential shapes n Q * 1, 2, 6 and 12. 
For n Q » 1, the imperfection cons is ts on axis deviation of the two 
s h e l l s , and so the change in geometry concerns the f lu id only. No 
chance in natural frequencies was observed. Meanwhile, strong coupling 
in modal shapes was not iced, spec i f i ca l l y between aziouthal orders 
n • 4 and 5, and orders n « 8, 9 and 10. 
For nQ • 2 , s imilarly the influence is only on modal shapes. Here, 
n • 2 and 4 , and n • 3 and 5, are strongly coupled. 
For n Q • 6, the imperfection increase the natural frequency of the 
modes with i n i t i a l azimuthal orders n > 7. Mors important, the modes 
i n i t i a l l y n • 0 and ' have now she l l displacement shape on orders 
n * 6 and 7 respect ive ly , while the pressure shape continues to be 
similar to the i n i t i a l shape. The natural frequencies of these modes 
were not changed (f igure IS). 
Now for n - 12, the imperfection continue to harden the modes with 
i n i t i a l circumferential shapes n > 6. Those with i n i t i a l shapes n • 0, 
1 and 2, not only have di f ferent shapes in shel l displacement and 
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fluid pressures ; but their natural frequencies decrease significantly 
(figure 2) . 

- i n£i4 e_ n c e_£r_^ s e_-'Sr a*_ s n d .E* °* 1̂5. d e f e ^ 

Different axial shapes $ 0 (z) of the imperfection were tes ted . It was 
noticed, that the above mentionned effects , are enhanced when the 
axial shape of the defect correspond to that of the mode involved in 
the coupling. 

3. General Interpretation 

The results of this study were f i r s t judged surprising. Therefore, a 
complete examination of the structure of the matrices was carried out, 
in order to understand the coupling. It was sees, that the influence 
of the imperfection on the f luid and f luid-shel l contact matrices was 
very weak. The predominant coupling, between the Fourier serie terns, 
is due to the shel l f l e x i b i l i t i e s . 
X simple model was then developed. Zt consists on an annular ring, 
with in f in i te axial length. I t s degrees of freedom are the amplifica
tion of different circumferential shapes. The ring f l ex ib i l i t y matrix, 
including coupling due to imperfection, was written using the same 
methodology as for COMU shel l element. The mass matrix was taken as 
that of the fluid sheet, neglecting the coupling between the Fourier 
serie terms. 
This simple model retrieve quits well , the res-Its explained above: 
circumferential shapes coupling and natural frequencies changes 
(figure 19). 

Seismi£ £esponse_ 

An ideal axisyrsetrical structure, excited by a seismic event must 
only respond on modes with circumferential shapes n • 1 (horizontal 
translation) and 0 (vertical translation). Experimentally obtained 
transfer functions, between structural responses and the seismic table 
acceleration, reveal many resonances • The corresponding modal shapes, 
are with high arimuthal orders n in shel l displacement. 
The methodology developed here, shows that this i s because of strong 
coupling in shapes between n • 0 or 1 and higher n's , due to imperfec
t ions . The nature and level of the stresses izduced by a seisaic ever.t 
are completely changed by this e f fect . 

Bu£kHng_ 

Linear buckling is considered as a consequence of the conversion, 
because of small imperfections, of the stored-up membrane energy into 
flexural energy. This is the type of conversion, shown in our calcula
tion, uhen an imperfection with arimu-.hal shape n Q, couples the modal 
shapes n * 0 and n , and lead to a reduction in resonance frequency. 

* Even when the amplitude of the excitation is weak, so that the 
structure can be assumed linear. 
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When the amplitude of the isperfeetion Increases, one resonance 
frequency decreases until being equal to xero, and then the structure 
buckles- fcn Increasing external pressure can be the origin of such an 
Increase of the magnitude of imperfection. This effect is the moat 
critical, when the natural frequencies (for ideal atructure) of nodes 
B • 0 *nd n Q are equivalent. This analysis has been confirmed by 
experimental tests (figure V ) . 

IV - CONCLUSION 

The axisymmetric geometry of LMFBR vessels is broken by 3D features : 
components, fluid communications or imperfections. To study this complex 
geometry, we use a Fourier decomposition of the motion. The results on the 
3D calculation show an increasing number of modes compared to axisymmetric 
calculation and a greater complexity of the mode shape. The seismic response 
is modified and some unconservatism of the 20 models have been observed. 
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Figure 5 - Shape of the natural mode 
at ».2 H; : aeridian section by the 
heat exchanger located at 19* 

Figure 6 - Shaoe of the natural node 
at 5,C -j : serician sectic; by the 
oricary ounp. 

Figure 7 : Pressure differences on the 
ToroToaT redan dues to the horizontal 
seisa : evolution with the aziout (0*49490*) 
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Fuure 8 - Comparison b>;i'.;ccn 2D and 
3L calculation : aaxina of nressure 
differences on the overflow dues to 
the horizontal seism (maxiziuo of the 2D 
calculation is nonsed to I) 
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Figure 43 : Equivalent length 1 compared vith the s i z e e of the 
annular hole obtained in n • 1 code for an annular 
cavity . 
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Figure -*li t Axisyametrical •odelization of the pool-type breeder 
reactor as SOPEJtPHENIX - Indication of eonaunications. 
Q Hain vessel 
(f> 81 Baffle 
(D Toroidal redan 
(?) Conical redan 
4) Toroidal redan shroud 
© Conical redan shroud 
•3> Weir 
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F i g u r e ^ ? : Maxiaa of pressures 
differences on the SI baffle and 
the weir dues to the horizontal 
seisin 

Figure 4 b : toxica of racial d n -
placesc.nts ratio on the Bl baffls 
and the weir dues to the horizcs-
tai stisa 
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• j l e r - f - n s l ' j i, 

Z « l j • I • j» s • 7800 kg/e3 JJ • 1000 kg/n3 

t *m »j • 1.05 • ^ • 0.3 c - 2300 m/i 
« — Hj • 1 • C - 2 .10 U • / • * 

Figure I I - Test structure used for 1*wrfect1o» 
•Ml /s is 
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A»^D>InextensionnaI fi^erfecffon on 

harmonic 6 
C»--0 Ineitensionnal iBoerfectfon on 

harmonic 12 

Azitutnjl oner 
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ABSTRACT 

In the PEC reactor a restraint was provided around the cote 
in order to control the top-core displacements under seismic 
condition*. Clearances between adjacent eleaents and between 
the external elemeata and the core-restraint ring introduce 
some aaount of non-1 meanty In the seismic motion of the 
core. On the other side a linear analysis snows that he core 
strongly affects the dynamical behaviour of the vessel. 
Therefore a Bethod was developed by BNEA and Ansaldo to take 
into account the effects of non-linearities in the decoupled 
detailed analysis of the core and reactor block. Studies were 
also performed in order to account for the possibility of 
influences of fluid coupling on the core vessel interaction. 
Thia paper briefly describes the adopted aethods and provides 
an overview of the aain results. 

EARLY ANALYSIS Of THE REACTOR BLOCK 

The PEC reactor vessel (tig.l) is located at 12 a froa buil
ding basis and is supported by a relatively flexible structure, 
consisting of nine beaas. The vessel is 10.b a long (from 
supporting structure) with an inner diaaeter of J.l a. 
It has a double wall, with an inner and outer wall thickness 
of 30 ma and 2S mm, respectively. 
The cure diaqrid is located ai a distance ot J.6 » tcom vessel 
supporting structure. The core , with an outer diameter of 2.6 
• and an overall eleaent height of J m, is surrounded by three 
neutronic shields, the aost interior one having an inner diaaeter 
of 2.JS a. There are 62-> eleaents ot different types in the cote 
in its nose probable configuration :78 fuel elements, 11 control 
rod guide tubes, 37 forced-type reflecting eleaents, 162 noraal 
type reflecting elements. 260 neutron shielding elements and M 
fuel element decay positions (fig.2). A "core-restraint" ring 
(fig.l) was inserted later in tne vessel, in order to reduce 
core seisaic aotion, but it was not provided in the original 
design. 
The core-vessel system has a total weight ot about 400 tons 
(sodiua included). The core weujht is bo tons approximately. 
In the early analysis ot the reactor block performed by Ansaldo 
the core was represented by a linear model. The cote elements 
were grouped in classes consisting ot elements with a same 
dynamical behaviour and eacn class was subsequently represen
ted by a beam inserted into the vessel model (fig.)). 
The standard tecnique of response spectre analysis was adopted. 
The effects of the fluid were taken into account simply increas
ing the masses of the wetted structural elements ceptesenled 
in the aodel. No fluid coupling effect was considered. 
These analysis showed that the vessel frequency and the core 
one are not too far. 
As a consequence resonance could be obtained in the case of' 
actual frequencies shifted with respect to the calculated 
frequeue ies. 
Owing to the core-vessel mass ratio value of about 0.14, the 
possibility of strong interaction had to be considered in the 
assesment of the seisaic design loads. 

THE NON-LINEAR CORE MODEL 

The development of the design required later to analyze in more 
details the seismic behaviour ot the core. Consequently a de
tailed non-linear model was set up by fc'NKA using the computer 
code COHALIE. A row of elements was aodelled and the input tor 
the analysis provided by acceletogramaes at the core-diagrid 
level. 
In CORALIE the shocks are siaulated by systems of springs and 
daapers, whose action starts as soon as local contacts occur. 
In the early analysis the fluid effects were described by an 



increase of the element Masses, while the introduction of a 
complete added mass matrix is presently possible. Actually. 
in coca vessel interaction analysis, with regard to the vessel 
response increasing masses is not always a conservative pro
cedure if resonance occur . 
In CORALIE the core element motion equations are solved by 
use ot modal analysis. The modal coefficients ace computed 
with an explicit iterative procedure derived from tne Uunamel 
integral, and applied itetatively at eacn time-step to account 
tor the dependence of the shock loads and those related to fluid 
coupling on the displacements, velocities and accelerations 
values of the adjacent elements (ref.l). 

THE ITERATIVE METHOD 

Since the diaqnd •ution in the case of earthquake is strongly 
influenced by the cote behaviour, an iterative procedure was 
set up, taking into account the feed-back of the core on tne 
diagrid motion. 
The method consisted of the following steps (fig.4): 
1) A linear analysis ot the vessel-cote ensemble is performed 

adopting a linear model of the core. 
2) The output ot this analysis is an accelerogramme at the 

diagrid level to use as input in the core analysis. 
3) Prom the non linear core analysis the ceaction force of the 

cote on the diagtid is obtained as a function of time. 
4) A transfer function from the input accelerogramme to the 

output force is determined Ifig. ">)• 
5) A cluster of simple independent oscillators with the same trans

fer function is then derived. The cluster is the linear model 
for a new linear analysis of the vessel-core ensemble, allowing 
to iterate the described procedure until convergence la 
reached, namely until variations of the mentioned transfer 
functions are obtained, which are approximately equal to those 
evaluated in the preceding iteration. 

The adequacy of this procedure was verified for various PEC core 
configurations (with and without core restraint ring). After the 
optimization of the first iteration core model features, conver
gence is always reached in 1 - 4 iterations only. 
The procedure was repeated for the SSE as wall as tor one half 
the SSE and parametric studies were also carried out to evaluate 
the sensitivity ot the method to variations in the most important 
parameters. 
An effort was devoted to reduce all the uncertainties connected 
to typical parameters of the linear systems; e.g. the vessel fre
quency, the support structure stiffnesses, the core elements fre
quencies and so on. 
For this purpose a wide experimental programme was set up by ENEA 
wich availed itself of ISME3. 
Also the effect of the fluid on the core behaviour was explored. 
Tests were carried out and a new version of the COHAHE code made, 

implementing irt the code the treatment of a non-diagonal mass 
mattix. 
Consistent results were obtained by NOVATOME too, which performed 
an independent analysis on benalf ot ENEA (ret.l), 

USE Of THE CLUSTER CORE HOUEL 

It is worth mentioning that cms method allowed to obtain ac tne 
end of the procedure a simple linear model of the core, usable in 
the analysis of more complex systems including the reactor vessel 
as a part, for example this kind of analysis was performed Cor the 
primary circuit. 
The vessel internals were alio studied using the linear model of 
the reactor block making use of the cluster core model defined by 
the described procedure. 
The method adopted was very useful when it became clear after
wards that a restraint around the core was necessary in ocder to 
control trie top-core displacements and avoid too excessive dis
tortion of the control rod drive mechanism in the case ot earth
quake. 
In this case from the CORALIE model a force cime history is also 
obtained at the restraint level. In order to applie the described 
procedure the restraint level force is transferred to the diagrid 
level assuming the perfect rigidity ot the vessel in the inter
mediate zone between the considered levels. 
The obtained core linear model is therefore a one including the 
effect of the restraint (higly nun-linear) and simple analysis 
can be performed for the whole reactor block. 

THE ANSYS CALCULATION 

Later it was observed that the vessel system and the core linear 
model were indeed in resonance. This fact implies a reduction of 
of the whole reactor block iespouse. 
In. tig.6 a comparison is showed between the behaviours of a sim
ple oscillator of mass H and stiffness K and a two degree ot 
freedom system with the same total mass and resonance condition 
between the two oscillators forming the system. In this scheme 
the second oscillator is supported by the first one. The stiff
ness of the first oscillator has the same value K as the one 
degree of freedom system. When these conditions are met a reduc
tion of about a factor \i is obtained in the second system (ret.J) 
The likelihood of this result depends on the repcesentdtivity ot 
the adopted model. A neglected factor in the analysis was the 
possibility of fluid coupling between the core and the vessel. 
This coupling can modify the behaviour of the system until an 
increased response is obtained. 
For this reason a conservatism factor of W was introduced in 
the calculation results, however, in order to evaluate the 
actual safety margin existing in design, further studies were 
made. An ANSYS model of the vessel-core ensemble was set up and 



tout cases examined: 
1) Linear model with the core simulated by a single bean. 
2) Linear model as nuaber 1 with also fluid coupling considered 

between vessel and core. 
3) Non linear aodel without fluid coupling but with the seismic 

restraint represented fc>- gap elements 
4) Non linear aodel with seisaic restraint and fluid coupling 

both simulated. 
Tib* history analysis were carried out and compared with a time 
history analysis ot the vessel-core linear model aaKing use or 
the independent simple oscillators core model obtained by the 
described procedure. 
The comparison showed the adequacy of the assumed hypothesis. 
Actually the effect of fluid coupling is damped by the non linear 
effect of the cestraint and only a little increase is obtained 
in the response (tab.i). 

CONCLUSIONS 

This work demonstrates that core-vessel interaction was adeguately 
analysed in the PEC case. 
This analysis was especially important due to the strong core-vessel 
coupling. 
It is deemed that further developments could be pursued. 
Principally the cumplete non linear simulation of the whole 
vessel-core ensemblei Baking use of a detailed non-linear core 
mod*l and the use as input of a tridirectlonal excitation. 
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FIG.1 SKETCH OF THE PEC REACTOR VESSEL 

FIG.2 SKETCH 01 THE CEC CORE CROSS-SECTION 
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NOTES ON THE E Q U I V A L E N T L I N E A R CORE MODEL USED I N THE PEC 

CORE SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
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8-Uogn* (Italy) 

EQUIVALENT LINEAR CORE MODEL. 

• DEFINITION 
SYSTEM OF INDEPENDENT OSCILLATORS, 
CHARACTERIZED BY TRANSFER FUNCTION 

AMPLITUDES (BETWEEN DIAGRID 
ACCELERATION AND THE LOADS 

TRANSMITTED BY THE CORE TO THE VESSEL) 
THAT PROVIDE THE BEST APPROXIMATION 
OF THOSE COMPUTED ON THE BASIS 

OF THE CORALIE RESULTS 

• ASSUMPTIONS 
• EACH ELEMENT TYPE PROVIDES 
EQUAL AVERAGE REACTION LOADS IN 

EACH CORE ELEMENT ROM AT 
EACH TIME t 

(extrapolation of CORALIE results 
obtained on core diameters, 

to the whole core) 
• THE EFFECTS OP EXCITATION 
DIRECTION ARE NEGLIGIBLE 

e THE EFFECTS OF CORE FANNING-OUT 
ARE NEGLIGIBLE 

• THE 2D EFFECTS ARE NEGLIGIBLE 

« VERIFICATIONS 
e PARAMETRIC STUDIES WITH CORALIE 
(up to nine rows •» 40k of the core) 

HAVE BEEN PERFORMED 
• 2D RUNS WITH CLASH 

ARE IN PROGRESS FOR THE WHOLE CORE 
(ID & 2D excitations) 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the aelsalc vibration teat and analys is reaulte 
on the reactor weaael model ol HONJU. the prototype Utfok of Japan, with 
the emphasis on sloshing behavior of lo-veseel l iquid. The teata were made 
using a 1/* acale p lae i lc aodel with various configurer lone, I . e . , with 
and wltiiout Internal s tructures , and the characterlatlce of free-surface 
s loshing were Ident i f ied . Dynamic analyees Including fluld-atructure 
lnteractlona were perforr . by the F1NAS general-purpose f i n i t e eleaent 
coaputer program which hat been developed by PNC. A aatlafactory agreement 
waa aeen between the experimental and coapuled resul ts In terms of natural 
frequencies, modes, end dynamic transient response of s loshing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A reactor vessel of LHFBK contains a Urge value* of l iquid sodlua 

coolant with a free aurface. Coaponents Important to aafaty, euch aa core 
Internals and upper core structure, are also Instal led In the vassal , 
aubaerged In the eodlua coolant. In addition, an LHFBK vesss l Is usually 
designed to be a re lat ive ly thin walled and f l ex ib le structure, since the 
tranalent and ateady thermal atresaea are of chief concern In the atructural 
design. 

Under a aelsalc event, therefore, aloahlng of the sodlua free aurface 
occura and hydrodynaalc preaaurea are lapoaed on the Internal coaponents 
and the vessel I t s e l f . The dynsaic response characterist ics of the whole 
reactor-block may also be affected by the Internsl l iquid sodlua and com
ponents, through dynaalc f luid-structure interact ions . These phenoaene are 
laportant and need to be accurately evaluated In the s e l s a l c ssfety assess 
ment of LHFIiK. Hence, for the purpose of perforalng a r e a l i s t i c dynaalc 
analys is of a reactor atructure, a proper audellng of l iquid aodlua coolant 
la crucial to account for l ta ef fecta on the dynaalc response of structures. 

So far as the sloshing i s concerned, etudles have been done and soae 
a lap l l f l ed analys is methods have been proposed./*"•*' Theae aelhods aesuae 
the tank to be r ig id , and are applicable only to staple configurations where 
there Is no Internal coaponents. However, they cannot be direct ly applied 
to an analysis of a reactor vease l , where the configuration la rather com
pl icated due to the existence of coaponents and the structures cannot always 
be assumed to be r ig id . 

A detai led and generally applicable method for f luid-structure Intersc-
t lon analys is waa developed by Implementing the analyala capability In 
the F1NAS computer program, which la a general purpose f i n i t e element oon 
l inear atructural analyala aystem, developed by PNC. A s s r l e s of sloshing 
analys is wss performed by F1NAS, on the ex is t ing data obtained In a seismic 
t e s t using a mock-up of HONJU reactor vesse l . 

The sloshing analyala results sre presented in this pspsr, after a 
description of referenced t e s t data. 

2. SLOSHING TESTS 

2.1 Objectives 
The power plant HONJU la a loop-type LHFHH ol 2b0 Hue, aa the proto

typical one In Japan. Aa la schematically shown In Fig. 1, the reactor-block 



of MONJU cooaleta of a reactor vessel , cover p lug, and I n t e r n a l atructurea 

euch aa core, core aupport s t ructure , upper core a t ruc tu re , and ao on. 

The dlaeoalooa of the reactor weasel a r e , about 7 a I n d laae ter , about 16 a 

l a length , and SO aa I n v a i l thlckneaa. The veaael l a aupported I r o a the 

pedestal a t the top f lange, and a lower aupport atructure la provided a t 

l t a bottoa to r e s t r a i n t the hor izontal v ibra t ion I n a aelaalc event. 

To c l a r i f y the dynaalc character is t ics of the MONJU reactor-block aa 

a f fec ted by the I n t e r n a l f l u i d and sloshing behavior of the sodlua coolant , 

and thereby to ver i fy v a l i d i t y of the design analys is , an extensive aerlea 

of v ib ra t ion teata were perforaed using two types of reactor-block aock-

u p e . ' * ' One of thea l a an 1/H acalc s tee l aodel , which was tested to 

I d e n t i f y the v ib ra t ion character is t ics of the vessel I t s e l f . The other I s 

a 1/4 scale p las t ic aodel for sloshing tea ta , which I s described I n the 

present paper. 

The objectives of the sloshing tes ta were to conf lra that the fol lowing 

dealgn requirements are s a t i s f i e d , as wel l as to understsnd the sloshing 

character is t ics of aodlua coolant; 

1 ) the dipped p l a t e la to be e f f e c t i v e In suppressing or a l t l g a t l n g 

• loan ing , and l t a a t ruc tura l I n t e g r i t y Is to be assured, and 

11) the aodlua o u t l e t nor t i es should not be exposed to cover gas even 

when the aodlua leve l of the annular part between the veaael and the 

loner ba i re l l a lowered due to sloshing. 

2.2 Teat Model and Teat Conditions 
The aock-up of MONJU reactor veaael for sloshing tes ta la shown In 

F i g . 2 . / * / I t l a a 1/4 scale aodel Bade of a p las t ic a a t e r l e l . The aodel 

cooaleta of a reactor veaael (R/V) . core l n t e r n a l a ( C / l ) , Inner b a r r e l ( l / b ) , 

dipped p l a t e ( D / P ) , and upper core a t r u c t u r e ( U . C S ) . The s l a l l a r l t y law 

appl ied for designing the aodel la shown I n Table 1 . I n th is a l a l l a r l t y 

r e l a t i o n e , although excluded I n the t a b l e , the rat ios of atructurc frequency 

and accelerat ion are about 0.76 and 0 .14 , respect ive ly , because the d laen-

alons are reduced to 1 /4 , a p last ic a a t e r l a l l a uaed, and the r a t i o of 

I n e r t i a forcea of atructurea ana f l u i d la kept I d e n t l a l to that of the 

ac tua l atructure ( t h l a la achieved by at taching Basses to the s h e l l of 

the aode l ) . Aa for the a l a l l a r l t y re la t ions for sloshing, the r a t i o of 

accelerat ions Is u n i t y , because the Ident ica l g rav i ta t iona l f i e l d appl ies 

both I n the aodel and the actual p lan t . The r a t i o of frequencies then 

becoaca two. 

The tests were perforaed using a large acala shsklng table (6a « 6a ) . 
Three kinds of e x c i t a t i o n Inputs were used I n the teata: these are sinus
o ida l sweep wavea tor I d e n t i f y i n g sloshing natura l fraquenclea and aodsa, 
and raaonant sine and a lau la tcd selaalc waves for Invest igat ing aloahlng 
tranalent response c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . 

2.3 Test Kesults 
The frequency response charac te r is t i c * of sloshing wave height, 

obtained In the a lnusoldal sweep t e s t s , ere shown In F ig . 3. In the f i g u r e , 

the chain l ine indicates the sloshing wave height response for the reactor 

vessel alone, with a l l I n t e r n a l atructures reaoved. In t h i s case, n a t u r a l 

l y , the sloshing response character is t ics are alsoet Iden t ica l to those In a 

c y l i n d r i c a l tank, and predicted by the s imp l i f i ed nethods, a* discussed I n 

the next sect ion. The sol id 11ns shows the sloshing response character is 

t i c s for the case where the i n t e r n a l atructurea are mounted, but without the 

dipped p l a t e . I t can be noted that the sloshing wave height la s i g n i f i c a n t l y 

reduced due to the existence of the i n t e r n a l s t ructures . Thla reduction 

of wave height Is aa ln ly a t t r i b u t e d to the upper core a t ruc ture , but not 

to the core in te rna ls which are e n t i r e l y submerged. The sloshing frequency 

I s s l i g h t l y lowered. The dashed Una Is for the case where the dipped 

p la te I s fur ther added. I t l a shown that dipped p la te ia qu i te e f fec t i ve 

I n suppressing the growth of the sloshing, with no resonance taking p lace. 

The sloshing nstura l frequencies and daaplng ra t loe are auaaaritad In 

Table I I , where the da oping r a t i o of sloshing i s very low. 

Tests for observing the sloshing character is t ics of the f l u i d in the 

annular part lnbetween the reactor vessel and the inner barre l were also 

done. Shown In f i g . 4 are the test r e s u l t s , along with the sloshing response 

of the f l u i d inside the inner b a r r e l . The sloshing wsve height in the 

annular part l a noticeably lower than that Inside the inner b a r r e l , and the 

da aping r a t i o ia ra ther h igh. F ig . 5 shows the p r o f i l e (aode) of sloshing 

wave both for the annular part and inaide the inner b a r r e l . Theee two 

regions fora autual ly Independent sloshing systeas. (This is not the case 

I f there are flow holes on the inner b a r r e l : i n th la caae, the aloahlng 

response In the annular part la governed by that inaide the Inner b a r r e l . ) 

I n the transient response t e s t a , both a resonant sine wave (3 cycles) 

and a alaulated ae laa lc wave were used for input ao t lon . The displacement 

amplitude of the s ine wave was determined so that the sloshing response 

would be equivalent to aelsalc input. Test resul ts for sine wave input 



are discussed Into detai l I D the nest acct lon. coaparad with the analys is 
reaulta. 

X ANALYSIS 
Sloshing analyaee were performed on the above aeotloned mock-up teat 

rcaulta of MONJU reactor-block. Theae were perforaed using the FINAS 
coaputer prograa, which la a general purpose f i n i t e eleaent non-linear 
atructural analyala ayatea, developed by PNC. In th i s section of the paper, 
the analyala reaulta by FINAS are presented and compared with the teat 
reaulta , after a description of the analyala method* and capab i l i t i e s of 
FINAS for the dynaalc f luid-structure Interaction probleas Including 
aloahlng. 

3.1 Inscript ion ot UNAS 
FINAS has the capabi l i t i e s of e la s t i c and Inelast ic atructural 

analyaea, linear and noo-linear dynaalc analyses , and steady and tranalent 
heat transfer analyses, which are auaaarlsed In Fig. 6 . ' * » 0 ' Having been 
developed e l nee 1976, FINAS has been u t i l i z e d In a wide range of structural 
analyala during the courae of research and developaent of the atructural 
deatgn aethodologlea for LHFUt ayateaa and components. 

For the dynaalc analyala of coupled f luid-structure ayateas, aeveral 
binds of f luid eleaenta, f lu id-structure Interface eleaenta, and f lu id free 
surface e leaents were developed and Implemented In the FINAS ayatea (Fig. 7 ) . 
While there are baalcally three waya to treat the dynaalc f luid-structure 
ayatcaa, namely, a ) virtual added aaas method, b) Eulerlan act hod, and 
c ) Lagranglan aethod, Eulerlan formulation la adopted for the f luid elements 
In FINAS (Legraglan formulation la used for structure*) . Here, the Irrota-
tlonal flow of Invlsc ld . Incompressible fluid la assuaed. A aaal l wave 
height la alao aaauaed. The f lu id dynaalc preaaure p and the wave height 
oi free surface n are unknown variables . These variables are Incorporated 
Into the equation of notion of the coupled f luid-structure ayateas, together 
with structure displacements u. Although this type of formulation y ie lds 
an aayaaetrlc aatr lx fora of equation, the f inal cause Ion of the symmetric 
matrix fora l a derived by eliminating pressure p. The equation of motion 
for the coupled f luid-structure ayatea la then becomes aa follows; 

QT *» 0 An Tl\ 0. (1) 

where 
At 

Q 
A 

* » 
u 

n 
/ 

aass matrix for structure lnclud. f luid sdded aass 
added mass matrix for f luid free surface 
f luid-structure interact ion aatrlx 
• t l f f n e s s aatrlx for structure 
a t l f fness aatrlx for f lu id free surface 
displacement vector of structure 
wave height vector ot f lu id free surface 
applied dynaalc force vector on structure 

both three dimensional and axlsyaaetrlc structures can be trested In 
FINAS. lu the case of axleyaaetrlc structures , th* structursl displacement 
f i e l d and the f luid pressure distr ibut ion are expanded as harmonic ser ie s 
to describe their circumferential variat ions . 

3.2 Sloshing Eigenvalue Analysis 
Sloshing ei£,.nvalue analyses were performed on th* mock-up of MONJU 

reactor block with four kinds of different configurations; that Is R/V only 
(case 1 ) , 8/V+C/l (case 2 ) , K/V+C/I+U.CS (case 3 ) , and the annular part 
between H/V and 1/B (case * ) • both three dimensional modela and axlsyaawtrlc 
models with harnomlc ser ies expansion wsra uaed for each caac. In the caas 
of axlsyaaetrlc aodels, coat distr ibution along the circumferential direc
t ion was assuaed for sloshing wave height. Th* f i n i t e eleaent aodels are 
ahown In Fig. tl. What la referred to as sloshing Is an o s c i l l a t i o n , or a 
standing wave, of a fluid free surface, which la Induced by the horlxontal 
motion of a f luid container during an earthquake exci tat ion. The v e r t l c s l 
component ot earthquake motions Is not considered here. Hence, the sloshing 
modes should be skewsyaaetrlc sbout ths sx l s on the frse surface orthogonal 
to the exci tat ion d irect ion . Aa Is schemstlcsl ly shown In Fig. 9, however, 
nuaber of elgenaodes not related to sloshing are Included In the three 
dlaenalonal analysis r e su l t s , among which the "real" sloshing modes sppesr 
at in terva l s . For this reason. Ident i f icat ion of ths sloshing modes In the 
three dlatnslonal analysis r e su l t s should be done carefully. 

The s loshing frequencies calculated by FINAS are compared with the 

I J 
I 



taa t results, i n Tab la IV . fo r the caaca 1 and * , the closed t o r s solut ions 

obtained baaed on the po ten t i a l t h e o r y / 1 " ' / are alao ahown I n the t a b l e . 

I t can be aeen that (ha ca lcu la t ion* by FINAS arc I n qu i te good agreeaent 

w i t h the tea t and a n a l y t i c a l r e a u l t a . F lga. 10 and 11 show the elgenaodee 

of sloshing wave height for the caaea 3 and 4 , respect ive ly . I t can be 

noted from the table that a atructure penetrat ing the f ree aurface a f f a c t a 

the aloahlng frequencies, while a atructure e n t i r e l y aubaerged doea no t . 

F i g . 12 depict* the pressure contours obtained t roa ax lsyaaet r lc aodel 

analyse* for caaea 1 and * . The f l u i d dynaalc preaaurca due to sloahlng 

wary I n • r e l a t i v e l y deep region fo r the f i r s t node. On the other hand, 

preaaure v a r i a t i o n l a H a l t e d to a shallow region for the higher aodea, and 

t h i s tendency l a rather typ ica l I n the annular p a r t . Theae aodea of dynaatc 

preaaure d is t r ibu t ion auggeat t h a t . I f an accurate analysis I s needed for 

the higher order sloshing, and especia l ly for the annular p a r t , the f i n i t e 

eleaent aeah should be s u f f i c i e n t l y f ine I n the region Just beneath the f ree 

aurface, as shown i n F i g . 13. 

As above, the f l u i d character is t ics I n the annular part are soaewhet 

d i f f e ren t f r o a those I n the c y l i n d r i c a l vessel . F i g . 14 ahows the e f fec ta 

of the loner dlaaeter of the annul us on the sloshing frequencies. As the 

Inner dlaaeter Increases, I . e . , the annulus becoaes narrower, the sloshing 

frequencies of higher nodes are Increased, while the f i r s t aode frequency 

reaalns alaoat constant. The analysis resu l ts by FINAS agree we l l w i th 

the p o t e n t i a l theory up to the region of very narrow annulus. 

3 .3 Sloahlng aeaponse Analysis 

Sloahlng response analyses were perforaed corresponding to the resonant 

sine wave test resul ts on the cases 1 snd * . »olh direct and aodal ( l a e 

In tegra t ion aethods were used wi th the three dlaenslonal nodel and ax laya -

a e t r l c aode l , respect ive ly . I n the esse of three dlaenslonal aodal 

ca lcu la t ions , the ' r e a l - sloshing Bodes should be extracted and used fo r 

nodal combinations. This waa done by a post-processing of the eigenvalue 

analysis resu l ts to aerge s couple of desired nodes. The da aping values 

uaed I n the analyaea were those f roa the test resu l ts -

The ca lcu la t ion and t e s t resu l ts for case 1 sre coapared I n F i g . IS I n 

teraa of a ) aloahlng wave height at the vesael w a l l , b) the free surface 

p r o f i l e , and c) the f l u i d dynaalc pressures on the vessel w a l l . I t should 

be noted that the frequency of the Input sine wave for ca lculat ion I s 0.72b 

H i , which I s the natural frequency of the f i r s t node by analysis and 

s l i g h t l y d i f f e ren t f roa the test r e s u l t . A s a a l l r ipple downward I s observed 

I n the teat data at the a t a r t of e x c i t a t i o n . This Is thought to be a t t r i b 

utable to an instantaneous lsrge accslsrstton of the v ib ra t ion tabla at 

the a t a r t of e x c i t a t i o n , but th la e f fect l a not Included i n the a n a l y s i s . 

I n add i t ion , the posi t ive snd negative wav* halght In the taat resul ts sre 

not I d e n t i c a l . This I s because the sloshing response has grown In to a 

high sapll tude range where the non- l lnear l ty cannot be Ignored, while the 

Analysis I s U s e d on the l lnsar theoty sssualng s a a l l wav* he ight . The 

fact that the wave height of the teat resul t Is Isrger In the posi t ive 

d i rect ion and saa l ler In the negative d i rect ion than analysis resul ts 

suggests t h i s . Considering theae fac to ra , i t can be judged f roa the f igure 

that a sa t is fac tory agrseaent i s achieved between the analysis and the 

teat reau l ta . The dlscrepsncy i n the dyneaic pressure Is slso a t t r i b u t a b l s 

to the non-l inear e f f e c t . 

Table V coapares the aaxlaua wave height and dynaalc pressure ca lcu

la ted by d i f f e r e n t aethods and aodels. Alaoat no di f ference being aaen 

aaung these analysis r e s u l t s , I t csn be ssld that the aodal analysis wi th 

aa lsyaaetr lc aodels is sn s f fec t l ve technique both i n view of sccurscy snd 

ca lcu la t ion t l a e , for a class of axlayaaetr lc s t ructures . Furtheraor* , 

the lowest aude Is su f f i c i en t I n the aodsl coablnat lon, though th is Bight 

not alwsys be the ess* when the conf igurat ion* * r * complicated and sslsa ic 

waves are Input . 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Sloshing response of aodlua f ree aurtace under a sslsaic svsnt is on* 
of the Issues to be concerned In the selsalc safety aaaaasaent of LMFkH 
rcsctor systeas. Anslysss were asde w i th FINAS on the aock-up of MONJU 
reactor -b lock, and the reeul ta were v e r i f i e d by comparing with the test 
data . 
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Table I S la l lar l ty Uw for Sloshing of 1/4 Scale Plaatlc Modal 

Phyalcal Quant l t l ea Syabol Dlaenalona Scale Value Reaarke 

Length 1 
Young'* andulue E 
Liquid density P f 

Frequency f 
Tie* t 
Wall thlckaeaa h 
Acceleration a 
Structure density p" 
Weight, Maaa W.a 
Stat ic preeeure P 
Dynaalc preaaure P 
Streae 0 

Deflection 6 

a) Subscript a aeana the structure and f aeaoa l iquid. And p arena prototype, a aeana aodel. 

Table II Sloshing Teat Retulta on Frequency and Peeping 

Frequency Hz Da aping Ratio X 
Caie Wo. Configuration — — ^ — — ^ — — • 

1st 2nd 3rd lat 2nd 3rd 

1 R/V only 0.71 1.21 1.53 0.1 0.L7 

2 R/V • C/i 0.71 1.21 1.53 0.1 0.15 

3 R/V • C/l • U.C.S. 0.68 1.18 1.59 0.25 3.37 

4 Annulet 0.43 1.95 

L 
NL"S T~* 

H L - * 

T- l 

T 

L 

LT-2 

ML"' 

N 

HL-«T-' 
«L-»T-2 
ML->T-2 
L 

B p / 0 . ( = D f ) 
„-i/z 
n»/2 
„ » / 3 ( E . ) - I / 3 ( p f ) l / 3 

1 
0 - l / J ( E a ) l / 3 ( p f ) 2 / l 

opf 
n'o* 

D f 

np* 

n 

4 
45.7 

0.82 
0.5 
2 
1.66 
1 
1.97 

52.5 
3.28 
3.28 

19.0 
4 

f i l ed values 

_ _ _ : data not available 



Tabla H I Sloahlng Frequanclaa by Analyses and Taata 

l a t 
UNAS 2D 2nd 

3rd 

1st 

F1NAS 30 2nd 

3rd 

lat 
Potential , . 
theory I n d 

3rd 

l a t 

Experiment 2nd 

3rd 

Caac 1 Caaa 2 

0.72b 0.726 

1.2*7 1.297 

1.733 1.773 

0.731 0.730 

1.30a 1.308 

1.785 1.7BS 

0.721 

1.227 

l.SSS 

0.71 0.71 

1.21 1.21 

1.S3 1.53 

Caaa 3 Caaa 4 

0.682 0.447 

1.2S1 3.922 

1.831 6.185 

0.687 0.4S4 

1.263 3.96S 

6.269 

0.447 

3.768 

5.327 

0.68 0.43 

1.18 

1.59 

Tabla IV Coaparlaon ot Sloahlns, Keaponse by Analyaaa and taat 

Hathod Hodal Hoda 
Haxlaua 

wava h l * > t 
( - ) 

282 
289 
278 

Haxlaua 
preaaure 
U l / a a 2 ) 

1.25 « 10" » 

1.28 
1.23 Hodal 

• x l a y a . 
• a l a y a . 
3-0 

U t 
l a t + 2nd 
la t 

Haxlaua 
wava h l * > t 

( - ) 

282 
289 
278 

Haxlaua 
preaaure 
U l / a a 2 ) 

1.25 « 10" » 

1.28 
1.23 

J-D U t • 2nd 279 1.23 

01ract t l aa 
In tegra t ion 

axlaya. 

3-0 

271 

276 

1.32 

1.32 
1 

Exparlaant 3S4/-240 1.02 

L
9

5
-
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Fig. 9 Elgen Mode Shapes (Eigenvalue Analysis Solution by FINAS 3-D Model) Case No.l 
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A Study on Non-linear Sloshing ol Pool-type LMFBR Coolant 

Abstract 

Seismic resistance is the most important performance required to 
Japanese Nuclear Power Plants. In the case of LMFBR, sloshing of the 
liquid sodium in the reactor might be caused during earthquakes. Most 
studies on the sloshing have been limited to the small displacement 
range. In this study, the large displacement sloshing is studied ex
perimentally and analytically. The followings are the results. 

(1) As the maximum impact pressure is produced by the first impact of 
the water surface to the structure, the first impact can be seen 
upon as design load. 

(2) Estimation of the impact pressure by using the impact velocity 
which has been derived by assuming the linearity of sloshing was 
found to be effective. 

(3) Propagation of the pressure wave in the water can be estimated by 
a wave propagation analysis. 

(<i) By using above-mentioned methods, structural integrity of actual 
plant is evaluated. 

1. Introduction 

The pool type LMFBR contains a large amount of liquid sodium in 
the large reactor vessel. Therefore, sloshing becomes more important 
for the tank-type LMFBRs than (or the LWRs or loop-type FBRs. 

An earthquake has frequency components (5 to 10 sec) correspond
ing to the natural period of liquid sodium sloshing contained in the pool 
type LMFBR. This means thai the sloshing may occur when the pool 
type LMFBR is subjected to an earthquake. Also, the wave height ol 
free surface during sloshing may rise significantly when the earthquake 
has a large amplitude in long period. In this case, the liquid surface will 
strike ax the roof slab, which is the reactor vessel upper cover, producing 
a high impact pressure. To date, the sloshing behavior during an 
eathquake has been studied extensively I i l l 2\ Most of the papers, 



however, are concerned with the linear sloshing. Few studies concern 
the phenomenon ol nonlinear sloshing. 

The authors carried out nonlinear sloshing experiments to study the 
impact pressure occurring inside a reactor vessel. 

2. Experiment 

li is ditticult to theoretically determine high impact pressure 
produced when the tree surface ol liquid in a lank strikes at the root slab 
as the result ol sloshing. On this problem, several experiments have 
been performed ( 3). According to the results of those experiments, the 
impact pressure is proportional to 1.6 2.0 power of the free liquid 
impact velocity. However, in those experiments, neither a clear 
definition of conditions under which maximum impact pressure occurs 
nor an explanation of the propagaton of impact pressure through the tank 
interior is given. In the present experiment, the relation between the 
impact velocity and the impact pressure was studied by varied excitation 
level. Also, the impact pressure propagating through the water was 
measured. 

(1) Method of experiment 

The lest model is shown in Fig. I. This model is a boxlike vessel. 
The length and height of the model correspond approximately to 
one-third of the hot plenum of an aciual reactor vessel. Water was 
used instead of liquid sodium. The lowest sloshing natural period of 
the model was 3.3 seconds. Since the primary natural period ol 
sloshing in an aciual pool type LMJJFR is i.J seconds, lite ratio is 
0.38. 

The waves used for the i c l were resonant sine wave), Niigaia 
earthquake, llachinohe earthquake and Great Kanto earthquake 
which are typical examples ol earthquakes having strong long 
period components. 

(2) Results of experiment 

Fig. 2 shows the impact pressure that occurred at the root slab 
edge. After ihe maximum impact pressure occurs, ihe impact 
pressure does not increase even the exicilaiion continues. 

The tree water surface alter the maximum impact pressure oc-
Cured is markedly disturbed due u the breaking ol waves. Thus, 
conceivable reasons why the succeeding impact pressure becomes 

smaller than when Ihe water surface strikes at the roof slab lor ihe 
first time include: (J) decrease o< nnpaci velocity of free water 
suilace, (j[) change in effective mass ul striking liquid, and Q) 
decrease ol elastic modulus ol liquid due lo gas caught m the 
liquid. Supposing that ihe drop of unpad pressure is ascribable to 
a decrease in impact velocity of free waler surface (reason (J)), it 
is possible thai certain earthquake waves excite nonlinear sloshing 
alter Ihe breaking of waves, thereby increasing the impact 
pressure. In view ol this, the relationship between impact velocity 
and impacl pressure at the striking of water surface al different 
levels of sine wave excitation was studied. The experimental 
results are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). As shown, the impact 
velocities ol the second and third waves are equal to or slightly 
higher lhan the impact velocity of the first wave at which the 
maximum impact pressure occuta. The impact pressures of the 
second and subsequent waves are evidently lower than the impact 
pressure of Ihe first wave. Thus, the drop of unpad pressure alter 
the maximum impact pressure occured is considered ascribable not 
to reason (I). but to the change in effective mass of liquid and/or 
the decrease ol elastic modulus of liquid. 

Next, ihe relationship between impact velocity and impact 
pressure when ihe maximum unpad pressure occured was studied. 
The results are shown in Fig. <*. by using the results, it is possible 
to estimate the maximum impact pressure from the impact 
velocity. 

Moreover it was confirmed by an experiment that in the case of 
sine wave excitation, the maximum impaci pressure occurs when 
Ihe height of free liquid surlace becomes about double the height 
of ihe cover gas space. 

When Ihe free liquid surface Joes not strike al the roof slab during 
slushing, ihe dynamic pressure acting on the vessel is nearly equal 
lo the head pressure ol free liquid surface. However, when the 
free liquid surface strikes al the root slab, linear calculation does 
not give the actual dynamic pressure. In the study, the distribution 
ol dynamic pressure during nonlinear sloshing was studied by an 
experiment. Experimental results show thai unlike in Ihe linear 
sloshing, (he maximum dynamic pressure at Ihe wall occures due to 
the propagating impact pressure in the nonlinear sloshing. 



}. Analysis 

During excitation by an earthquake wave, the tree liquid surface 
heaves at random, hence a calculation program is needed to estimate the 
height oi Iree liquid surface. In the present analysis, the tree liquid 
surlace height during an earthquake was obtained by a linear sloshing 
program, and the time at which the maximum impact pressure occurs 
and the maximum impact pressure value were calculated. 

Fig. 5 shows experimental data and calculated wave height when 
Ntigata NS waves were applied to the water tank. From the calculated 
wave height, it is expected that the maximum impact pressure will occur 
at point C where the Iree liquid surface height nearly double the heigt 
ol the cover gas space. The impact pressure at this point is estimated to 
be 40 kPa Irom the calculated impact velocity and experimental data. 
On the other hand, the waves at points A and B strike at the roof slab 
only slightly, hence the impact pressure is expected to be small. 

According to the experiment data, the maximum impact pressure 
occurs at the time oi point C estimated by calculation, and the 
maximum pressure value almost coincides with the estimated value. 

When the wave height during excitation by an earthquake wave can 
be estimated by linear sloshing calculation as shown above, it is possible 
to estimate the tune at which the maximum impact pressure occurs and 
the maximum impact pressure value. 

It was found by an experiment that the maximum pressure occurmg 
on the thermal barrier of water tnak during nonlinear sloshing is 
ascribable to the propagation ol impact pressure. In the present 
analysis, the pressure distribution on the thermal barrier was estimated 
by using an analytical program. Fig. 6 shows a calculation model using a 
finite difference method program. The impact pressure was applied to 
free liquid surface. From the experimental data, the distribution of 
liquid surface impact pressure was assumed to be a cos distribution. 
Also, the impact pressure was assumed to be a sine wave having a time 
interval of 50 ins. Fig. 7 shows the experimental data ( A , • ) and 
calculated value of dynamic pressure on the thermal barrier. In this 
figure, the vertical axis represents the ratio ol dynamic pressure on the 
thermal barrier to liquid surface impact pressure, and lhe horizontal axis 
represents the distance from the point of maximum impact pressure. 
The calculated values almost coincide with actual values. 

<i. Structural Integrity Evaluation ol Actual I'lanl 

As an example of structural integrity evaluation of an actual plant 
of pool type LMFUU under a slushing load, the buckling strength ol 
thermal barrier subjected lo an earthquake wave of 50 cm/s sloshing 
primary resonant wave was analyzed. 

The velocity at which the liquid sodium surface strikes at the root 
slab during sloshing is about 190 cm/s. From experimental data, the 
maximum impact pressure occurring at this moment is estimated to be 
about 80 kPa. In this case, the maximum impact pressure propagating to 
the thermal barrier, calculated by a theoretical formula for 3-
dimensional wave propagation, is about Si kPa. 

Fig. V shows the pressure distribution on the thermal barrier, 
obtained as shown above. The figure also shows the buckling load when a 
30 mm thick thermal barrier was used. This buckling load.was obtained 
by a buckling eigen value analysis on the assumption that the above-
mentioned sloshing load distribution would act on die thermal barrier. 
The buckling mode is shown in Fig. 9. 

From the above-mentioned, it was confirmed that a thermal 
barrier having a thickness of about 30 nun is sullicienl lo withstand 
sloshing loads. 

5. Conclusion 

(1) The maximum impact pressure occurs wlu-n the first effective 
wave strikes at the roof slab. There-alter, the impact pressure 
drops irrespective of impact velocity. 

(2) The first effective wave by which maximum impact pressure 
occurs refers to the case in which the height of free liquid surface 
becomes nearly double the height uf cover gas space. 

(3) It was continued that the impact pressure propagating to the 
thermal barrier Cull be estimated by a wave propagation analysis. 

M Structural integrity evaluation ol actual plant against sloshing load 
was confirmed. 
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PAPEK NR. 7 
SEISMIC BUCKLING OF CHIN SHELLS DUE TO DYNAMIC 

PRESSURES 

(Calculations and tests) 

F. Gantenbein and R.J. Cibert (CEA/DEMT, France) 

ABSTKACT 
During an earthquake, Che FBR Vessels are loaded 
by pressure due to tluid-strue Cure interaction , 
and dynamic buckling can occur. In order to val_i_ 
date the design method, experiments have been 
carried out on shaking Cables at C E A (C.E.N. de 
Sac lay, bEMT). 
The tuo following papers will present: 
- Che tests and their main results. In addition, 

Che influence ut the frequency content on Che 
pressure leading Co buckling will be shown. 

- the chuoretical model which can be developed 
in order it explain the non-linear variation 
of pressure with Che seismic level. 

PAPER No. \/J 
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY ON BUCKLING OF FLUID -

COUPLED STRUCTURES DURING A SEISMIC LOAD 
• . • •n l i »l«i 

fltcirlciit i» Franc* - S.e.f.T.E.N. -
•2080 Pirii I* Oafinw Cr tM t 

A. ComlMMur* 
ConunUwKi < I'Sntfi* Aiomiqu* -C.B.N. Stcliy OEMT -

S l l l l G i f S u r Y v t n i C w l M 
P. Gwttroy 

Unlvtmu J< Compliant I P 733 
60208 Compmfn 

ABSTRACT 

Seismic analyst* of a liquid metal fast breeder reactor is 
generally made with a linear dynamic model. The structure 
response is a combination of modus n » 1 for horizontal 
earthquakes and n • 0 for vertical earthquake*. The resulting 
loading it used for stability calculation on 'static 
equivalent" models. 
This procedure may not be correct for two main reasons > 
- geometrical defects and large displacements could change 

Significantly the behaviour of the structures, 
- the dynamic buckling pressure could be different from the 

static buckling pressure. 

To answer to these questions an experimental »nd analytical 
study on buckling of i'luid - coupled structures during a 
seismic load has been performed by Electriciti de France, 
the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique and the Universitd de 
Compiigne. 



Tha> axparimaets at* mada on aami-apherical and cylindrical 
aha11a on a vibrating tabla i tha loading appllad to tha 
atructuraa conaiata o( a parmanant prassura and of a dynamic 
praaaura dua to fluid- atructura intacaction. Tha 
axparimantal rasulta ara praaantad and coiaparad with 
calculations. 

Thia ctudy shows four Main polnta • 
- tha dynamic praasura doaa not vary linaarly with tha 

shaklng-tabla accalaration i at high accalaration laval, 
tha dynamic praasura lncraasas vary slowly, 

- tha praatcaaa dua to parnanant prassura can hava a 
aignificant affact on tha algan fraquanclaa If tha 
buckling modaa ara colinaar to tt<a vibration modaa, 

- for hemispherical shalla studied harm, tha buckling la 
obtained whan tha sum of permanent praasura and dynamic 
prasaura la graater than tha static buckling pressure. 

thin atructuraa excited with a horizontal motion can 
htva a rasponsa in circumferential modes and not only in 
•oda 1 aa predicted by tha theory of parfact ahalla. Tha 
defects explain tha coupling of modes. 

1 - INTRODUCTION 

Seismic analyala of a liquid metal faat breeder raactor 
is ganarally made with a linaar dynamic modal. Tha 
structure rasponsa is a combination of modaa n « 1 for 
horiiontal earthquakes and n - 0 for vartlcal 
earthquakes. Tha rasultlng loading is usad for stability 
calculation on "static aqulvalant" models. 

Thia procadura may not ba corract for two main rations i 
- geometrical dafacts and larqe displacements could 
change significantly tha bahavior of-tha atructures, 

- tha dynamic buckling prassura could ba dlffarant from 
tha static buckling prassura. 

To answer to thasa quastions an experimental ai\d analy
tical study on buckling of fluid - coupled structuras 
during a seismic load has ba<n performed by Clectrlcltd 
da rranca, tha Commissariat a l'Enargle Atomlque and tha 
Univaralce da Compiegne. 

Tha experiments are made on sami-spharical and 
cylindrical shalls on a vibrating tabla i tha loading 
•ppUttd to the structures consists of a permanent 
prassura and a dynamic prassura dua to fluid-structure 
intaraction. 

1 - ?KHI-S?»E».1CM. SHElia 

1 - Structura. geoomtry. matarial anJ loadings 
Tha first typa of structura is a thin semispharical shall 
which Is put inside a thUker spherical shall i tha 
2 spharas ara separated by a thir. layar of watar. Tha 
inner shall has a nominal thickness of 0.001 m for a 
diameter of 1.03 m. Ttia thickness of tha watar layar la 
0,01 m. Tha outar shall has a thickness of 0,00s m lies 
(Igura U . All tha upherea ara msde of stainlens steel, 
Thay ara loaded by two types ot pr«»»ure a permanent 
pttiksura t. applied in lha air qjp and a dynamic pressure. 
«»i>oci«tad with the vibrations. 



2.2 - Static buckling 

Tha atatlc buckling ha a bean obtained by increasing the 
level of the permanent pressure P . The critical value of 
the pressure la or 0.35 MP* for one of tha apherea and 
0.22 for another one. The calculations and experiments 
show that thia buckling ia in the plastic range. It shows 
alao clearly that taking into account the measured shape 
imperfections into the analysis gives a good prediction 
of tha observed critical atatlc pressure Isee table 1) 
tor more details see III. Ill and 111. 

2.3 - Vibration analysis 

The vibration experiments method at permanent pressure 
shows a first elgen frequency of about 3S Hz with a 
damping of about 1 %. The Influence of P on the first 
elgen frequency has been studied experimentally. Table 
2 shows thia development. The experimental result is in 
contradiction with the computed results that show the 
preatresa induced by the permanent pressure P should 
nave no effect on the first elgen frequency (see 
figure 2 ) . The reason of thia contradiction is not 
presently well Understood except that the boundary 
conditions may depend on the permanent pressure p . In 
figure 2 are shown the variation of the elgen frequences 
with the preatress P . He observe that the eigen 
frequency comes to zero very suddenly when P approaches 
the value of the Euler load (P £ - O.rMPal. The 
figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 give an idea of what happens. 
Figure 3.1 la the axlsymetric vibration mode for P - 0. 
Figure 3.2 la the axlsymetric vibration mode for 
p - 0.7 MP*. Figure 3.3 is the buckling mode. 

When the vibration and buckling modes are very different 
(orthogonal) there is no effect of the prestress on the 
eigen frequency, when they are close, there is an 
important influence as we will sea in the case of 
cylinders. 

Seismic experiments 

The same system is now excited with • parlodlo sinusoidal 
acceleration at tha resonant frequency of the system. For 
a pressure P_ o£ .13 MP* the maximum pressure observed in 
the fluid has been 0.3 MPa and no buckling occurred. When 
the permanent pressure P has been Increased to 0.2 HPa 
the buckling of the inner sphere has occurred very 
auddanly (0.003 second for the decrease of pressure) at a 
pressure of 0.33 MP*. The buckling mode is identical to 
the static buckling mode. For more details see /«/. 

CYLINDRICAt TESTS 

Geometry, loading, material 

The soft structures are cylinders, the dimensions of | 
which are given in figure 4. The material is again a to 
atalnless steel and there is a water layer that separates >— 
the two cylinders. u > 

This system is loaded by two types of pressure. A 
permanent pressure P and a dynamic pressure 9 resulting 
from the pressures due to the vibrations induced by 
shaking the cylinder in mode 1. 

The shape of the cylinders are measured with a rotating 
system at ten different levels. The shape is then 
analyzed through a Fourier transform and the Fourier 
decomposition ia given. You can observe in figure 5 a 
typical curve. This shape measurement is done after each 
teat ao that we can see with a great accuracy if the test 
has changed the shape of the structure. With this 
methodology it was observed that the shape near the 
clamping of the inner shell changed of about 20 % after 
tha research of eigen frequencies which indicated some 
stress redistribution in this part of the shell even at a 
very low levels of loading. The general tendancy is to 
have a high contribution of the low order modes 2, 3, 4 
and a weak of the others. The amplitude of the 
imperfection is of the order of magnitude of the 
thickness. For mote details see /5/. 



3.2 - Static buckling 

- Experiment* 

Static buckling la obtained by Increasing the permanent 
pressure Po. Three testa give • mean value of 0.035 MP* 
for the critical pressure. The shapa Imperfections are 
lesa than 2 mn. The buckling circumferential mode la 
n - 11. 

- Calculations 

The linear elastic bifurcation pressure is of 0.042 MP* 
for a bifurcation mode n - 14. Taking into account 
plasticity and shape imperfections (2 mm), we obtain * 
critical pressure of O.031 MPa /5/. 

3.3 - Vibration characterization 

During the research of eigen frequency vie have found • 
great number of resonances betwean 10 and 45 Hz. |see 
figure 61. The characterization of the eigen modes haa 
then been made and we obtain the following frequencies 
given is table 3. 

The most interesting fact la that even at a very low 
level of excitatim this structure excited in mode 1 has 
• response that is not only In mode 1. The hypotheses 
taken for the calcu;atlona of such shells under seismic 
load are not valid. The structure has a response which is 
not colinear to the excitation mode. This proves that the 
classical seismic methodology la not valid for thia type 
of structure. The physical reason of thla experimental 
evidence is the coupling ot harmonica vi* the defect* of 
the stucture and the fluid coupling. 

We have also found * very large Influence of the 
permanent pressure (PI on the eigen frequencies. See 
the figure 7. Note thai as predicted by the theory, the 
square of the measured frequency depends linearity of the 
permanent pressure P . 

Dynamic buckling 

The shaking table impose an horizontal acceleration to 
the modal. 

The excitation la i 
- * sinusoidal acceleration of the table at a fixed 

frequency 
Y - yt sin 2 ft 

- « sinusoidal acceleration of the table at a variable 
frequency 

fj < f < t 2 

- « wide band random acceleration in a frequency range 

«1 . f 2 

The dynamic pressure resulting from the dynamic 
excitation and tr>e permanent pressure load the inner 
cylinder and may induce buckling. 

Table n* 4 summarizes the experimental results'. Buckling 
Is observed only if the permanent pressure is 
sufficiently high. From the table 4 we can see that the 
modal analysis does not give good predictions for this 
type of structure. The figure n* 8 shows experimental 
results concerning pressure. 

He observe two main phenomena : 

- the horizontally excited utructure has a response in 
the mode n « 1 as predicted by the theory of perfect 
shells, but also in circunferential modes n j 1. 

- the dynamic pressure does not vary linearly with the* 
Staking table acceleration i at high acceleration level 
the dynamic pressure increases very slowly (see figure 
n* 9). This could be caused by damping or by nonlinear 
fluid-structure interaction. 



The dynamic pressure that is generated by modes with 
n * i is leas efficient for inducing buckling than 
dynamic pressure for n • 1 node. Table n* 5 gives static 
uniform critical pressure for different values of n. 
Table n* • give* static critical pressure for the 
vibration modes (taking account of axial variation of the 
pressure). 

The fact that some cylinders do not buckle for high 
external pressure can be explained by the preceding 
considerations and perhaps by some dynamic effects 
(inertia of the buckling model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study shews four main points i 

- The dynamic pressure does not vary linearly with the 
ehakinq-table acceleration i at high acceleration 
level, the dynamic pressure increases very slowly. 

- For hemispherical shells studied here, the buckling is 
obtained when the sum of permanent pressure a.td dynamic 
pressure is greater than the static buckling pressure. 
Static equivalent method is valid for this case. 

- Thin structures excited with a horizontal earthquake 
may have a response in circumferential modes «*nd not 
only mode i aa predicted by the theory of perfect 
shells. The defects explain the coupling of modes. 

- We must be careful when performing a modal analysis 
because the prestress due to permanent pressure can 
have a significant effect on the eigen frequencies. 

TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT COMPUTED AND EXPERIMENTAL BUCKLING PRESSURE 

1 SHELL N* i 2 1 

! * E 0.71 MPs 0.74 MPa 1 

! P 8 0.4S MPs 0.47 MPa 1 

j ••//. 0.30 MP* 0.21 HPa t 

I p * X P *0.33 MPs 0.22 MPa i 

i v. 0.3 O.S 1 

elastic bifurcation pressure 
plastic bifurcation pressure 
plastic Imperfect shell pressure 
experimental buckling pressure 
ratio of imperfection over thickness 

u 
p «*p 
r B 
»" 
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TA3LE 2 

SPHERICAL SKILLS IHFLUEHCE OF THE PRESTRESS OH THE EICCT FREQCE3CT 

! p ° 0 O.OS MFm 1 0.1 MP» 0.2 HP*, t 

l Frequency 3« tu 37 Hs 1 35.» Hz 33.5 Sz 1 

l Danping 0.75 t 0.S7 % 1 0.7 % 0.77 % 1 

TABtS 3 

SOME SIGEif rHEQCEWCXES OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 

I CIRCUMFERENTIAL MOOE 1 11 12 1 

1 Frequency (Hz) 24.5 2S.5 27.5 1 

l 0«mping (t) 0.5 1. 1? I 

•amis or aimac ur" "*•- f w m am CTUHMHI 

f n u o i i n 
n r i r t c l m 

1 

Uuqmt. 
•CEBlanuo* 
a< t M U t t o 

fHBI 1—IUI 
itynwir 

p n u n i t i 

GtlculMfl* 1AI 
goal a t t lya ta iB* 

DBMJ—It 
f n u o i i n 

n r i r t c l m 

1 

Uuqmt. 
•CEBlanuo* 
a< t M U t t o 

fHBI 1—IUI 
itynwir 

p n u n i t i mat 
1 
1 v i tk 
1 »j • 20 W 

I kKfcllnq 

0.00J l i i w i m i 
f • 27.4 IB 20.4 0.001 0.0400 0.041* NO 

0.01* w u u n o l o 
» IS 12 W 11.4 0.1010 0.101* NO 

0.021 IMlMOlrttt 
( • 22.* IB » . J 0 .0U 0.0174 0.0270 NO 

0.020 wuca n o u * 
10 CD » HI 27.J 0.0271 0.00M t o 

O.OS uauaaidtl 
t • 20.0 0, 23.S 0.022 0.012* 0 . 0 I U » 

0.025 < * l u nelM 
17 to 23 Hi 24.3 0.023 0.017* 0.027* I t * 

o.oos t i n uni ri l l 
f • 1* to 22 Ik 22.t 0 .01* 0.0127 O.0I0* NO 

0.00} tiitmatdtl 
1 • 2S u> 2* Hi 23.3 O.OS* o.on* 0.0*2* « 

0.010 MAMOid*) 
f • 10 CO 24 111 !».• 0.0M 0.013* ».030» 19 

. J 
0.415 •uuaeutal 

« • 20 to 2» w 17.3 
1 

0 .M1 0.0471 0.120* to 



TABLE 5 

STATIC JJHirORH CRITICAL PRESSURE 

1 pressure n 1 press re , 

1 0 1 0.0423 1 14 

I 1 1 0.0516 I 13 • 14 • 12 

1 12 1 0.0956 1 12 

TABLEAU 6 

STATIC CRITi AL PRESSURE FOR THE PRESSURE FIELD OF THE VIBRATION 
MODE n 

I 1 
I Critical I Critical 

Circumferential! pressure (pressure at the 
wave number Inaxiaun (vibra-l middle of 

of tit* pressure I tion pressure I the cylinder 
n I field) I (vibration 

I {pressure field) 
I I 

Buckling mode 

I I 
10.0706 (bottom)I 
I I 

0.0565 13 * 14 • 12 

12 
I I 
10.1145 (middle)I 
I I 

0.1145 12 

I 

I 

PHOTO 1, SEMI SPHERICAL SHELL AFTER BUCKLING 



PHOTO 2 CYLINDER AFTER BUCKLING 
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FIGURE I SEMI SPHERICAL SHELLS GEOMETRY 
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The paper describes the experimental results obtained at CEA-DEHT on 
the seisnic buckling of structure* tilled with fluid. 

A general tendancy is given on all experimental riiulci. 
The experimental ctkuUi ate analysed by t*u staple audels and the main 

result* are explained. 
A strategy to design a structure against dynamic buckling is then pre

sented. 



ON THE DYNAMIC BUCKLING OF THIN SHELLS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The shells of a pool type reactor like Super Phenix t or the Super 
Phenix 2 project arerelatively thin compared to the diameter. Normal loads 
and mainly seismic loads due to strong fluid-structure interaction 
are giving pres&ire of the same order then static onllapvr pressure. 
This is a main difficulty for a good and safe design of LMFBR1 , J . Since many 
years and important research pr-jram is performed in France and more recently 
by Italy an european countries in the frame of the common european research 
by the way of the AGT9B (UK - Germany - Italy - France). 

The object of this paper is to summarize the main experimental results 
obtained through these programs and to compare U*» tu theoretical 
investigations. 

II. MAIN RESULTS OBTAINED BY EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

The tests recordbd in the l i t e r a t u r e (Japon and USA 1 '*), s ix years ago 
were r e l a t i v e l y l imi ted , for tha t reason, France *ith Italy / 
(Enea) conoucted ao important program of thin cy l inders and spheres t e s ted 
on shaking t ab les t 1 and 2>. Particular atttntk-. is given to : 

- low level (v ib ra t i ons aspects) 
- high level of e x c i t a t i o n . 

II. I. Vibrations Aspects (or Linear Response) 
The main r e s u l t s can be summarized as fellows : 

- a mode one excitation produces a strong displacement response on mode n (6 
to 12), 

- the frequencies depend of the static pressure P o a 

- the pressures in the fluid are mainly correlated with mode one excitation. 

II.2. High Level of Excitation 
- The pressure of the fluid is not proportional to the acceleration of the 

shaking table at high levels. (The paper "Ui enpnasize mis point) 

- The observed buckling pressure is coherent with the static methodology for 
the case of spheres, but is over conservative by a factor 3 to 5 for the 
cylinders1 : 
The dynamic pressure P. > P . cylinders 

P, » P spheres. J static r 

III. THEORETICAL MODELS 

III. I. Simplified Model with on* Oscillator or the Kathitu Model 
One simple model was proposed (5) bated of a main linear oscillator 

of frequency J0 excited by seismic loads. By the mean of geometrical imper
fections 4 0, an other mode a i* excited. The equation governing the second 
oscillator is : 

with x, " amplitude 
x. » imperfection 
B. " reduced damping 
u. * pulsation (u. • 2*y.) 
kit) • dyt -aic load 
X„ - Euler static load. 

In this linear form, the equation is a Mathieu's equation with stability 
domains^ In fonctlon of ; 

VJ/TQ and 8) (see ref. 6) ( •?, • YQ is the case of Che 
strongest instability). 

The main conclusion of this model is in lace : the dynamic loads, in 
case of sinus excitation, can't be over the scitic load 

P . < P 
rd static 
Under chis form, it is in fact, a paradox, and in contradiction with 

the experimental tests. 
Such a model can be extended to take into account plasticity or ducti

lity. Some studies hat been performed and has demonstrated Chan dampinw and 
plasticity effect can charge the previous and paradoxal result. 

In fact the insufficiency of the model is due co the absence of coupled 
terms in the equations of the two oscilUtturs. 

III.2. The Ring Model 
The details of chis model will be published later. Nevertheless che 

main characteristics can be described briefly. 

Lei Ji ojrjiucr on annular ring with an imperfection i a on a Fourier 
mode n. This imperfecc ring, on ioperfecc element, is completely described 
in ref. I, in che scacic case : che COMU element in the INCA computer pro-
gran eastern). 

radius r 
stiffness e 
imperfection i a on a mode n 
displacement field mode 0 n 2 n 

The ring element 



The extension to dynamic field is made by the two assumptions i 

- the masses H are diagonal on modes n s 0, n ; n n ) n = ' n 
- the damping matrix is also diagonal and proportional to the masses. 

This is the model of the imperfect ring without liquid effects ; 
added masses of the liquid. But it is true that also the effects of the 
fluid (or liquid) are modified by geometrical imperfections. 

The effects of fluid imperfections was also investigated and can be 
integrated in the simple model* ; in fact those effects are small and negli
gible and che geometrical non linearities of the shells (on the ring) are 
the essential point. 

Compared to the simple model or Hathieu model, the ring model can be 
summarized^ as follows : 

- dynamic equations on modes 0, n, 2n, a coupled in the symmetric way 
- noo linearities are essentially geometrical and mainly on mode n (the 

buckling mode) 
- liquid effects are included by mean of added masses 
- the pressure in the fluid (or dynamic -pressure P d) is obtained also from 

the acceleration. 

111.3. Application of the Ring Model in a General Case 
A dynamic external pressure P(t) • P 0 sin u 0l (u a • 2«Y0) was applied 

to the itaperfected ring. 

The load level P 0 is increased by steps of PE/»0, P E being the elastic 
bifurcacion load. Figure 5 defines very simply che problem. The computations 
are done with the COMU element of the computer code INCA. 

The structure is loaded with a periodic excicacion which is either slow 
or fast or of the same order of the frequency Q\) of the buckling mode 
(which is also che vibration mode). 

We have chosen 3 cases : 
(a) V Q / ^ 1 - 0 .1 - slow, 
(b) JQ/3I - 1 - medium, 
(c) }0/}, » 10 - fast. 

- For cases (a) and (c) the damping has very little effect and it is found 
that : 
(1) if che scruccure is loaded slowly it buckles at a pressure P(c) which 

is che Euler bifurcation load Pg. 
(2) if the structure is loaded rapidly (case (c>) it :in stand a dynamic 

pressure (P(t)) which is S times greater than the euler bifurcation 
load wichout buckling. 

- On case ib) che load level which can be supported depends on the damping 
factor. Uhen taking a damping factor of 1 X we obtain a maximum standable 
dynamic load of 1-5 Pg. 

If we plot on a diagram the different computed points we obtain the type 
of curve given on figure 6. The abscissa is the racio between che excitation 
frequency and che frequency of che buckling mode. On the y-axis is the ratio 
between the dynamic buckling load and the static one. 

On this curve it is obvious that a periodic pressure is less efficient If 
it is applied at a high frequency than if it is applied at a low frequency. 

The same concept is applied to the experimental result. 

• For the spheres the two frequencies are ; 
i Q : 30 Hi, ?, : 1000 Hz (computed). 
The dynamic load applied in very elowly. 

- For the cylinders the two frequencies are : 
? 0 - 27 Hi, }, - 27 Hi. 
From figure 6 we observe that the experimental buckling pressures are 

in good agreement with che predicced ones by che model given above. 

IX.4. Applicacion of che Ring Model to che Experimental Tescs (Cylindrical 
tests) 
The parameters ( i . e . frequencies, generalised u s s e s , damping, gene-

a l i sed s t i f fness , relation becween pressure and acceleracions, . . . ) of the 
ing model can be indentified to a particular experiment (e .g . the case of 
hin cyl inder) . 

3.4.1. Vibrations aspects 
A good agreement is obtainedconcerning the linear response of 

he cylinders versus the acceleration of the cable, been on displacement and 
ressure field. Ue observe a displacement mainly on ocde n and a pressure 
ainly in mode 0. 

The imperfection has the effect of separating equal eigen frequencies. 

3.4.2. High Level of Excicacion 
Ce model is used to simulate the cylinders testing. *e Increase 

e) acceleration of the table step by step. 

Different values of damping has been chosen up to 10 percenc. 

The results are plotted in the figura 7. 

The main result is che following : a correct prediction of the experi-
sncal pressure is obtained by che model using an increasing damping uithcyr. 
.uid non linearities for che smallest r.ige of excication y < '0 m/«>, If 
le level is higher the damping does not affect very such the pressure 
!Sponse and we obtain a reasonable agreement with a lamping varying from 
to 10 percenc. The damping only affects the acceleracion ac which model 
comes unscable. 

'. CONCLUSIONS 

A good underscanding of experimencal results on dynamic buckling of the 
linders has been obtained by the ring model. 

The vibracion observations are well represented by che model. 

The hjgh level pressure-acceleracion oune it also well sinulatid. 
e saturation of the pressure when acceleration increases is mainly a geo-
crical non linear effect and probably not due to fluid non linear properties. 
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A Study on the Buckling Uehavior of Pool-type LMt-'ttK Vessel 

Abstract 

Nuclear power plants are required to withstand against severe 
earthquakes in Japan. It is known that the shear type buckling modes 
take place lor short cylindrical shells like reactor vessels of the pool-
type LMFORs under lateral loads. On the shear type buckling problems, 
however, lew studies have been done. Therefore we performed them and 
obtained following results. 

(1) On the shear type buckling, the load carrying capacity decreases 
gradually with increasing deionnaiion after the buckling occurs, 
and the imperfection sensitivity is not so serious. 

(2) On the dynamic buckling, the initiation of buckling is the same as 
that of static buckling in buckling load. 

(3) The buckling load is about 30 rn/s 2 on the cylindrical body of a ( 0 

reactor vessel with 50mm thcikness and 19.2in diameter under a ( J 

lateral load. - j 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The technical assesment studies of pool-type LMFUK have been 
made for the purpose of the cosidown and the high reliability of power 
plants by Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry and 
nuclear power plant makers (Hitachi, Toshiba and Mitubishi Ltd.) in 
Japan. Since earthquakes take place frequently in Japan, one of the 
important subjects is the seismic analysis of the reactor vessels that may 
be subjected to various dynamic loads and may buckle in seismic 
exi tat ions. 

It is known that shear type buckling modes take place for short 
cylindrical shells under aleral loads. Although there is much experi
mental and analytical data on the buckling of cylindrical shells under 
ar.ial compression, not so many studies have been done on shear buckling 
problems which are necessary tor the seismic analysis of nuclear reactor 
vessels, and there are many points to be clarified taking into account the 
varous parameters a l i e n i n g shear buckling. 



In this study the shear type buckling ol cylindrical shells are 
investigated by experiments and nonlinear l inite element analysis taking 
various parameters into account. 

2. STATIC BUCKLING 

The static buckling mode of short cylindrical shells is shown in Fig. 
I , and the nonlinear relation between the lateral load P and the 
deionnation A x is iike the one in Fig. 2, where P c | and A X c l ore the 
quantities obtained by the linear eigen value buckling analysis. At the 
buckling load, the shear buckling mode lakes place suddenly and the 
number of wrinkles increases according to the deformation. Nonlinear 
behaviors can be calculated by the nonlinear iinite element analysis. 
The load earring capacity after buckling decreases gradually, but not so 
drastic as that of axial compression. 

In this paper, short cylindrical shells of various geometries and 
materials shown in table I are used to study buckling behaviors. The 
shells are made by rolling aluminum or polyester sheets on the inner ring 
and clamping the outer ring with bolts (type (I) - type (III)) as shown in 
Fig. 3. Shells of type (IV) are machined to 0.3 mm thickness from the 
stainless steel (SUS 3<i0) pipes. The shells are loaded laterlly on the 
upper flange. 

In the table, P c j is the linear elastic buckling load and P c r is the 
buckling load of the experiment. The ratios P c r ' p c l d r e close to unity 
except tor very thin shells having R/t=l2S0. The experimental results 
show that effects of geometrical imperfection are significant for very 
thin shells in which geometrical imperfection may become larger. 

In his general theory ol the stability, Koiter ( 1 1 ha shown that 
imperfection sensitivity is relevant to the load carrying opac i ty of the 
postbuckiing range. As mentioned above, the load earring capacity after 
buckling reduces gradually in the case of shear buckling, and imperfec
tion sensitivity may not be so serious. 

Assuming the imperfection is in the shape of the buckling mode 
determined by linear analysis, the elastic large deformation iinite 
element analyses by MARC are carried out to estimate effects of 
geometrical imperfection. The buckling loads are shown in Fig. <t where 

is the amplitude ol imperfection. Comparing the result with other 
shell buckling cases, the effects are shown to be not so serious in the 
shear buckling. 

The reactor vessels may be subjected to internal pressure, com
bined axial and lateral loads, moments and temperature distribution. 

For very thin shells under lateral load and internal pressure, the 
shear buckling mode disappears due to th« hoop sliess and the local 
bending buckling mode appears. The relation between (he lateral load 
and the deflection A x (or shells made id polyester (type (I)) tilled will) 
water a.'e shown in l ig. i. With increase of water level h the buckling 
load becomes larger and ihe shear buckling mode moves toward (he 
upper wall of the shell where the hoop stress is small arid at last the 
bending buckling mode appears instead ol the shear buckling mode for 
Ihe case of h/H-I .O. 

The nonlinear finite clement analysis predicts (he change of the 
buckling mode due to internal pressure by adding lirst internal pressure 
and then lateral load. The revilts are shown in l ig. 6. 

For shells 0.23imn thick the shear buckling mode always takes 
place even in cases where the shell is filled with water. 

The buckling mode changes according to shell geometry t /K a id 
H/R and internal pressure p. For reactor vessels, a shear buckling mode 
occurs even when sodium internal pressure is considered, that is, Ihe 
hoop stress due to sodium dues not prevent the shear buckling mode to 
occur. 

3. DYNAMIC BUCKLING 

To simulate the dynamic buckling phenomenon ol vessels in 
response to earthquakes, cylindrical shells with a lumped mass on the 
upper flange are excited harmonically by the shaking table as shown in 
Fig. 7. The acceleration x and the strain and the beam type displace
ment AK are measured in the experiment. 

As a large mass is necessary for shells ol type (IV) to buckle, the 
apparatus shown in Fig. 8 is used. The vertical weight of mass M l is 
supported by the linear bearings, and only the horizontal inertial force is 
added to the shell when the Irame is excited by shaking table. The mass 
M2 is added so that the axial stress of the shell may become equal to the 
axial stress of reactor vessels. In this case M - M l t M 2 . 



I t is not clear what dynamic buckling is. but the sudden change in 
the deformation mode similar to the case of static buckling can be 
observed beyond the certain limit of the acceleration of the shaking 
table. Buckling is determined by the visual inspection of cylinder, the 
change of strain wave and the sound generation. 

For cylindrical shells made of aluminum (type III). The oscilation 
of the strain has the same frequency ..s that of the shaking table in the 
prebuckling states but at the initiation of buckling the occurence of the 
large sound is induced which corresponds to the shell vibration mode of 
higher frequency as shown in f i g . 9. 

The inertia force Mx2 and the deflection i % immediately after 
buckling arc shown in Fig. 10. Comparing M i 2 d r u l A x with the static 
buckling load P c r and the displacement of the stability limit A x c r , the 
initiation of buckling is nearly the same as that of static buckling 
irrelevant to the frequency t of the shaking table, and buckling always 
occurs in the shear buckling modes. 

Fhe characteristic behavior of the dynamic buckling compared with 
static buckling is the postbuckling behavior of the shell. The deflection 
of the sell A x progresses gradually in the postbuckling range. 

The stiffness of the shell changes suddenly after buckling and the 
response to the acceleration of shaking table changes as if the eigen 
frequency to of the shell as a beam became different. 

The postbuckling responses of the shell (type (IV)) to the ac
celeration i | of the shaking table are shown in Fig. I I . The deformation 
increament 4 x decreases for f/frj > 1.0, because characteristic frequency 
to of the shell with a lumped mass in the prebuckling state equals to 
18.3Hz but in the postbuckling range, the characteristic frequency In 
becomes smaller and the shell cannot respond to the acceleration of 
f -20Hz of the shaking table. Of course, the deformation increment 
becomes larger in case where the frequency of the input acceleration is 
lower than the characteristic frequency of the sell. 

Different from the sudden collapse of the sialic dead loading the 
deformation of the shell progresses as it the deformation were 
constrained, and the deformation increment changes according to the 
frequency of input acceleration. 

H. DUCKLING STKUNGTH OF KUACTOK VESSSL 

On the bases of above mentioned study, the buckling strength of a 
reactor vessel was evaluated analytically. Since the dynamic buckling is 
nearly equal the static buckling in the buckling load, the static analysis 
on the buckling strength of the reactor vessel was performed. 

Fig. 12 shows the analytical model of the reactor vessel and Fig. 13 
Shuws the relation between the load and the displacement ot the vessel, 
that is the result of the analysis. 

In accordance with the analysis, the buckling load is about JO in /s 2 

on the reactor vessel with iuiiiin thickness and 19.2m diameter under a 
lateral load. 

Since the salety factor is 2.) on i>j earthquake Ilia I is like an 
operation basis earthquake in U.V and whose maximum acceleration is 
about 3 m/s? on the bedrock, the allowable load in order not to buckle is 
about 12 m/s 2 . 

However, the present safely factors are defined by considering the 
axial compressive buckling. 

Therefore i l is consideied to evaluate the more proper salety 
factors on the dynamic shear buckling. 

S. CONCLUSION 

For pool type LMFUR reactor vessels the shear buckling modes are 
dominant even if various parameters such as dynamic effects and 
internal pressure are considered. On the shear buckling ol cylindrical 
shells the load carrying capacity decreases gradually with increases of 
deformation and the imperfection sensitivity is not so serious. 

The relation between the delormalion of the shell and the ac
ce le ra t ion of the shaking table changes according to the stiffness of the 
shell and the frequency of the acceleration, hut in dynamic buckling Ihe 
shell behaves as if Ihe deformation ot the shell were constrained. 

The buckling load is about 30 m/s? on a reactor vessel with 50mm 
thickness and 19,2m diameter under a laterial toad. 

However, a feature of the dynamic buckling phenomenon is clari
fied and design guides and salety factors to the ultimate allowable 



deformation should be obtained by further study on postbuckling 
behaviors for the earthquake waves that contain various frequencies. 
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t - 'NTROOUCTION 

In Ihe last years the devclupmenl ol pool type LMFBRs has led lo consider 
both the dynamic behaviour and Ihu stability ol Ihin shells interacting with a 
lluid which surrounds lliein. 
These problems are relevant when structures made of thin shells aie 

subletted lo violent motion as in the case ol earthquake. 
This paper reports some experimental and numerical results on Ihe dynamic 

stability of thin shells fluid coupled with a concentric rigid vessel. The gap 
between Ihe shell and Ihe vessel is filled with liquid and the loads on Ihe thin 
shell are essentially pressures associated will) the dynamic excitation. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

The main objectives ol this research was lo investigate Ihe dynamic 
conditions that cause Ihe Ihin shell lo buckle. 
In this research were considered thin shells with two geometries: 

spherical /1,2/ 
cylindrical IS.'V 

The structural systems analysed and Ihe loading apparatus arc shown in lig. 
1,2 
In order lo meet various experimental requirements, it has been decided to 

use as material lo monilaclure the shells an Aluminum alloy fur cold working 
operations. The Italian designation of Ihis alloy is ALP 99 6 • UNI 45(1/ which 



corresponds lo ASTM 1050 and AS alloy ol Ihe American and French 
standards, respectively. 
The tests to determine the static instability ol the thin shells, due to uniform 

pressure on Iheir surface, were conducted simply with air pressure in Ihe gap 
partially tilled with water. 
The dynamic tests were conducted with prescribed harmonic displacement ol 

the outer thick shell lo excile Ihe vibration ol the inner shell. The held ol 
dynamic pressures inside Ihe liquid may become so high thai instability ol Ihe 
Ihin shell lakes place. 
Two kind ol test were conducted to reach the critical dynamic pressure: 
- harmonic displacement with constant amplitude and slowly varying 

frequency, 
- Itxed frequency and slowly increasing amplitude ol Ihe harmonic 

displacement 
The dynamic response ol Ihe Ihin shells was always highly non linear, giving 

a resonance diagram similar lo thai ol a vibrating syslent wilh spring stillness 
decreasing wilh amplitude 
Before each test the real geometric shape and the thickness were measured. 

The real thickness, as resulting Irom manufacture, was measured along 
generatrices and paralleles The real shape was determined with radius 
measurements in several axial planes (hemispherical shells) or in planes 
orthoyonal lo Ihe shell axis (cylinders). 

3 - MODELS GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR 

3 1 Geometry 

a) Hemisphere 

- The geometry ol Ihe hemispherical shell is defined by the nominal values 
<hg 3) 

Inurnol rdUiu* R - 0 45550 fit 
Thickness h - QUAD'S ni 
f luu1u.jp & _ 0 0 0 4 in 

- Initial geometrical imperleclions. 

With reference to the experimental shell model no. 13, the initial imperfection 
due lo Ihe thickness variation along Ihe meridian was measured and is given 
by Ihe values 

0 0 * < Jr> < 3 6 " It - oouubttm 
3 6« < 9 < 16 4- h - OOQ072 m 

16 «• < <r < 25 2* It - 000064 m 
25 2* < 9 < 34 2" it - 000069)11 
34 2" < 9 < 45 f> h - OOOOfikm 
4 5 0 * < 9> < 5 4 0 * rt - 000076 m 
5 4 0 * < 9 < 64 I f h - oououm 
64 »* < 9 < 73 »» h - 000077 m 
?J«- < 9 < 6 4 6 - it - OutkMI m 
• 4 6" < 9 < 900" It = 00U07I m 

The initial imperfections due to Ihe shape have been measured wilh Ihe outer 
radius R„. The radial error defined by the relation: 

* (•) a R« in* • R« nuumut 

was analysed by Fourier series. 
The more important series coellicienls are 

co*(ntf>) kin|ai>>) 

3 004113614 -0 4191677 nun 
S 0 0SU16U1 0 324U243 nun 
7 00106334 003633U7 mm 
S 0Q604«09 01X72222 mm 

11 0010HU-2 004H3II2Q mm 
13 00213331 00225134 mm 
15 00426322 00407364 mm 
17 001)03751 01X07655 nun 
10 003101)53 0 0 2 2 / 4 * 1 mm 

Along the circumferential coordinate ( 6 ) there was only very small variation 
ol Ihe radius - less than 0 1 mm - due to the particular manufacturing ol the 
shell (How turning), less than 0.1 nun 

b| Cylinder 

- The geometry of Ihe cylindrical shell is defined by Hie nominal values (fig. 
4) 

l iucniul radius 
Thickness 
HeiuM 
Fluid U J P 

ft - 0 276 m 
li - UOUUft m 
rl - 0 26110 in 
s - 0O07 m 

• Initial geometrical imperfections. 

The dillerence between the real radius and Ihe nominal radius has been 
measured al two dtlleient height, in function ul the circumferential coordinate 
8. 
Radial dillerence has been analy2ed with Fourier translunn. 
With relerence lo Ihe experimental model no. 5, which presented Ihe 

maximum shape impuilecliun, the principal coefficients ol the Fourier series 
arc: 

CUU(lltt) »lll<IIUk 

2 01712432 0 OS 10625 m m 
3 I) 66544/7 0O2W2S7 mm 
4 0 164IHIJ6 01404137 mm 
5 004»42'J« 0011740311 mm 
6 OU617U07 02329335 mm 
7 0021 /424 0 .09051? mm 
a 003H6640 •00199399 mm 
9 •OU2632/9 0016H391 mm 

http://fluu1u.jp


The elteclive thickness oi the shell was comprised In the lolerai.ce range: 
+ /- 0 06 mm 

which corresponds to a deviation Irom the perlecl shape always lower than 
the shell thickness (i.e. 0 4% ol the radius). 

3.2 Properties ot the material used lor the shells. 

The Aluminum alloy ALP 93 5 - UNI 4507 was used in 0 temper slale to 
manufacture both tike hemispherical and cylindrical shells. 
The elastic constants used in the calculations are 

Youny modulus E — b& 6 GPa 
Poison coliu v - 0 3 

and the value ol density is 2/00 kg/m1. 
The stress-strain curve experimentally measured Irom specimens taken Irom 

a hemispherical shell is given by the the values: 

t 0 
OOUO/SO 5UO MPd 
OUUfttiO 62 3 MPd 
0 0O1I2S 67 7 MPd 
0u0v ja2 70 9 MPd 
0001625 74 S MPa 
0 uu220tt 76 » H f j 
OUUl'UO 77 5 MPd 
QUO-J125 7»4 MPa 
IOUUUOO too MPd 

The material taken hum the cylindrical shell no 5 presents a rather diilerent 
experimental stress-strain curve with the following values 

0 0UO2UU 13 3 MPd 
0000400 24 0 MPa 
0O0OI44 3 0 0 MPa 
0 0QO75O 3 1 9 MPd 
OOUOUbO 34 2 MPd 
0001125 35 1 MPd 
OOOI292 16 1 MPd 
0001625 37 9 MPd 
000220a 3H 1 MPd 
0 003100 40 « MPd 
OOU4I2S 42 7 MPd 
1OU0O0O 4b 7 MPd 

The ditlereuces were probably due to the cold wurking involved m 
manufacturing Ihe Iwo types ol shells. 

4. - F E MODEL OF THE SHELLS 

The vibration and buckling analysis have been made using several programs 
ol Ihe CASTEM Syslem. For this type ol analysis Ihere are many possibilities 
lo model shells and - more important - it is possible lu study the fluid structure 
interaction. 
In the program INCA one can find Ihe shell element COMU, whose main 

features are: 
- either non axisymmelric imperfection or non axisynimeliic loud, 
- large displacement, 
- non linear material behaviour. 
This shell element Is based on Marguerre and Oebongnie theory 111 This 

theory, which is a general tridimensional theory, has been applied lo nun 
axisyminetnc shell structure with Inextensionul iinpetleclion ol any sue Each 
component ol either Ihe displacemenl or Ihe impeilechun held are expanded 
in Fourier series. The expansion is truncated al order k lor the imperfection 
and this order number can be ditlerenl tor the displacement. 
The equation ol sialic equilibrium is 

< (B t A ( D t q ) G ) ' o > - F 

In Ihis expression 
Ihe bracket < > means integration over the structure. 
O is Ihe displacement held between the perfect and Ihe imperfect 
structure, 
q is Ihe displacement held due lo load, 
B is the divergence operator. 
A and C are two linear opeiulors, 
0 is the tensiun, 
F is the (urce. 

The equilibrium equation is solved incrementally with Ihe updated Lagrangian 
technique. Aller convergence is achieved lui each load increment, the silliness 
matrix is updated on Ihe new configuration 
Tlii piaslicily is evaluated by Ihe so called global nielhod: llns melliud avoids 

Ihe integration across the thickness ol the shell The plastic How is computed 
al a discrete number ol point around Ihe circumference (coordinate 6) and Ihe 
increments ol plastic stresses are deduced in these (joints. 
The programs use Ihe classical Initial Stress method associated with an 

acceleration technique to solve Ihe incremental equalions ol plasticity. 

6 - F E CALCULATIONS 

The hemispherical shell has been modelled by 50 axisymmelric peifecl shell 
elements (COQUE elemenls) II is clamped al Ihe maximum ciicuiiifeicnce. 
The gap was (Hied till 0 M< and Hie water was modelled by SS LIQUID 
elements The outer very slilf shell was modeled by 60 axisyiumelric perlecl 
shell in steel 10 mm thick 
The frequencies ol Ihe syslem aluminum shell/waler/sleel shell are: 

U, - 20 t »U L, -; 4U5H2 
I,, - 2'JJII.' I,; - S/UrU 
I,, - 45»rU I,, -- II 0 11/ 



6-

where in tn,k n is Ihe number ol waves in Ihe coordinate 8 and k is the order 
of the harmonic in the direction ol the shell axis. 

The cylindrical shell was modelled with SO COQUE elements and il is clamped 
al Ihe base circumference. The fluid gap was considered completely filled (SO 
LIQUID elements). The frequencies are reported in tig. 5. The minimum 
frequency corresponds to the 7 modal shape and its value is l/.i — 22.5 Hz. 

The elastic sialic critical pressure lor the perfect hemispherical shell (that's to 
say using nominal dimensions without imperfections) is •' 

p = 0 23 MPa 

which is Ihe classical value of Ihe critical pressure lor a sphere with small 
thickness (IK) 6>. 
The elastic static buckling pressure lor the perfect cylindrical shell is : 

p = 0 0173 MPa 

and its modal shape has 9 wave.s in the 0 coordinate (lig. 7.8) 

For Ihe elaslo-plastic buckling pressure one has to check by a bifurcation 
analysis if the equilibrium configurations are stable. To perform this analysis 
the equations on the delorined actual configuration have been used. 
For each load increment and so lor each equilibrium configuration, stability 

has been checked, computing tur all number n ol circumlerential waves and 
linding lor each ioad increment the smallest load multiplier 
Wilh the evolution ol p with the load il is possible lo know when one reaches 

the unstable equilibrium, this happens when 0 — 1 
In Ihe plastic buckling calculations another question arises when one 

considers Ihe choice of Ihe type of Ihe tangential matrix, as this malrix can 
lead to non conservative or too much conservative solutions. 

For Ihe hemispherical shell in lig. 9 there is Ihe delormation during the 
elasto-plaslic evolution and Ihe elaslo-plaslic buckling pressure has been 
found. 
In fig 10 Ihe procedure lur determining Ihe value ol the critical pressure is 

illustrated. The critical calculated value lor Ihe shell without imperfections is: 

p - 0 083 MPa 

To Ijke into account of Ihe initial imperfections lor Ihe hemispherical shell. Ihe 
amplitude ot the maximum circumferential imperlettiun has been assigned tu 
only one harmonic ol Ihe Fouiler series and Ihe same value was given lo all 
Ihe points ol Ihe mesh (COMU elements). The amplitude has been chosen as 
Ihe maximum deviation from the perfect geometry measured in shell no. 13. 
In the elastic analysis Ihe buckling pressure calculated was : 

p = 0 029a MPa. 

- 7 -

For Ihe cylindrical shell there is no bifurcation load, so Ihe elastic critical load 
is the minimum load that the shell can sustain. The value ol the critical 
pressure is; 

p = 0.02 MPa 

The experimental values for sialic critical pressure are: 
- fur the hemispheres in lite range 0 05 • 0 0U MPa 
- for Ihe cylinders 0 02 MPa 12.41. 

For Ihe dynamic loads, (lie methodology used is: 
a) compute the pressure Ileitis by classical linear analysis. 
b) apply these pressure fields as il Ihey were sialic loads, 
cj compute the buckling loads of the structure. 
The aim ol Ihe study is lo apply this methodology and fo compare Ihe 

obtained results with Ihe experimental ones. 
For Ihe hemispherical shell Ihe maximum value of Ihe pressure (al Hie bottom 

of the shell) is: 

p = 0 067 MPa 

In Ihe tig. 12 one can see the pressure lield and in Ihe fig 14 the 
determination of the critical multiplicalor fur the used pressure distribution. 
This value is interior lo ihe experimental one, measured on different models. 
Tins value ranges from 0 15 to 0 24 MPa 121. 
for Ihe cylindrical shell Ihe value of Ihe maximum pressure (along Ihe 

generatrix) is 0 023 MPa which is in good agreement wilh Ihe expurmienlal 
values thai am in the range 0 OIU-0025 MPa (fig. t3.15)/5/. 

5 - CONCLUSIONS 

Alluugh a relevant number of results are available in the literature conceriunf) 
the comparison between Ihe analytical/numerical buckling solutions and 
experimental tests, Ihe mam dillicullies encuunlered wilh this problem are 
principally: 
- the large scatter in test results, 
• Ihe discrepancies between the predicted and observed values ol critical 

loads. 
The discrepancies between theory and experiments usually originate from the 

idealization and assumptions one normally makes. 
In this research Ihe geometrical imperfections - Ilial play a very important role 

in delermtng critical loads, especially fur hemispherical shells - have been 
considered bul one must keep in mind thai lo achieve a guod description ol a 
real problem, one must consider: 

- the loading imperfections, either external or internal loads. Internal loads 
can be originated by residual stresses or by Ihermal-methauical eltects. 
- material imperfections, structural anisolropy. The values of yield strength 

can change according tu Ihe heal. Ihe cold working or the thermal history: 



- imperfections ol Ihe boundary conditions: Ihe real boundary conditions are 
rarely simple lo simulate and usually Ihe restraints are not perfect. 

The influence ol all these imperfections causes major problems in studying 
Instability conditions tor thin shells. 

The general conclusions thai one can draw are thai Ihe numerical analysis 
give an insight lo Ihe buckling phenomena and Ihe possibilities lo study this 
kind ol problems like a bidimensional one, although in the present case used 
esclusively in simple structures, is a powerful tool lo make research. 
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abstract 
The use of aelsalc Isolation as an approach to aselsmlc design has gained 

Increasing Interest as a viable and efficient engineering solution to earth
quake ground motion both within and outside of the nuclear field. Seismic 
isolation design is fundamentally different from conventional design practice. 
In the conventional approach, seismic loads are resisted by making the struc
tures, equipment, piping, and associated supports strong enough to resist 
seismic loads and to provide high levels of ductility. The use of seismic 
Isolation approaches the problem by decoupling the structure (and Its con
tents) from the seismic Input resulting from ground shaking. 

Because LHFBH systems operate at virtually atmospheric pressure, vessels, 
piping, and associated components tend to be quite thln-walled. The problem 
Is that these thin-walled Items have little Inherent resistance to earthquake 
effects and are vulnerable to seismic load effects. As a result, earthquake 
loads have an even greater Influence on LHH designs than they already are In 
LWh plants. 

Several design approaches have been studied to cope economically with | 
these difficult seismic problems, Including deep embedment of the whole plant, ^ 
making the reactor block very rigid, use of horizontal seismic Isulatlon of 
the entire nuclear Island, partial horizontal isolation of the primary sodium 
system, vertical isolation of the primary system, and combined horizontal and 
vertical isolation. 

The potential benefits of seismic isolation lor an LMIt plant are consid
erable, including minimization of high-cost commodities sucn as stainless 
steel, large reductions in Internal equipment loads, increased margins of 
safety for beyond-deslgn-basls loads, and enhancement of plant standardization 
design. 

There are, of course, a number of Issues and concerns in the use uf seis
mic Isolation for a nuclear power plant. These Issues cover a number uf Items 
such as the lack of experience In actual earthquakes, effects of long-period 
ground motion, effect of vertical loads, traveling waves, and other related 
concerns. This paper presents an evaluation of the benefits and problems in 
the use of seismic isulatlon in LHH plants. 



]. Scope and Purpose 

The objectives or these papers ere: (1) to Identify and discuss the 
benefits expected froai the use of set sale Isolation for LMH plants, and (2) 
to explore the potential problems or design Issues which Bust be resolved to 
achieve a fully licensable design using seismic isolation. 

This report deals mostly with horizontal seismic isolation. However, 
there appears to be Incentives for vertical Isolation of some parts of some 
LMR plants, and vertical isolation is Included as appropriate. Finally, 
though focused on LMH plants, the material present in this report should be 
applicable, generally, to other types of nuclear reactor facilities. 

11. Introduction and Background 

Appropriate resolution of the Seismic design Issues associated with LMH 
plants Is of utmost importance if these plants are to become economically 
competitive. Before addressing the special design problems and technical 
issues associated witn seismic isolation, it may be useful to reflect on the 
extremely complex sequence of causes and effects which occur In any signif
icant earthquake. In particular, it la Important to keep these events and 
phenomena in perspective in estimating the loads and other effects experienced 
by the LMit reactor system and its components. The following list presents the 
major Items which have a strong Influence on evaluation of seismic response: 

(1) Ttm type and magnitude of the earthquake under study and its loca
tion relative to the LMh plant; 

(2) The effects upon the original energy release In the earthquake as It 
travels outward from the initiating source; 

(3) The reactor plant site-specific earth characteristics; 

(») The soil-structure Interactions between the plant and its founda
tion; 

(5) The actual response of the reactor plant structures to the local 
ground motions; 

(6) The actual seismic Input to equipment located within the reactor 
building; and 

(7) The response of any particular structure, piece of equipment, or 
piping system to the seismic Input It receives from the reactor 
building structure. 

It Is clear from the list above that earthquakes and their ultimate 
effect on the LHK reactor block and Its contents constitute a complex series 
of Interrelated phenomena, Cood progress has been audi to Improve our ability 
to analytically predict the structural responses of buildings and associated 
equipment and piping. On the other hand, our ability to accurately predict 
earthquake sources, related energy releases, types of earthquakes, and trans
mission through the Intervening ground structure is no. as highly developed. 
Much has been done, of course, and much more will be accomplished. 

The main point to be made is that most experts agree that there will 
probably always be greater uncertainties Involved In estimating the earthquake 
source and Its associated site-specific effects than those uncertainties 
Involved In the structural analysis of the buildings and components. Add to 
this the observation that while a building may survive an earthquake, even one 
which is greater than that to which it was designed, the contents of the 
structures may still collapse or fail due to lack of proper holddown, exces
sive loading, etc., caused by amplification effects from the main structure. 
Viewed from these last two points, the fundamental benefits of seismic Isola
tion can be stated as follows: 

* The ability to handle very large earthquakes, even with much uncer
tainty about the magnitude of the earthquake, and 

• The level of protection of the contents of the isolated structure is 
greatly increased. 

It should be noted that the problems involved In earthquake source 
definition mentioned above are well recognized by seismologists, geologists, 
and engineers. There are very good signs that the peed for improved Inter
disciplinary efforts In source characterization Is receiving considerable 
attention. One such example Is a NftC workshop on aoll-structure Interaction 
held in Bethesda, Maryland, on June 16-18 19Ub (1). This workshop brought 
together structural engineers, seismologists, geotechnlcal engineers, re
searchers, and regulatory persons to try to better understand the nature of 
the Issues involved and to help to reduce the conservatism added to each step 
In the seismic design process (i.e., Input, site analysis SSI, etc.). 

It is also Important to take note of other events taking place in the 
United States nuclear Industry which complement the efforts to Improve 
earthquake source definition. For example, at a Joint USMHC/EPft! workshop 



on outstanding seismic issues (LWH plants) held In December 1986 at North 
Carolina State University, It was clear that both plant designers and regula
tors are moving toward closer to an accord on the need to simplify the seismic 
design of nuclear plants. These groups also are moving toward greater use of 
the worldwide experiences In earthquakes which have demonstrated the Inherent 
resistance of many structures, components, and piping systems to rather strong 
earthquakes, even though these structures and components were not designed to 
very stringent seismic standards. 

Seismic isolation, properly used, should be able to ensure these Inherent 
characteristics cited above and to provide even greater margins or safety 
against beyond-deslgn-basls earthquakes, it Is, therefore, best to consider a 
seismic Isolation design strategy as a potentially very useful tool In coping 
with difficult seismic effects such as those encountered in the design of an 
LMFBR reactor block. 

H I . Basic Seismic Isolation System Characteristics 

The concept of seismic Isolation Is not new. It fact the earliest re
corded Ideas date back almost eighty (80) years ago when a medical doctor 
In England -- Dr. J. k. Calentarlents — suggested the use of a layers of 
talcum powder between the structures and their foundations to decouple the 
strong ground shaking effects from the structure 12).* Many concepts have 
been proposed over the years and recently advances In materials technology, 
fabrication practices and engineering have produced a number of advanced and 
promising Isolation systems. These systems have been described In detail In 
several survey papers, see for example References >i], 11), and 15). 

It Is far beyond the scope of this paper to review all types of seismic 
Isolation systems currently under serious study. It Is also beyond this 
paper's scope to go Into much detail on the behavior of these various systems. 
What is presented next are examples of systems which been recently used or 
proposed for use In nuclear power plants, along with a discussion on two or 
three of the mos^ Important features and differences among these systems. 

"It Is Interesting that very recently the Chinese have been using layers of 
sand on top of foundation walls for light residential structures to accom
plish virtually the same sliding effect. 

The following Is partial listing of seismic Isolation systems which are 
In use now, or which have been proposed for use In nuclear plants: 

1) Elastomerlc bearings — similar to those used for many years on 
bridges for thermal movements -- which consist of several layers of 
fairly thin steel plates embedded (by vulcanizing) In the elasto-
meric matrix (Fig. 1). The bearings carry the vertical loads and 
have a relatively low horizontal spring constant which allows them 
to deform laterally during an earthquake. Tins type has been used 
In a French LUH plant In Cruas, France. Recently advances have been 
made In developing very high damping rubber for this type of Isola
tor; one such use was on a large three-story bul'dlng, the Foothills 
Community Justice Center In San Bernadino, California, USA. 

2) Elastomenc bearings laminated with steel plates as in 1) above, but 
with a central core of lead which provides substantial damping as 
the bearing deforms laterally during an earthquake (see Fig. 2). 

These bearings have been installed In several buildings and were 
originally developed In New Zealand. 

3) * combination of laminated steel-reinforced elastoroeric bearings 
with sliding plates (see Fig. 3). By employing bearing plates with 
coefficients of sliding function of about 0.2 these bearings tehavc 
Just as those shown In Fig. I until the horizontal forces exceed the 
sliding friction coefficient. The contact bearing plates then slide 
to accomodate the higher seismic loads. Such a system was used by 
the French (EdF) In a LUR plant in Koeberg, South Africa. 

1) Sliding bearing plates with Independent horizontal restoring uprmg 
devices. The best developed system of this type Is the Alexiuismon 
system which uses sliding plates of Teflon with very low coefficient 
of sliding friction to accommodate the horizontal ground motion 
during an earthquake relative to the superstructure above the bear
ings (see Fig. M). Horizontal restoring forces are supplied by 
neoprene, rubber or steel springs which take no vertical load from 
the structure. 



5) An assembly of steel helical coll springs used with a viscous 
damping devices. The best known system of this type Is the German 
CEhfl system shown In Fig. 5. Use or this system theoretically can 
•ccoaaodate both horizontal and vertical, seismic Isolation. It 
appears, however, that reactor plant designers prefer to Halt this 
type of syatea to vertical isolation to avoid complex interactions 
which alght occur If displacements occurred both horizontally and 
vertically. 

There are several features of each of the five (5) Isolation systems de
scribed above which differ from one system to another, or which are quite 
slallar in each syatea. There are, however, two important distinguishing 
characteristics which must be given special note. The first of these char
acteristics, and perhaps the aost Important, is whether the horizontal 
restoration force Is applied by the sane bearing syatea which carries the 
(always present) vertical load of reactor block. Virtually all laminated 
elastomer bearing systems carry both the vertical dead weight (and vertical 
earthquake forces) while also providing the horizontal restoration spring 
force due to lateral displacements occurring during the earthquake. Thus, 
Interactions occur within the bearing between vertical and horizontal loads 
and deflections. Care must be exercised to assure that vertical load does 
not cause bearing instability due to excessive lateral displacements. The 
designer can compensate for this by Hotting the aspect ratio between the 
heights and diameter of the bearing. 

in aost sliding bearing systems, such as the Alexlsismon system, the 
function of providing support for vertical static and dynamic loads and the 
function of horizontal spring force restoration are kept completely separate. 
In the Alexlslsaon system the sliding (teflon) pot bearings support all of 
the weight of the structure (including the additions and reductions of the 
load due to the vertical earthquake motions). The horizontal springs do nut 
support vertical loads at any time. Their sole function is to follow the 
aoveaents of the structure (relative to the ground) providing restoring 
forces. They exert only horizontal forces and then only when the structure 
Is displaced laterally relative to the ground. 

A second important characteristic of any given seismic isolation system 
Is whether Its force-lateral deformation loading curve is basically linear (or 
whether It Is bilinear). Ho system la perfectly linear or perfectly bilinear, 
but the basis load/deflection curves can be represented by simple models, at 
least within the deformation limit for which the isolator was designed. For 
example, the laminated elastomerlc bearing and the Alexlsismori pot and hori
zontal spring systems act is a basically linear fashion as shown In Fig. 6. 
(Note: In Fig. 6, the dashed lines show a slight deviation from the nominal 
linear curve due to the inherent friction In the pot bearing.) In Fig. 7, we 
see the basic bilinear behavior exhibited by some systems, such as that used 
in the Koeberg South Africa LUH plant by the French. 

IV. Comparisons of System Hesponsea between Isolated and Nonisolated Structures 
There are, of course, fundamental differences in the way In which Iso

lated and nonisolated structures behave in an earthquake. Some of the more 
important differences, as they affect the design of a LHh power plant area, 
are as follows: 

A. Conventionally designed buildings rely on high levels of ductility 
and strength to resist seismic loads. A seismically isolated structure, how
ever, lowers the seismic forces on the structure and also reduces loads on the 
contents within the building. 

B. In conventional design, careful attention must be given to tvery 
structural element and connection In the structural system resisting the 
earthquake. An earthquake affects everything in the building structure and 
all of Its contents. If a weak link exists due to design or construction 
deficiencies, failure may occur well below the global earthquake resistance 
capability of the structural system. On the other hand, the use of seismic 
isolation significantly reduces the seismic loads experienced by the building 
structure and also the equipment within the building. Thus, these structural 
elements are not as sensitive to the dynamic effects of the earthquake. (Of 
course, even seismically Isolated structures should be designed with adequate 
ductility and strength and with appropriate attention given to application of 
good seismic design practices throughout the system.) 



C. When seismic Isolation la used, It la obvious that emphasis on 
structural quality assurance and control ulll shift somewhat away fro* the 
building superstructure and move to the Isolation systeo and Ita component 
parts. The Isolation ayatea components such aa the bearing, springs, and 
damping devices should be designed to facilitate In-service Inspection and 
also to facilitate relatively easy removal and replacement of any parta of the 
ayatea should that become neceaaary. 

D. When seismic Isolation la used, large relative dlaplaceaenta can 
occur between the Isolated portion of the plant and the nonisolated structures 
adjacent to the isolated structure. These differential motions will Impose 
loadings and other effects on piping and other services connecting these two 
types of structures. The design aust provide flexible connections or suffi
cient piping flexibility to accoiunodate these differential displacements. 
In addition, adequate "rattle-space" aust be provided around the isolated 
structure to allow fruit operation of the Isolation system. For conventional 
selsatc design, the interbuilding service and piping connection generally do 
not experience much differential diaplaceaent, although it can occur In some 
cases, but to a lesser degree than In the Isolated •.ystem. 

E. The use of dynamic ln-sltu testing can be expanded considerably for 
a aeisalcally Isolated structure. Such things as dynamic "snap-back" tests 
and new forms of applying external soil compression wave loadings under devel
opment can be used even at Interim stages of building construction, both to 
confirm analytical predictions and to confirm proper installation and working 
conditions of the seismic isolation ayatea components. Such tests can also 
be used periodically during the life of the plant to detect any significant 
changes In global system response to dynamic test loads. System identifica
tion techniques which are useful for these tests and for assessing potential 
damage following a large earthquake are being developed at a number of re
search organizations. Initial results are promising and the prospects of 
these techniques becoming reliable diagnostic tools are quite good. 

V. Ma lor Benefits of Seismic Isolation 

One of the aajor conclusions of the U.S. NHC Workshop on Soil-structure 
(June 1966 -- Ref. (1 ]> concerns the inevitability of accepting large uncer
tainties In estimates of ground motions expected at any given alte. The 
fallowing Important quotation la taken directly fros Ref. |l); 

"...It is Important to recognize the large uncertainty associated with 
ground motion estimation, that it is perhaps Irreducible and that we need 
to express thla uncertainty and devise ways of living with it." (p. 399, 
as part of Session 2, "Definition of Free-Field Motion"). 

Another significant (though not' entirely unexpected) conclusion from that NftC 
workshop also addresses the difficulty In estimating ground motions. It la 
quoted directly from Nef. (J J as follows: 

"....wliile the state-of-the-art of earthquake ground motion estimation 
has improved greatly over the past years, so has our realization that the 
earthquake process la more variable than previously thought." (p. 399, as 
part of Session 2). 

What these two Items mean, of course, Is that structural designers will 
probably always have to contend with not only large uncertainties In ground 
motion estimates, but may also have to be able to cope economically with ,. 
the discovery of new aelsoologlcal and geological Information, even after 
the plant design has been completed (and, In fact, after construction has I 
started). The designer has at least two strategies to handle these problems. 
The first is to use very large safety factors in the design to account for 
possible underestimates of ground motions and the occurrence or discovery of 
new Information. Thia course of action has been the predominant approach in 
the seismic design of nuclear power plants. It is costly, time-consuming, 
and, in some areas, may have even led to reductions In safety margins. There 
are, of course, large research programs underway to reduce these design over-
conservatisms. 

The second alternative strategy is to try to concentrate the effects of 
these ground motion estimate uncertainties into a small portion of the HVV 
plant. The use of seismic Isolation is an effective tool to implement this 
strategy. If the seismic Isolation system Is designed properly, significant 
Increases in seismic load and displacement input c<in be accommodated by modi
fying the seismic Isolation system (I.e., more bearings, changing response 
frequency, etc.), thus leaving the superstructure and its contents unchanged. 



This capability of seismic Isolation also contributes to the enhancement or 
standardization or aajor portions of the nuclear plant, especially the safety-
related atrueturea and components. 

In aost Isolated structures, the building generally aoves as • rigid 
body, which aeans that the acceleration forces which pass through the Isola
tors are relatively constant over the height of the entire structure. Thus, 
equipment on the top floors also benefit froa reduced seismic loadings. 

The following laportant comments are quoted directly fron Ref. (6], and 
add additional Insights concerning expected benefits froa seisaic Isolation: 

"The advantages of seisalc Isolation Include the ability to ellalnate or 
very significantly reduce structural and nonstructural damage, enhance 
the safety of the building contents and architectural facades, and to 
reduce selsaic design forces. The factor of 5 to 10 reduction In elastic 
force reductions achieved with seisaic Isolation can be expressed In 
alapllstlc terms as a reduction of a Magnitude 8 event to an event In the 
5-to-6 range. Clearly, this Is a very significant reduction. These 
potential benefits are greatest for stiff structures fixed rigidly to the 
ground, such as low- and aedlua-rlse buildings, nuclear power plants, 
bridges, and aany types of equipaent. Some tectonic and soil foundation 
conditions may, however, preclude the use of seismic Isolation." 

"For new structures, the current code applies in all seisaic zones and, 
therefore, aany designers aay feel that the 'need' for seisaic Isolation 
dues not exist because the code requirements can be satisfied by current 
designs. However, the coaaentary to the Structural Engineers Association 
of California (SEAOC) Hecouaended Lateral Force Requirements states that 
buildings designed in accordance with its provisions will 

• resist ainor earthquakes without structural damage but with soae 
nonstructural daaage 

• resist aoderate earthquakes without structural daaage but with soae 
nonstructural damage. 

Selsalc Isolation provides the capability of .providing a building with 
better performance characteristics than our current code approach and, 
thus, represents a major step forward in the seisaic design of civil 
engineering structures Selsalc Isolation significantly reduces 
both floor accelerations and Interstory drift and, thus, provides a 
viable economic solution to the difficult problca of reducing nonstruc
tural damage." 

Given the present high-cost of providing selsalc design (at least,In the 
United States), the use of selsalc Isolation holds considerable promise of 
lowering Initial capital and operating costs and providing even greater 
aarglns of safety. 

I. Technical Issues Involved In the Use of Selsalc Isolation In LHH Plants 

There are • number of technical Issues related to the use of selsalc 
•olation. While aost of these Issues are of concern for application of (ela
te to any facility (e.g., hospitals, computer facilities, eaergency centers, 
jbllc buildings, etc.), it is clear that these Issues must receive greater 
:tent Ion when we consider using selsalc Isolation for a nuclear reactor 
tclllty. 

The existence of these technical issues In itself is not unexpected 
i any emerging technology. Even the aore conventional selsalc design ap-
•oaches have a fairly lengthy list of unresolved issues. These is one issue, 
>wever, that is of greatest concern; The general lack of experience of 
:tual seisalcally isolated structures subjected to actual (and reasonably 
rong motion) earthquakes. There siaply is no real substitute for the rea. 
ilng: a real earthquake Involving actual full-size structures. As the nua-
ir of isolated aajor structures grows worldwide (as It seems certain to do), 
ils lack of field experience will recede. Also, there are research programs 
ivolving the aeasureaent of response of full-sized selsmlcally isolated 
ructures to actual earthquakes. In addition, numerous laboratory tests are 
lug conducted or planned on large- to full-size individual isolator bear-
gs. Eventually, sufficient data will be available -- worldwide -- to close 
e present gap In our experience. 

The following list presents aost of the issues which are or wili be 
ceivlng attention to Improve understanding of the problems involved and to 
ek acceptable solutions: 

a. Lack of experience of response of actual Isolated structures to 
strong earthquakes; 

b. Insufficient test data for some isolation systems; 
c. Effects of long-period earthquake ground motions; 

d. Meed to use earthquake records which da not filter low-frequency 
content; 

e. Isolator bearing aatertal properties (including fire resistance); 

f. Effect of vertical component motion of earthquake; 

g. Stability of isolator bearings for beyond-dusign-basls conditions; 



h. Sloshing effects — resonance; nonlinearity of response; 

1. When la the use of vertical isolation favorable? 

J. Nonlinear behavior of Isolators and related response of Internal 
equipment; 

it. Effects of noii-ideal field conditions, e.g., tolerances, Imperfec
tions, differential settlement, etc.; 

1. Traveling waves. 

Obviously, all of these Issues are neither of equal laportance nor are 
they listed In any particular order of significance. There seems to be suffi
cient reason to believe that satisfactory solutions to all of these problems 
or Issues will be found. As for the economics of the use of seismic Isola
tion, It Is probably too early to state with certainty that costs will be 
significantly lower. But, everything points to the hope that seismic Isola
tion hoi^s considerable promise to cut capital and operating costs of LRH 
plants. 

Work Is underway In oust of the areas delineated above at universities, 
national laboratories, engineering firms, and reactor manufacturers. For 
•sample, at least one paper on traveling waves was presented at the SHlhT-9 
Conference In Lausanne, Switzerland (17-21 august 1987).''' Another paper at 
SHIRT-9 dealt with the combined use or horizontal and vertical Isolation.'"' 
Still another pat ar dealt with the problems of nonlinear behavior of sliding 
bearings and the resulting effects on equipment, response .*"' Another paper 
dealt with the effects of vertical motion.''0' Sloshing effects are also 
receiving Increased attention.' ' 

Since the fundamental frequency of a selsmically isolated structural sys
tem is much lower than that of the nonisolated system, the effects of distant 
earthquakes and long-period earthquakes become more important. Helative 
displacement betueen isolated and nonisolated portions of the complex can 
be fairly large, and the design must accomodate these displacements. Hell-
Ability of the Isolators over the life of the structure must be assured and 
replacement of Individual unites fac.lHates, If necessary. All of these 
things iteed to be demonstrated convincingly to the satisfaction of the regu
latory bodies governing licensing of nuclear facilities. Sensitivity and 
parametric stud'es are good ways to assess many of these design concerns. 

Both laboratory testing and field testing of Individual isolators, models of 
structures, and field tests are essential. Good measurements of response 
history and behavior of Isolated structures to actual earthquakes Is also 
needed (and Is proceeding). Comparative tests measuring the response of 
Identical structures both with and without isolation subjected to the sane 
natural or experimental field tests are a very powerful way to establish the 
effectiveness of seismic isolation. Such programs are underway or are in 
advanced planning stages. 

VII. SUMMARY ANO CONCLUSIONS 
Seismic isolation Is rapidly emerging as one of the most significant 

earthquake engineering developments In recent years and Is being used for many 
Important civil engineering structures throughout the world. The technical 
Issues are well known and the research needed to resolve these issues is 
either underway or being planned In several countries. 

Much field observation and testing is needed and encouraged not only to 
provide validation of analytical techniques, but as a means to help establish 
construction practices needed to produce reliable structures. More testing 
needs to be done on Individual Isolator bearings, especially dynamic tests and 
static load tests to failure of the bearings. 

As pointed out in a recent survey paper by Kelly,''2' there is a need 
to consider incorporation of "fail-safe" mechanisms. Creat care must be exer
cised, however, so as not to undo all of the advantages of isolation by adding 
devices, etc. which could have undesirable feedback into the Isolated struc
ture. The goal should be simplicity and Inherency of desired features within 
the Isolators themselves. 

For LMh plants, the use of seismic isolation has great potential for 
improving safety margins, reducing capital costs, promoting standard mat ton, 
and enhancing thermal response by avoiding heavy stainless steel sections for 
structures, vessels, and other components. 

The Isolation system should be designed with many isolators for redun
dancy so that an unexpected failure of one or mure of the isolators does nut 
Influence the functioning of the total system. Regular inspection and mainte
nance of the Isolation system, redundancy of isolators, and the capability of 



replacing any suspect Isolation component-: give the Isolated nuclear power 
plant additional advantages over the conventional nonisolated plant. The 
ultlaate acceptance or seismic Isolation for nuclear power plants will depend 
on the performance of Isolated structures throughout the world, the overall 
economics of the systea, and demonstrated existence of adequate safety aarglns 
for beyond-dealgn-basls earthquakes. 
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Abstract 

To ruduce seisaic load for the nuclear coaponents of pool-type LNr'tiH, 
dynaaic characteristics of the partially eauedded reactor building, optiaua 
depth of eabedaent and adequacy of response analysis aethod were exaained. 

In addition to this, introduction of several isolation sysleas, siting on 
the soft rock and inshore floating plant sere also investigated to evaluate 
possibility of further rationalization of seisaic design. 

1 . Introduction 

As the nuclear power plants in Japan are required to withstand against 
severe earthquake input aotioni reduction of seisaic load for nuclear coaponents 
is one of the aost iaportant probleas to achieve a econoaical design of LHUJK 
power plant. 

In the past feasibility study done since 1980 to 1983, the floor response 
acceleration of aain vessel supporting level was several tiaes greater than 
those obtained from other invesigations in tureign countries, and it needed to 
develop a original aseisaic structure in Japan. 

Therefore, reduction of floor response spectrua (HHS) at auin vessel 
supporting level due to eabedding the reactor building in the bedrock was 
investigated. The seisaic response analysis was carried out and effectiveness of 
eabedding was evaluated. Moreover, the siaulatiou studies about several observed 
earthquake records of a real building were perforaed to verify the analytical 
aodeling. 



On the other hand, in the light of future shortage of rock si tea end 
further rationalization of seismic design, other siting techniques such as 
•oftrock siting, seismic isolation and in-shore siting have been a matter of 
concern recently. 

this paper reports on the results of above studies to reduce the seisaic 
load for the nuclear components of pool-type UIFuR which was supposed to 
generate 1.000 electric MV/hour. 

2 . LHFBB floor Response Reduction due to Embedment of Reactor Building 

In this study, two groups participated in the collaborations, and the 
Nuclear Island Building (NIB) with flat or stepped base aat were investigated. 

2.1 Seismic Response analysis for RIB with Integrated Containment Syatee 

a study was aade on two NIB configurations of which the core was suspended 
froa the roof slab (upper core supporting arrangement). However, the detail 
•tudy was conducted to the NIB with steel-lined rectangular concrete containment 
aystea, as shown in Fig. 1 . due to its econoaic preference upon construction. 

The results obtained through this study are as icUows. 

(1) The reference site was assuaed to have a hard i-̂ cF (Vs=l!>00s/sec), and 
about 50% of PV support level height was emdeaded into bedrock, refared as 
embedment depth= S0%. The earthquake response analyses were conducted by 
several analytical models for soil structure interaction. The artificial 
seismic wave (maximum acceleration 267.4gal) was adopted as an earthquake 
input motion (Fig. 2 ) . 
The responses by the sway-rocking model, the lattice model and the FLUSH 
model were compared with each other (Table 1 ). The results of sway-rocking 
model with the side lateral spring proposed by NOVAH showed good agreement 
with those of other models.and the FRS at PV supporting level of CM «as 
reduced to less than 2.2G in short period region under 0.15 sec. which is 
a reasonable design basis (Fig. 3 ) . 

(2) The shear wave velocity of bedrock was changed into the range of Va = 700m/ 
sec through 2000s/sec, and also, the level of embedment was changed. From 
tha analysis by using the NOVAK's sway-rocking model, it needed no 
embedment for reduction of FRS in the case of Vs=700m/sec, however in the 
case of Va= 2000a/sec, it needed embedment depth=S0% for reduction of 
FRS. similar to Vs=lS00m/sec (Fig. 4 ) . 

(3) The simulation analysis was perforata! for the observational earthquake 
records of a actual embedded building (JPUR). The results of the simulation 
analysis showed good agreement with earthquake records and the analytical 
model was verified (I ig. 5 (I) ,('<!)). 

2.2 Seismic Response Analysis fur Partially Embedded Building with Stepped Base 
Nat 

In this study, several structure aodels of reactor building with bottom 
core supporting arrangement were supposed. From the result of examination of 
earthquake response analysis, a refined new stepped base sat model, in which the 
main vessel only was embedded into the bed rock, was selected as the object of 
detailed investigation (Fig.6). The earthquake response analyses for above 
partillay embedded building with stepped base mat vere made using SR model, 
advanced SK model, lattice model and tioundary Element Method (lib'IO. 

(1) Each response at main vessel supporting level due to the BEN and advanced 
SR aodel with oc'H filter were alaost equivalent and the lowest among the 
four aodels. The response of the lattice model was the highest (Fig. 7 ) . 

(2) The FRS at main vessel supporting level for partially embedding base aat is 
less than I.6C at the natural period of the main vessel, which indicalas 
the reasonable design of the pool-type l.HHiK with bottom core support 
arrangement to be acceptable in Japan (Fig. 8 ) . 

3 . New Siting Technology 

3.1 Seismic Isolation System 
As for the isolation system of pool-type LNFuK, next three structural 

concepts were designed. Seismic response analysis and scale sodel tests were 
carried out for each isolation structure, and its feasibility and 
effectiveness were examined. 

(I) Isolation Building with Vertically Isolated Floor for NSSS 
In this study, combination of horizontally isolated building and vertically 
isolated floor for NSSS (Nuclear Steam Supply System) was selected as a 
reference seismic isolated structure for FBH plant (Fig.9). In this 
plant, all sodium components are installed on the NSSS vertical isolation 
floor (40inX40m). Vertical Isolators for the floor are composed of coil 
springs and dampers. Further, rubber bearings are set up on the floor side 



wall as side support bearing. Froe the earthquake response analysis, the 
elaato-plastic daaper is relatively excellent for practical frequency range 
(Fig.10). 

(2) 3-D Seismic Isolation Systea of Reactor Structure 
Feasibility of a three diaensional seisaic isolation of the reactor Has 
studied through the eaperiaent on coil springs and the seisaic response 
analysis of the reactor structure. The reactor structure weighing about 
8000 ton is supposed to be supported by SO isolation devices vhich realize 
the natural frequency of 1.0 Hz in the horizontal direction and 2.0 Hz in 
the vertical direction (Fig.11). 

(3) 3-D Isolation due to Conbination of Horizontal and Vertical Isolation 
Systea 
This isolation systea is coaposed of two kinds of coil springs, horizontal 
direction and vertical direction, and friction daaper, vhich supports a 
aain vessel. Froa the results of analysis, the peak response acceleration 
of aain vessel could be reduced froa 2S00 gal to 1000 gal for the strong 
seisaic action (Fig.12). 

3.2 Siting on the Soft rock 

The seisaic soil-structure interaction analysis vas perforaed to study the 
difference in seisaic response between the soft rock site vith shear wave 
velocity (Vs=400a/sec) and the fira rock site vith Vs= ISOOa/sec. 

The aasiaua response acceleration of the building for the soft rock site 
vas 1/4 or less at the top of the building and 2/3 or less at the reactor 
vassal supporting level than those obtained for the fira rock site. And, soft 
rock site gave drastically lover FHS than that of fira rock site. Especially in 
the range of period 0.1 second to 0.2 second, the soft rock site cases vere 
reducedto 1/2 or less those obtained for the fira rock site cases (Fig. 13, 14). 

3.3 Inshore Floating Plant 

Two types of structural concept* of platfora for LHFBK were studied through 
seisaic response analysis. One is a reinforced concrete platfora and the other 
is a steel platfora. The height froa bottoa to Bain deck of these platforas are 
23.S~24.Sm and the size in plan is about )S6XlS6m for the reinforced 
concrete plantfora, about 113x110m for the steel platfora. 

As the results of seisaic response analysis, the response on the platfora 

is predoainant in the long period range of 15~20sec, being far froa the natural 
period of reactor structure. The input load to equipaent is 10 gal or less, 
vhich is about 1/100 in coaparison vith the case of siting on the rock (Fig. IS). 

4 . Conclusion 

(1) It vas firaed that the FHS of vessel supporting level in the partially 
eabedded building vas fairly reduced than those in the no eabeddeJ building. 

(2) The seisaic isolation systea for LHFBK are sufficiently feasible and 
effective. 

(3) Both the soft rock siting and inshore floating plant have a strong sejsuic 
isolation characteristics. 

The above aentioned results are based on the collaborations between CHlhPI 
and Toshiba Co., Mitsubishi italic Paver Ind., Mitsubishi Heavy Ind., Hitachi Ltd., 
Kajiae Co., Taisei Co. and Ohbayeshi Co. 

http://23.S~24.Sm
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ABSTRACT 

Thia paper summarises the principal activities in tha 
United Kingdom on aeiaraic laolatlon. Progress haa 
been mad* towarda answering some of tha potential 
technical and licenaing questiona and future research 
progranmea have been initiated to investigate the 
outatanding iaauea. 
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i. Introduction 

Over the last decade the concept of seismic isolation 
of nuclear power plants has generated a great deal of 
interest worldwide and a number or comprehensive 
reviews on the topic have been published [1,2] 
With seismic isolation the design strategy is 
essentially to decouple the structure from the 
potentially damaging earthquake motions. One 
practical method of seismic isolation is to mount the 
foundation raft of the nuclear station on a matrix of 
vibration isolation units. This is the main area of 
design and R I D activity in the U.K. A base 
isolation system of this type usually consists of a 
specially designed support system of laminated 
elastomer bearings which offer little resistance to 
the lateral loads caused by seismic ground motions. 
In addition damping devices; either outside, inside 
or inherent within the bearing, can be Included to 
minimise resonance effects. Although both horizontal 
and vertical isolation systems are feasible most 
effort has been directed at reducing the effects of 
horizontal ground motions. 

The isolation system can be designed to ensure that 
the natural frequency of the structure is much lower 
than the predominant frequencies of the disturbing 
earthquake. As a consequence the building structure 
will behave more like a rigiJ body and acceleration 
levels and interstory drifts can be minimised. 
Conversely, the accommodation of fairly high relative 
displacement between the isolated structures and the 
ground have to be accepted. 
Thus seismically isolated structures hold the promise 
of reduced costs through lower design and component 
qualification costs and the potential of plant design 
standardisation. The emphasis on quality control is 
now shifted more on to the isolation system and less 
on equipment qualification. 
The isolation bearings should be designed to be 
easily tested, inspected and if necessary replaceable. 
There are however, still a number of unresolved 
issues which require consideration and ultimate 
resolution before seismic isolation systems will be 
accepted by U.X. licensing organisations, 
e.g. 



(1) what is the effect of long period earthquake motion? 
(ii) When is vertical isolation necessary? 
(Ill) What influence have non-ideal site conditions 

on the isolation system performance, notably 
different settlement, manufacturing tolerances 
etc? 

(iv) What are the consequences of beyond design 
basis events? 

Design studies on the United Kingdom's conceptual 
LMFBR, Com, have considered some of these points and 
a summary of this work, together with current R fc D 
work is included in this paper. 

2. Desion Studies on CDFR Containment Structures. 

Two different CDFR containment building layouts have 
been analysed:-

a) Rectangular Containment Building Fig. 1 
b) Circular Containment Building Fig. 2 

The rectangular containment design was analysed with 
an; without seismic isolation systems. The analyses 
were carried out using the computer programs FLUSH 
[3] and ANSYS (4). The analysis. which was 
raatricted to a hard site, illustrated the 
effectiveness of the isolation elements in reducing 
the horizontal forces on the building. Mo vertical 
isolation was considered in these studies. 
The circular containment design was analysed in 
detail to assess the effects of differing soil 
properties and three dimensional base isolation, i.e. 
including vertical base isolation. This analysis 
again demonstrated the effectiveness of horizontal 
isolation. Fig. 3. especially on hard and medium soil 
types, i.e. ground shear wave velocity greater than 
1300 m/s. Vertical isolation while being effective 
in reducing the vertical seismic forces did introduce 
a rocking mode of vibration. Fig. 4. This mode could 
lead to potential reactivity control problems during 
the seismic evenc. Hence vertical isolation may be 
better suited to individual components, guided if 
necessary, or whole floors rather than the complete 
station. 

The effect of inclined SV waves was investigated 
using the computer code SASSK6]. Initial results 
have indicated that inclined SV waves can alter the 
effectiveness of the seismic isolation system when 
the angle of incidence is lane, i.e. greater than 
20*. Fig. 5. 
Further work is still necessary to investigate fully 
the effects of inclined waves, over a range of site 
conditions, ground motion frequency content etc. 
3. Low Frequency Ground Mfliifln Studies (OX 

Base-Isolation Seismic Designs 
In common with many other countries, broad band 
seismic response spectra have been developed to 
facilitate seismic design work in the United 
Kingdom. These spectra reflect the seismotectonic 
environment in that they have been constructed from a 
database of near-field, moderate magnitude strong 
motion records. 
In the specification of seismic n.otion for base 
isolation systems, the frequency range of principal 
interest is narrowed to approximately 0.3 Hz to 1.3 
Hz, as this is the typical operating frequency of 
most base isolation systems. 
Two issues may be raised with regard to the use of 
the existing design spectra for base isolation design 
specification in the U.K.: 
(i) Does the scaling of the design spectra by a 

high acceleration of 0.35g, i.e. beyond design 
basis events, exaggerate the low frequency 
content of ground mcLion? 

(ii) Are the design spectra adequate to envelope 
the effects of a large earthquake epicentered 
several hundred kilometers away? 

Using a combination of theoretical seismological 
modelling techniques, which are particularly powerful 
at low frequencies, and empirical analyses of 
recorded strong-motion data, a methodology has been 
formulated which is capable of resolving these two 
important issues. 
The former question relates to the near-field region 
and a sensitivity study of long period ground motion 
using a suite of computer programs written by Spudich 
(USGS), [6. 7, and 8] demonstrated the strong 



dependence between ground conditions and magnitude. 
Using a database of strong-motion records selected to 
satisfy constraints on magnitude, depth, fault 
distance and peak acceleration (at least 0.2Sg) a 
ground conditions and magnitude regression analysis 
was carried out on the response spectra of the 
records. By weighting the spectra for the different 
categories of ground condition according to magnitude 
new response spectra can be derived. Comparisons 
with the existing design spectra Indicate a clear 
margin whereby the spectra displacement bound i~r 
high peak acceleration seismic ground motion can be 
reduced. Fig. 6. 
In the intermediate to far-field region, a study of 
long-period ground motion using a suite of computer 
programs written by Kennett [9, 10] indicated a 
significant fall in response spectra at a distance 
range 100 - 300 kilometers, even when low attenuation 
factors were considered. An analysis of 
strong-motioi. data recorded at epicentral distances 
greater than 100 kilometers showed that by using the 
existing design spectra anchored at an acceleration 
of 0.25g. spectra from near magnitude 7 events could 
be enveloped. 
It can also be noted that in the U.K. contest there 
is no need to consider intermediate distance large 
earthquakes and furthermore, if seismic sources 
greater than 300 km from a nuclear site are of 
concern, the existing design spectra can be utilised 
with a low anchor acceleration of O.lSg. 
4. Research and Development Activities 
In addition to the analytical studies on base 
isolation, it has to be recognised that considerable 
test work is necessary to determine the fundamental 
dynamic characteristics. stability and/or failure 
modes of the system. This information is essential 
not only for basic design work but also for beyond 
design basis conditions. 
The U.K. is currently conducting this fundamental 
test work in collaboration with U.S.A. and Japan. 
The test program aims to investigate a number of 
reduced scale isolation systems from which a select 
number of candidate systems will be chosen for full 
scale testing. Fig. 7. 
Important design parameters such as stiffness and 
damping will be investigated as will the endurance 
and recovery properties of the system. 

This tri-partite collaborative agreement has been 
finalised only recently and it is expected that test 
results will be available before the end of the 
decade. 
In parallel with this work, • probabilistic seismic 
risk assessment (PSRA) nan been started which will 
aim to quantify the relative risk between an embedded 
LMFBR building and a seismically isolated LMFBR 
building. Failure modes and fragility data for the 
PSRA will come from the laboratory test work. 
A subsidiary problem in base isolated pool type 
LMBFRs is sloshing. Due to the low frequency 
response of the sodium pool in an LMFBR, a low 
frequency tuned isolation system could increase the 
potential for sodium sloshing in the primary vessel. 
[11]. Experimental work has been initiated to study 
the sloshing response of water in a circular 
container with difCerent configurations of surface 
penetrations which will represent LMFBR in-pool 
components such as pumps, heat exchangers etc. 

5. Summary 
The potential benefits of seismic isolation are clear 
in that standard nuclear plants could be constructed 
on a site independent basis. The isolation system 
alone would require modifications to accommodate the 
different international specifications of ground 
motion. There are however, many issues still 
requiring resolution both from the technical and 
licensing point of view. Design studies and R & D 
work in the U.K. are addressing some of these key 
outstanding questions. 
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SEISH1C REHAV10UR OF A FAST REACTOR CORE 

A- BERNARD - D. BROCHARD - P. CANTENtEIN 

Thia paper preaeata the project calculaclona performed (or the 
aclaailc verification of the core of the reactor SFX1. 

Thla preaeatatlon Include* the eetoalc characterlatlca of the 
core and the aubaeeeabllca, the core eelealc raaponae calculatlona and che 
conaequcncc* of the core aelealc behaviour within the traaework of the 
project atudlea. 

Then a detailed description of the validation teata perforated on 
the attacking tabic with (he ecale 1/3 rd core awek-up Reptodle It given. 

1. PRESENTATION OF THE SUPER-PHEN1X » CORE CALCULATIONS 

1.1 SeUalc characterlnlca of the SWER-PHEH1X 1 core 

In tha preliminary calculation of tha vibration aodca, each type 
of aubaaaeably la aodellted by a aarlea of beaa eleaenta, wlch 2 d.o.f. 
per node. Tha ttiffnttt of the fuel plai U neglected, buc their att* It 
added to the eubaiteably one, to the tone where they are-

Tha Halt condltlont tra tha following ontt 

Por the 3 ftrat typea i a pin at the pole lower end, and a pin at the 
eubeiaeably aeai. 

For the PNL : 2 unllaccrel eupporct wlch a gap at (he center* of the 
lower and upper tlabc of the duaay dlagrld, and 1 aupport with friction 
on the baaa at the poi' lover end. 

The other typea of tubaaieably tuch thtt (he control rod* 
are not aodellted bectuae of their eaall nuaber : we can astua* they don't 
aodtfy (he core aotlon. Their aoveaent in the core can be obtained with 
(ha help of the aoveaenca of (he turroundlng tubatttablltt. 

The aodulut of alattlclty and the dentlty of (he aucerlal* ac
count for temperature- Tht dentltlet tre Increaaed of 15 X to account for 
the decreaae of the elgeo frequencies due to fluid aotlon between the au-
baeseabllea : thla affect of added aaaf appeared during the telaalc (till 
on the RAPSOOIB Bock-up. 

Recauae of the varying PKL Halt condition*, It 1* n*c***ary to 
uae the 2 rigid body aodat of trtntlatlon and rotation. Pouv aodca trt 
ueed for every aubaaaaably type when Halting the frequenclee up to 
200 hi. 



1.2 Coapleaentary taata on daaplng 

TVo prograae of ttata vara run at ecele 1 : ona tn tha SUPER-
PUEN1I 1 geoaetry oo a eaall group of aubeeaeabllee, tha other ono In tha 
M E N U geoaelry oo • larger group. 

The S"ta-tUENlX 1 aock-up consists of a dtagrld of * pipaa and 
4 duemy aubeeaeabllee• Tha taata at.'*t and dyoaatc, wara parforaad In air 
and in water-

Tha atatlc ona conaiatad to draw tha plota forca va. dlaplace-
aer.i with byataraala, lo ordar to detaralna daaplng dua to tha foot gapa 
and to friction In tha aubaaaaafaly aeet- * vlacoua daaplng coafflclant, 
equivalent to thla hyataratlc ona, wae obtalnad for dlvaraa dlaplacaaant 
value* : daaplog warlaa fcoa 18 to J Z for dltplacaaanta froa 10 to 
JO a*. 

Tha dyoaalc ona cooalatad to aova ona of tha four aubaaaeabllet 
apart of Ita equlllbriua poaltlon and than ralaaaa It. Tha raaulta wara 
tha following onaa : daaplng dacraaaaa whan tha aotlon aaplltude lncree-
aaa ; for Initial dlopleceaente froa 10 to SO am, daaplog kaapa abova S X. 
That* ralaaaa taata allowad alao to achlava tha ahock aodal validation, 
and to check tha calculation aethod of tho ahock daapcr. 

In the PHEN1X gaoaatry, ralaaaa taata In air wara run on groups 
of 7 to 19 eubeaeeabllea- free or conatralnad at thalr periphery by an 
elastic atrip-

Tha reaulta ahowad an lncraaae of daaplng with tha group alia 
(froa 1,3 Z for 1 subassembly to 4 Z for 19 •ubeeeeabllea) and with the 
Interaction force* between the aubaaaeabllee. 

To aua up, thaae 2 taata prograaa ahowed that tha aodal daaplng 
coefficient waa above S 1 In the core (all the aore aa the Inner pine 
create a auppleacntery daaplng by thalr Individual actions). 

1.3 Calculation! of the SUPER-fHEMX 1 core aelaalc reeponae 

Froa the conclusion* of the validation taata of CORALIt on tha 
IAPS0D1C aock-up. the calculation waa run on a SUPKR PHENIX I core 
dlaaatar over Mate, that la 47 lubataeabllea (rig. 4) i > M L . 2 RAC, 3 
fertile, 21 fuel, then 3 fertile, 2 RAC and t PNL one*. Soaa ahock 
possibilities wara Introduced at tha head level, at tha pad level, and at 
one laval In tha pola batweto tha pole and tha dlagrld-plpe-

Th* pad ahock flailblllty wit obtalnad by Beans of FEH calcula
tions, checked by teata : tha valut la high enough to neglect tha flexibi
lity due to tha neglected aodee. 

Tha ahock tleilbllltlaa, at tha haad level, and at the pole-
dlagrld Intaractlon laval, correspond to tha flexibility of th* neglected 
aodee. 

The core la aubjactad to a dlagrld accalarograa corresponding to 
tha "aeleae da bass" (S.a.), then to the "edlaas aajord da edcurlte" (SHS) 
(fig. 2), both 20 a. long. The tlae atep la 0,6 a*. Tha code yield* the 
dleplacaaenta, th* bending woaente, the shear forces, and the ahock forcea 
at every axial level at any tlae during the earthquake, Just as thalr 
aaxlaal values. 

Tha flguraa 3 and 4 ahow respectively, In SMS, the evolution of 
the aaxlaal haad and pad dlaplacaaanta along the dlaaeter, than of tha 
aaalaal ahock forcee between the eubaaeeabllee et the heed and pad level*. 
The hlgheat dlaplacaaent takaa place at the fuel core periphery ; the 
highest ahock force la located at tha blankat-ataal Interface-

Tlie flguree 5 and 6 preeent In SHS, the variation along tlae of 
tha head dlaplaceaent of respectively the blanket aubeaaeably located at 
tha fuel cor* periphery, and th* axtarnal PNL. On* notice* on tha rig. 6 
that the PNL elgenfrequency depeoda on the aotlon aaplltude. 



1.4 Con««quenc«* of (ha cor* oelealc bahavlour w i th in (ha freaeworh 

of (ha pro lact atudlea 

Tha S» and SK5 earthquakea ara two oi the contrac(uat aUuactona 

of operat ion of tba euhaeeeabllca, for which aoaa c r i t e r i a , re la ted Co (ha 

mechanical design of (ha eubeeaeabltee oi (o oparatton and aafa(y a (ud iaa , 

euei. b« f u l f i l l e d w i th in (he fraaawork of a project atudy I l k a (ha SUPCR-

PHCHIX 1 ona. 

1 .4 .1 J*ac_haol^cal_daal^a ot_t^*_eubeeeeab^iee 

The Sa belong* (o (ha 3rd category 'eaergency optrat log condi
tioned Within (he fraaework of (ha aachanlcal daatgn of the eubeeaea-
hllee, aaong all (he altuatlone In (he 3rd category. It le (he aoel pena
lising altuatlon for aoat atructurae, auch (ha( : 

- The pada of the fuel blanket or ateel aubaaaaabllee, aubjected to high 
•hock force* repeatedly In Sg. 

The pole* of all (he aubaaaeabllea, oubjected to elternete bending 
aoaente, due to the ehock forcea at (he head and pad level*, and dama
ging froa (he point of view of fatigue. 

The SMS l* one of the situation* of the category 4 'faulted 
condition**. K concern* aati.ly (he aafety atudle*. 

1.4 .2 Sa£etjf_pjroMe_aa 

The field of the horlxootal dlepleceaen(a of the aubaaaaabllaa 
under an earthquake aodlflea the core reactivity, becaua* of tha epatlal 
redlatrtbutloo of the nautroolcalty active aaterlala, aalnly fuel blanket 
and control rod*. Thla effect upon the core reactivity la aoat laportant 
for the operation and aafety analyaea. 

gealdea, the role ol tha core control roda, l.a> aaln ( S O ) and 
backup (SAC) control roda, BUII be fulfilled In cafe of an earthquake. We 
auat check (hat tha fall of the aoblle atruclura keepa poaalble In eplte 
of the core deforaatlona and that tha falling tin* la suitable-

l.S Conclualon 

The evolution of the different core aodela, froa the linear on* 
to tha non-llnaar one with ahocks, developed In COkAUt, allowed to raach 
a fine aoalyala of the aelaalc behavior of a faat raector core- Within tha 
fraaework of tha SlfEK-fHKNU 1 project atudlae, the COKAUC reaulta were 
uaed, on the one hand, In the aechanlcal dealgn atudlea of th* eubassea-
bllea, and oo tha other hand, In th* atudtaa related to operation and 
aafety, auch that the effacta upon the reactivity of the behavior of the 
core control roda. 



2. VALIDATION OF rETHODS; HOCT-UT gAPSODlE 

2.1 Introduction 

lo order to atudy the seismic behavior of LKsFR corea and to 
validate the numerical methods which have been apeclally dcvelopped, testa 
have been performed on the core mock-up gAPSODlE. 

the aim of thte chapter la to preaent flrat the result* of theae 
teats In air and especially the optical measurement methodology, dcvelop
ped for thla purpose, which supplies the cartography of the displacements 
at the head of the subassemblies and then the comparteona between test 
results and calculations performed with the code CORALIE of the CEASEKT 
oyatem. 

2.2 Description of the mock-up KAPSODIE 

The mock-up BAP SOD IE la composed of 91 fuel assemblies loested 
at the centre of the mock-up (1 central assembly snd 5 rows around) and 
180 neutroalc shield elements surrounding (he fuel aasemblles (4 rows) 
(See Fig. 7). The mock-up Is surrounded by a vessel which allows to per
form tests In water. 

The fuel assemblies arc about 1.5m high and have 2 locallxcd 
contacts bctwr<n the foot and the dlagrld (See Fig. C) • Their weight 
(20 Kg) la aupported by the lower part of the dlagrld and at the upper 
part of the dlagrld there la a email functlonnal gap which ta neceassry 
for the Introduction of the foot of the ssscmbly Into the dlsgrtd. The 
cross section of the fuel assemblies la hexagonal (50 mm wide). At about 
60 cm of the top of the assemblies are located Chi pada. The dlatancc 
between two adjacent hexcaoa Is 1 mm. (at the pad level this distance Is 
reduced to 0.1 mm). 

The neutrontc ahleld clement* arc realised by steel cylinders 
clamped In the dummy dtagrld. (See Fig. 9)- They are 1-28 m high and have 
a 48 mm diameter. The dletance between two adjacent elements Is 4 mm. 

2.J Hotlvatlona 

During all the former teats In the aock-up RAFSODIE, displace
ment transducers were placed only on the central row of the core, and all 
the comparisons betwscn tests sod calculations wsrc performed on the maxi
mal values of displacements du.lng the seismic movement. 

The alms of these new studlss ars the following : 

- Study the Influence of the gap at the foot of the fuel assemblies on 
the response of fuel ssseably. In order to tske Into account this non 
linearity In the calculations. 

Study the motion of the hesd of subessembllee, not only on the central 
row but on the whole core. 

Cct comparisons between tests snd calculations In tlms history and In 
reaponae spectrum. 

Theae new tests hsve been performed on the shaking table VESLNE 
of the CEA-DEHT st Saclay. 

2.4 FTellmlnaty tests 

In order to have a better knowledge of subassemblies dynamic 
behaviour aloe sweep tests were performed. 

Resonance frequencies and damping ratios ware measured during 
Individual subassembly sins sweep tests. 

The test results were used to validate the CORA LIE subassembly 
model. Influence of the gsp st the foot wss alao lnvsstlgats. 



J.J Seloalc teata In the aoch-up HArSODH 

2.5.1 OpU£al_ a*aeureacnt_ aet_ho_d 

la order to acaaurc the displacement* of all tha fuel aseeablies 
• new optical aethod haa bean developed. The head* of the aubaaaeabllea 
are equipped with black and white target*. A 16 aa faat caaera la placed 
on top of the core at the upper end of a conical ahell, lteelf rigidly 
connected to the cylindrical ahell aurroundlng the core (fig.10). Purlng 
the aetaalc excitation tola caaera records the relative dlaplaceacnta of 
th* aubaaaeabllca heada at tha rate of 200 ITS. After proceaalng, the 
16 as flla la analyaed by aeana of target following equipment*. Dleplace-
acnt tlae hlatorlea of all aubaaaeabltea arc obtained by thla aethod and 
are atored In a alnlcoaputer. 

Comparison* with dtaplaccaenta aeaeured by LVDT, dlaplaceaent 
traostuccra have proved the validity of the method. 

2.5.2 I H U U I 

The eelaalc excitation applied to the mock-up correapond* to the 
OBE of the SPXl reactor, corrected by the acale factor to keep the aaae 
aasiaal velocity. 

On the figure 11. the aaxlaal dliplaceacnt of each aaaeably In 
the central row haa been plotted veraua core dlaaeter for different exci
tation level*, lie aac that at low excitation level (up to SO X OIE). all 
the fuel aaacabllea have nearly the aaae aaxlaal dlaplaceaenta. 

At 100 Z OIE wa get a characteristic curve with two aaxlaa for 
the aaaeabllc> located near the neutroolc ahleld elaaent. Thla difference 
of 'core deformation" illustrate* the oon linear behaviour of the core. At 
high level of excitation, aa it could be aaen on tha flla, tha cora has a 
global aotlon- When the fuel aaseabliea tapact on tha neutronlc ahleld 
eleaente all gapa are cloaed by Inertia force*. Thla explain* the ahape of 
the aaxlaal dlaplaceacnt curve (ace following aketch). 

At a lower level of excitation, the core ha* always a global 
aotlon but the gapa are not fully closed, there are torn* randoa shocks 
between aubaiieablles, and all the fuel eleaants have about the saae dla-
placeaent* (Pig. ID-

On the figure* 12 and 13 the results for esch row of the core have 
been plotted. We aee that the aaxlasl dlsplsceaent of the core la obtained 
on the central row. The dlaplaceaenta decrease froa the central row to the 
external one, which Is aoraal because the sua of gap* for th* sxtsrnsl row 
Is saaller than for th* central one. 

The** reaark* Illustrate also tha effect of restraint ring due 
to the neutronlc ahleld alcaents. Horeover In order to atudy the voluae 
variation of tha cora we have aea*ursd ths variation of dlaaeter of each 
row of the core (I.e. the difference of dlsplaceaents between the first 
and the last fuel asssably of each row) sod w* havs verified thst the 
aaxlaal value (diminution) of the dlaaeter variation of each row was about 
the aua f the gap* for th* conaldered row, and waa rather alaultansous 
for all the row*. 

2.6 Interpretation of the aelsalc taeta results by CORAUt 

In order to Interpretate th* axperiaental results, calculations 
have been perforced with the code C0RALIE, which uses a aodal rscoablna-
Ilon aethod. 



The aodel developed for tAPSODlE repreeenta the central row of 
the core containing 11 fuel aaecabltee and 6 neutronlc ahleld eleacnta. Ae 
"t are Interested In getting ttae history and response apectra correla
tions. It baa been neceaaary to have a detallled rapreaentatloo of the 
physical boundary condition* between the aaaeabltea and the dlagrld- The 
way to deteralne the aodel la the following : 

Determination of the finite eleaent aodel of each type of aubeaeeably 
froa the geometry (aoae aaaeabllea aay have rigid body notion). 

- Calculation by aodal recombination of the core reeponec- The daaplng 
coefficients used for this calculation are adjuated to get the beat 
correlations with the cxperlaental results. 

This aethod haa been uaed to correlate the teat reeults at 3 
levels of excitations (30 Z O H , 100 X OtE, 100 I SSE). In this paper we 
will Juat present the rcs-%Ua for 100 X OaE : 

The fuel aaseabllea are represented by 4 aode* (the flrat one la a 
rigid body notion) corresponding to an aaaeably pinned at Ita lower 
cutrealty and free at It'a bead- The daaplng coefficient la 3 X. 

- The neutronlc ahleld cleaenta are repreaented by 2 aodes (this eleaent 
Is here supposed to be claaped In the duaay dlagrld). Nevertheless It 
la neccaaary, at high level of excitation (SSE) to Introduce a rotation 
aprlog to repreaent the lapcrfectlon of the boundary between the ele-
aent and the dlagrtd. The daaplng coefficient for these eleaent* Is 
1 X. 

The correlations for both types of eleaenta are preaented fig- 8 
and 9 and ahow a good agreeacnt between testa and calculatlona. We notice 
that In the response epectrua, the peaks do not correepond to the etgen 
frequency of an aaaeably alone but aake appear an equivalent frequency due 
to the Interactions between aaacabllea (shocks). Mora precisely the fre
quencies of the aubaaaeabllea alone are B.O Hi for the final assemblies 
and 20.3 Ha for the shield aleaenta : a preclee anelyele of the reeponse 
apectra allow to determine equivalent frequenclee about 9.5 Hi and 21 Hi. 

2.7 Conclualone 

Oevelopaent of a new optical Measuring system has allowed to 
obtain dleplacaents of all subasseablles. It was shown that aaxlaua dla-
plsceaent happens on the cor* central tow. Accurate tlae history and res
ponse spectra co<. .eletlone w*r* obtained by a C0RALIE aodelliatlon of the 
ceotral row. 

Differential dlapleceaent meeeuremente hara proved th*t ell 
subassemblies gap* era cloaad during lapsct on the neutronlc shield ele-
asnta for the OIE level. 

For future atudlea will be Interesting to measure ths displace
ments In the orthogonal direction with respect to the excitation. The 
bidirectional reapooae calculatlona for (ha whole core, aay be perforaed 
with th/- code CASTEH 2000. More-over the fluid atructura Interaction aust 
be ctvdled ; analysis of the teats results In water and developeaent of a 
aodellaatlon. In thla ala, the CF* haa developed an hoaogeoeliatlon aethod 
to atudy the fluid structure Interaction In the globel motion of the 
core. 
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THE S.M.S. 
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NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES CARRIED OUT 
IN THE FRAMEWORK OF PEC CORE SEISMIC ANALYSIS 

A-Kartelli, H Forni 
ENEA/VEL. Bologna 

G bonacina 
1SI1ES S - p - A - , b s r g d u i a 

H Kelloni 
Institute of Nuclear Plants, Bologna University 

Sophucicacad numerical techniques had to be developed and a 
wide-ranging experimental programme had to be pert'ornied to 
allow the PEC core seismic response to be correctly analysed. 
The numerical techniques mainly consisted in the ID computer 
program COFtALIE. jointly developed by ENEA and CEA for the 
non-linear core analysis, and an iterative procedure for the 
reactor-block calculations (taking into account vessel-core 
mechanical coupling)- This procedure, that is described in a 
separate paper, makes use of linearized models, that are 
defined on the basis of the results of the C0P.AL1E 
calculat ions-

A long series of experiments was performed on simplified 
mock-ups and prototypes of all the various element types that 
^ca present in the core, for both the original and the final, 
modified, design solutions-
Tests were performed in air and w-iter (simulating sodium), 
with excitations increasing up to above SSE Single prototype 
elements, couples and a group of three fuel elements were 
teated Groups of seven and nineteen simplified elements 
reproducing actual core parts were analysed- Experi ments with 
simulation of the PEC core-restraint ring and direct 
measurements of shock forces were carried out 

All the tests were analysed by means of COHALIE The tests 
performed on f- and iv- element groups were also analysed 
using the 2D computer program CLASH, developed by 
be 1gonuc1ea ire -

The paper summarises the foundamentals of the numerical and 
the experimental studies- It also contains in Appendix some 
notes on the analysis performed for the Intermediate PEC 
Safety Heport and the use of the results of such analysis for 
structural and functional verifications 

U eut£Q§ES QE IOE §IUQ1E§ 
As mentioned by Kartell! at ul (11, complicated numerical 
techniques had to be developed and a wide-ranging 
experimental programme had to be per termed to allow the PEC 
core seismic response to be correctly analysed- The numerical 
techniques mainly consist in the computer program CUHAI.IE, 
developed by Kartell i ut at. t ;>) and Oauvaih el a), til lor 
the non-linear core analysis, and an iterative procedure tor 
the reactor-block calculations (taking into account 
vessel-core mechanical coupling), sec up by Kartelli ut al 
C41 and Cecchim et al lb]. The features of these techniques 
^r& only summarized in Par- 2, since they h**ve already bweii 
described in Uutail in the above-menttoned referenced 
As far as experimental tests are concerned, some more details 
are provided in Par- J, stressing their use for code 
validation and application, and mainly focusing on the must 
recent experiments (the features and results of thu first 
experiments have extensively been published in the 
literature, as recalled by Kartell! et al (61). 

2*. CQLGULflllQU dEItiQQS , 
to 

2x.l IUB ECQUcao GQBBL1E. <o 
The computer program CORALIE was jointly developed by EHEA • 
and the French Atomic Energy Authority (CEA) lor the 
non-linear detailed analysis of a fast reactor I'UIO It has 
already been applied to the PEC core seismic verification oy 
Kartell i et al . C?l (see Appendix), in the framework of thu 
calculations for the Intermediate Safety Heport <8IS)j it has 
also been applied to the Superphenix-1 core seismic analysis 
by (iantenbein et al . C6J 

CORALIE analyses the fast reactor core in thu horizontal 
plane, taking into account the effects of shocks occurring 
among core elements, and in the case of PEC, also between the 
core most internal elements and the test channel, as well as 
between the core externa) elumunts and the restraint ring-
The code is onu-di meiisional ; that is, it account-. lor 
one-directlonal excitations only, and neglects thu dynamic 
response in the direction normal to the excitation- Thus, if 
the numerical analysis is not limited to single eluiiiuiit rows, 
but geometries consisting of several parallel rows are 
analysed (as it is necessary, for instance, for the studius 
concurnihg simplified element groups, duscribed in Par' J o ) , 
the shocks among elements ul' diffuiunt rows are assumed to 
act in the excitation direct ion only, although huxcan faces 
are not normal to that direction (Herlelli et at- ivl). 

C0Bftl.lt makes use of modal analysis, whose adoption \n 
justified by thu fuaturus of the iterative procedure u^uu to 

http://C0Bftl.lt


integrate the motion equations, as explained by Gauvain et 
al C31; it simulates each core element by a linear beam; it 
describes shock phenomena by spring-damper systems, that are 
applied to the axial nodes on which impacts are possible arid 
start acting as soon as contacts occur-
All the dissipative effects are assumed to be included in 
viscous damping coefficients, also those which are related to 
mobile parts inside the elements and to spike-can 
interactions due to clearances between spikes and cans (in 
the case that these interactions are not directly described 
in the numerical model, see Kartell! et al- O l ) . 
Among other results, the code calculates time-histories of 
element-diagrid differential displacements, element reaction 
loads and shock forces acting on the various elements; as 
mentioned by Kartell i et al - CI), these are the data that 
were necessary for the structural and functional verification 
studies performed by Cecchini and Neri (10) on core elupients 
and by Bonacina ut al C M } on the shutdown system, as well 
as for the analysis of the earthquake neutronic and thermal 
consequences carried out by Artioli et al• C123 and for the 
evaluation of the vessel-core coupling (Par- 2 2 ) . COHALIE 
has already been validated against various experimental 
results, as pointed out by Kartell i et al • CS>). 

2̂ .2 ysssel=£Qcs dxoaais lQiscasiioo 
Beside the CORAL. IE program, an iterative procedure between 
the non-linear core calculations and the linear reactor-block 
runs was also developed at ENEA by Kartell! et al C<U. As 
shown by Fig- 1, this procedure implies the definition of an 
equivalent linear core model at each iteration step, 
transmitting to the vessel the reaction loads that are 
calculated by the non-linear model of CORALIE: thus, the 
CORAL IE response is linearized so as to obtain transfer 
functions between diagrid acceleration and reaction loads 
that are ap proximately equal for the linear and the 
non-linear moaels. 
The method, that was described in detail in the already 
mentioned work of Kartell! et al- 143 and was summarized by 
Kartell! et al C6) and Haresca et al C13J. has allowed the 
seismic motion of the core diagrid to be determined, together 
with that of the vessel plug <to which the PEC test channel 
is also connected), by taking into account vessel-core 
coupling (see Hartal!i et al. C7J>- It is worth mentioning 
that, in th*« PEC calculations carriaa out for HIS. thti method 
has been adopted for both SSE and OBE (called TSS and 1/2 
TSS). due to the fact that the vessel-core coupling effects 
are rather different for the two earthquake levels in the PEC 
case -

2*. eifcttuaewieL aaakxsis am yauBeiiow 
2*1 NfiEds a i Iba Itt&la 

A wide-ranging experimental programme was performed at JSKES 
on shaking table in the framework of the PEC cora seismic 
verifteat ion.These tests, carried out in 19U1-1vat>, aimed at; 
- providing a further validation of the C0BAU1E program in 
the case of core elements with PEC geometry, to confirm the 
good agreement between calculations and measurements, that had 
already been obtained by Kartell! et al (2) .md Gantenbein 
et al. C83 on the basis of CEA experiments, and to 
demonstrate the adequacy of the code for the seismic analysis 
of the PEC core (including the double simultaneous excitation 
model used to analyse the core with test channel in 
posit ion); 

providing the necessary input data 'for the C0UAl.lt' 
calculations of the PEC core in both the case of TSii and that 
of 1/2 TSS. This implies an adequate description of restraint 
conditions of core element spikes, a check of the theoretical 
mass and stiffness profiles of all elements, the evaluation 
of element damping coefficients, the estimate of sodium 
effects and the verification of the adequacy of the shock 
stiffness and damping valued usud in the design caIcuI ations. 

It is worth noting that the experimental programme was 
defined taking into account the test results that hud already 
been obtained by CEA on a core mock-up approx im.it i ng the 
Superphenix-1 sixes with a 1:3 scale factor. These tests, 
described by Gantenbein et al. lb), had demonstrated the 
adequacy of the one-dimensional model adopted in CORAL IE in 
the case of one-directional excitations; furthurmura, they 
had also shown that the COHAI.IE calculations of the whole 
core are reliable, provided chat the core element vibrational 
parameters, the shock coefficients and the fluid effects are 
correctly defined. 

All the I SUES tests were performed on PEC core element 
mock-ups in full scale: in fact, the highly non-linear 
behaviour of the single elements does not allow accurate 
design data to be obtained in the case of tests in reduced 
scale. The use of full-scale elements obviously 11 mi cud the 
sizes of the mock-ups (i.e. the number of elements) that 
could be tested on shaking ta^le: however, this does nut 
decrease the validity of the results, taking into account the 
conclusions of the above Mentioned CBA study. 

2i.2 ecsUauuucy. ts*U 
The preliminary tests, performed in 1V61 - 1*03, concerned 
simplified and complete mock-ups of the various, core elements 
ill air- These tests were carried out on chu single uluiiienls, 
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the Matin couples of adjacent elements chat are present in the 
core. And A group of three fuel elements forced together at 
the tower pads- They provided the data for the core HIS 
calculations perforated by Kartell! et el- £73 and Cecchini et 
a). M 4 1 . 
The test features; and results have already been described in 
detail in various works, such as those of bonacina et al• 
Clb.141, and were also summarized in the review paper on core 
seisaiic studies published by nartelli et al• 16): thus, we 
only report here some remarks on the experiments performed on 
the complete mock-ups, mainly concerning the use of the test 
results for the RIS Calculations and their consequences on 
the experiments performed later. 

Mhile only the outer shroud geometry and the total mass of 
the actual elements was kept in the simplified elements (see 
bonacina et al- lib}), the complete mock-ups tested in the 
preliminary experiments were constructed so as to be 
dynamically equivalent to the actual elements corresponding 
to the original design solution: this was characterized by a 
single sat of pads (that located at 1440 mm above element 
base) and spikes whose design was later modified to both 
improve structural behaviour in an earthquake and simplify 
handling problems. The shrouds and the inner parts of the 
mock-ups (pin bundles e t c ) were equal to those of the actual 
elements (except a suitable replacement of some materials 
such as fuel), but the spikes, although they were designed to 
well approximate the actual stiffness, mass and spike-can 
clearance profiles, were simplified and modified in ordur to 
be compatible with the diagrid used in the tests, which was 
not prototypic-

ln the tests performed on complete elements, the excitation 
level was limited to about 0-3 g, by the fair of damaging the 
mock-ups: this limit had been established on the basts of 
structural calculations of the core elements- Honofrequential 
sinusoidal excitations and multifrequential stationary 
("random") excitations were applied in the tests carried out 
on single elements; on the contrary, only multifrequential 
excitations, but both random and transient ("seismic"), were 
applied in those performed on element coupler arid the group 
of three fuel elements. 

The test results showed that the maximum response frequencies 
l i e the frequency values corresponding to the first peak of 
the frequency response functions) increase with increasing 
excitation level in the whole excitation range analysed (fig. 
2 ) ; a similar behaviour was shown by amplifications: this was 
attributed to spike-can clearance effects. However, the 
frequency values measured in the seismic tests on the couples 
at the highest excitations were quasi-constant with 
increasing excitation for most of the elements and were very 
close to the maximum values detected in the random tests on 

the single elements,' thus, (he latter values were adopted to 
determine natural frequencies in air fur the HIS 
calculations, after correcting them for trie actual spike 
profile and the temperature effects. It was demonstrated by 
Bonacina et al• M6.17J and by Indirli et a I. M b J that, to 
attain the above-mentioned natural I'ruquoncliu, the spiku-can 
clear*.ice effects can be simulated by decreasing spike 
stiffnesses, with respect to the theoretical values 
corresponding to double-contact restraint conditions, by 
factors depending on spike-can clearance and excication level 
only This me«ns that llneenzwd numerical models of the 
single elements were adopted at each excitation luvul 
As far as damping in air is concerned, the analysis of the 
test results performed by Indirli et al till) and summarized 
by bonacina et al. (16,1/] showed good agreement between 
measured and calculated maximum Ji^placements making use of 
fractions of critical damping l)_ > 1* The t\_ - valuus, as 
well as the spike stiffness correction factors, were 
sufficiently independent, for each element type, of the t/po 
of the adjacent elements in the various couples: this 
demonstrated the reliability of the linearized core element 
models defined, together with adequacy of •.u»(i. Hmitud to 
couples to gut the necessary information on c o m element 
vibrational parameters. 

Concerning the fluid effects assumed in the HIS cjlouUuoiia, 
those on natural frequencies wufu simulated by Muriel It et 
al . C7J by en increase of the element linear aiasse* according 
to French and Japanese test results (diagonal added mass 
matrix), while those on damping were sssuaied to correspond to 
an added damping of A«J_ a •»», leading to design values of q_ s 
5*. According to nartelli et al. TV), it is worth merit toning 
that the use of added daaiping due to fluid is justified In 
the case of PEC by the fact that the assumption of zero 
values of the non-diagonal terms of the added mass matrix 
leads to quite conservative results (see Par. 3 &)• 

finally, we note that the preliminary tests on complete 
elements indicated that aionofrequential excitatiuns are not 
adequate to analyse such non-1inuar structures as core 
elements, and that tests with seismic excitation can be 
useful 1 for single elements as well, in order to better 
clarify the possible effects of excitation shape on the 
dynamic responae (effects of this kind were stressed by 
Bonacina ut al. M o ) at the relatively low excitations 
reached in the preliminary tests). 

1*1 Sduck tusks 
As mentioned in l'a»' 2 1 , shocks among the cure elements ere 
siaiulated in COltALlE by system* of springs and damper*, which 
start acting as soon as local contact occurs. Mite to the fact 
that shock forces and core volume variations had beun found 



to be strongly dependent on impact parameters for the PEC 
restrained core, it was necessary to estimate adequate shock 
stiffness and damping values and to verify the adequacy of 
the impact model used in CORALIE 

To this aim, experimental tests were carried out by Bonacina 
et al. £19) in air. by gradually increasing the excitation 
level up to TSS, on a mock-up consisting in a fuel element in 
decay position, the adjacent neutron shield element and a 
plate simulating the PEC core-restraint ring (fig- 3). Fuel 
elements in decay positions are those which are characterized 
by the largest shock force values in the PEC case, due to the 
presence of the restraint ring, as shown by Kartelli et al-
C7). Two s.ts of pads were attached to the neutron shield 
element, according to the final design solution 
The mock-up was simultaneously excited at the diagrid level 
(through a shaking table) and at the top of the neutron 
shield element (to correctly describe the effects of the 
whole core motion)- The two TSS excitation time-histories had 
been calculated by Cecchini et al- C51 using CORALIE Shock 
forces during time were measured at the two pad levels on the 
two elements, by means of force transducers-

The experimental results provided data necessary to perform 
the structural and functional tests on the element shrouds of 
Cecchini and Neri C101. i-e. time interval between subsequent 
impacts, impact duration and loading velocity (the maximum 
shock force values were provided by the numerical studies of 
Cecchini at al- C53 and Kartelli et al- C7]>. 
The numerical analysis of the test results was later 
performed by Hartal Ii et al. C20) using CORAL IE (some first 
results were also shown by Bonacina et al- CIV})- The 
vibrational parameters of the two elements were defined 
according to the results of the preliminary tests described 
in Par- 3-2- The shock stiffness parameters were derived from 
the results of the structural experiments of Cecchini and 
Neri CIO], which had been carried out by applying cyclic 
shock forces to the core element shrcuds- The shock damping 
coefficients were defined by introducing the previously 
mentioned shock stiffness values and the computed contact 
durations in the simplified theoretical correlation suggested 
by Gantenbein et al- 183 and also used for the Superphenix-1 
core seismic analysis. 

The comparison*: between calculations and measurements have 
been presented in detail by Kartelli et al- C20] and have 
been summarized by kartelli et al- £7J. They show good 
agreement with regard to both maximum and effective 
(root-mean-square) values of the computed and measured shock 
forces (fig- 4), as well as time interval -between subsequent 
impacts (about 0-2 s. see Kartell! et al- C7]). 

This demonstrated the adequacy of the shock model adopted in 
CORAL IE, together with the reliability of the methods used to 
define shock stiffness and damping values. It is worth noting 
that the study also allowed the numerical modal adopted in 
the case of double simultaneous excitation to be successfully 
coscad 

3x3 Iests SQ ec9£9l*Qes s i trig eciaioai eleuieuts 
The first tests on prototypes concerned two actual fuel 
elements corresponding to the original design solution- As 
shown by Bonacina et al £17] and Hartelli et al. £21], these 
tests led to a positive verification of the assumptions 
concerning the dynamic equivalence between the complete 
element mock-ups described in Par. 3-2 and the corresponding 
actual elements (fig- 2). It is worth not in« that some 
discrepancies at low excitations are due to the fact chat 
static contact between the two elements is only present in 
the tests on actual elements, owing to the action of the 
bending bars located inside the spikes. 
Furthermore, the tests were taken to very high excitations, 
so as to produce differential displacements between the 
element cop and the diagrid of 66 mm: these values are much 
larger than those attained in the previous experiments, and 
correspond to the application of a very con^rvdtiv^ TSS 
spectrum at the diagrid level (its peak was close to element 
first natural frequency); they are even considerably larger 
than the maximum displacements that are made possible in the 
core by the presence of the restraint ring. In spite of such 
large displacements and the fact that the spike profile had 
not been improved yet, no damage was detected on the two 
elements after the tests. 

Finally, we note that the first natural frequency really 
attained a constant value at the highest excitation levels in 
these tests (fig- 5): such value was slightly larger (about 
10*) than the maximum one determined in the previous 
experiments on the complete fuel element mock-ups and was 
approximately equal to that evaluated numerically with the 
assumption of double contact at element spike. Thus, the role 
of the spike-can clearance was confirmed, together with Che 
adequacy of the procedure adopted to simulate its effect in 
the numerical analysis-

3t§ Iegtg Q Q ecatatsees at tbe HoaL SLBSSUIS 
Later, due to the fact that the core element design had been 
modified, a wide-ranging test programme was carried out by 



Bonacina at al- CI 7} using prototypes of tha core alenants 
corresponding to the final design solution: to obtain these, 
the conplete mock-ups that had been used in the previous 
tests ware modified: tha original spikes ware replaced by 
actual element spikes and a second set of pads was attached 
at 2558 mm above element base (a prototype diagrid piece was 
constructed). 

Since the above-mentioned tests performed on the two actual 
fuel elements with original spikes had demonstrated that it 
is possible to attain very high excitations without any 
damage, and due to some extrapolation uncertainties 
characterizing the previous test results (see Hartal Ii et al. 
tS>J), tha excitation level was gradually increased up to 
above TSS in these new experiments on prototypes. 

The tests ware mainly performed in water, simulating sodium, 
in order to account for immersion effects on the maximum 
response frequencies and damping values (some preliminary 
tests in water had also been performed by Bonacina et al. 
tl?l on the original mock-ups: these were also described by 
Itartalli et al • C6.21J). The sizes of tha water container 
were such as to allow the fluid to be considered as an 
infinite medium. Furthermore, the container walls ware very 
stiff, so that its motion was constant along the vertical 
axis and coincident with that of the diagrid: in this way the 
element dynamic response was independent of container sizes 
and vibrational behaviour (Kartell! ot al- C91). 
Tests ware carried out on all single elements, all the 
couples of adjacent elements prasent in tha core, and tha 
group of three fuel elements forced together at the 
contacting pads. Fig- 6 shows a mock-up consisting of a 
neutron shield element and a reflecting element inside the 
water container. 

Tha maximum displacements attained at the element top were 
45-55 mm with respect to the diegrid: these values are again 
larger than those which are really possible in the core due 
to tha presence of the restraint ring. It is worth noting 
that this result confirmed the necessity of such a ring, to 
guarantee scram feasibility during TSS: in fact, the 
experimental tests of PEC shutdown system were successfully 
performed by applying differential motions between the core 
upper pads and the diagrid that were characterized by maximum 
displacements of 30-31 mm (see Bonacina et al• C113). 

In the tests both random and seismic excitations were 
adopted. No sinusoidal excitations wera used due to the 
reasons mentioned in Par. 3.2. According to the remarks of 
Par- 3.2, seismic tests were also performed on the single 
elements. The TSS excitation corresponded to the time-hi story 

calculated by Cecchini at al. C53 in the framework of the 
design analysis (these corresponded to improved spectra with 
raspect to those previously adopted for the complete 
mock-ups). 

The tests confirmed that element integrity is guaranteed up 
to above TSS: this result allowed the use of elastic models 
(such as that adopted in C0RAL1E) for the numerical analysis 
of the whole excitation range of the experiments. 
Furthermore, they demonstrated that, at the excitation levels 
characterizing 1/2 TSS and TSS, the effects of the excitation 
shape are negligible (see Forni et al. C223). 
The experimental results also confirmed the spike-can 
clearance affects shown by the previous tests on complete 
mock-ups, with regard to the increase of natural frequencies 
with increasing excitation (fig. 7b). It is worth noting, 
however, that in spite of the very large excitations 
attained, the first maximum response frequencies reached tha 
theoretical values (calculated with the assumption of double 
contact at the element spikes) only in the case of small 
clearances. Concerning amplifications, they varied 
considerably with excitation and increased up to TSS (Forni 
et al. 1223). 

Finally, with regard to fluid effects, the test results 
concerning the single elements demonstrated the validity of 
the added mass diagonal terms obtained with the assumption of 
a two-concentric shell model (Forni et *l• C22]). 
The experimental results were analysed numerically by Forni 
et al. C223 and nartelli et al. C9] by use of CORAME. A 
summary of the numerical study is also reported by Hartalli 
et al• C73. The adequacy of tha spike stiffness correction 
factors determined in air in tha previous studies of Par. 3.2 
was demonstrated for describing spike-can clearance effects, 
in water also. 

In the first step of the numerical study, carried out by 
"'orni et al • C221, the fluid effects on inertia forces were 
simulated by.computing the added mass diagonal terms by use 
of the theoretical correlation valid in tha casa of two 
concentric shells and, similar to the assumptions of the RIS 
calculations, adopting zero values for the non-diagonal terms 
(m =0>- In this way, tha natural frequency values in water 
wera in good agreement with the experimental results, but the 
damping coefficients which had to be assumed to match the 
measured maximum displacements were very large: n_ - values 
larger than 10* ware obtained in the excitation range of 
interest, against tha value 5% used in the RIS analysis and 
that of about 1* estimated in the previous tests in air (fig. 
7a). This result demonstrates the conservative nature of tha 
design analysis performed by nartelli et al. C73, but is not 



understandable from a physical point of view (a large 
scattering of the data is also shown by fig- ?a). 
The analysis has later been repeated by Hartelli at al. C9] 
by also taking Into account the non-diagonal added mass 
affects on tha seismic load, which are due to the motion of 
the fluid induced by that of the containing tank- In these 
calculations the inner shall diameter for tha fluid-structure 
interaction model was assumed to be the hydraulic diameter of 
each element group, this being based on a watted perimeter 
value equal to the outer border of the group-
In this way, the dynamic loads associated to the diagrid 
motion were considerably reduced- Thus, the computed damping 
values, which provide maximum displacements equal to tha 
measured ones, were much lower than those previously obtained 
(fig- 7c). At tha high excitation levels they are vary close 
to those determined in air: this is in agreement with the 
fact that water is an incompressible fluid, and thus, it 
cannot laid to any specific energy dissipation, at least in 
the case of such a limited number of elements-
it is worth noting that, by use of the above-mentioned 
damping values, tha agreement between calculations and 
measurements was also good with regard to the displacement 
time-histories and effective values. as well as for the 
frequency response functions, as demonstrated by nartelli et 
al- C91; fig- 8 shows an example of comparison between 
displacement time - histories (tha analysis of tha test 
results of Par- 3-2, concerning complete element mock-ups in 
air, had been limited to maximum displacements). 

Taking into account the fact that the analysis of the fluid -
structure interaction tests (Par- 3-6) has demonstrated that 
the fluid-structure interaction effects within the core are 
negligible, in terms of both additional added mass and energy 
dissipation, the results of Hartelli et al- C91 are those to 
be used in the calculations for the PEC Pinal Safety Report 
(RPS). provided that the fluid effects on inertia forces are 
correctly taken into account (the RFS calculations are in 
progress with the cited data). 

3i6 Elyid^structurg lQtgr^cti.QQ £.£gt§ 

Pluid-structure interaction tests were performed on various 
configurations of PEC core simplified elements by Bonacina et 
al- £23). (lore precisely, single models and groups of seven 
and nineteen models of fuel, reflecting and neutron shield 
elements were tested on shaking tables, in both air and 
water, by gradually increasing the excitation level up to 
abova T3S (similar to the prototypes): maximum excitations of 
up to 2 5 . g were applied in the seismic tests, to fully 

envelop the TSS diagrid spectrum calculated by Cecchini et 
al. 15) 
The element mock-ups were similar to those used by Bonacina 
et al. CIS) in tha first tests cited in Par. 3-2.- they were 
characterized by actual sizes and masses with prototype 
shrouds- The spikes had been designed so »s to provide the 
actual element natural frequencies. Two set of pads had been 
attached to the mock-ups, according to the final element 
design solution-
Equal element groups ware tested (fuel and neutron shield 
configurations), together with mixed groups corresponding to 
real core parts at the boundary between the fissilo ^ J the 
reflecting zones, and the reflecting and the neutron shield 
zones (fig. 9 shows the group of nineteen fuel and reflecting 
elements). The effects of the core-restraint ring were also 
studied (fig. 10). Por the highest excitation,tests the itost 
recent shaking table of ISKcS (HASTEN) was used (tha SISTER 
shaking table, utilized in all the previous tests of the 
experimental campaign did not allow peak accelerations of the 
diagrid to be higher than O.s e for the mock-ups consisting 
of nineteen elements). 

The experimental results have been discussed in detail in the 
mentioned work of Bonacina et al. C23) All the test results 
indicated the absence of fluid-structure interaction effects 
related to core internal phenomena, in spite of the rather 
large differential displacements among elements that had been 
measured for the mixed element groups and in the presence of 
the restraint ring: in fact, maximum frequency and 
amplification values remained constant with increasing number 
of elements (see, for instance, tables 1 and 2). This is due 
to the relatively thick pads that are attached to the PEC 
core elements at two different levels: they hinder sodium 
layers width among elements to get sufficiently small during 
the seismic motion-
Furthermore, the motions measured in the direction normal to 
the excitation were negligible (see again table 2) This 
confirmed the adequacy of the one-dimensional analysis 
performed by CORALIE, in the case of one-directional 
excitations- This conclusion agrees with the resulcs of 
extensive coda-to-code comparisons performed by Forni ec al. 
C24) using CORALIE and the two-dimensional code CLASH, 
developed by Preumont et al. (25) at Belgonuclealre (some of 
the main results of this study are also reported by Hartelli 
et al. C?l)-

The numerical analysis of the experimental results on 
simplified core element groups was initiated by Forni et al. 
C221 and concluded by Marcelli et al- C9)< The main results 
nave been summarized by Bonacina et al. 1261. The 



calculations were performed by use of both CORALIE and the 
above-aiencioned two-dimensional program CLASH-
The analysis of the tests on equal element groups confirmed 
the adequacy of the two-concentric shell model that had been 
defined in the numerical studies concerning prototypes (Par 
3 5) for describing fluid-structure interaction, with regard 
to both diagonal and non-diagonal terms of the added mass 
matrix (fig- 11>- Similar to the prototypes, the inner shell 
diameter of this model is the hydraulic diameter of the 
analysed group, based on a wetted perimeter value equal to 
the group outer border- This implies that the fluid effects 
are limited to vessel-core coupling -

The adequacy of the adopted fluid-structure interaction model 
was confirmed by the analysis of tests performed on 
mixed-type element groups- In fact, the numerical results 
agree well with the experimental data with regard to both 
frequency response curves and displacements (maximum values, 
effective values and time-histories): figs- 11 and 12 show 
the agreement obtained for frequency response and maximum and 
effective (root-mean-square> displacements (more detailed 
comparisons have been reported by Kartelli et al- C91 and 
Bonacina et al- C263>- tie note that the results of CORALJE 
and CLASH are both very close to the measured data (perhaps, 
the CLASH results are even slightly better than those of 
CORALIE. due to its two-dimensional features). 

The above-mentioned good agreement between calculations and 
measurements was obtained by use of damping coefficients and 
spike stiffness correction factors (describing spike-can 
clearance effects) that are practically independent of group 
sizes and presence or absence of water; this is shown by fig 
13 for the damping coefficients of the fuel and reflecting 
e1ement s (for t he ot her resuIts see t he above nenci oned 
works)- The damping and spike stiffness correction factor 
values »r9 characteristic of each element type and were 
correctly found to be equal for fuel and reflecting elements, 
since the only difference between the two mo^k-ups was the 
different mass- It is worth mentioning that the difference in 
the damping values obtained on the two shaking tables (SISTER 
and RASTER) at relatively low excitations is due to the 
already mentioned excitation shape effects. as shown by 
Kartell i et al - CS-1 

To sum up. the study demonstrated that the only 
fluid-structure interaction effects in the PEC core are those 
related to immersion in the fluid and vessel-core coupling-
It allowed a two-concentric shell model to be defined for 
decribing these effects in the PEC core final calculations 
for RPS- Similar to the prototype elements, no significant 
additional damping due to the fluid was detected- Finally, 
contribution to code validation was provided-

1* QQUCLU5IQUS 
The very extensive numerical and experimental studies carried 
out in the framework of the PEC core seismic verification 
allowed adequate detailed numerical tools to be set up, that 
were also used for the Superphenix-1 core seismic analysis, 
as well as all the necessary data to be determined for the 
PEC design calculations and the final verification runs-
Numerous data were obtained, that enabled the available codes 
(C0RAL1E and CLASH) to be validated- Techniques of general 
validity for core seismic analysis were developed- Rusults of 
general interest for all the fast reactor types were 
obtained. 
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Table 1 
First "natural" frequency and amplification values Measured for the 
mixed groups of simplified PEC neutron shield and reflecting 
elements in the case of random excitation (• • mlnumum and maximum 
values; « * mean vali>e). 

NUUEN 
or 

ELEMENTS 

a.n.s 
EXCITATION 

NATURAL 
FXEQUENCV 

Hs 

AflrLINCATION 
HOIION ORTHOGONAL 

•IRECTION DIRECTION 

AnrllFJCAIION 
ca/caM' 1 NOTES 

7 
97 3.6 9.2-13. S* 

(18.9)8 
• 

(8) 
s.aivs.aa 

(a.ais) 

IN * IK 

7 

184 3.6 9.6-12.8 
(IB. 7) 

• • 1 
(B.S) 

a.ai3-a.a23 
(a.ai?> 

IN * IK 

» 1M 3.6 7.8-ia.a 
(9.7) 

a - i i 
<a.6> 

a.ai2-a.a2i 
(a.at6> 

IN * IK 

7 97 3.1 6.4-7.9 
(6.9) 

a - 1.7 
(S.8) 

a.an-8.au> 
(8.614) IN 

UATER 19 97 3.1 4.6-7 
(S.7) 

a - 2.9 
(1.3) 

a.an-a.aia 
(B.oM) 

IN 

UATER 

I 
o 

Table 2 ^ 
Maximum and effective (root-mean-square) values of absolute and 
differential displacements measured at top level for the groups of 
simplified PEC neutron shield and reflecting elements in the case 
of random excitation. 

WISER 
or 

ELEMENTS 

•.n.s 
EXCITATION 

cm/. 4 

DISPLACEMENT (cs) 
ABSOLUTE BirrEUNTIAl 

M.H.S DISPLACEMENT (cs) 
ABSOLUTE DlFfERENTlAL NOTES 

7 
97 ?.. 69-2.74 8.69-4.22 8.40-8.78 8.16-1.12 

IN AIR 

7 

184 1.87-3.17 8.66-4.74 8.6-8.82 8.13-1.19 IN AIR 

19 188 2.24-3.12 8.63-4.76 8.64-8.82 8.13-1.31 

IN AIR 

7 97 1.57-2.19 8.S8-3.82 8.38-8.64 8.11-8.97 
IN 

UATER 19 97 1.43-2.33 8.41-4.84 8.37-8.68 8.11-1.84 

IN 

UATER 
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Fig.1 Simplified flow-chart of 
the iterative procedure adopted 
to analyse the PEC reactor-block 
and cere seismic response. 
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Fig. 2 First "natural" frequency 
values versus effective (root-
mean-square) values of the 
diagrid excitation measured in 
the random excitation tests 
performed in air on the couple 
of complete mock-ups of the PEC 
forced-type fuel elements with 
original design (full line), 
compared to the experimental 
results obtained for the cor
responding couple of actual 
elements (dotted line). 

Fig. 3 View of the mock-up used 
in the shaking table tests 
performed to analyse shock 
phenomena for the PEC core 
elements. 

Fig. 4 Comparison between compu-
ed and measured maximum and ef
fective (root-mean-square) valu
es of the shock forces acting on 
the PEC core elements, versus 
excitation effective values 
(F2 • impact force between the 
two analysed elements at upper 
pads; F3 a impact force between 
the fuel element and the 
"restraint" plate;full lines » 
experimental results; dotted 
lines * computed results). 
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Fig. 5 First "natural" frequency 
values versus peak values of the 
excitation measured in the sei
smic excitation teats performed 
in air on the couple of actual 
PEC forced-type fuel elements 
corresponding to the original 
design solution. Comparison with 
the theoretical first natural 
frequency value determined with 
the assumption of double contact 
restraint at element spikes-
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Fig. 6 View of a mock-up consi
sting of a couple of prototype 
PEC core elements used in the 
shaking table tests performed in 
water (neutron shield and 
reflecting elements). 
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7 Numerical analysis of the experimental results concerning 

prototype forced-type fuel element in water: first natural 
frequency values and fractions of critical damping determined in 
botn the case of values of the non- diagonal terms of the added 
mass matrix m w 

theoret ical natural 
= 0 (a) and that of m 

frequency value for zero 
x = 

I = 

/ 0 (b, 
spike-

c );ful1 line 
can clearance; 
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tests interrupted due to excessive displacements,-
single element; 
couple of equal-type elements; 
couple including a normal-type reflecting element; 
couple including a forced-type reflecting element; 
couple including a central-type fuel element; 
group of three fuel elements forced together (elements are not 
forced together in the couples*. 

Fig. 8 Test in water with 
seismic excitation on Che couple 
of prototype PEC forced-type 
fuel and normal-type reflecting 
elements: comparison between 
computed and measured displace
ment time-histories at the top 
of the forcud-type fuel element. 

Fig. 9 View of a mock-up of 
nineteen simplified PEC core 
elements used in the fluid-
structure interaction tests on 
shaking table; case of the mixed 
group of fuel and reflecting 
elements without restraint-ring 
simulation (fuel elements sr<s 
white-coloured). 

I 
o 

Fig.10 View of the simplified 
PEC core element mock-up of fig 
19 in the presence of the two 
plates simulating the PEC 
core-restraint ring. 
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Fig.11 Test parformed in water 
on the nixed group of nineteen 
simplified PEC fuel and reflec
ting elements in the case 
of restraint-ring simulation 
(maximum excitation level): 
comparison between computed and 
measured . transfer functions 
(displacement at the top of the 
group central element over 
diagrid acceleration). 

Fig.12 Tests on the group of 
nineteen simplified PEC fuel and 
reflecting elements: comparisons 
between maximum and effective 
(root-mean-square) displacements 
at element top-

a = tests in air at various 
seismic excitations in the 
presence of the restraint 
plates ( response of the 
group central element); 

b = test in water at the maxi
mum seismic excitation le
vel without restraint ring 
simulat ion. 

Fig.13 Fractions of critical 
damping versus peak excitation 
calculated for the simplified 
PEC fuel and reflecting eleme
nts. Data based on the results 
of the seismic experiments 
performed in air and water on 
the mixed-type element groups 
using the SISTER and 0ASTER 
shaking tablas (inked-in points 
for tests in water). 
Q = 7 neutron shield and reflec

ting elements (SISTER); 
Q a 19 neutron shield and re

flecting elements (SISTER); 
© M 7 fuel and reflecting ele

ments (no restraint.SISTER) 
> = 19 fuel and reflecting ele

ments (no restraint.SISTER) 
A = 19 fuel and reflecting ele

ments (.«io restraint .MASTER) 
• a 19 fuel and reflecting ele

ments (with restraint .MASTER). 
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PEC fast reactor core seismic verification 

A.Martelli, M.Forni, A.Micelotta, C. Sartari 
ENEA, Fast Reactor Department, Bologna, Italy 

G.Bonacina 
ISMES, Bergamo, Italy 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The methods adopted by ENEA for the seismic design of the Italian PV.C 
fast reactor core and some numerical and experimental studies carried out 
in support to this design were illustrated in various papers presented to 
the Eighth SMiRT Conference (see Martelli et al. 1985). These papers also 
contain a description of the PEC core, together with some notes on the 
reference earthquakes adopted (TSS, i.e. Safe-Shutdown Earthquake, and 
) TSS,i.e. approximately Operational Basis Earthquake). Furthermore,the | 
seismic safety and operational requirements are cited and the fundameu- J* 
tals of the computer program C0RALIE are reported. This prugram was join- i^. 
tly developed by ENEA and CEA (Martelli et al. 1981) and was also applied • 
to the Superphenix-I core seismic verification (Cantcnbeiu et al. 1983). 

2 CALCULATION PROCEDURE 

The core seismic verification analysis for the PEC Intermediate Safety 
Report (R1S) was carried out using the computer program CORAME. This 
program is one-dimensional, i.e. it only accounts for one-directiunal ex
citations and neglects the dynamic response in the direction normal to 
the excitation.lt makes use of non-linear methods to account for shocks. 
To determine the seismic motions of the diagrid supporting the core 

(Figure 1) and those of the vessel rotating plug (to wliich the test chan
nel,present in the PEC core centre, is also connected) , an iturativu 
procedure between the non-linear core calculations and the linear reactor-
block runs has been applied: this procedure, described by Martelli et al. 
(1985),has been adopted for both TSS and J TSS conditions (the vessel-
core seismic interaction effects are rather different, in the PEC case, 
for the two earthquake levels, see Figure 1). 
The core analysis has been based on calculations performed on single 

rows of core elements, located on core diameters, making reference to the 
core geometry in which the test channel is replaced by a group of seve-
elements ("single-row analysis"). These runs have been performed separate-
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Figure 1. Acceleration time-histories at tlie core diagrid level, obtain
ed for TSS and )TSS at convergence of the vessel-core iterative procedure 

ly for the two excitation directions which are normal to hexcan faces 
("f ace-co-face excitation "> and hexcan corners ("comer-to-conier excit-
atiou"). Both beginning-of-life and end-of-life cure conditions have been 
analysed. 
Calculations with up to nine core element rows (about 4UX the whole 

cure ), interacting in the excitation direction, have also been performed: 
these calculations allowed the response uf the test channel to be deter
mined (this occupies the seven oust central diagrid pusitiuns, and thus, 
cannot be analysed by a single-row analysis); furthermore, they enabled 
correction factors for the single-row dynamic response to be evaluated, 
especially in the presence of the test loop within the core. These runs 
were performed by use of excitation time-histories whose duration was 
reduced to the zone of core maximum response, in order to limit computer 
time to acceptable values (the results were shown to be significant). 
To determine the maximum response parameters to he used for the struc

tural and functional verifications, reference was made to the largest 
response value* determined for each core element in the two analysed ex
citation directions: no combination of the cespouses obtained in the two 
directions was adopted, due to the fact that the resulting displacements 
are in general not permitted by the presence of the PEC cure-restraint 
ring. This assumption is also justified by the low values of the correla
tion coefficient of the two horizontal earthquake components and the fact 
that the core is quasi-axisyumetric. 

3 VIBRATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR THE DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

In the PEC core seismic analysis, linearized models uf each core element 
have been adopted at each excitation level of interest, in spite of non-
uegligible clearances at the element spikes. According to the results of 
experimental tests performed in air on complete mock-ups of the various 

Table I. Fractions uf critical damping and first natural frequency values 
of the PEC core elements (natural frequencies in Hz). Design calculations 

Element type measured damping measured frequencies frequencies fur KIS 
air air air sodium 

central-type 
fuel (ECO 
furced-type 
fuel (ECP) 
forced-type 
reflecting 
(ERF) 
normal-type 
reflecting 
(EHN) 
neutron 
shield lES) 

1.22 

I.2Z 

1.02 

I.OZ 

2,7-4,OX 

3.9 

J." 

I.« 

1.6? 2,'J/. 

J.57 2.Bb 

J. 5" 2. MM 

S.1H J.feJ 

J.bi l.Vl 

core elements corresponding tu the urigiual design solution (Martclli el 
al. I9BS), the spike-can clearance eftucts wut'e simulated by spike stiff
ness corrections (E/E factors). Basing on the results of lhc»e tents, 
first natural frequencies and damping cue 11 icients had been u u t a m e d in 
air at the various excitation levels, for the different element types, by 
performing CORALIE dynamic calculations . The damping coefficients (Table 
t) were such as to provide computed maximum displacements in good agreem
ent with the measured values, while the first natural I i ii|mio iis inrres-
ponded to the maximum values measured in the tests pcrlnrmcd on single 
elements with random excitatiuns (Martulli ut al. I'JH'J). 

The vibrational parameters applied in the CUKAI.IE dynamic cahulati.ais 
for RIS were derived from the results of the abuve-iucnl ioucd experiments. 
With regard to natural frequencies, the design modifications and rhe tem
perature effects were taken into account; furthermore, the sodium effects 
were simulated by increasing element linear masses by a. factor 1.56: this 
decreases frequencies of 203! with respect to the data in air, leading tu 
the values of Table I. Concerning fluid effects on damping, an additive 
fraction of critical damping A^-" 42 was assumed with respect to the va
lues determined in air ( 1 « U al least, see Table I ) , leading to l\* ">l 
for all elements and all modes. The above mentioned assupiiuns are justi
fied by Hartelli el al. (I98'> i I9B7). 

It is worth noting that no effects of the non-diagonal terms ol (be 
added mass matrix were taken into account in the KIS analysis, mil even 
those on the seismic load, which lead to a considerable decrease of the 



seismic response (see Kartelli at al. 1987). 

4 IMPACT PARAMETERS 

In CORAM£> shocks amouc, the core elements :«rc simulated Uy systems i<l 
springs and dampers, which start acting as soon as local contacts occur. 
Thus, it was necessary to estimate adequate shock stiffness and damping 
values and to verify that the iapace stodel used in CORAI.IE is correct. 
As described by Kartelli et al. (1985), experimental tests were carried 

out in air, by gradually increasing the excitation level up to TSS, on a 
mock-up consisting in a fuel element in decay position, the adjacent neu
tron shield element, and a plate simulating the PEC core-restraint ring. 
Fuel elements in decay positions are those which are characterized by the 
largest shock force values in the PEC case. This mock-up was simultaneous 
ly excited at the diagrid level (through a shaking table) and the lop of 
the neutron shield element (to correctly describe the effects of the 
whole core motion). Shock forces during time have been measured at all 
contact points on the two elements. 
The numerical analysis of the test results has later been performed 

with CORALIE. The vibrational parameters of the two elements have been 
defined according to the results of the previously cited tests. Tin KIHTH 
stiffness parameters have been derived from the results of the structur.il 
experiments of Neri et al. (1985), which had been carried out by applying 
cyclic shock forces to the core element shrouds. The shock damping coef
ficients have been defined by use of the simplified theoretical correla
tion suggested by Cantenbein et al. (1983),and also used for the Super-
phenix-l core seismic analysis, referring to the computed contact time. 
The comparison between computed and measured shock force values shows 

good agreement with regard to both maximum and effective (rool-mean-squa-
re) values (Figure 2), as well as number of impacts per unit time and 
time intervals between subsequent impacts (Figure : ) . 
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Figure 2- Comparison between computed and measured shock forces acting un 
PEC core elements versus excitation level: maximum forces acting on the 
restcaint ting and effective forces between the two elements (upper pads). 
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Figure 3. Comparison between computed and measured shoe I; force time-
hiscuries, acting between the {uel element wock-up and the restraint ring 
at upper pad level. 

This demonstrates the adequacy of the shock model ;ido|ite>l in COUAI.li: 
together with the reliability of the methods used to define shuck stiff
ness and damping values. It is worth noting that this study also allowed 
the numerical model adopted in tUKAI.lt in the case of double simultaneous 
excitation to be successfully tested. 

5 RESULTS OF THE DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

The parametric numerical analysis showed thai core models consisting of 
five element rows are adequate for 1'k'C in rune of f.iei—iu-l'.icu exiri t.u ion, 
while three element rows are sufficient for coruer-to-corncr excitation. 
The maximum values and the time-histories of the element and test chan

nel displacements, the shock forces and tile reaction loads acting on the 
diagrid and the core-restraint ting, have been detetniiucd fur both exci
tation directions adopted, taking into account core distortion effects, 
as well as the corrections of the results ot the single-row analysis men
tioned in Par. 2. These results are shown in tables 2-5 and figure 4, in 
which element types are identified by the same nomenclature used in Table 
2 (we only note that EBC indicates vuiitrul-rud guide-elements and EU fuel 
elements in the decay posilions). 
The above mentioned results allowed the structural ami funitional re

quirements of all element types to be successfully verified (Neri et al. 
1985), together with those concerning the shutdown system ami the realtor 
vessel (the data of Tables 3 and 4 are grouped accutdiue, tu the verifica
tion procedures of core elements). About shock forces it is worth not inn 
that the data of Table 4 correspond (o the most severe loading conditions 
acting on each element at the two opposite sides, according to the test 
procedures of Neri ec al. (1985). Furthermore, with regard to shutdown 
system verification, we remember that the experiments described by Mare-
sca et al. (1986) were carried out applying maximum core-diagrid displa
cements at TSS equal to 31 mm, thus slightly larger than the values com
puted for HIS for the control-rod guide-elements (JO »••, see Table J). 
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Table 2. Maximum upper pad - diagrid differential displacements (aw) ul 
various element types calculated in the single row analysis in the case 
of both beginning-of-life (BoL) and end-of-life core conditions (EoL). 

Element face-ro-f see excitation conic r-to-c or oer exc i cat ion 
type TSS » TSS TSS » TSS 

BoL EoL Bol. EoL BoL EoL bol. EoL 

ECC 23.1 24.0 19.6 17.3 28.8 32.1 22.9 21.1 
ECC 25.6 26.3 19.1 18.7 29.3 32.6 23.4 22.7 
EBC 25. b 2b. 3 19.1 18.7 29.5 32.9 24.1 25.2 
ERF 23.5 24.4 19.0 17.8 29.3 32.9 24.1 25,2 
ERN 27.3 26.9 19.4 19.0 30.8 33.7 2b. 2 2b. 1 
ES 25.5 25.0 16.0 15.9 25.4 26.4 20.1 21.1 
ED 26.3 26.2 13.7 14.1 ( not present in the diameter) 

Table 3. Maximum upper pad - diagrid differential displacements x (mm) 
determined taking into account the effects of core distortion, presence 
of the test channel and multiple row analysis, compared lu the values X 
calculated in the case of bcginning-of-life core conditions lor faco-to-
faco (F-E) and cornec-lo-eorner (C-C) excitations ot single elcmeiit rows. 

j ISS excitation Element lyp- s TSS excitation 
X 
F-F 

X X 
c-c 

FBC 2a 29 30 
ERN 27 31 32 
test channel IB 12 20 
ECC-ECC- ERF-ED 26 29 30 
ES 25 25 28 

F-F C-C 

19 24 25 
19 2fa 2b 
5 fa in 
19 24 25 
16 20 21 

The calculated time-histories of the fuel element displacements u b u 
allowed data to be assessed that are necessary lor the deuionsi rat ion of 
the neutronic and thermal stability of the PEC core in an earthquake: in 
tact, although the approach used Co calculate maximum reactivity inser
tion in the case of TSS (Arttoli et al. 19857 is based on static compac
tion, dynamic calculations were necessary to estimate the effects ul the 
lower excitation level characterizing J TSS and to determine the cime-
histories of reactivity insertion necessary to analyse the core thermal 
response (see again Artioli et al. 1985). Figure 5 shows the reactivity 
insertion time-histories evaluated for M S : the TSS curve is normalized 
to the maximum static value, the } TSS curve being consistent with (he 

Table 4. Maximum shock forces F (daN) lor the core clement structural 
and functional verifications, determined liking into account the clf.-cis 
of core distortion, presonee_of the test channel and multiple row analy
sis, compared to the values F calculated in the case of bc«inniiig-of-I j f o 
core conditions and face-to-facu excitation lvalues < urrcspouding to the 
new upper pad design, providing much hie.li.-r slunk si illness with respect̂  
to that ol the tests of Car. 4; index c means "adjacent to test channel"). 

Element types 1 owe r pads 
>S 

. . .. !il'Pur. 
TSS 

pads 
TSS J Ti >S 

. . .. !il'Pur. 
TSS j_JSS_ 

F F P F f F F F 

test channel (no shocks .it ll le lower pads) 2 350 25i.O 860 1120 
ECC - E C M h C C c 370 520 160 180 580 7 10 290 390 
F.Cr\.-EI) 370 520 160 IbO - 2000 6 10 
EKF-F.KN 370 520 IbO 180 590 1 130 ill! 400 
EBC 370 520 160 IBO S«0 7 10 290 J80 
ES 430 540 190 190 510 12911 III) 520 

Table 5. Maximum values of the reaction loads I raiiswi 11 c.l by lb. cui-e I •• 
the diagtid Ck u). the restraint ting U„> ami nloli.illy H> the vc:;=..-1 III,), 
determined taking into account Hie cli.-cis of core distortion, presence 
of the test channel and multiple row analysis; comparison with the valu.-s 
(jtu> f ft.) calculated in the case of bi-giimiin;-uf-I i I •• core- coii.liii. 
with face-io-face and cornei-lc-curiicr excitav inna; index 1 identities 
forces (kN) while index 2 identifies moments IkN.m). 

iins 

Load type la ic e- to-la c e ex. i(at ton 
TSS 

*.:• irni-i-to-ci 
TSS 

aruci c 
.... ......̂  

xc j tat it.i type la 
TS S 1 

i(at ton 
TSS 

*.:• irni-i-to-ci 
TSS 

aruci c 
.... ......̂  IN;; 

R.F H.F H.r- H.F U.I- K.F «.r- K.F 

2 4 2 ~ w, I'.tt 29) .. 
"ill 421) 409 233 2 4 2 ~ w, I'.tt 29) 291 

"20 427 456 J29 K'9 514 5IIH 447 44 7 

«IT 
b43 9U7 >)2 .Mill 4 10 58) 174 I'll) 

«IT 5 15 756 401 4U't 7 b'. HO| 40 1 '.1)5 

K2T 1082 1)4) 77b 77b 1-.08 1570 7)5 7)5 

results of the C0BALIK dynamic calculations li.e. the ratiu hetwei-n the 
maximum reactivity insertion values estimated lor TSS and i TSS on the 
basis of the C0KALIE results is kepi in the curves ol Figure 5). 
With regard to the structural and functional verifications ot tin- test 

channel, experiments similar in iliosc ol core element.-, .ire in progi cii.-i. 
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Figure *». Displacement tiiue-histuries calculated lor the l*l-'C test channel 
at core element upper pad level, relative to kite diagiid (multiple cow 
analysis iur tface-to-face excitation). 

Figure S. Reactivity insert iua tiine-histories calculated un the basis ul 
the CORAL'E results. 

6 SAFETY MAKUINS IN lilt UF.SIUN ANALYSIS 

Alter the experiments uu the previously mentioned coiupl etc mock-ups <•! 
the I'tC cuke elements cur respond ill); Co the original design solution, 
tests were also performed on prototypes ut the actual cH-uteuis. I V S B 
tests were muiuly carried out in water (simulating sodium), by applying 
excitations (through a shaking cable) gradually increasing up to above 
TSS (Martelli el at. I U U 7 ) . Tests concerned all the single elements, all 
the element couples oi interest and a group of three tuel elements. 

The experimental results have been analysed numerically by use of laJKA-
LIE by Nurtellt et al. (1987). The adequacy of the spike stillness cor
rection factors determined in air (Martelli et al. 19M5) was demonstrated 
for describing spike-can clearance effects, in water also. 
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Figure 6. Numerical analysis of the experimental results concerning On: 
prototype forced-type fuel element in water; first natural fteipuiuy va
lues and fractions of critical damping in both the us', ol '"fjl)"" ( J ' '""' 
that of » M U > 0 (b); X « interrupleil tests, • * ninglf rXI'l, I - i:i:|'l-i:i:|'.', 
o - ECPI-IKN, V - ECP2-KKI-', t> * ECPI-WX, 4 - i:i:n-i:i:<:-LU';i I .ii-ce i;.!-
ther at the lower pads (elements are not forced together in the couple:*). 

In the first step of the numerical study, the fluid cllccts on inertia 
forces have been simulated by computing the added mass diagonal terms by 
use of the theoretical correlation valid in the case oi two concentric 
shells and (similar to the assumptions of the KIS enIculatiunsl assuming 
zero values for the nou-Uiaguiial terms ( w N 1 ) - u ) , In this way, the natural 
frequency values in water were in good agreement with the cxperiii.cnl.il 
results, but the damping coefficients which had to he assumed to match 
the measured maximum displacements were very large: t\ values larger than 
10* were obtained in Che excitation range ol interest, against the value 
of t>Z used in the HIS analysis and that ol about \t "slimaled fin llie 
ptcvious tests in air (Figure b-a). This iviaili UeiiHiusi rates the conser
vative nature uf Che design unalysis,bui is not understandable iron a 
physical point of view (a large scattering or the data is also shown hy 
Figure 6-u). 

7 DATA FOK THE FINAL VERIFICATION ANALYSIS 

The analysis of the previously Mentioned experiments on prototype:, has 
later been repeated by Marletli el al. (14117) Uy also taking inln account 
the nou-diagoual added mass effects on the seismic load, which are dim to 
the motion of the fluid induced by that ol tin: runlaiiiiug tank, In these 
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Figure 7. Comparison between (he TSS maximum displacement* c.iU-ul.iicil al 
the top u{ the central row elements with COKALIE and CLASH in both ihu 
case of one-dimensional ami that of two-dimensional CLASH analysis (ouu-
direel tonal faee-to-faee excitation; real diameter in (a), diawulur of 
(lie equivalent hexagonal core in (b)). 

calculations the inner shell diameter for (he fluid-structure interacc 
ioa model IUS assumed to bu the hydraulic diameter o( each cKno'iil gruup, 
baaed on a wetted perimeter value equal to I lie outer border uf lliu group. 

In this way, the dynamic loads associated to thw diagrid Motion are 
considerably reduced. Thus,the computed damping values wliiiii provide wi-
xiauai displacements equal to those measured ,\iv' m m h lower lh.ui llm»i-
previously obtained (Figure b). At thu high excitation levels they are 
very closa to those determined in air (Table l):lhi* is in .igt'cemcul willi 
the tact that water is an incompressible fluid, and thus il CUIIII<K 
lead to any specific energy dissipation, at least in (he cisc of sued a 
limited number of elements. 
It is worth noting that, by use of the jbovc-mciit iom.il damping values 

(Figure b-b) , the agreement between calculations and measurements was 
also good with regard to (lie displacement time-historic* and effective 
values, as well as the frequency response functions (Harlclli el al.lMu)); 
furthermore, the scattering uf the data is considerably reduced, I or 
both frequency and damping values (Figure b). 
Tailing into account that the analysis results of the f liiid-*irnt-(uru 

interaction tests , performed on conf iguraliuiis ol up to niui-iccii cinv 
elements, have demonstrated that the fluid-structure interaction elfuccs 
wiihin the core are negligible in terms o( both .idditioii.il added mass and 
euergy dissipation (gouacina el al. |yg7), we can conclude that the ahuve-
menttoned result* of Hartclli el al. (Iu*7) are those to be used in lliu 
calculations for the Final Safely Heport (HI'S), provided that the fluid 
effects on inertia forces due co vessel-core coupling are curructly taken 
into account (the W?S calculation* are starling with the cited dal.i). 

a TWO-IKHLNSIONAL EFFECTS 

In view of the KFS calculations, a verification of the adequacy ol the 
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Figure H. Comparison between (he maximum displacements calculated with 
LORALIL (singlu row analysis) and CLASH (whulu core analysis) for lliu 
various element type* present in the cure. Directions "A" and "tt" corres
pond to fact-tu-fece and corner-iu-eoriuir excitations, respectively (a » 
beginning-of-life core conditions, b* end-of-life core conditions). 

uiie-dimensional approach used in the design was judged of interest. Thus, 
calculations were also performed by means of tliu iwu-dimuiisioual program 
CLASH, developed by aeigu»u.c|u.lire (rTcumutit el al. WUi * IM'I. 

A first step uf (he study consisted in single row calul.HiunsI in (his 
case, a perfect agreement of the results of COKAI.IK and CLASH was obtai
ned (Figure 7-a). Then, (wo-dimeiisiuiial calculations were carried out 
with CLASH for llie whole core in Ihe case of one-directional uxcitatiuns: 
Figures 7-b and 8-a demonstrate the adequacy ol the CORAL It oue-dimeusio-
iial analysis fur oiiu-diieciioii.il excitations, with regard lo both the 
results concerning (he elements lying on the core diameters and the 
reliability of calculation* limited to these diameter*. 
Finally,two-dimensional calculations were again carried out with CLASH 

for (he whole core, in (he case of iwo-directional simultaneous horizon
tal excitations, with a correlation cuuflicieut uqual to 0.14. Figure i-b 
show* that (lie CLASH maximum displacements are only slightly larger (hail 
those calculated with CORAL If. lor the inner elements (wtiich are se
parated by small gaps), while ihey ate about IS J larger for the neutron 
shield elements (having larger gaps). This discrepancy is contained in 
the uncertainty margins associated to the cited MIS results in view of 
thu structural and functional verifications. 

» SUMMARY ANU CONCLUSIONS 

The main features and results uf thu core seismic calculations carried 
Out for the PLC Intermediate Safety He port have been presented .'file con
servative nature uf these results has burnt demonstrated. The data for (he 
calculations for the Final Safety gepot'l have been dufined. These calcu
lation* will also bu performed with thu two-dimensional program CLASH 
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antl will be based on TSS and ) TSS diagrid time-histories deter wined 
using the three-dimensional model of the PEC reactor developed by Muzzi 
ec at. (1987): this model was validated by use of the results ot expert 
mental on-site tests (see again Muzzi et al. 1987). 
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Summary 
This paper reviews the work done at Belgonucl^aire in 
the framework of the Seismic Analysis of FBR cores and 
subassemblies. 
The main features of the computer programme CLASH are 
first reviewed. Next, the main conclusions of the preli
minary analysis of SNR-2 are examined. Finally, the 
objectives of future research are outlined and the status 
of the R I D program at Belgonucleaire is given. 



The computer programme CLASH 
The computer programme CLASH for the Seismic analysis 
of both PWR and FBR coxes has been described in a 
number of publications (1-6). In its FBR version, it 
performs a time-history integration of a 2-D model of 
a core with up to more than 1000 subassemblies, inclu
ding impact between subassemblies, but without a full 
treatment of the fluid-coupling forces. It computes 
all the response quantities which have been associated 
with identified failure modes (71, including: 
- the reactivity changes 
- the top displacements 
- the impact forces and energies on load pads 
- the curvature along the subassemblies (this can be 
converted subsequently in stresses) 

- the reaction forces on the supporting structure 
Thanks to efficient numerical techniques, the program 
is reasonally cheap to use, in spite of the enormous 
size r>f the problems. 

SNR-2 preliminary calculations 
Extensive calculations have been performed with 
geometries representative of SNR-2. They have been 
reported in (7-8). The conclusions are as follows: 
a) when the response amplitude is large, the core 

responds like an equivalent oscillator whose 
natural frequency depends on: 
- the first natural frequency of the subassemblies 

(this includes a fictitious stiffness reduction 
in the foot region to account for the effect of 
the foot gap on the natural frequency) 

- the lateral support (mainly provided by neutron 

shield subassemblies - PNL) 
- the gap distribution between load pads 

b)when the equivalent natural frequency is close to tuning 
with the grid plate excitation, the top displacements 
become very large and may be incompatible with the control 
rod insertion. 
Avoiding tuning must therefore be the main goal of the 
core seismic design. 

c)the reactivity variation due to the horizontal excitation 
has never been found critical for any of the cases inve
stigated. However it has been observed that when tne la
teral support increases, the reactivity variation tends 
to have a positive offset which leads to a sharper tempera
ture rise. Thermal calculations including reactivity feed
back (Ooppler effect) indicate that the temperature rise at 
the center of the fuel is much sensitive to the shape of 
the reactivity variation and that when a positive offset is 
present, fuel melting can be reached for a Ak/k smaller 
than »1 = 3,6 10"3 

4. Belgonucleaire R > D programs 
As indicated earlier, it is of the utmost importance to 
avoid the tuning between the equivalent frequency of the 
core and the dominant frequency of the grid plate excita 
tion. Here comes the need to check our capability to pre
dict the equivalent natural frequency of the core, Inspi 
te of such uncertainties as the gap at the foot, the ir
regular gap distribution, and the fluid structure inter
action. 



4.1. Rapsodie Calibration 
extensive seismic tests have been carried out at CEA 
Saclay, on a full-scale mock-up of the Rapsodie core, 
with and without water (they are not yet fully repor
ted in the literature). These tests will be reproduced 
numerically. The following aspects will be considered 
with a particular attention: 
- the approximate representation of the effect of the 
gap in the foot on the natural frequency of indivi
dual subassemblies 

- the equivalent frequency in air 
- the equivalent frequency in water and the ability to 

predict it by added masses only. 

4.2 Fluid coupling effect 
The Rapsodie calibration will be mainly based on displa
cements. In parallel to that, a numerical study has been 
undertaken, jointly with NNC (U.K.), in order to investi
gate the effect of the fluid coupling on the reactivity 
variation and impact forces. 
The study involves a plane model of small size (currently 
19 subassemlies) for which a full added mass matrix is 
calculated using the program ADMASS (S). The coupled 
modes are then calculated aid the modal equations are 
integrated using the same approach as in CLASH. 
The goal of this research is to establish that the fluid 
has a beneficial effect as far as the reactivity and the 
impact forces are concerned. 
Of course, equivalent reactivity coefficients will have 
to be defined. 
Later, this mojel will be used to investigate numerical 
methods which can be applied to large core configura

tions when fluid-coupling is present. 
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I Introduction 
This paper deals with the vibration behaviors of a cluster of core 

elements with the hexagonal cross section in a barrel under the dynamic 
excitation due to seisaic events. 

When a strong earthquake excitation is applied to the core support,the 
cluster of core elements displace to a geometrical liait determined by 
restraint rings in the barrel ,and collisions could occur between adjacent 
elements as a result of their relative motion. 

For these reasons, seismic analysis on LHFBR core elements is a 
complicated non-linear vibration problem,which includes collisions and fluid 
interactions. 

In an actual core design.it is hard to include hundreds of elements in 
the numerical calculation. 

In order to study the seisaic behaviors of core elements,experiments with 
single row 29 elements (17 core fuel assemblies, A radial blanket 
assemblies,and 8 neutron shield assemblies) simulated all elements in HONJU 
core central row ,and experiments with 7 cluster rows of 37 core fuel 
assemblies in the core center were performed in a fluid filled tank, using a 
large-sized shaking table |I|. 

Moreover,the numerical analyses of these experiments were performed for 
the validation of simplified and detailed analytical methods. 
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2 Simplified analytical method 
2.1 Study oa simulation model 

The core elements are assumed to be elastic beams with • hexagonal cross 
section.The dynamic analyses were performed by use of the direct integration 
method, in order to precisely express a variation in element vibration 
mode, due to the collision forces between elements. 

In general,increasing degrees of freedom for the numerical model should 
improve the accuracy of calculations,although the large degree model 
increases the calculation time.Therefor, modeling requires careful 
consideration on the individual elements in the simulation model, based en 
the observation of the natural frequencies.The 1st and 2nd mode natural 
frequencies are sufficient to predict the response of the core elements 
satisfactorily judging from the frequency spectrum of excitation wave at the 
core support structure. 
As is obvious from the results of HOHJU core element property tests,the 1st 
mode natural frequency is dependent upon the element amplitude due to the 
element support clearance effects, as shown in Fig.1. However.it should be 
pointed out that the a verage displacement amplitude for the investgation 
may be ti<-r lOmn, in connection with the seismic design of core 
elements.Figure I shows that the natural frequency approaches • gradually to 
a constant value at over 10mm displacement amplitude. So.it was concluded 
that the linear support model was practically applicable, where the 
amplitude became large enough, due to the strong excitation.The double 
simple supports were assumed at the element feet.Moreover,in order to 
simplify the model, a fixed support condition at the feet could be found. 
However.it tended to be conservative in regard to the moment response. Tile 
fluid effects, due to the presence of sodium among elements and at the sides 
of the core could be simulated by added masses.Figure 2 and 3 show 
acceleration response curves for the element top in water by sinusoidal 
sweep waves.The exiciting frequency range is up to 20Hz according to the 
considerations on the predominant earthquake vibration frequencies.As is 
clear from the figures,the response curves have two predominant peaks, that 
correspond to the 1st mode and the 2nd mode natural frequencies.Horeover.it 
is noted that one peak occurs in connection with 1st mode of the beam with 
the fluid interaction. 

In Fig.2,the frequency that gives the maximum response corresponding to the 
1st node varies with the input acceleration level.This is a particular 
phenomena in the beam vibration system with gaps.There is a natural 
frequency which comes from the relation between gaps and input acceleration 
level.From these results.it is pointed out that only the effects of diagonal 
terms in added mass matrix are necessary for the calculation,without 
increasing calculation time by considering the non-diagonal terms. 

All the dissipative effects, which are related with the element 
structure, fluid and friction, are assumed to be included in damping 
coefficients. 
The assumption of Rayleigh damping is quite effective to simulate the 
dynamic response by the direct time integration. 
Therefore,damping matrix is; 

(C)-alN|*7(KJ (') 
h h ( a t T w i ' ) / 2 u i (2) 

Where (C) ; Damping matrix 
(H) ; Hass matrix 
|K] ; Stiffness matrix 
hi ; Damping coefficient for i-th mode 
d>i ; Natural frequency for i-th node 

a , 7 ; Determined from the first two modal damping coefficient 
At the possible collision nodes,the collision phenomena between elements are 
described by equivalent spring-damper systems with initial gaps. Collision 
forces are calculated by spring deformation.The equivalent spring constant 
was determined by means of the static load test and the FEM static 
calculation with the collision pad portion.The equivalent damping 
coefficient was determined from the restitution coefficient(e); 

h * ( 1 / * ) ln(l/e) (3) 
Restitution coefficient e for the pad portion was measured by striking the 
pad with a snail bill, with restitution coefficient nearly 1.0. Durinf the 
striking,the pad portion did not go in motion.The restitution coefficient 
was obtained by the ratio of the speed before and after the ball 
striking.However,the collision peak force and duration are very sensitive 
for above equivalent spring-damper system parameters.Therefore,they must be 
determined carefully. 
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2.2 Analysis for Mock-up Vibration Tests 
In an actual core,hundreds of elenents with hexagonal cross section are 

arranged closely in a barrel.For the experiments, the single row apparatus 
with 29 eleaents simulated all eleaents in the core central row, and seven 
groups of row apparatus with 37 elenents in the core center, were nade. 

The object for vibration tests and verification analysis are shown in 
Fig.A and test apparatuses are shown in Fig.5 and 6. 
Figure S shows the single row test apparatus,* water tank W O O M in height 
and 300*3835mm in sectional area. Figure 6 shows the group test apparatus,a 
water tank 4860am in height and 1050am in diaaeter. 
The reasons for Making different apparatus configurations were to enable 
understanding details about the phenomena regarding the single row and the 
group row.and finally to confirm that the single row analysis represents 
the design analysis. 

A vibrational equation for core elenents is expressed as Eg.I. 

MU+D(il)+S(U)=-MZ (4) 
Vhere 

H ; Hass natrix, including real aass and added aass 
n ,- Mass aatrix subtracted displaced mass from real aass 

D(U) ; Damping Matrix as a function of U 
S(U) ; Internal force Matrix as a function U 
U.U.U ; Relative acceleration,Velocity,and Displacement 

In order to simplify the equation, additional non-linear terms representing 
the collision forces are added to the right hand side of the equation as 
external forces.This is the so-called pseudo-force approach. 
The modified equation of Motion is expressed as Eq.2, 

£MJ <U>-»- C K ] < U > * £ C ] < U > = - [M*J < Z > + F (5) 
Uhere (K)=<?D/<»U , IC^dS/dU 

F; Pseudo force 
THe collision forces become; 

Fi.J | J Kc . -Kc | f Ui.j "Ll Cc , -Cc I ( U».j \ (6) 
Fi*l.jJ l-Kc . Kcl lUi*l,jJ j-Cc , Cc j j, Ui«l.jJ 

Uhere Kc and Cc are equivalent collision spring and damping, 
respectively.Here.t represents element index and j denotes node 

Kc and Cc have non-linear characteristics, with respect to relative 
displacement <5«Ui,j-ui«l,j. 

A detailed analytical model example considering the variation of cross 
section along the axis of an element for the single row 29 elenents is shown 
in Fig.7. 
A huge amount of computational time and memory capacities are required to 
solve such a detailed model by use of the direct integration method. 
Therefore,the simplified Model was adopted, as shown in Fig.8. 
In this calculation model .mass points were selected at the collision pads. 
As for the method for mass reduction model,the static condensation method 
well known as the Cuyan Reduction Method 121,and the flexibility influence 
coefficients method are considered to be useful. 

To analyse the core elements seismic response,it is necessary to obtain 
the core support structure acceleration tin* history for the earthquake, 
which is shown in Fig.9. Furthermore,the displacement response spectrum is 
shown in the figure. 

Figure 10 shows the displacement response tine history for the 
elements.This result was obtained under 400gal excitation in water.In the 
figure,element Mo. I is located at the side of the single row and element 
No. IS is located at the center of the row. Each element has a geometrical 
displacement limit at the element top pad and the middle pad. 
The relationship between maximum displacement distribution at element top 
and geometrical limit is snown in Fig.II. As is obviuos from the figure,the 
elements reach a half of the geometrical limit under 400gal excitation. 
Therefore,about two times the excitation level is required to reach the 
geometrical limit. 
The analytical results agree with the experimental results within practical 
applications. 

Figure 12 shows the experimental and analytical results for the maximum 
response stress of elements. In regard to the stress at the support, a 
discrepancy appeared between the analytical results and the experimental 
results. It was assumed that the discrepancy is attributed to the linear 
support model at the element feet, as mentioned previously in 2.2. 
However,it is difficult to estimate the clearance at the feet under 
construction. 



The discrepancy nay reduce with the displacement increase. 
The 3? fuel assemblies in the (roup test were arranged in a symmetric 
cluster and contained in a circular tank. Restraint rings were provided in 
the tank to limit the average gap between elements to 0.7mm at the top and 
I.Omm at the middle part .The purpose of this test was to study the effects 
of a three dimensional array for comparison with the single row model test. 
The group 37 elements model is considered to be as much like a reduced scale 
model of an actual core diameter direction.lt is impossible to analyse the 
entire core with a large degree of freedom, including collisions and fluid 
interaction.Therefore,another idea is requirod.lt is applicable to attempt 
the examination of the prospect represented by the single row model for the 
whole core model.Interest in the group model is focussed on the fluid force 
estimation.As the size of gap between elements and at the sides of core 
decrease,the fluid added mass increases further and decreases the element 
response by reducing the fluid participation factor against earthquake 
excitation.For the numerical evaluation of the added mass matrix,the Laplace 
equation was solved by means of FEM |3|.For an Additional fluid damping 
evaluation,the viscosity of fluid was taken into account and the linearized 
Navier-Stokes equation was solved by means of FEH |4|.However, numerical 
efforts were confined to small scale array models.The simplified evaluation 
model, which is shown as a macroscopic model in Fig.13,is required for the 
hundreds of elements in an actual core. 

In Fig. 13,r, is the inside diameter of the rigid tank, and r, is the 
radius of an equivalent cross-sectional area of the core, which is equalized 
to an outline area of the elements. 
Space ratio (e) in the elements is defined as, 

e=(H-l)6/((H-»)5*N*'3a) <7) 
Where N is number of gaps in the central row, S is gap width and a is 

the length of the side of hexagonal duct. 
The added mass for the principal vibration mode is, 

MvMI-eHr.'T,•)>/«••« )r.'-(l-e )r,'>«Hd (8) 
Md=pNt*3Aa'/2 

Where Hd is the displaced fluid mass.p is density of fluid and Nt is the 
number of core elements. As an application of the above method,the group 
37 elements model in Fig.13 was considered. 

Structural parameters in Fig.13 are shown at follows; 
<S/a=0.078 , r,/r.-0.S6 

N*6 , Nt07 
Then,the added mass was obtained ; 

Hv=l.7Hd , Hd*96.la'p/g 
By use of above results,the natural frequency of group elements in water was 
estimated.The calculated result, 2.5Hz was in satisfactory agreement with 
experimental result of 2.4llz. 

In accordance with the invtstgation already mentioned,the non-diagomal 
terms of added mass matrix are not taken into account in the present 
analysis.As is obvious from £q.l,the seismic excitation is decreased by an 
amount equal to like the buoyancy force, which relates the external force of 
the right hand side of equation.This effect should be taken into account. 

The core designer must give thought to the entire core analysis 
procedure, with accuracy for practical usage and with computational time 
economy.Therefore,the single row 7 elements model analysis was substituted 
for the group 37 elements analysis.The exciting acceleration time history is 
the same as for the single row 29 elements analysis.The acceleration level 
is 600gal to set the level for the experiment. 

The time history of displacement response is shown in Fig.14, comparing 
experimental results with analytical results.Caps between the elements are 
0.7mm at the top pad and I.Omm at the middle pad.So,the geometrical limits 
by the restraint rings are 4.9mm at the top and 7mm at the middle pad.The 
elements displace to the geometrical limit. 

Figure IS shows the time history for strain in experiment. Figure 16 
shows the bending moment in analysis.Different behaviors come out at each 
location of the element io the stress response.They are due to the 
displacement restriction at the top pads by the restraint rings.The time 
history shows that a 1st mode is generally predominant at the element 
support,a I2IU component included in the input wave is predominant at the 
middle part,and a high frequency component due to the collision is 
predominant at near the top respectively. 

The analysis closely simulates the behaviors in the experiment. 
The maximum stress distribution is described in Fig.17.Element No.I is 
located at the side and element No.4 is located at the center. 
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It is noticed that the stress in the aiddle part increases relatively, 
compared uith the stress in single row casts.The cause for the increasing 
stress nay be the restriction on top displaceaent, due to the displacint to 
the geometrical Unit.That is, the vibration node for the giving naximia 
stress nay change severely for the aiddU part. 
The discrepancy between the analytical results and the experimental results 
in regard to the upper part stress cones Iron the estimation accuracy of 
the collision peak forces. In the design calculation,an effective nass 
correction factor can be useful in solving the probiens. 
Figure 18 shows the change in 1st node natural frequency in air excitation. 

The horizontal axis of the figure neans the acceleration divided by the 
total gap value in the row.The change in frequency due to the input 
acceleration is the sane in the single row aodel and the group model. 

3 Conclusions 
The results of studies lead to the following conclusions; 

(I) The simplified analytical model could simulate the element behavior in 
a certain degree of approximation,and a conservative response could be 
obtained as a result. 

<2) The single central row model could give a practical representation for 
a design calculation for the whole core elements,with consideration of 
fluid forces and dampings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The design of the UK Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) has 
evolved over a number of years. The design has to meet two seismic 
requirements: 

(I) the reactor must cause no hazard to the public duclng or 
after the Safe Shutdown Earthquake(SSE) 

(II) there must be no sudden reduction In safety for an 
earthquake exceeding the SSE. 

The maximum horizontal acceleration during the SSE has been set at 0.25g 
(1). As earthquakes are rare in the UK, there was no requirement to 
design against an OBE. It was recognised that the reactor would have to 
be shutdown and assessed If there was a seismic disturbance greater than 
O.OSg (I). 

The core Is a complicated component In Che whole reactor. 1c Is usually 
represented lu a very simplified manner In the seismic assessment of the 
whole reactor station. From this calculation, a time history or response 
spectrum can be generated for the dlagrld, which supports the core, and 
for the above core structure, which supports the main absorber rods. 
These data may then be used to perform a detailed assessment of the 
reactor core. A new simplified model of the core response may then be 
made and used In a further calculation of the whole reactor. The process 
Is therefore Iterative. The calculation of the core response only, Is 
considered In the remainder of this paper. 

One Important feature of the fast reactor core, compared with other 
reactors. Is that the components are relatively thin and flexible to 
prumoce neutron economy and heat transfer. The seismic loadings are 
therefore more significant Chan they would be In a Pressurised Water 
Reactor, where the pressure loadings are dominant. 

A further Important feature is that there are very small gaps between the 
wrapper tubes. This leads to very strong fluid-coupling effects. These 
effects are likely to be beneficial, but adequate techniques co calculate 
them are only just being developed. 

• UKAEA, Sprlngftelds Laboratory, Salwlck, PRESTON, PR4 ORR, UK. 
** National Nuclear Corporation Ltd., Rlsley, WARRINGTON, Cheshire, UK. 

Two main consequences of the earthquake must >- assessed: 

(I) whether muvements of Che core sub-assemblies (S/As) 
could lead to a dangerous reactivity Increase and 

(II) whether the S/As could be damaged. 

In respect of the first requirement, the UK aim has been to maintain the 
reactivity at sufficiently low levels to prevent more than a few pin 
failures occurring. This limits the allowable reactivity Insertion co 
approximately 1.5$. The limits on S/A strengch are being considered 
further In a programme to develop the nethodology for assessing the 
strength of S/A components. 

This paper Is restricted to fuel, breeder and shield S/As. The shut-down 
systems are covered by a paper In Session 4. 

2. THE DEVELOPMENT Of CORE SEISMIC ASSESSMENT IN THE UK 

The S/As In the CDFR core are supported using the barrel restraint system 
(2). This style, which was found to have considerable advantages, was 
developed over several years, largely on the basis of analyses of Its 
static behaviour. One of the main economic advantages of this style. Is 
that it can accommodate high swelling wrappers, such as those originally 
foreseen, and so can be taken to high burn-up (2). A further favourable 
operating characteristic Is that the loads on the flexible spike are low, 
leading to relatively low discharge loads. A significant advantage Is 
that absorber and control rods can be Inserted Into the core easily, 
because the deformations of the S/AS are small. A further safety feature 
Is the Alternative ShuiJown System, which remains within the core at all 
times (3). 

The design was also assessed foi Its seismic response. The first analysis 
was carried out using a simplified method which can be applied co 
restalned cores (4). This technique Includes an allowance for the strong 
coupling effects of the lnter-wrapper sodium and was used to calculace the 
displacements of the fuel S/As at the mldheight of the core. These 
displacements were then multiplied by coefficients to give an estimate of 
the change In reactivity. (More accurate estimates of reactlvlcy 
Insertion were obtained In a few cases by carrying out a full reactivity 
calculation using the displaced positions of che S/As). 

The S/AS in a barrel restrained core are supported at two "restraint" 
planes; therefore, significant movements can only occur If the S/Att 
bend. Tills requires considerable amounts of energy. The displacements 
and reactivity changes were therefore relatively small. 

It was clear from the Initial analysis that the combined static and 
dynamic loads could be comparable with the maximum loads which the pads 
could withstand In their Irradiated condition. If a large number of pads 
were to fall, the S/As would have more freedom of movement and so a larger 
reactivity change could occur. The earthquake could generate high loads 
for two reasons, firstly, If the S/As "pile up" against the restraint 
ring, the pads adjacent to the ring would carry a high load. Secondly, 
Impacts between vibrating S/As could create high loads. 



A turther analysis oi the loada due to "pile up" waa therefore carried 
out. The natural frequenclea ot vibration of the S/Aa In a reatratned 
core are la the range U-iiHi, above the peak frequency of aelaalc 
excitation, which la approximately 3-4Hi. It waa therefore a reasonable 
approximation to replace the real excitation by a atattc toad. The eftect 
ot a atallc, horizontal load on Che core waa calculated using the prugram 
CHAMP (5). This program waa altered to model the failure of pada when 
(hey reached a pre-eec maximum load. The load existing during normal 
operation ot the reactor were included In the calculation. The earthquake 
'pile up" loada were then lncreaaed In stages. In thla way the 
progression ot failure through the array could be atudled. 

The calculations showed that If only the lower restraint plane were 
present, many pads would be expected to fall. However, the situation waa 
completely different when the upper restraint plane was Included. In this 
case, as the applied force Increased, a ring of pads next to the lower 
restraint ring failed. The load carried by these pads was then 
transferred to the upper restraint plane. 

The failure of the pads at the lower restraint plane created space tor the 
S/Aa to bend. Tills In turn relieved the loads on the other pads at the 
lower restraint plane. As a reault, very tew pads failed, even when the 
applied farce was Increased beyond the SSE level. These calculations 
showed clearly the beneficial effect of a stiff upper restraint plane. 

As a result of this analysis, It Is thought that the restrained core has a 
satisfactory seismic response, but more evidence Is requred to validate 
the estimates of reactivity and to assess the magnitude of the impact 
loada. 

3. CUKHENT POSITlOW 

A considerable amount of theoretical and experimental data have become 
available ou cores with either the barrel or natural restraint styles. 
HNC has recently carried out turther work to find an "optimised" style, 
which might have a design between these two extremes (2). The study 
Included consideration of operational performance, safety and economics. 
In these new studies consideration la given to the seismic response at the 
design stage. The response to other events, such as the pressure pulse 
following a vapour explosion caused by a molten fuel-coolant interaction, 
la also being considered by the UKAEA. 

In addition to the techniques described above, new techniques have become 
available under the European Collaboration. The COkALlE program (b) has 
been used to Investigate the behaviour of different core deslgus. The 
CLASH program (7) has also been used to Investigate the effect of Movement 
perpendicular to the applied excitation. NNC Ltd are currently carrying 
out work. In conjunction with belgonuclealre, to develop CLASH. The 
objectives are to Improve the current version of CLASH by enhancing the 
Input and output facilities, e.g. animation, post-processing, and to 
reduce the computing cost by Implementing the code on the CRAY computer 
and vectorising It. 

However the main objective Is to develop and validate the CLASH program 
tor 3D fluid coupling Interaction. Initially a full fluid coupling has 

been included and tested on a small array of sub-assemblies. 
This has beeu Satisfactorily completed. Ilowuver, It might not be 
necessary or practical to Include lull fluid coupling lor .ie full slxe 
core consisting of 1000 or wore snb-assembllus, r'or this reason, various 
approximation schemes are being considered, I.e. use ot a block dlaguual 
added mass matrix, etc. The Influence ot the fluid coupling on Che 
coherence of the core motion and on lite Impact forces, when using the 
approximate method, are ot particular Interest. 

So far, validation ot CLASH and CUHAL1E has been confined to cores with 
natural restraint. While these programs are being used tor comparative 
work. It Is the UK view that they require significant further validation, 
before they can be regarded as proven tools for the analysis of barrel 
restrained cores. 

Several Items ot experimental wuik ate in progress or proposed. It Is 
Inte.wled that these should be used to validate the assessment welliuds 
used. The "mlnlquake" rig at the UKAEA Sprtugtlelds Laboratory Is 
currently being used. Tills consists of three model S/As, at one-fifth 
scale, mounted In a narrow lank. The fluid coullug effects are correctly 
represented. The tank plus S/As can be excited with any desired vibration 
spectrum. Displacements and Impact forces are measured. The results will 
be used tu demonstrate the effects of tluld coupling and to provide data 
for comparison with computer programs such as COKALIE and CLASH, It Is 
thought that 11 way be necessary, at a future date, to extend the model tu 
a longer row or a small array of S/As. 

It Is also planned that a real S/A will be vibrated at large amplitudes to 
validate the Idealised values ot natural frequency and to determine the 
S/A damping levels which are used In the earthquake reai>ouee calculations. 

4. KUTUKE DEVELOPMENT WITHIN Tilt: EUROPEAN COLI.AnOKAllON 

Some of the work described In the previous section has been carried uut 
within the framework ot the European Col luborailuu AK reeu.cn t lb). Ic Is 
now likely that a closer collaboration will grow. At a first step, It Is 
proposed that a Joint exercise will be carried out tu compare the codes 
CLASH and CUKALIE with each other and with experimental results. 

A common strategy has been developed lor validating the static behavluur 
ot fast reactor cores within Europe (*). It Is likely that a similar 
strategy will also be developed tor the seismic rospouse within the nexi 
few years. 

Work In the European countrtus Is aiming towards a common European 
reactor. The separate countries would each share lu the design and 
assessment ot thla. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The s e i s m i c response o t the r e a c t o r core I s now taken 1/uo c o n s i d e r a t i o n 
at the d e s i g n s t a g e . S e v e ' d l t h e o r e t i c a l and exper imenta l methods are 
u s e d , some ut them provided wi th in the c o n t e x t ot the European 
C o l l a b o r a t i o n . In t u c u r e , I t Is expected that a J o i n t Kuiu|>eaii s t r a t e g y 
w i l l be deve loped for a s s e s s i n g s e i s m i c r e s p u n s e . 

http://reeu.cn
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PAPER NR. 18 

rum* SISKTOBE omxacnoN HI USBB coats 

WDtLLum n a BOOOGEREIZATIOH BTTHOD 

(O. BBOCrUED C C A . CEH-SaCUT faUNCZ) 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Tha upper p lanus of the I n t e r n a l s at M t , the a teaa generator bundle, 
the nuc lear reactor coca , amy be schemat i ca l l y represented by a beam 
bundla 1—araed l a a f l u i d . 
The dynamical s tudy of such a system oaada t o take In to account f l u i d 
s t r u c t u r e i n t e r a c t i o n . A r e f i n e d a o d a l l s e t l o n a t tha s c a l e of tha 
tubas can ba usad but loads t-> a vary lapor taa t s i z e of problem d i f f i 
c u l t t o aolva even on tha b i g g e s t computers. 
Tha hoaogene ize t lon aathod a l l o w * t o have, an approximation of tha 
f l u i d a tructura i n t e r a c t i o n for tha g l o b a l behaviour of tha bundla. I t 
c o n s i s t s i n replactnq tha heterogeneous p h y s i c a l aedlua ( tubas and 
f l u i d ) by an equiva lent homogeneous medium whone c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s aca 
determined froa tha r e s o l u t i o n of « s a t of problems on tha alaaantary 
c a l l . 
Tha e i a of t h i s papar i s t o p r e s e n t tha s a i n s t a p s of tha dateraina-
t l o a of t h i s equ iva lent aed lua In tha casa of a a a l l d i a p l s c s a e n t s 
( a c o u s t i c bahaviour of tha f l u i d ) -

Teen an eppuoatioa to Ufflk core* nsosstrv has keen 
realised .amies, saoas tha l o e e r u g e t t e c t oa eioeatreqesacie* 
• a t to the fanst. . Soas oompansoai «ata t e s t s r e s e l l s axi l 
ee presented 
2 CCICRM. DESCRIPTION OP THE METHOD 

Let us dascr iba tha s u m assumptions which ha*a baan aade for tha 
a o d e l l s a t i a o s of tha e y s t e a (a d a t a i l a d prasantat ion of tha method i s 
In r e f . | 2 | ) . 
Tha p h y s i c a l (heterogeneous) medium la par iod ic and composed by a 
great number of regular ly spacad tubas laaarsed In f l u i d , l . a . tha 
a i s e of an elementary c a l l , c o n t a i n i n g ona tuba and surrounding f l u i d . 
l a s c u l l i n front of tha macroscopic a i z a of tha msdlun. Let c a l l ( 
tha l e n g t h c h a r a c t e r i s i n g the p e r i o d i c i t y of the aadiua ( c Is tha 
l e a c t h o f the elementary c e l l which by t r a n s l a t i o n generates tha 
p h y s i c a l a e c i u a l . 
Let c a l l 0 a var iab le of tha p h y s i c a l aadlua ( v e l o c i t y , displacement, 
p r e s s u r e . . . . ! , t h i s var iab le i s approximated by a funct ion U def ined 
on an homogeneous c i - i iua , and such that (U ( • U ( whan c * 0 ) , l . a . U ( 

converges t o the exact s o l u t i o n when the phys ica l aadiua conta ins a 
very g r e e t number of c l e a e a t a r y c e l l s . 

Tha p r i n c i p l e of the homogenelxat lan aathod Is to rasaarch for each 
v a r i a b l e an asymptot ic expans ion In Increas ing p o u r s of c ( 1 ) . 

U*U) - 0 ° l s , y J • « u ' ( » , » ) • c 2 l l ' u . y l • . . . eher* « - i 

a Is the aacroacoplc v a r i a b l e snd y the a i croscep ic onet the new func
t i o n s 0 ( x , y l era p e r i o d i c wi th r e s p e c t to the microscopic v a r i a b l e y, 
with a p e r i o d equal t o 1. Such f u n c t i o n s are c a l l e d l o c a l l y p a r i o d i c . 
• and y can be cons idered a s independent v a r i a b l e s . 

To p o s t u l a t e such two s c a l e s expansion I s equivalent t o cons ider that 
t h e func t ion S l i . y l I s the s u p e r p o s i t i o n of a mean f i e l d descr ibed by 
the macroscopic funct ion a and of a l o c a l per iodic perturbat ion 
d e s c r i b e d by the a i c r o a c o p i c v e r i a b l s . Moreover ve suppose that the 
a s c r o s c o p l c v a r i a t i o n a t the s c a l e of tha elementary c e l l i s s m a l l . 

3 BASIC EQUATIONS Of THE toYStCAL MEDIUM 

The e q u a t i o n s of the aad lua w i l l be e a t a b l l s h s d with general e s s e UOI 
and we cons idsr ons tuba In each e l s a e n t a r y c a l l . Ha suppose that the 
bundle l a p a r a l l e l t o the Xj a x i s ( r i g . 1) and that the tube motion la 
orthogonal^ t o t h i s a x i s ( t h e tubes s r s supposed to be I d s n t i c ) . 
l e t c a l l p*0 , the aean d e n s i t y of the f l u i d . ( a t f a s t ) , p tha f l u c t u a t i o 
of d e n s i t y V the v e l o c i t y of the f l u i d , S the displacement of tha 
tubes and o ^ the f l u c t u a t i o n of s t r e s s l a tha f l u i d . 
Tha l i n e a r i z e d equat ions f o r smal l displacements s r s the fo l l owing ! 
• f l u i d aass conservec iont $£ * T0 d lv V • 0 in ^ ( f l u i d daaaln of surrounding the 

ov. So . tubes) (I) 
* fluid aoasntua conservation! p a j-i • j^ii la 0 o (2) 

* dynamic equation of the tubes a S 0 • k i. • / (-o,.n.)dt for each 
V l * l Ti •» J tub. e (j) 

a and k are respectively the asss snd tha stiffness of tha tubas. 
•» •» • 

• boundary conditions on the tubesi W.n • Sj.n on esch tube Tj (4) 
* strsssss In the fluid (acoustic behaviour)* o\, • -pe o,^ (51 
where c la the sound velocity In the fluid and h^. Kronackir symbol. 

4 EQUATION OF THE HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM 

4.1 Asymptotic expansion 

Me approxiaata tha variables p, V, S, o by ths variables p \ V , S \ o*. 
solution of aq. ID to (S) which will be asymptotically sxpandad in 
the same way as described In paragraph 2. 
In order to cilcjlats the mean value, l.a. tha first tera of expansion 
(i°), whicn represents the aaan evolution of tha variable, we need to 
consider asymptotic axpanaion with 1 terms U ° , l , t >, to have 
enough aquations. 
The asymptotic expansions are introducad in ths basic equations (1) to 
(5) and in each aquation ths tsras cerrssponding to the seas power of 
t will be identified. 



4.2 Problea on Uia unit ca l l 

TM ( l e s t tera of th i s expansion at eq. 1 ana* 1 n u > that at the 
•cala of tha unit c a l l , the (1CM la Incompressible or which la tha 
aeaa Uia wavelength of tha aecxoocoplc phanoaana la greet la front of 
tha dimension or tha ca l l and ao tha f i r s t tarn of tha expansion of 
density. P 0 . which cepceaents tha aaan fluctuation of density la 
Independent of tha microscopic variable. Tha aacond t i n of expansion 
of thasa aquations glvea. using tha expressions of atrasaas la tha 
fluid (3)> 

op * * • 
^ 2 • "Bo (dlv a V 0 • dl», V , ) - 0 la i fluid domain (»-1> 

Thaaa two aquations describe respectively Uia acoustic and lnartlal 
bahaviour of tha fluid, as wa ara mainly lntaraatad by tha global 
bahaviour, wa will taka tha aaan valua la tha unit call of thasa 
aquations which will giva tha aacoscopic aquations of tha hoaugeneoua 
aediua. ^ 
Ua aaa la eq. 6-2 that la ordar to calculata « 0 wa oaad to have an •xpresaion of p,. T\ia tara Is vary Important bacausa it creetea tha 
dititranu between tha homogeneous medium and a classical fluid 
madiua. 
rroa aquations II. 2. 3 and SI wa obtain tha expression of p, function 
of P 0, S Q and x.(y) solution of a problaa on unit call: 

op Tt . 

where i,(y) Is solution of: 

I £yX « 0 in y* I V Laplecian operator with respect to 
1 ' + y variable 
I *) « » .n on 7 ' Tj-1 ""i* vectsr of tha alaaantary call 
I // t, dQ - 0 I (I) 
I J. periodic (period-1) I l_J I 

I represents tha pressure .iald in tha unit call when tha tuba Is 
displaced in tha J*81 direction. 

op, 
i s i t can ba sean la aq. S-2 wa only nead to know —_1 . tha determina

n t 
tion of P,tx> wi l l not^ba nacasaary If wa aca only intarastad in tha 
calculation of PQ and So. 
4.3 Eqaat^ona of tha equivalent medium 

f i r s t let use the expression of p, (eq. 7) , in the equations descri
bing the fluid action (6-1 and 6-2) and In tha dynaaucal aquation of 
tha tubas (aq. 4 ) . Than attar applying tha aaan valua operator 
(• • T—r i %» oTC. | y | arte of tha unit callJ to thasa aquat'.ona, wa gat 

Uia aacroacoplc aquatlona of Uia equivalent aadiuai 

«-£ • p, dlv Vo - 0 la On (homosenelsed domainal (10-11 
«i> * 

fe-jfi-^'flo'linOm O0-2) 
^ I « * " 

"8° • B ° - - | y | p 0 f • | y | • »"' diva la 0, (10-31 

where •» * 
* fQ and VA ate tha aaan valua on tha unit call of p 0 and V (as p l i 
Independent of y, *fe " Po - l^p ( ly l* Is tha area of tha fluid domain 

in tha unit c a l l ) . 

• «lj " - «o - S - ; *IJ with o ^ - J (J i j • T-i» « 
_ lyl * % 

* k (rasp. •) tensor of coaponant Sj* (rasp. P^j)- Thasa tensors ara 
•yaaatxlc. 
• H - 2- I and K - i- I . I unit tensor. 

The equations 10-1 to 10-3 describe oaepletely the bahaviour of the 
x Jt •» . 

hoaoganaous aadlua through tha varlabla P 0. T 0# *,• The aquation (10-2), wttlch la slailar^'to a asaantua consarvation 
aquation, dascribas tha Inartlal bahaviour of this hoaoganalxad fluid. 
This behaviour is aainly affected by the local perturbation on tha 
unit call (« t, and t^.) which creates the coupling between tha fluid 
dlsplacaaant and tha tube displacement. On tha contrary tha aquation 
10-1 which describes the acoustic bahaviour of the hoaogeneised fluid 
is not affected by tha local perturbation and wa finds classical aasi 
consarvation aquation. 
Thia hoaoganeousn.aadiua, which Integrates ths tubas, bas an anisotropic 
stress tensor (ol. This anisotropy Is only due to ths tubes, avan 
if they ere fixed. Moreover when the tubas are aoyable, their notion 
creates, on the homogeneous fluid, voluae forces (f) which act Ilka a 
aourca for tha fluid aotion. Syanatrically In tha aquation (10-1) des
cribing the dynamic behaviour of the tubes, the macroscopic aotion-yif 
the homogeneous fluid creates forces on tha tuba (tarai dlv o) 
and tha aotion of tha tube createa, due to the fluid, a force which Is 
characteristic of an affect of added ae*a (local affect). 

S IMPLEMENTATION Or THE HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM D4 A COMPUTER COpt 
The formulation of the honogeneous aedium, presented in thia paper, 
has been used to create a new f in i te element In ths coda PLEXUS of the CO 
CXASEMT systta. PLEXUS treats the fast dynamic problaa In using an 
exp l i c i t method of integration! nevertheless to kssp I t s Interest ths 
exp l i c i t algoritha needs to hav« a diagonal aass matrix H vr at Itait * 
aeai-conaistant one ( i . e . matrix where the coupled 00r belong to the 
saaa node). This sacond solution has been applied In our esse. 
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l a 4 4"i «ba boaoaan*nu* aaalua ma daacrlbad by dl*pl*c*a**ta 
•arleMaa (a* both tubea art f lu id . In order ta aako otlcuUtloa* la 
coaput*t cod** eala* areaeura wariebl** (or ta* fluid, a aav presen
tat ion of th* hoaogeaoaua aadlua la p*rfora*d oaia* dlaaUcaaaata 
warlablea Cor tb* tuba* *ad aceaeure variable* for Ota f la id , lata a*w 
tanu le t laa ta derived froa ta* foraer on* by ollaloatlaa; tbe velocity 
variable*. 
H* e*t« 

•tvg^radfial - i X i - ZZa » H, d l*as 0 la q, (boaoganeUed doaaln f lo .1 l 
<e* b»* (-14-11 

(£- I*F.«lSo • £_ I So - - • gxad p 0 U C\j I-J*- it 
«* «* 

•ad tha boundary condition* betweaa th* noaooanlsad doaaln aod Ut* 
auxroundla* fluid ar*t 

p ip (b.4radp 0).a H - |=_ • S a . o a « grad p ( . a a oa t n\) 

0 
wherea. 
- p 0 . So. and p ( ar* r**p*ctlv«ly th* praaaur* and th* tub* dleplace-
aanta la th* equivalent aadiua, and the praaeur* ta tn* aurreundlng 
f lu id . 
- b (raap* b) two ayaatrlc tansora of eoaponent *jj Iratp. f^A which 
ar« calculated treat th* resolution of a problaa on th* unit call (Ml 
*»d Ul>. 
- a and k aaa* and •titfaeaa of ta* tubaa. p a aaan danaity of tba 
f lu id at eeat. 
- c th* aouad velocity. 
- I th* unit tanaor. 
- |y i and (y*( th* era* of tb* unit cal l and Ut* araa of tha fluid 
doaala la tb* unit cal l . 

Th* «ri«tloo* It-lVm. daacrlb* tha behaviour of tha haaooanaou* aadiua 
•1th ala*d (oraulatlon. Eq.Hi la an amaotreyic wave propagation aqua
t ion , th* tanaor b craataa an anlaotropy of tha aound valoclty la th* 
equivalent aedlua (th* tanaor » r*pr*s«nta th* acouatic peraaabilicy 
of tha bundlo). Vary of tan (unit cal l ayaauic with raspact to y^ 
axial tt" tanaora b and • ara diagonal. 

Tit* equivalent aound velocity la th* dlracMon 1 la> 

i * 0 

Th* tub* aotlon cr*at*a an acouatic aourca for th* fluid (rlcth band 
aid* of *q.l4-»>). Th* •auetlonittdascribea th* tub* aotlon for which 

tb* aacroacoplc fradlant of praaaur* craataa an eacltatloa. Moreover 
th* *ff*ct of added ataa dua to ( la id U avldant la an,.** (tara*p 0 l ) . 
Tbla toraulatlon of tbo equivalent aadiua could hava baan directly 
derived froa acouatic aquation* ({411. 

k functional baa baa* aaaoclated ta tbla foraulatlon which will bo 
•**d to craata a aaw f ini te elaaant la th* cod* WCA of ayataa CMTSM 
(calculation of JO or axlayeetrlc i tructurai) . 

7 - ArTLICATIOII 

? 1 -IUCSOSCOPIC CBaJUOTRISlTION Or THE WOIraUnT BEDIUn 

f* aav* itsdird tat avolstioB oi tbt reduced sosad ttlocitr 
(c^/c) functioa oi tb» radocoa diaa»t*r d/Eior etlltraat try** of 
•osdlM .coaaonlv awd i» aoatr »ltati: 
• circular teats la srutr* airaagtatM 
- cuctlar tobrs ia btiagsBal tiTuqHwat 
- bttagoaal tutes la btiagonal arrangtatBt. 

••for* calculating tbt rtdocad soond *alocUi ,lt a i bwa 
aacoscary to *olf* tbt |rotl«o (•) oa tb* out c*U (datarauatioa of 
Xoactioa X{ ),*h>ch bu bMB atrtoratd n t b tb* ceapaur coda CaSTEn 3000 
C*iCO) 

Oa iagar* t ,*• aaa s*a tbtt th* tonal velocity u fUgbty 
dapttatBt OB tbt auntl* g*oattr|.ror saall velarf of B/t (gap valatf arc 
grot in trout at ta* tobt *xs»), tbt ***• yroptgauoa ia aot aiiacUd 
kj tbt bandit (c^g/ol) Tbt rtdosod sogsd ftlocitj d*ci-*as*s 
tlovlj rbto tbt rtdacad dlaatur UcrttsM to t , l (.c^ic**,!) Tot 
grntar ralur* *f B/£ tbtr* ia a caack ircrntt ei tbt r»locitj •bicb 
Unit to 0. •bta D/£ Unit U t. (conuct bttarta tabri ,ao tsaai 
arortgation i s tb» Ami) . 

http://flo.1l
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T . t . 1 * i * t n t t U o « 

To walldnta thia aathod wa wi l l peasant two appllcatlooa. aslaf the 
UVM corn* geoaatry. In Uta f i r s t ena we wi l l study tha acoustic 
behaviour «t « bundle of bassoons 1 tubaa and we a l l ! dataradae Uta 
sdelaal a l i a of bundle (auabar of tubast fee which Uia hoaoaaaalsstloa 
aatltod fi*«a « good approalaatloe wf tha physical aadlua. 
IA tha aacond ona wa wi l l Bake a aelsalc application to Uw> aock-up 
•APS001C and wa wi l l coapare tha calculation results with tfts axparl-
aaatal resu l t s . 

I.i.l acoustic behaviour of a bundla of hfteoonal tuba laaariad In a 
ceapraaalble fluid 

l e t conaldar a bundla coapoaad by haxaoonal tubas (fuel assasoUas ef a 
IMFSB e o n for axaaclcl aaparatad By saal l gaps. Ha auppoaa that tha 
aaaeabUas axa fl«sd and s t i f f sad wa ere only Intaisstsd by tha 
acoustic bahavlour of tha f luid .around tha tubas, 
wa bav« atudlad four configurations I f l o . j ' corraspondlna to ona 
essaably alonai ena aasaably an 1. 2 or 1 rows around and wa have 
chosen fisad boundary condition for tha f luid. To calculatt tha 
boaooanaoua eedlua representing Utasa rows of aisambllas. wa consider 
that thla doaain 1* roughly circular and wa usa ao,.iH which solution 
for such a doavain la analytic and given byt 

p,, tr .o i - a cos a9 J„ (ana i ) cosUlUt) U> ) 

with: 
3m i asssal function of first typa 
a,a i asleuthal and.radial ordar of tha solution 
a a B i • th saro of J„ 
b i radius of Uta doaala 

a C 
t i elgan frequancy glvan la our caaa by f • *° *3 <-' > 
C la tha equivalent sound velocity in tha hoaoganeous aediua (aq. IO 

la ordar to validata tha hoaogenaisatlon aathod, calculation of Uta 
wave propagation In tha bundla has baaa pertoraad In ess la i lat lng tha 
aattll gaps batwaan Uta tubas to pipas. Tha acoustical elgan fraquency oi 
thi» piping systaa have baan calculated by tha prograB, VlsnAMONI 
Isystaa CASTEH). Tha piping systaa Is aodalisad by a JO aash (ri«> 3 > 
whara a pipa raprasants ona a;ca of an hexagonal easeably. Moreover 
wa consider a plana propagation of tha acoustic « « • • 

To aaka this application wa hava usad tha dlnensiona of tha sasaabllas 
Of tha aock-up RAPSOOIt (a noes detailed prastntation of tha sock-up 

wi l l ba given In tha nsst paragraph and In III) . 
• length of 1 slds of tha MUOCI i M.I H 
• fap batwssa two esseabllas i O.S aa 

by ths rasolutlon of tha preblaa an tha sleaentary c a l l wa gsti 

€ ._ • 9.1 C 
we, 

Tha coaparlsona for tha aigtn frequencies sad sods shapes (Idantl-
flcatlen of eslauthal ordar) ata prassntsd In tbs following table. 

BOHOGRHIIATIOH | TWIAPHOHC I T 
Inuaberjnumber I f/c 

I in, I aoda '' ' ' 
I 

I t/c I 

W~r4 
T T J i i i T 

| 1 A S S 1 a.7j 
I t ASS 
I • I 
n •«*< > n isrt 
1 • I 

I a.t i i 
•I I-

2.S2 I 
•I 1 

I s . » I a ) > I t.ii i I 
t i l l 

12 nowsl 1 1 i « « 1 3 1 ».*» I 2 1 
M ass I \ ) ».U 1 1 1 i . i i 1 1 
1 • I I ) • • • • 1 2 1 ».»4 1 ] 1 
1) aawsl ) i i.n 1 0 a 1.42 I 0 2 

Tha ailauUtal prassura flald for 1 sssaably and 1 tows Is peasants* 
on ria>4 and tha radial prassura fiald Iceaparison vibraphona-hoaofs' 
aaiistion) on f ig . * • 

W« can obsarva that as soan as wa consldar at laast I row, wa rapes* 
aant cathar prscisaly tha acsusttc bahavioux of tha bundls (slfar t(s~ 
quancias and soda shspasl. Whaa wa canstdar ) rows ths hoao-aoaustion 
aached allow* to raprasant Uia thrta f irst aedaa. At tha acsla of tha 
raaccar cot a this aathod appaars to supply a food approximation of tha 
acoustic bahaviour of tha bundla. Ths rasulta for \ aaaaably alona aca 
bad bacauaa Uta asm hypothatia of hoaosanaisaiion ( l . a . Uia daaain 
contains a fraat nuabar of tubas) Is not vsriflad. 

1 . ) Application to aock-up lUMODIC 

m (inscription of tha Bock-up 

We wi'.. now prasant an axaapla whara tha aain action of tha fluid Is 
*n .ntrt ial affact. Tha faoaatry of tna aock-up SAfiOOlt l«| which 
rapratants tha trxl cor a at V) scsla will bt usad and In this casa 
tha banding of tha sua-aasaablias will ba considarad. 

TMS cars aock-up SJ.FS30U Is caapctad >i ft haxi9onal fual assaa-
bliai (1 cansral aatanbly anl S io . s around) and 110 aautromc shiald 
alasanit 14 rows) ntuatad araund tha fual assaol l ias . Tha fual sssss -
bly ara SO as wida and tha nautxomc shial i alaaants ars coaposad by 
s i sa l cylindars H i an dlaaatar) claapsd In tha disarid. Tht dlstsnca 
bav.tan t . o tub-asiaablias Is ^0.1 aa. Tha diaansisna of tha whols 
aocs-up ars about i.S • hiatt and 1 a wida and Cia vassal surrounding 
tha cara ».* a hish and \,\ a tha disaatas. 



ft nodal atwdy • * • boon aarforaad vita ta* toon i m i t a t i o n oaUtod ta 
ordar to analya* Uto tatluonoa at Utn ( laid «a tan alfon fnnuaacy af 
too aock-«p. 

ta* Malta alaaaat aodoUaatloa ml Uto oaro ta aalayaatrlo and 
raproooatat tao tool aaaoaalloa. th* aauuoal* ahiald alaaaata, tha 
ourrouadlof f la t* ana taa oaaaal. Tha taaractarlatlca •* taa olaaaata 
laacttaa of aaaaabllaa. aoadlao t a a c t l * . . . . ! a n dadoead ftaa taa aara 
aooaotry ta Uta aaaa way w U U | . I t i n t calculation la a l t akewa a 
pood anrooooat vlUt tfco asporlaacaa. 

laaa ay U U « O K U I aator ta Uta h.nnn tana out aadlua «* hara obtained 
a leworlno; at frooyoncy ( l . o . addad aaaa affact duo to Uta flald) la 
jood aaroaoant with Uta acparloacoo. 

I ttrts Hcwocw. gocuutTioH I 
IFMQ. UK N wMtatfMQ. U * IMQ. *Mt»| 

!
>»«> I Ual I (otl I <••» I 

J | | | 
I ahlald I M.1 | 14 | 10.4 I 14.S | 
I alantnt I J j j | 

Tfcaaa aodaa axa global aodaa at UM ayataa •hleh coupla through Uia 
actloa of Uia f luid Uta aotlono ol a l l aaaoabllat and of tha vataal. 

la* *to*a and* ahapa aaaoclatad wlfb Hxat and* la water (d.S la) ta 
preaaatod t la . 4. Ha caa aaaarva that Utia aoda corraapoadt aalaty ta 
a olbratloa at Uta tual «a**ahll*a on ta* tl»*t b*adlaa node. CM 
aeutroolc ehleld alaaaat being not affected. 

* Selealc application 

T>t* haaoaMeiaetloa aathod la alao uaafull to otudy Uta tiaaaalMion 
at Uta loada through tka fluid oa Uta eurrouadlag etructuraa. Tka 
(•asoaaa at Ut* aoaogenaoua codal of tn* » t i at a aalaaic eacitatlon 
la calculated a*d we wi l l atudy Uta preaaore Hold on taa vetaol which 
la coapered « i t» Mpariaeatal reeuita. It la aeceaaery ta aetlea Utat 
th* Interaction* between aub-*aa«aail%» (ehocha) which ttava a fiaat 
Influence oa Uta eora raasoaaa It), are aoc aodallaed ta tha foravla-
tloa of tit* equi*elent aadlua. 

laa aoek-up PArsOQlI. placad oa Uta ai-tkiag table VISUVT, (CU-MMT), 
aea baaa eacited by a aalaa. Title eeiaeic eacitatlon correapoada to 
Ut* oat of r**csor S»»i, corrected by tha acale factor af Uta Back-up 
(1/1) ut order to keep tha aaaa aaaiaal valocttv . 

Itt* taapoaa* of tit* (toaooanaoua aodal U c«)cul*l*d by • tptctra) 
aatbod.Uta abtaiaad . raaaura flald on tba raaaal ( U Uta aali of • « « • 
tatloat la dlffarant (about a factor !> ftoa Ut* aaaaurad tiald. * 
datailad atudy of Uto aifan aodaa aho«* Utat Utia praaaura fiald la 
aaialy tea to Uta aautrontc abtald alaaaat and*. Tttair aaaiaal e a l c v 
l*t*d dlaplacoaaat (at Uia topi la S aa. which la to ba coaparad with 
Uia **p*(laantal valuaa 1 to • aa. T>u» diffaraaca la dua to Uta 
ahocka aatwaaa aua-aaiaabllaa. Uta aoutranic ahtald akaaanu baina, 
atroaaly puibad by Uia fual aaaaablla*. dowavar wa hawa plottad an 
t l o . 1 tk* pcoaaura aoraallaad to a tuut dl*pl«caa*nt (at th* top) of 

Uia aklaU aUbaata, ftmctlan ml Uia poaltlaa am tka tataol . Ha find • 
food a«raaaaat aatwtaa l i i u and aalculatlM. U a Mall laaal %t 
• •c i tat ion , vbara taa thocka ara not laparuat Uta aaaaaaaataatla* 
w i l l «! • • a.faaa apptaalaatlait at tha dart bakartau. 

• oottcxoiioa 

Tha hoaooaaaliatlaa aaUtod allooa bo atudy tka aalaais b*ha»loujr »t a 
UfflR eara. I t taprwanta «ory praclaaly Uta aaoaaUa «ora baharlour 
and alT«a a oaad appraalaatlaa af Uia action af flald (f r*a>aacy 
lovadKf and «a«a laaponao) at low laval of aaclUUaa. To atudy Uia 
«ora bahavlour at kith U r a l af aaaltatlaa It will ha aaaaaaary «• 
aaka a aaw ferauUtloa oC tha «rulv*la*t aaalaa, Uklaf U t o accouat 
tha aachaalcal lataractlona aatwaan aub-atiaabllaa. 
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ABSTRACT 

Thla technical report deals with the experimental research carried out In 
19a4-19b5 by thj Dynamic Tests Department of Ismes, Bergamo, Italy, on a 
nock-up of (he Drive Mechanism - Control Rod System (Shutdown Mechanism) of 
the PEC Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor. 

The research was sponsored by Ansaldo Dlvlslone NIRA, Genova, Italy, with the 
cooperation of EtIEA, Bologna, Italy, In the frame of the experimental activi
ties In support of the PEC seismic verification. 

The report Illustrates soae aspects particularly related to the experimental 
details of tUe research, such as: criteria for the sinulation of the actual 
environment, design of the test rig, tests design, instrumentation and eoulp-
Kent, criteria for test data processing and so on. A more complete descrip
tion of the research, and particularly of Its results, is reported in referen
ce (1). 

The results of this research were also presented at International seminars and 
conferences (see references (2) and (3)). 

After a brief description of the research goals (chapter 1) and of the compo
nent under test (chapter 2), the repc - illustrates the test rig, explaining 
the basic criteria for the reproduction of the environmental conditions (chap
ter 3). Chapter 4 refers to the tests carried out, with a detailed descrip
tion of the execution modalities. The excitation, measuring and data proces
sing enuipbent Is described in chapter 5. 

The chapter 6 is devoted to a brief description of the techniques used for the 
procession of the data recorded during the tests. 

Finally In chapters 7 and 6 a review of the main obtained results is reported. 
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1.0 RESEARCH COALS 

1.1 General purposes 

The PEC Reaccor Is a research Liquid Sodium Cooled r'asc Heaccor, vlch 12U MU 
(e) maximum power, for testing fuel elements. 

The Safe Shutdown System, Including II Shucdouo Mechanisms (Fig. I), is a safe
ty relaced system of Che Reactor; ics specific functions are; 

Control Function 
The safe Shutdown Syscum controls the reactivity of Che Core by regula
ting Che insercion percencage of che Control Rods into the Core. 

Safecy Function 
In emergency conditions, such as during an earthquake, che Control Hods, 
have co be evencually fully Inserted into che Core co stop Che reaction. 

The final goals of che experimental research, carried out on che mock-up of a 
Shutdown Mechanism, were: 

co verify che safecy and reliability of che Mechanism in case of quakes 
wlch increasing intensity; 

to allow che validation of numerical techniques, sec up by N1RA in colla
boration wlch ENEA, necessary Co extrapolate the experimental results to 
che actual Reaccor conditions. 

A prellnlnary research on che mock-up aimed at che same goals was already car
ried out wich different modalities in 1977 by Ismes: the results are discussed 
In references (4), (5) and (b). 

1.2 Tests objectives 

To achieve che aforementioned main goals, che research was developed through 
the following steps: 

verification of the correct reproduction of the actual Shutdown Mtxhan-
ls». rescralnc conditions; 

analysis of the mock-up response to static and dynamic excitation, aimed 
at evaluating the represencacIveness of che mock-up wlch respect to the 
actual system; 



analysis of possible non-linear behaviours under dynamic excitation; 

evaluation of the dynastic response modifications due to the presence of 
coolant; 

evaluation of the frequency ranges at which dynaalc interactions exist 
among the various parts of the aechanlsa; 

evaluation of the correlation aaong aeasured strains at different cross 
sections and iaposed excitations; 

evaluation of the Influence of the coolant presence on the drop duration 
of the Control Rod. In absence of excitation; 

study of the insertion modalities of the Control Hod (in I era* of dura
tion and velocity) related to (he excitation Intensity. 

2.o DESCRIPTION OK THE SYSTEM UNDEK TEST 

2.1 Description ol the actual Shutdown Mechanism 

As above said the PEC Safe Shutdown System includes II Shutdown Mechanisms: 
each one of then consists mainly of five parts: 

a fixed upper part called Motorization, containing (he Actuation Electro-
nechanism 

a fixed Guide Tube, containing the Translational Bar 

the Translations) Bar connecting the Actuation Electromechantsa with the 
Control Rod 

the Hexagonal Box inserted into the Core 

the Control Kod, hooked to the Translational Bar, normally located insi
de the Hexagonal Guide Box. 

The Translations! Bar is suspended at a Lifting Magnet actuated In vertical 
direction by the Actuation Electromechanlsm tor inc control of the nuclear 
react ivity. 

The remote de-energizing of the Lifting Magnet causes the drop for gravity of 
the Translations! Bar and the fast insertion of the Control Kod Into (he Core 
with subsequent nuclear reaction stop. 

A mechanical device connected (o (he KeacCor Vessel - (he Mold-down System -
whose main function is to hold down (ha r'usl Elements o( the Cora In case of 
lifting following certain accidents, acts, through U s terminal part called 
feral, as a limit scop for lateral translations of the Guide TVbe. 

The Shutdown Mechanism Is thereture a complicated electromechanical .lev Ice 
interacting with excarnal structures at four locations, naaely; 

at the Kocaclng flue, level, where the fixed upper part l> suspended 

at the Hold-down System level, where contacts are possible between the 
Guide Cube and the fecal 

at che level of che Upper fads of the Hexagonal Cuide tt»x, which Is In 
contact with the contiguous fuel Elements 

ac the supporting ''rid level In which the Guide Box is Inserced. 

In operating, conditions Che Shutdown Mechanism is immersed In liquid sodium at 
510 C temperature up to the ulevatlon -liUU mm (rulerrud to die supporting 
slab of the Reactor Vessel). 

2.2 Description of ihe Shutdown Mechanism mock-up 

The Shutdown Mechanism mock-up used lor ttsls was designed by NlKA and manufac
tured by FIAT I'lli, Torino, Italy. 

In general che mock-up falchtully reproduced the actual system above described 
at least as concerned tha geometric and functional viewpoint, 

Differences existed In the Actuation Mechanism of che Translatlonel Bar: In 
fact In (he mock-up there were nor motors and the Lifting Hagnec actuation was 
manually obtained by means of a mechanical guided lift ayatea. 

Moreover tha material* were a bit different In the mock-up and in (ha actual 
ayscam, to cake inco account chat che coolant sodlua ac SSO c should be simu
lated in (he cescs with water at room temperature. 

3.0 TEST HIC DESCRlfTlON 

The teat rig la shown In Fig. 2 and schematically represented in fig. J, 



Aa concern* (he restraint conditions reproduction It Is noting that; 

the upper supporting structure (Figs. 4 and J), simulating the HEC Rota
ting Plug was constituted of welded steel beans; a supporting device 
(called Saddle), hinged to the structure, allowed translations! notions 
of (he Hptorlast Ion; 

the lower supporting structure, simulating the Core Grid, consisted of a 
prototype can In which (he spike of the Guide box was inserted; the can, 
suitably stiffened, was fixed at a shaking table allowing translations! 
notions (Fig. 6); 

the presence of (he Petal was simulated by swans of a suitably designed 
steel ring (Fig. 7 and b) supported by a frame in turn fixed to the sane 
shaking table at Grid level. 

Since the selsnlc excitations to be Imposed were calculated by ENtA and N1KA 
attuning a plane notion of the Shutdown Mechanism along a Lure center - Cure 
periphery direction (Fig. 3), two guide systems respectively for the Uux and 
the Petal supporting frame, were installed, to guarantee the experimental re
production of such • restraint condition. 

F.ach guide systen consisted of • couple of horliontal comrapposed cables fas
tened at an end Co the structure (Culde Box or Petal supporting frane) and at 
the other end to fixed external points. 

The axes of (he cables being orthogonal Co the excitation plane, (lie system 
United the transverse notions of the structures. 

A static Misalignment between Guide Tube and Guide Box axes (about 10 milllme-
ters at the top of the box), was Imposed during all tests by Inclining the Bux 
In the excitation plane, to reproduce the bowing phenomenon. 

As above said the coolant sodium at SiO C was simulated by means of water at 
room temperature. It was contained In a suitable tank (Fig. 9) with a diameter 
(480 mm) such as the Inner wall presence did not Influence the dynamic behav
iour ot (he mock-up (see references |?J, (ft), |*»)). The mock-up was luwetsed 
up to (he elevation -4970 mm. 

During the dynamic tests the excitation was Imposed separately or simultaneous
ly by means of eleccrohydraullc actuators, at the following four locations; 

at Rotating Plug level 

at Petal level 

at Upper Pads level of the Guide Box 

•( Grid level. 

These locations corresponded to the interaction points among the actual Shut
down Mechanism and the external structures as Illustrate.! In para. 2.2. 

The Fig. 10 shuwa the layout ot the measuring transducers used during chu dyna
mic tests; great problems arose concerning the use In water ot very delicate 
Measuring Instrumental ton: suitable protection techniques were adopted as 
shown in Fin- U . 

4.0 PKKFOKMKU TKSTS 

m i l l r e f e r e n c e t o the o b j e c t i v e s i l l u s t r a t e d in paras 2 . 1 and 2 . 2 Che bulowdes-
cr lbud t e s c s were purtoinied. 

4.1 Static tests 
I 

The alum of these tests were mainly: *-° 
*> 

a) ver It leal Ion of the correct reproduction ot the restratnc conditions I 
with respect to (he actual ones 

b) evaluation of the muck-up stillness. 

As concurns the upper support lug stiuciure (al Nutating Plug level) some tests 
were perturmed by applying static loices I up to I,/5 kN) directly to the struc
ture (see Fig. S) In a transverse horizontal direction (Y) with respect to the 
radial direction (X) delIned In Fig, 1. 

In this case the translation stiffness was evaluated my measuring the dlsplace-
nents of the structure In the furce .11 rect Ion. 

Moreover some other tests were perfumed by applying rocking moments to the 
Saddle mentioned In para 3.0, clamped to die supporting structure. The rocking 
stiffness was evaluated by measuring the consequent rotations <K the Saddle It
self. 1'he Hocking muiucnts acted separately In two orthugonal planes. 

Hocking moments were also applied tu the lower suppurclng structure (at Grid 
level) In cwu orthogonal nluiius. As in the previous case the rocking stiffness 
was evaluated by measuring the consequent rotations nf the structure (Fig. 6). 



The aock-up stiffness was evaluated by Maturing strains and displacements at 
several cross-sections, due to static displacements Imposed separately at Rota
ting Plug. Upper Pads and Grid levels, by means of clectrohydraullc actuators 
In the X direction above defined (see Figs. S and 6). 

The tests were performed at different Insertion percentages of the Control Kod 
Into the Guide Box. 

4.2 Dynamic tests with concentrated excitation 

4.2.1 Vests with sinusoidal excitation 

These tests were performed with the following objectives: 

study of the ir.ock-tp dynamic behaviour and. In case of absence of marked 
nun-1inearltles, evaluation of the natural frequencies, dampings and mo
dal shapes 

study of the influence ot the presence of water on the dynamic behaviour 
of (he mock-up 

Ktudy of (he correlation be(ween measured strains and excKatlon inten
sity. 

Such analyses should be necessary lor evaluating the representativeness ol the 
mock-up with respect (o the actual system and, therefore, to validate numeri
cal techniques used for (he extrapolation oi the obtained results. 

The sinusoidal excitation was separately applied at Mutating Plug, Upper Pads 
and Grid levels in X direction. 

The (ime variation law of the sinusoid irequeuey. controlled by means of a mi
nicomputer, was approximately logarithmic in the range 1-2S tU will) a resolu
tion of 0.048 Hz. 

At any frequency value the control system was made (o stand by and I lie re
sponses acquisition started alter a period equal five times (he period cf the 
sinusoid with that frequency: this in order to allow possible response tran
sients ot the structure to decay. 

r'or evaluating possible non-linear bebavlour of (he mock-up, both increasing 
and decreasing sweeps were performed. 

for the same reason two dlffemnc intensities of (he excitation were consider
ed; the sinusoid amplitude varied respectively in accordance with the follow
ing laws: 

lower intensity 

constant displacement (0,4 mil) in the ran«e 1-7 Hz 

constant acceleration (0,1«; p, a 'J,III ra/s) in thu ran^e 7-25 I* 

upper intensity 

constant displacement (I ru») In the ranf.e 1-7 I'.z 

constant acceleration (0,2 i;) in the range /-2b Hz. 

The choice of the acceleration intensity, remarkably lower tlian (he maximum ac
celerations imposed in the seisalc ie:»ts, was made In order to avoid, in chase 
prelimlnur phases, structural dai.iaKcs of the mock-up due to dynamic Interac
tions with the Petal and -nnon,'. ilie different parts ot thu mock-op Itself. At 
the same time, (he chosen Intensity, allowed to obtain good Lignal to noise ra
tios at the instrumented locations. Likewise the (nposed displacements in the 
range 1-7 IU were Justified by (lie necessity to avoid structural da.nagus ot 
the mock-up due to excessive defoliation In resonance conditions. 

The passage from imposed displacement to impose*! acceleration wa:» automatical
ly carried out by the control system, without stopping of the test. 

In order to check the applicability of the supetpou It ion principle of the sin
gle excitation effects (see para 6.2), different restraint conditions were con
sidered as follows: 

a) nock-up damped at the kot.it Inc. Plug and free at the Upper Pads when ex
cited at the Grid; 

b) mock-up clamped both at the Hotating Plug and at the o d d when excited 
at the Upper Pads; 

c) mock-up clamped at (he or id and tree at the Upper Pads when excited at 
(he Rotating Plug. 

The tests were repeated with Control Kod not inserted and partially (SO*) In
serted. 
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Some tests were finally repeated both with and without water, to evaluate the 
•ffeces of the added mess, due to the water itself, on the dynamic behaviour 
of the structure. 

Signals coning from Measuring transducers (strain gauges and acceleronecert), 
placed at several locations of the mock-up and of the supporting structures, 
suitably amplified and filtered, were converted, by means of an Analog to Di
gital converter, and recorded for the data processing (see para 6.1). For a-
veraglng purposes the responses acquisition was performed during five cycles 
of the sinusoid at the excitation frequency: each response in the line domain 
was sampled with 32 points per sinusoid period. 

In certain cases, at higher excitation intensity, the signals were recorded in 
analogue tar* to allow the analysis of shock phenomena among the different 
parts of the structure. 

4.2.2 Tests with random excltatior. 

Due to the marked non-linear behaviour of the roock-up. observed during the 
tests with sinusoidal excitation, tests with wultifrequency random excitation 
were carried out. 

Indeed, In case of non-linear behaviour, it is not possible to define in gene
ral natural frequencies, dampings and modal shapes of (he structure, beinj: 
these dynamic parameters strictly depending on (he particular excitation con
ditions (Intensity, location and type) and, at las:, on the initial structure 
configuration, which may change from a test to another (lot example owing-to 
the presence of gaps). 

The practice shows that the response of a structure is particularly sensitive 
to non-linear effects, when excited with sine sweep excitations, in which the 
total excitation energy is associated to a predominant 1requency at a given 
time. 

On the contrary, random excitation, having the energy randomly distributed on 
a frequency range, applies a linearization procedure to the structure behav
iour (11). 

Horcover the use of natural inputs or accurate laboratory simulations of natu
ral Input, as in case of mult Ifrequency excitation, provides (he best possible 
linear approximation. In the leaat-squares sense, for the frequency response 
function under the specified Input conditions (10). 

The reliability of the results obtained with (he usual calculation algorithms 
is depending, avan In case of random excitations, on tha degree of non-linearl-
ty of the structure; however, unless (he system In question is strungly non-li
near, the applied analysis procedures yield meaningful results (10). 

The dynamic parameters identified with these procedures are thus coming from 
stochastic process, with reference to the test conditions. 

The excKatlon points of (he mock-up as well as (he (est condition* (presence 
of water, Insertion percentage of (he Control Hud and the restraints) were the 
same as In the case of sine tests. 

The Imposed excitation consisted of a mult If regency stationary rsnduu motion 
with power spectral density in acceleration constant In did range 1-25 Ms: 
this means that (he excitation energy was unifuruely distributed, in statistic 
sense, over all the components In (he considered frequency range. 

Oilterenl excitation intensities were considered with peak values varying from 
0,1 g to U,l g. 

The cotal duration of each (est was about V Minutes; this value was chosen op- I 
(Inlslng the test duration and (he analysing error reduction of die stationary 
phenomenon (10). 

I 
Signals coming from measuring transducers, suitably filtered in order co avoid 
aliasing phenomena In the processing, were converted into digital form, with a 
20 ma time resolution to allow a frequency analysis up to 2S Hz; (hen ihey we
re recorded on magnetic (ape for (he processing (see para 6.2). 

4.3 Orop tests of the Control Hod 

Aim of these tests was the measuring of (he drop duration and (ha analysis of 
the drop modalities ot the Transla(iona) Bar-Control Hod system in absence of 
seismic excitation. 

The system was made to drop, by de-energlilng the Lifting Magnet, martini 
from different Initial Insert tun percentage of (lie Control Hod (OS, SOX, 7SI). 
Each test was repeated both with mock-up Immersed and without water. 
The drop duration was measured by means of a digital counter with I ms resolu
tion. 

Displacement and velocity of (he system during (he drop were also recorded 
with I ms resolution. 



4.4 Seismic i m s 

4.4.1 Tests goals and modalities 

These tests were aimed at evaluating: 

(he structural behaviour of the sock-up as a whole, when subjected to a 
seismic excitation of high Intensity 

the drop duration and modalities of (he Control Rod with respect to: 

Intensity of the set stale excitation 

percentage of the Initial insertion 

drop start-up tine 

The Translatlonal Bar-Control Rod System was made to drop, by denergltlng the 
Lifting Magnet, during the seismic excitation simultaneously applied at the 
following locations: 

Rotating Pluft 

Petal 

Upper Pads 

Grid 

Two excitation intensities were considered (see fig- 12) 

TSS/2 Intensity 

TSS intensity 

Both TSS/2 and TSS time histories have been applied with a gradual Increase ot 
amplitudes up to the full levels, assuming equal scale lectors for all excita
tions in each test. 

The total duration of the Imposed tlme-hlstorles was about 30 seconds. Eventu
ally six tests at TSS/2 were performed with the above modalities: four tests 
with OX initial Insertion of the Control Rod and two tests with 50Z Initial 
Insertion. 

Two testa at TSS were carried out with OX Initial Insertion. 

During each test the Control Rod was made to drop varying thu drop start-up 
time with respect to the excitation start-up; In particular drops of the Con
trol Rod we;e performed both during Che maximum puak of the Upper Pads-u'rld 
relative motion and at the end of the earthquakes. 

Accelerations, displacements and strains at the most relevant location* were 
measured, digitally converted with a Hi ms resolution, and recorded for data 
processing. 

The duration and modalities of the Control Rod insertion were also detected. 

4.4.2 Input motions processing and control 

The seismic t ime-histor les at Rotating Hui;, Crid and Upper fads were evalua
ted by U M and NJKA tor TSS condition making use of iterative numerical pro
cedures. This analysis was made, taken into account linear calculations ut the 
Head or-I) lock and non-linear runs limited to the Core. Keterence was also wade 
to the design modifications of the Reactor-Block, consisting in the Insertion 
of the Core-restraint ring In the Vessel, and to the main fluid structure In
teraction effects together with the first results of the experiments performed 
by Ismes on Core elements. 

All the time-histories have been processed by Isries for the experimental appli
cations. 

A first processing was aimed at adapting the furnished oscillograms to the re
quirements ot the control system described In para. 5.1. This latter, In tact, 
Is able to control, at each excitation point, only absolute quantities (accele
rations or displacements). 

The following tlme-hlatorles were lnltlully iurnished In digital form by KNfcA: 

absolute acceleration at the Rotating Plug 

absolute acceleration at the Grid 

relative displacement Upper Pads-Grid 

To calculate the absolute displacement at Upper Pada, a double integration of 
(ha Grid acceleration was necessary. This calculation was made digitally with 
the following procedure; 



•) first Integration: acceleration - velocity 

b) zero setting of the velocity Bean value 

c) second Integration: velocity - displacement 

d) filtering of the displacement tlme-hlatory. 

This latter operation, neccsaary to filter the contribution of low frequency 
components Introduced by the Integration, but without phlslcal meaning, Mas 
performed by means of a digital high-pas* filter, set at different frequency 
values: 0.3 - 0,4 - O.i Hz. 
Some results of the described operation are shown In Fig. 13. The displacement 
time-history obtained by filtering at O.i Hz was deemed by che Customer as the 
most representative of the Interesting seismic phenomenon at the Grid. 

The Upper fads absolute displacement time-history was of course obtained by ad
ding the relative motion Upper Pads-Grid to the above calculated Grid absolute 
displacement• 

Preliminary multipoint excitation tests with low Intensity were carried out, 
in order to set up the control system appositely designed by Ismes and, princi
pally, to find the most representative control modality for the research purpo
ses. In particular two possibilities were checked: 

1) Displacement control modality 

The imposed time-histories were: 

absolute displacement at the Gtld 

absolute displacement at the Upper fads 

21 Mixed control modality 

The imposed llme-hlstorles were: 

absolute acceleration at the Grid 

absolute displacement at the Upper fads 

In both cases the correct reproduction of the imposed motions and principally 
of the Upper Pads-Grid relative displacement was assumed by the Customer as 
the most indicative parameter of the simulated seismic phenomenon represent at 1-
ness in relation to the research purposes. 

The best results were obtained with the displacement control nodal icy ait shown 
in Figs. 14 and IS. In fact the mixed control modality, using the signals co
ming also from accelerometers, was found to be mure markedly ,it recced by Che 
nonl Inejr nhenuman* due to gaps and shocks. 

For these reasons the displacement control modality w.is detinlcely adopted tut 
the final rests wich tour simultaneous excitationn. 

The Kotatlnq Plug absolute displacement was obtained I row the relevant absolu
te accejerar ion with the same integral ion procedure above described tor che 
Grid. 

Special care s'us taken in order to keep the correct phage relat ionslii;.- between 
the two time histories. 

Finally both for l'SS/2 and l.'.S excir.it ions, the absolute di spluccweiit ol (lie 
Pet.\t was calculated, start Ine, from Hie i.'rid displacement, taken into .(count 
the rocking eftects of the Meactor Vesst-l. 
The 1VS/2 excitation was obtained assuming 'OX u( the l.\S at tliu Grid, Rota
ting Plug and t'ecal luvels and USX ut IS:i at Upper I'.i.ls level. 

S.O EXCITATION, MtAS'.'nlUC AND DATA PMIICKSSIIKJ IOU I Miliar 

5-1 FJI: it.it Ion equipment 

Ourliii! the dynamic tests four elect ruitydraiil Ic acciiaturs, <Flg*, 5 and 6) manu
factured hy li'l'S System Curporat n»n, were used. The main character 1st ic* oi 
this equipment were 

wax. delivered force lb (u il kN 

nan. stroke I'll) mm 

max. velocity 0,8 r.i 1,6 w/s 

5.2 Measuring equipment 

During the research, the following instrumentation has been used 

a) t NTH AN uKVICKS INC. picroreslstive accelerouetera mod. KCA-I-'S-ZSOO UN 
with bell 4 Howell lid measure amplifiers type i!07. 
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b) HKH Inductive acctltcoMtcii mod. B12/1000 and H12/3O0 with HUM Mature 
amplifier* and. KUS 3073. 

c) CELESCO TRANSDUCERS PRODUCTS Inc. velocity transducer* nod. DV30I-40 
with HaM Measure amplifiers nod. KUS 3073. 

d) H»H Inductive displacement transducers nod. U20, USO. W100 with HUM 
•easure aapllflera mod. KUS 3073. 

e) CELESCO TRANSDUCERS PRODUCTS Inc. potentiometer displacement tranaducers 
aod. PT 101/50 and PT 101/20 with HUH Mature amplifiers aod. KUS 3073. 

f) HBH strain gauges sod. 3/I20XY-1I with HUM measure amplifiers nod. KUS 
3073. 

S.1 Control, data acquisition and processing equipment 

The equipment used during sinusoidal and random tests for control, data acqui
sition and preliminary data processing Is shown in Fig. lb. 

As concerns seismic tests the block scheme of the excitation control and data 
acquisition Is Illustrated In Fig. 17. 

As above said this latter control system was appositely designed and set up by 
Ismes tor (he present research: it was able to control a maximum of lour simu
ltaneous motions. 

The application to the structure of the desired motions was performed through 
two following steps. 

A) First step: system identification (low excitation lelevels) 
The excitation was applied separately and successively at each point. 
The Imposed motion at the point was that desired for the multiple excita
tion. This operation was repealed five times for averaging purposes. The 
responses at the excited point and at all the other excitation points 
were processed by a computer, which executed a first estimate of the 
structure transfer functions matrix. 

tt) Second atep: multiple excitation (Increasing excitation levels) 
The motion was Imposed simultaneously at all the excitation points. The 
drive signals for each actuator, were calculated to as to obtain at each 
tingle point the desired motion, on the basis of the transfer matrix 
previously estimated. 

During this phase, it was possible tu Improve the imposed mot Ions in 4 
multiple excitation, by weans ot .in iterative process taking inlo ac
count the responses obtained during the previous multiple excitation. 

After each dynamic tesc a first data processing was purtoriaed by a computer 
with I sinus sottware. 

More involved data processing was carried out later un the VAX-ll-7iU computer 
of the Data Processing Service of Iswes Uynamtc Tests Department . 

6.0 OAI'A PHOCKSSING 

6.1 Tests with sinusoidal excltqrlon 

A first processing of the responses at the dltlereut points was aimed at eva
luating the Kusponse Functions In tliu Ireipieucy domain, Ln.it l:. pliaiiu and am
plitude at the harmonic component with the sawn I Ic-rpieiicy as lliu tiiiijjiueiu.il 
compunent of the excitation motion. 

Successively the ratio between the I'espouse function at a measuring point and 
the Response Function at the excitation point (Transfer r'unctiuu) was calcula
ted for each Instrumented location.' 

The signals recorded in analogue furm lor shucks uvalu.it Ion, alter a conver
sion In dlgitdl lurw with a O.i M* resolution, were processed by calculating 
In the ramie 0-1000 Hi the relevant power spectral density. 

'•' Tests with random unci tat inn 

A preliminary data processing was performed in order to check the statlonarity 
of the signals coming from uach measuring point: this condition Is necessary 
for the application of (he algorithms used fur the belowdescrI bed calculations. 

The checking was made by comparing mean and It'IS values relevant to several sam
ples of (he total recording with the corresponding values of the total recor
ding Itself. 

Then the signal* were processed for the calculation of the absolute Transfer 
Function*. Thus* function* are deflnad as the ratio between the estimated 
cross power spectral density at (he considered point and (he estimated antos-
pectral density at thu excitation point. Several averages on suitable sample* 
of the recorded signal* were performed to minimlie random error* of the analy
sis. 
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For • linear eyecea (ha Tranafar Functions calculated froa data recorded In ca
se of sinusoidal or rendoa excitations are exactly the tame. On (he contrary, 
la caaa of non- linear aystea, differences exist, the laportance of which Is in
dicative of the degree of non-linearity of the structure. 

A further processing oi the Transfer Functions calculated In case of randoa ex-
cltatlona waa pcrforaed In order to exaaine the laportance of (he various exci
tations when slaultaneously applied. 

The analytical procedure, suaaarlied In Appendix A, was based on the assuap-
tton, to be verified, that (he superposition principle of the excitation eff
ects was applicable. As well known the principle Is stilcily applicable only 
for linear systeas. This was not the cake of (he stock-up: however, Baking use 
ol the Transfer Functions deriving froa randoa tests, due (u (he linearisation 
procedure of the structure behaviour obtained with such tests (see para 
4.2.2), (he superposition principle aight be considered applicable in a first 
approximation. 

So, the total responses of (he auck-up were calculated, due to the superposi
tion of the effects oi the excitations separately applied at the Grid, the 
Upper fads aid the Hutat Ing flug. 

The responses were, therefore, coapared with the experimental ones measured in 
the Multipoint seisatc tests. 

fc.il Seismic tests 

The aock-up responses, in teras of accelerations, displace»>enl* and strains, 
were analysed slarting irua the recorded Ilae-historics relevant to the tnstru-
Bcnted points. 

The relative actions. be(ween the excitation points were calculated. 

The accelerations of the Control Nod during drops were evaluated slarting troa 
(he recorded velocity signals to appraise the intensity of the lurces opposing 
to the aotlon and Idem If icate critical tracks of the stroke. 

7.0 HAIN RESULTS 

As concerns the static tests and the relevant objectives (para 4.1) the follo
wing results were pointed out: 

the aessured flexibility of the supporting structures (both upper ar.d lo

wer) had a negligible Influence (3X aaxlaua) on che defuraatlon of the 
aock-up as a whole; 

the ileforaat Ion of (he mock-up was conditioned by (ha presence of gaps 
aaong the different pure* uf the componentj as a consequence, the stil
lness uf (he aock-up, us a whole, varied In dependence on the Imposed 
displacements amplitude (rigs. IV and 19). 

The processing of the results relevant to dynaalc tests with concent rated exci
tations led to (he following conclusions; 

(he signals cualng from (he acculerometerx placed un the supporting 
structures (both upper and luwvr) showed that these structures behaved, 
in (he Interesting frequency r.inge ami tor the ruxearc!) goals, as rigid 
restraints; this result, (un«ther with the above (sectioned conclusions 
•lerivlng troa static tests, was Indicative uf the good rupruducl ion du
ring all tests uf the actual riechanism restraint conditions; 

the xyxtua under lust had a strong non-linear Iwhavluur; tins was puln-
ted uut by 

comparison between the Tiauster functions at the same Iui:at tun 
lor excitations with diltervnt Intensity, m e other parameters 
being the same (Figs. -'II and 21); 

comparlxt between Ihu irannlar Functions .it the samu luistloii 
lor elnonnldul and random excitations (Fig. 22); 

coaparlson between the responses at the suae location to sinusoi
dal excitation with Incrraslng and decreasing fruquuuey (Fig, 

this behaviour was mainly due In the presence of gaps and dynamic inter
actions between the dlflurent parts of the componvnl (see fur UKample 
the responses at the Golds Tube In Fig. 24): these phenomena were clear
ly related to the excitation intensity, as already pointed out by the 
static tests; 

as a consequence of the non-llnuar behaviour, it waa Impossible to exac
tly define the natural irequeue las ol the mock-up and relevant associa
ted damping; critical frequency ranges, in which the structure response 
was maximum and (lie shocks of greater intensity (see Fig. 24) weru more 
correctly identified; of course, due to the non-linear behaviour, these 
critical ranges, centered around the values listed In Fig. 2k, are rela
ted to (ha particular conditions of the test frost which they were extrac
ted; 
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under the same test conditions the presence of ws'er attenuated the non
linear effects due to shocks (Figs. 24. 27 and 2d). 

The Fig. 29 shows typical plots of displacement and velocity of the Control 
Rod during drops In absence of selsalc excitation, respectively for test with 
mock-up not lnmersed snd Immersed: the differences In the shapes and values of 
the. velocity time-histories are Indicative of the damping effect of the water. 

This effect Is also evidenced by the different drop durations listed In Fig. 
30. 

The Initial average acceleration of the Rod, also listed In Fig. 30, Is Indica
tive of the forces Intensity opposing to the motion, due to friction and water 
resistance: forces with greater Intensity were relevant to the case with Ini
tial Insertion percentage of SOZ. 

As regards the seismic test it is worth pointing out, at first, the good re
production, both qualitative and quantitative, of the desired notions, at all 
excitation points (Fie- 31). 
Moreover the following main results were obtained. 

the drop duration of the Control Rod Increased slightly with the excita
tion Intensity (about 500 us without excitation and 550 as at TSS level 
- Fig. 32); as a consequence the drop duration depended on the drop 
start-up time, depending on this latter whether the Control'Rod was sub
jected or not to the maximum excitation intensity; 

drop slowlngs were not corresponding to particular tracks of the stroke; 
however, from the drop velocity plots (Fig. 33) it is noting a general 
Increasing of the high frequency contents with respect to the case in ab
sence of excitation <Fig. 30): this is indicative of shocks between the 
Translation Equipment and Guide Equipment, and Justifies the drop dura
tion increasing with excitation Intensity; 

the correlation between mock-up responses and excitation Intensity is 
shown for bone locations in Figs. 3* and 35 respectively for the cases 
TSS/2 and TSS; the measured responses were found to depend, in addition 
to the excitation intensity, also on the Imposed notion shape and on the 
reciprocal phases among the motion themselves (see for example the cor
relation between the response at the foot of the Guide Box and the rela
tive motion Grid-Upper Pads); 

the comparison between erperlmental responses measured during tests and 
the responses calculated as described In para 6.2 showed, as a confirma

tion of the mock-up non-linear behaviour, that the superposition prin
ciple was not verified in general; however, relatively to points suffi
ciently far from non-linearity sources or instrumented with measuring 
devices less sentltlve to non-linear phunouena, the superposition princi
ple was verified with good approxiaation (Figs. 3u-3 u), at least as con
cerns response amplitudes and frequency contents; more marked differen
ces were evidenced In Che t irae-hiscorles shapes, partially due to an ap
proximative computation, in the used algorithm, of the zero conditions 
and of the reciprocal phase lags of the frequency components. For the 
same points it was possible to evaluate the reciprocal importance of 
each excitation on the total response. For example (see Fig. J'/) the big-
Rest contribution to the total response at the top of Motorization, ex
pressed In terms of frequency concents (corresponding to die function K 
in Appendix A) was clearly due to the Kotaiiug l'lu|> excication; on die 
contrary, as concerns the total response at the iaiide liox foot (see Fig. 
39), the alnost total contribution, though in different frequency ran
ges, was due Co Upper Pads and o'rid excitations. 

H.O CQNCLUOIIIU KF.IIAHKS 

Apart from considerations about the results, anyway positive, concerning die 
seismic verification of the FIX Shoutdown Systen, tor which direct reference 
Is made to the Customer, it is worth underlining as the study of cuiuplex struc
tures is particularly fit for interesting deepenings, both from the experimen
tal simulation viewpoint (in the different phases »f the design and realiza
tion of the test rig, design and execution of the tests), and from data analy
sis and Interpretation viewpoint. 

As regards these aspects, the experimental technique used to reproduce simul
taneous multiple seismic excitations assumes particular importance, in rela
tion to the complex problems arisen both during the control system design and 
during the prattcal realization of the excitation system. 

The obtained results, very satisfactory as concerns the correct reproduction, 
both qualitative and quantitative, uf the phenomenon under study, make it par
ticularly promising the systematic use of cliis technique In order to gee the 
dynamic qualification of complex structures. 
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Appendix A: APPLICATION OK THE PH1NCIPLE OF THE EXCITATIONS EFFECTS SUPERPO
SITION 

Symbola 

r u g 
S l ' S l • S l : ™ o t ' o n °f the 1-th p o i n t due tu the random e x c i t a t i o n r e s p e c 

t i v e l y a p p l i e d al R o t a t i n g P lug , Upper Pads and Crid 

S , S , S : random e x c i t a t i o n at Hot at Inn P l u g , Upper Pails and Crld r e s p e c 
t i v e l y 

S , S , S s e i s m i c e x c i t a t i o n at Rota t ing Plug , Upper Pads and Crid r e s 
pect i v e l y 

r u g 
Hj , llj , Hj : Transfer Function at the i - t h point due to random e x c i t a t i o n 

at Rota t ing Plug, Upper Pads and l.r Ul r e s p e c t i v e l y 

P r o c e s s i n g 

In g e n e r a l : 

r r u «i a !• 
S . - II. • S ; S » 11 • S ; S ? • 117 • S 1 • i I I ii I I K 

superposing the effects: 

r ,u .K r u it r u u. 
R,' •" - S, • S, . S* . II, • S r . II, . S u . H» . S |) 

Due t o the r e s t r a i n t c o n d i t i o n s imposed in the ran.lorn t e s t s ( s e e para 
4 . 2 ) : 

r u it 
»lr - H u • l lj . I 

2) 
u u r a 

H r " "« * M e ' "r ' * 



At the exc i ta t ion points: 

•£•" . 8 - A 
»'» ' ' . 8 - "1 
R r , U . 8 - r 

s. • : i " • s • H * • s 
r » u • U 

S * HU • S * H 8 • S„ 31 
r - i' » 8 

Inputting 

. ; • - « - s; : » ; - • - *: ; K - - « . *;. 

subat Hut ing the equations <«) and 2) into the equal tuns i), solving the 3) 
with respect to S , S and S and finally subst it nt i rig the 3) into the equa
tion 1): 

. r . u . 8 r u r * U 
(Hj - H"k - H u ) - S r • H, • s ' • (H* -u ' • " " • 

• >!*> " a 
8 

• c\ . s" . c" • s* • c f . 
1 r • u • 

s" . 
8 

- t u R 
K, • R, * ay

with obvious symbols meaning. 

R|; **̂ ; K|. May be regarded as the contribution of the seismic excitations 
respectively applied at Rotating Plug. Upper Pads and Grid to the total motion 
ot the 1-th point. 
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/•>* i. PtC HttHiur *>uW Whrmmu VHW 
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Ffg. J.- Schematic test rig 
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Fig.4 

Fig. 7 

Fig. I 

Fig. 6 Fig. 9 

Fig. 4: Detail of the mock-up during mounting operations 
Fig. S: Detail of the upper supporting structure 
tests 
Fig. 6: Detail of the lower supporting structure 

Fig. 7: Steei ring simulating the Petal 
/•>* 5: Detail of the upper supporting structure during static F i g s . D m i , o / , „ f C u i d t , u b e i n w ,„ , Pe,B, 

Fig. 9: A phase of the water tank filling 
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f/g. 10: Measuring transducers used during dynamic tests 
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Fiq. 11: Protection technique of the measuring instrumentation 
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KEY: 

1 . COMPUTER FOR DATA PROCESSING 
2 . PERIPHERAL U N I T S 
3 . ANALOG TO D I G I T A L CONVERTER 
4 . MEASURING AMPLIF IER 
5 . CONTROL ACCELEROMETER 
6 . MEASURING ACCELEROMETER 
7 . STRUCTURE UNOER TEST 
8 . SHAKING TABLE 
9 . DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER 

10. ELECTROHYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 
1 1 . SERVOVALVE 
12. POWER SUPPLY 
13. SERVOCONTROLLER 
1<<. SINE GENERATOR 
15. DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER 
16. COMPUTER FOR MOTION GENERATION 

AND CONTROL 
17. ANALOG TAPE RECORDER 

Fig. 16: Block diagram of the 
excitation and neasuring 
eouinnient 

12 

AND MEASURING SYSTEM 

PERIPHERAL UNITS 

SERVOCONTROLLERS ACTUATORS t 

Fit 17; Block diet'em of iht mulnplt annuo* 
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RESPONSE OF THE CONTROL ROD: TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

i 
SINE TEST AT THE GRID 
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RESPONSES AT THE GUIDE TUK 

* SINE TESTS AT THE UPPER PADS LEVEL 

* EXCITATION INTENSITY: 0 .2 S 

INCREASING FREQUENCY SHEEP 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

DECREASING fREOUENCY SHEEP 

Fig. 23 

Fig. 22: Dynamic tests: comparison between responses to sinusoidal and random excitations 

Fig. 23: Dynamic tests: comparison between responses to sinusoidal excitation with increasing and decreasing sweep 
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Fig. 24: Dynamic tests: responses in resonance conditions 

Fig. 25: Dynamic tests: example a/frequency ranges with maximum 
amplification 
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EXCITATION POINT 

AND RESTRAINT 

CONDITIONS 

TEST 

PARAMETERS 

INSERTION 

PERCENTAGE OF THE 

CONTROL ROD 

rREOUENCY 

(Hz) 

COMPONENT 

MAINLY 

INTERESTtD 

EXCITATION AT THE 

GRID LEVEL 

«0CX-UP : 

* r'REE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

* CLAWED »T ROTATING PLUG 

LEVEL 

KANTXJM TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 3 G 

( PEAK ) 

OX 

1.2 MOCK-UP. AS A WHOLE 
EXCITATION AT THE 

GRID LEVEL 

«0CX-UP : 

* r'REE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

* CLAWED »T ROTATING PLUG 

LEVEL 

KANTXJM TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 3 G 

( PEAK ) 

OX 

7.1 MOTC.1;: NATION 

EXCITATION AT THE 

GRID LEVEL 

«0CX-UP : 

* r'REE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

* CLAWED »T ROTATING PLUG 

LEVEL 

HANOOM TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 , 3 G 

( PEAX ) 

so: 
1.2 i l0CK-UP. AS A WHOLE 

EXCITATION AT THE 

GRID LEVEL 

«0CX-UP : 

* r'REE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

* CLAWED »T ROTATING PLUG 

LEVEL 

HANOOM TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 , 3 G 

( PEAX ) 

so: 
7.1 ilOTORIZATION 

EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
ox 

2.7 MOCK-UP. AS A WHOLE 

EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
ox 

1.8 GUIDE aox 

EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
ox 

6.1 ilOTORIZATION EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
ox 

9.6 f ,!OLK-ijP. AS A WHOLE 

EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
SOX 

2.9 ilOCK-UP. AS A WHOLE 

EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
SOX 

1.9 GUIDE BOX 

EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
SOX 

5.2 MC"l:IZAT|0« 

EXCITATION AT 

ROTATING PLUG LEVEL 

MOCK-UP : 

* FREE AT UPPER PADS LEVEL 

' CLAMPED AT ROTATING PLUG 

L£VEU 

SINE TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 2 G 
SOX 

9.9 MOCK-UP. AS A WHOLE 

EXCITATION AT 

UPPER PADS LEVEL 

MOCK-UP: 

* CLAMPED AT ROTATING 

PLUG LEVEL 

* CLAMPED AT GRID LEVEL 

RANDOM TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 5 G 

( PEAK ) 

o: 

2.9 
GUIDE TUBE ANO 

TRANSLATIONAL BAR EXCITATION AT 

UPPER PADS LEVEL 

MOCK-UP: 

* CLAMPED AT ROTATING 

PLUG LEVEL 

* CLAMPED AT GRID LEVEL 

RANDOM TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 5 G 

( PEAK ) 

o: 5.6 MOCK-uP. AS A WHOLE 

EXCITATION AT 

UPPER PADS LEVEL 

MOCK-UP: 

* CLAMPED AT ROTATING 

PLUG LEVEL 

* CLAMPED AT GRID LEVEL 

RANDOM TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 5 G 

( PEAK ) 

o: 

7.6 /OTOfHZATlCN 

EXCITATION AT 

UPPER PADS LEVEL 

MOCK-UP: 

* CLAMPED AT ROTATING 

PLUG LEVEL 

* CLAMPED AT GRID LEVEL 

t4AND0M TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 1 5 G 

( P E * ) 

50 X 

3.2 GUIDE :UBE AND 

TRANSLATIDNAL BAR 

EXCITATION AT 

UPPER PADS LEVEL 

MOCK-UP: 

* CLAMPED AT ROTATING 

PLUG LEVEL 

* CLAMPED AT GRID LEVEL 

t4AND0M TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 1 5 G 

( P E * ) 

50 X 5.6 flOCX-ljP, AS A WHOLE 

EXCITATION AT 

UPPER PADS LEVEL 

MOCK-UP: 

* CLAMPED AT ROTATING 

PLUG LEVEL 

* CLAMPED AT GRID LEVEL 

t4AND0M TEST 

INTENSITY : 0 . 1 5 G 

( P E * ) 

50 X 

3.1 ITKORIZATICN 

Fig. 26: Maximum amnlifkation frequencies 
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RESPONSES (STRAIN) oe THE CONTROL TOD: 
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Fig. 27: Dynamic tests: responses in resonance conditions 
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Fig. 28: Dynamic tests: effects of the presence of water 
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Fix. 31: Seismic tests at TSS intensity: comparison 
between reference and obtained imposed motions 

Fin. .12: Drop duration of the Control Rod at different 
excitation intensities and drop start-up times 
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Fig. 33: Example of drop modalities of the Con
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Fig. 34: Seismic tests at TSS/2 intensity: 
responses at different locations 
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at different locations 
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Fig. 38: Superposition principle application: strain at the foot 
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Fig. 39: Contribution of the single excitations to the total re
sponse at the Guide Box foot 
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VALIDITATION OF THE 

NUMERICAL ANIALVSBS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with some aspects of the 
seismic tests carried out by ISMES on a full 
scale nock-up of the Drive Mechanism and Control 
Rod (Shutdown System) of the PEC fast reactor, 
and the calculations performed by NIRA in order 
to reproduce the results of these tests, showing 
the possibility to use the pointed-out model, 
with only few modifications, to determine the 
stress level of the mechanism and the scratabili
ty of Che rod in the reactor. 

Some comparison between experimental and 
numerical results are shown, and the scramabllity 
of the rod is demonstrated for different seismic 
motions. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to demonstrate the scramabllity of 
the PEC fast reactor in case of earthquake, a 
wide programme of calculations and experimental 
tests has been carried out by NIRA with the 
cooperation of ENEA and the support of ISMES for 
the experimental part as described in ref. III. 

In fig. 1 a flow-diagram is shown of all the 
activities directly connected with the final 
demonstration of the shut-down system adequacy to 
perform its function during a seismic event. 

Tests have been carried out with the aim of 
simulating as well as possible the actual 

geometry of the system and the correct excitation 
conditions, in orde. to minimize any incertitude 
affecting the extrapolation of the experimental 
results from test conditions to the real ones. 

For these reasons the main tests (seismic 
simulation) have been carried out: 
1. on a full scale model of the shut- down 

system 
2. representing with water the reactor coolant 

fluid-structure interaction effects 
3. representing any source of excitation or 

also of only possible interaction existing 
at the system boundary-
Excitation data have been obtained starting 

from free field data and performing accurate 
evaluation of the excitation at the system 
boundary by calculations implying the representa
tion of the core-tank interaction (see ref. III). 

During a large number of simulated earth
quakes Che scram has been performed measuring the 
drop time of the control road. 

Subsequently the main experimental results 
have been reproduced by analysis. 

An ANSYS non linear model of the experi
mental mock-up has been set-up and analyzed with 
the direct integration method applying the same 
excitation data used during the tests. 

The obtained results have been then compared 
with the experimental ones. That allowed to 
verify the adequacy of the mathematical model, 
briefly described ahead. 

NOTE: This paper was presented at the international topical meeting 
on fast reactor safety of Knoxville - Tennessee,U.S.A..April 1985 
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The i e - e n e r g n a t i o n <>f the magnetic f i e l d 

causes the d i s c e n t . unoer m e force of g r a v i t y , 
of the t r a n s l a t i o n bar md consequently of the 
contro l rod. a s s u r i n g in t h i s way the shut-down 
of the r e a c t o r . 

The port ion of mechanism f i x e d to the tank 
plug o p e r a t e s as the guide of the mobile part 
during the d i s c e n t . 

The contro l rod i s always p a r t i a l l y i n s e r t 
ed in to the hexagonal guide box. the l a t t e r 
be ing a part of the r e a c t o r c o r e . 

I t fo l lows that a s e i s m i c no t ion o f the 
tank i s transmit ted to the NAB by the core and 
the plug of the tank 'See f i g . 2 ) . 

During an earthquake the mechanism mjst 
fo l low the s e i s m i c motion of the fue l element 
top without undergoing p l a s t i c s t r a i n s or damage 
prevent ing the i n l e t of c o n t r o l rod . 

F i g . I - Demonstration f low-diagram 

Here we l i m i t us to point out that the 
mathematical model has been s e t - u p only reproduc
ing as w e l l as p o s s i b l e the r e a l system geometry 
without introducing any adjustment a f t e r the 
experimental r e s u l t s . 

F i n a l l y a e r i t e r i u n has been found in order 
to d e f i n e the range in which i t i s p o s s i b l e to 
extend the p o s i t i v e outcome of t h e performed 
t e s t to a c o n d i t i o n d i f f e r e n t from the e x p e r i 
mental one . 

C a l c u l a t i o n s for the reac tor c o n d i t i o n s are 
then c a r r i e d o u t . D i f f e r e n c e s are l i m i t e d in the 
temperature and the consequent mater ia l e l a s t i 
c i t y . 

The r e s u l t s obta ined are then t e s t e d with 
the previous c r i t e r i u m and p o s i t i v e c o n c l u s i o n on 
the adequacy o f the shut-down system i s ga ined . 

THE SHUT-DOWN SYSTEM 

The e l e v e n contro l rods are dr iven by e l e 
ven an equal number of mechanisms (KA6 = rod 
d r i v e mechanism) supported by the r o t a t i n g plug 
of the r e a c t o r tank. The rod d r i v e mechanisms 
are required to operate c o r r e c t l y during the 
assumed SSE, which, for the s i t e c o n s i d e r e d , has 
a maximum ground a c c e l e r a t i o n equal to 0 . 3 g. 

The por t ion of the mechanism plunging in to 
the reactor tank i s made up of a f i x e d part ( the 
guide tube) and a running one ( t h e t r a n s l a t i o n 
b a r ) , the l a t t e r t r a n s m i t t i n g the movemei.t to 
the contro l rod, to which i t i s clamped in 
normal c o n d i t i o n s . The t r a n s l a t i o n bar i s 
connected to the dr ive motor p laced over the 

nold-'to**' 

Fig. 2 - Scheme of the actual mechanism boundary 
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Moreover the drop time in seismic condi
tions nusc comply with the neutronic and 
thermal dynamics of the reactor. 

Obviously the resistance that the t ransla
t ion bar and the control rod encounter during 
the descent is enhanced, in the case of 
earthquake, by the need of adapting themselves 
to the deflections of the f ixed element and the 
core, and by the presence of shock and 
f r i c t i o n a l forces among the various elements 
const i tut ing the mechanism. 

SPECHCW DESCRIPTION 

The tests were carried out on a mock-up of 
the actual Drive mechanism and control rod 
system tMAB-BC), reproducing the main parts of 
the actual system in f u l l scale. I t consists 
mainly of the guide Cube and. inside this 
l a t t e r , the drive l ine is actuated v e r t i c a l l y 
by a l i f t i n g gear ac che top o f the mechanism. 

The control rod is s l id ing in an hexagonal 
go de element. The actual rescraint conditions 
were also reproduced; in part icular Che -me
chanism was suspended at the top with a r i g i d 
s tee l structure simulating the rotat ing plug in 
the reactor and the hexcan was Supported by a 
prototypic can of the core d iagr id . 

furthermore, che presence in the reactor 
of Che hold-down system, which l imi ts the 
transversal motions of the guide tube, was 
simulated with an approximately shaped r ing. 

F ina l ly an i n i t i a l misalignment between 
the axis of the guide tube and the hexcan 
(about 10 mil l imeters of the hexcan topi was 
assessed during a l l tests to simulate the l i f e 
d istor t ions in the reactor. 

Unlike the preliminary tests , the present 
cests were carried out both in a ir and «ater 
room temperature to simulate the hydrodynamic 
ef fects of the sodium coolant. 

TESTS DESCRIPTION 

The tests were performed in two successive 
steps. The f i r s t step concerned the 
dynamic ident i f i ca t ion of the system bath in 
a i r and water. For this purpose the mock-up was 
excited separately at the following locations: 

che core supporting diagr id; 
the upper pads of the control-rod guide-
element (close to the core top, see 
below); 
the rotat ing plug (upper res t ra in t of the 
guide Cube). 
The exci tat ions, imposed by means of an 

• lectrohydraul ic actuator, were: sweep sine 
with increasing frequency (1-35 Hz); and random 
with f l a t PSD in the range 1-35 Hz. 

Dif ferent exci tat ion amplitudes were used in 
order to examine the dynamic behaviour of the 
system and to evaluate the intensity of the 
shocks among the d i f ferent oomponents. 

The responses o f the •sock-up in several 
points, measured by means o f stra in gauges, 
acceleration and displacement transducers, were 
recorded. The response functions and the trans
fer response functions re ferred to the exci ta
t ion were calculated. 

The second step of tests was performed in 
water excit ing the MA6-BC system with seismic 
motions. These motions were applied simulta
neously by means of e lectrohydraulic actuators 
at the three locations above mentioned. 

; Furthermore, a motion taking into account 
the ef fects of the rocking of the tank was 
imposed to the rmtl simulating the hold-down 
system ' f i g . 3 ) . 

The d i g i t a l control system of the four 
simultaneous exci tat ions was appositely designed 
and set up by 1SMES. 

txrtmXMM. 

77/7? 
> 1 1 . 1 2 

sirran staxruK 

cuiot na* 

-7ZZZ7 

im7U47 

MTU T/M 

MLDOM) STsnH 

iCLD-coxa m i n i aaraiT 
•JIM OIlCRf 

*•• 

Fig. 3 - Scheme of the test rig for seismic ex
perimental verification of the shutdown system 
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More than the Tive '{SSE and one SSE 
required by the standards were applied to the 
system (fig. J). During the seismic tests drops 
of the control rod were performed both during 
the maximum peak of the upper pad-diagrid 
relative notion and at the end of the earth
quakes. 

Accelerations, displacements and strains 
were measured at the most relevant locations. 

The duration and modalities of the control 
rod insertion were also detected. 

H—4*W!/^ 

sr * » t * ! z i » * * a a f t 
mil* 

fig. 4 - Seismic excitations simultaneous 
ly imposed at different locations 

EXCITATION TIME-HISTORIES 

The seismic time-histories were evaluated 
by ENEA and NIRA for SSE conditions (making use 
of the iterative numerical procedure described 
in ref. /I/). In this analysis which involves 
linear calculations of the reactor-block and 
non linear runs limited to the core, reference 
was made to the first design modifications of 
the reactor- block, consisting in the insertion 
•f the core-restraint ring in the vessel, 
application of a second level of pads on all 
core elements at the restraint level, and new 
design of all element feet 121. 

Furthermore the main fluid-structure 
interaction effects were taken into account, 
together with the first results of the experi
ments performed on core elements (natural 

frequencies and damping vii'iesi /!/. 
The non linear cor* calculations ,«ere per

formed with the computer code CQRALIE / .,' o,i the 
single central row of core elements. 

The core end-of-life distorted geometry .as 
simulated by displacing the core inside the 
restraint ring in such a way as to red-jce \he 
gaps, between the core and restraint ring to d.b 
mm on the side of the control rod: this provides 
a static displacement of control rod which is in 
agreement with that applied in the experimental 
test conditions. 

Since no control rods are present in the 
analyzed element row, the displacement time 
history at the upper pad level was determined 
basing on the eight element of the central row. 
which is adjacent to a control rod: in fact, the 
motion of that element was found to be conserva
tive with respect to that of control rods /2/. 

The 'JSSE excitations were obtained assuming 
60% that of SSE of the diagrid. plug and 
hold-down system levels and 93% that of SSE at 
core upper pad level, ncrorrting to the first 
(conservative) calculations carried out for .'JSSE 
(the differences of the shapes of the SSE and 
;S3E time-histories were neglected). 

The SSE and (especially) V,SSE time-histo-
ries were found to be conservative with respect 
to those evaluated taking into account the 
further most recent design modifications /4/. 

Such time-histories have been processed by 
ISMES for the experimental applications, leading 
to the excitations of fig.J. Both IJSSE and SSE 
time-histortes have been applied with a gradual 
increase of aptitudes uo to the full levels, 
assuming equal scale factors for all excitations 
in each test. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The analysis of the response functions and 
response transfer functions related to the 
different measuring points, showed the following 
most important results: 

the system under test has a strong non
linear dynamic behaviour; this behaviour is 
mainly due to the presence of dynamic 
interactions increasing with the excitation 
intensity; 
the presence of water attenuates these non 
linear effects; 
for these reasons it is only possible to 
define critical frequency ranges, in which 
3hock phenomena have greater intensity. 

In order to examine the importance of the 
various excitations being applied simulta
neously, analytical processing of the frequency 
responses obtained with the single excitations 
has been carried out by ISMES, to appraise the 
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the contribution So the response Jue to 
simultaneous exci tat ion at the i l i agnd . the 
rotat ing plug and upper pads. The obtained 
responses have been compared to the experiment
al responses measured in the seismic tests 
described before. The results show, as a 
confirmation of the non-linear behaviour of the 
mock-up. that the Superposition principle is 
not ver i f i ed m general . However, re la t ive ly to 
points where the effects of non-Linear pheno
mena are smaller, the superposition pr inciple 
has been ver i f ied with a good approximation. 

t i l th regard to the seismic tests i t is 
possible to traw the following conclusions: 

the drop duration of the control rod 
increases s l igh t l y wi th the exci tat ion 
intensity (about bOO ms without exci tat ion 
and 550 ms at 5SE level - f i g . 5 ) ; 
such durations depends on the drop s t a r t 
up time; 
drop siowings are not corresponding to 
part icular tracks of the stroke; 
in any case no stop of control rod during 
the earthquakes happened even at greatest 
excitat ion intensi ty . 

Crop 
Initial Excitation start-tx> M M 1 dLration 

insertion level tine (%) (re) 
t %) (I) a ir water 

0 none 468 (2) 512 12) 
50 none 353 (2) 376 (2 ) 
75 none 266 (2) 284 (2 ) 

0 TSS/2 10 504 
0 TSS/2 51 504 
0 TSS/2 95 482 

50 TSS/2 25 417 
50 TSS/2 74 382 

0 TSS/2 24 573 
0 TSS 12 546 
0 TSS 12 547 
0 none 468 

(1) Referred to the dLration of "he sertriquJke. The 
rou/run ix^er pads-diagrid relative notion peak 
occurs at about 231. 

(2) Averaged values on several drcps. 

Fig. 5 - rnsertton duration of the 
control rod with d i f fe rent exci ta
tion levels and drop start-up t ine 

JWTHESATICAL MODEL 

The performed model l ies and can move in ] 
ver t ic iL p l a n * , i t consists -if elements belong
ing to -he l ibrary r>{ the computer code "AKSYS": 
two-dimensional e last ic beams, masses and f lu id 
coupling elements ( f i g . 5) 

* !« fe 4ui4r ?**»» 

•#ritani»» 

Fig. 6 - Simplified sketch of the mathematical 
ffiodel 

Cap conditions ire imposed between tne 
nodes that represent parts of the system that 
come into contact during the quake. 

Their stiffnesses were not evaluated after 
computing Che flexibility of the parts in 
possible contact, but were fixed on the basis of 
previous analogous calculation experiencies, as 
it was accertained that the assumed values 
prevented numerical instabilities in the solu
tion and, on the other si!*, were such as to 
maintain reasonably small the "compenetrations" 
of the elements subjected to interference (equal 
to the difference between the relative displace
ment and the gap amplitude). 

Some fluid coupling elements (not represen
ted in the sketch, for simplicity) were disposed 
both between the fixed and moving part* of the 
mechanism and between the guide tube and some 
nodes, representative of the vessel. 

The drive mechanism and the absorber were 
supposed rigidly fixed to each other. 
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The hexagonal guide element deformation 
due to swelling, thermal gradient and con
struction tolerances was represented in the 
model disposing its nodes out of the vertical 
alignment (10.7 mm at the top). 

The seismic excitations were imposed as 
displacement time histories applied at the 
system constraints, that are the rotating plug 
and the diagrid. at the point where the core 
imposes its motion to the guide element and at 
the hold-down system node. 

The motions at the plug, at the iiagrid 
and the hold-down system were determined using 
a ground accelerogram whose response spectrum 
envelopes the design one and a model of the 
reactor building and the vessel, by means of a 
linear calculation, while the differential 
displacement between the core and the diagrid 
was evaluated by the "ad hoc" code CORALIE and 
a non-linear model of the core. 

The work has been done in a parametric 
way, performing calculations in correspondence: 
. of different core models (wit.) a 20% varia
tion for the frequency or r.jel elements); 

. of the two quake directions (from the 
external side of the core to its center and 
vice-versa, because of the eccentric position 
of the control rod); 

. of the two excitations 5.3.E. and '', S.S.E.; 

. of two positions for the drive line ientirely 
extracted or 50* inserted absorber element). 

These calculations were performed with a 
0,0005 sec. integration time step. 

RESULTS 

The calculations enabled to get two impor
tant results: 
a. the determination of stresses produced by 

the quake; 
b. the demonstration of the rod scramability 

.Airing the quake. 
About the point a. some comparisons 

between the calculation results and the experi
mental tests were shown in figs. 7 and 8. 

About the point b. the vertical accelera
tion of the moving mechanism during the quake 
has been computed, dividing by its mass the sum 
of the forces that act on it, that are: 

own weight; 
friction forces in every contact point 
(evaluated with a coefficient f » 0.6); 
buoyancy and hydraulic resistance (appro
ximately evaluated). 
By means of integrations, the correspond

ing scraming velocity curves can be obtained, 
that show that the moving mechanism, after the 
unhooking, scrams with a velocity only a little 
smaller than the one without quake. 

'I f~*HPHNW| 

f i g . 7 - "lumerical "echniques validation: strain 
at She 4rive line co l lec t ('; SSE level) 

IIW»l»l»t» 

Fig. 3 - Numerical techniques validation: strain 
at the hexcan foot (SSE level) 
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Fig. 9 - Descent acceleration and velocity 
vs. tine (SSE/2) 

I t only could i n i t i a l l y remain »c i l l for 
few Cine fract ions. 

Some examples of this kind of analysis are 
shown in f igs . 9, 10. 

These conclusions are exact i f the system, 
during the scraming, does not get permanent 
deformations, such as to prevent i t s insert ion: 
such deformations could take place in the 
weakest element, the absorber, i f i t were pushed 
on Che hold-down system by Che top of the 
guide-element (see f i g . I D . 

^O 

"" ' * . • J.I l.i l.f I.I i n I I . I I I . I I I . I I I 

Pig. 11 - Sketch of the mechanism near the 
hold-down system (non-deformed configuration) 
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Fig. 10 • Descent acceleration and velocity 
vs. time (SSE) 

In order to verify this hypothesis, some curves 
have been plotted (figs. 12, 13) reporting in 
abscissas the differential displacements of the 
absorber with respect to the guide element top 
and in ordinaces the ones with respect to the 
hold-down system. 

The absorber can be damaged if both these 
displacements become at the same time equal or 
greater than the respective gaps: it can be seen 
that not only this does not happen, but it is 
prevented by considerable safety margins. 
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Fig. 12 - Differential displacements (m) of 
the absorber with respect to the hold-down 
system vs. the ones with respect to the 
guide element top (the hidden lines represent 
the gaps amplitude) (SSE/2) 

Fig. 13 . As fig. 12 ISSE) 

CONCLUSIONS 

A calculation method, devoted to the 
demonstration of a reactor serambility support
ed by experimental results, has been presented. 

Positive conclusions are gained relatively 
to the studied plant, from both the functional 
and the safety paint of view. 

The advanced experimental techniques used 
in the described tests to reproduce simultaneous 
multiple support excitations, seem promising in 
order to get the dynamic qualification of 
complex equipments. 
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PAPER NR.20 
SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF SPXl SHUTDOWN 
SYSTEMS - TESTS AND CALCULATIONS 

(D. Brochard and P. Buland - CEA , 
CEN-Saclay, France) 

tee fnaa l i—rtm SasUoam System SaC (S]Steee a arret eoaaieaeaUire) 
•at the M a i n SasUaam System scf (System* ae rnsmiaii Pruclpel ) . 
Xa aaaa at a eetsmie eveas.tas iasertesi l i t j a l U » aittorsat issUeem 

I rtatsssm system la ooasamis ay tea mala systems 
* — "-^em SaC (S]Stea - -

> SCf (Systems 
iasertesi l i t j > 

systems las to a* iiaaajtrated 
teste have ton perforaes w t a t S I C u l neve saeem that this 

sjstee ets aM semnkle to tee seismic ewiUUoa. (the area t iaa 
iaoreaaes • ! | U <t I S laval ) 

for Ua JCP.es «a eanlyticel deeoastretloa a u fe l t 
dif f icul t to achiava. I t Mas decided to perform a f u l l ac*l« tasting 
program. These tasta have been performed for tha two typaa of SCP 
which ere praaane la Superpheaix: SCP1 (Cseusot Loire design), SCP2 
(Novetome design). 

ha thara waa no existing f a c i l i t y *n fxfnce to tast th i s kind of 
alandar structure (21 meters high) a saw fac i l i ty aaaad VCSUklC waa 
designed and instal lad in aa agist ing p i t locatad at tha SACLAY 
nuclear xaaaarch center. The objectives at the test* were the 
(allowing: 
- demonstrate Inaertabillty of control rod. 
- demonstrate abaanca of seismic induced damage to the SCr. 
• awaaura lacraaaa of scram time. 
- mmaeurm aeiaaic Induced atreaaea, 
- obtain data for coda correlation. 

after completion of tha teats . maeurameats aava been correlated 
with results obtained from a men linear f inita element model. Time 
history correlations were achieved far SCtl. Afterwards a calculation 
was performed in hot condition t o find i f there waa saa>« effect of 
temperature on SCf seismic response. 

2 KSCKMT1QN OF SCP 

Soperphenix neutron reaction i s controlled by 21 SCP (11 SCFI, 10 SCP2) 
Eaca SCP (fig- 1) has 2 main components! drive mechanise (DM) and 
control rod (CJU. All 21 control rods are Identical and are locatad 
inside the core In the hexagonal control easeablies. They era moved 
vertically ay the drive mechanisms which are different 11 Oil. 10 CM2. 

The drive mechanisms can: 
- grasp the control rod by mean of e grip located at tha DM lever end. 
- alowty translate tha control rod to control the reaction. 
- l e t the Cn f a l l under gravity in case ot emergency shutdown. In 

that caae. tha drop la decelerated by mean ef the CM deehpot. The 
OH grip reaelns connected t o the C«. 
Tha malm difference between the M la the asahpot Iocstlent OKI, 

•11 deehpet locatad above the cora cover plate . DM! eodlum dashpet 
located above the core. Ilia weight at M and CR la supported by the 
core cover plate end tha fat la aurrounded by the upper and lawer guide 
tubea rigidly connected to tha core cover p i s t e . 

1 SEISMIC EXCITATIONS 

1.1 morltontel components 

morlsontal seismic forces era transmitted t o the SCP a t i different 
locetlona > 
- cora cover plate where the SCP era suspended. The excitation e t 

that l eve l la not very strong, 
- top ot control rod assembly, 
- pad laval of tha control rod assembly. 

The excitation at these 1 l a s t locations arc displacement controllad 
by the overall core eeismic response. No feedback effect ef tha SCP 
la anticipated on tha cora response. The maximum excitation occurs et 
core top laval where seismic amplification generates Isrgs displace
ments. 

In addition SCP boritontal displacements are limited by the upper 
end lower guide tubes. 

J.J Vertical components 

Once the drop Is in i t iated, the SCP f a l l s under gravity and no trans
mission ot vertical components occurs. 

4 - SCP Saisaic Anal""* 

1-1 - General Presentation 
Due to the height ot tha SCP . the seismic analysis «*» divided in teo parts: - toe logei part situated under the cote cover piste sal including the control rod sal the guide tubes - the upper pert.shove the core cover plate .containing the drive M e a t u s * 

4-2 • SCP loser psrt seismic anlysis 
.*. FACILITY DESCRIPTION ( f ig . 1) 

Tha SCP hat bean excited at three d i f fe rent locations! 
- lower guide tube. 
- top of control assembly, 
- bottom of control assembly. 

http://JCP.es


ha coca c a w plate acceleration la email compared to tha other 
oacitetloaa It waa decided aoc to excite at tkat lovol. 
tha lower guide tuba la clamped la a email vibration tabla which 

allows only (or aa horlsontel translation. M l guide tuba rotetlona 
a n blacked. The control assembly baa baaa shorten toe bulk reasons. 
Ita movement c u b i t coablaatlao at translation aad rotation to simu-
lata oeloaic aovement. misalignment and bowing afCacta. 
The seismic displacements ara reproduced by three hydraulic Jacks 

U S » thrust. 1 M S am scrokel which ara aacborod to 4.2 * laad 
* * * C U O A masses. These aaasaa ara pendulum supported to piawant 
transmission to tha environment. Aa abaolota displacement traaaducar 
la used la tha feedback loop o( oacb Jack to avoid influence at tha 
reaction aaaa displacement. The oimulatad displacements ara issued 
from a raaccor vassal calculation (or tha lower guide tuba aad (roa a 
nonlinear C3MX1E calculatloa tor tha coro (rata. 1 aad 2). 
Sodium la aimulated by water which fllla tha control asaaably and 

tha sower guide tuba. A soft hallow hatwaaa this two pacta maintains 
the tlghtaeaa at tha ayataa while allowing ralatlva dlaplacaaant 
hatwaaa tha top ot control aaaaably aad bottom of lovar guide tuba. 
Sodium tlow la not simulated and tha taat la run at room temperature. 
* control roan locatod baaldaa tha facility houaaai 

- a control cablaat for activating translation and drop of tha SCr. 
- olactronlcs for hydraulic Jacks eervo loop and control board for 
hydraulic aupply. 

- a 64 nrrt minicomputer oaad for data acquisition and aupply of 
aaiaalc algnala to tha aarvo loops. 

4^,2^ UiSTWIUMTATION ((19. St 

Installation of Instrumentation waa aada difficult dua to prasanca of 
w u r and of large vertical dleplecement (about ' awtar) ot the moving 
parts. 
Strain gages vara placed on tha C* end (M to measure banding 

atraaaaa. 
hccalaroaatvrs warn placad to datact ahocks batwaon tha dlffaront 

ncwpnnaari aad to record tha excitation accalaraclons. 
Imlatlve displacement traanducara aaaaura dlaplacaaant between OH 

aad guide tuba. 
absolute displacaaaat aanaora record tha excitation dlsplacaaanta. 
Tha signals lasuad froa these transducers ara digitised la tho pit 

by a *Ct aystaai ac tha rata of ISO samples/sec and K M signals ara 
recorded on an analog tape recorder, after the aelsaic testa, the 
tap* ia plaid back end the numerical Intonation la stored through a 
minicomputer on a numeric tape. 

During the test. 16 channels ara recorded on line by aaana of this 
minicomputer which simultaneously delivers Input signals for each 
hydraulic Jack and tor initialing control rod drop. 

V<-i TEST n o S M H 

14 oat and 1 SSC aeismic test have been performed for each SCP. 
The teat program was established to evaluate the Influence of dif

ferent parameters: 
- mechanical tolerances between the control rod and drive mechanism 
ansa. These tolerances are almulatad by translation of the control 
assembly. 

- Core bowing: this effect la aiaulated by rotating the control 
assembly. 

- Direction of core bowing and mechanical tolerances ralatlva to seis
mic excitation (in plana, out of plana). 

• Drop height: dua to coca aging tha control red can be at different 
height level. 

• Drop instant relative to tha beginning of seismic movement, 
several testa were performed without actuating the drop In order to 

obtain data for code correlation. 
H TUTS hXSOVrt 

Or op time: it waa found that for the worst conditions the drop time 
could be Increased by a factor of 2. The drop Instant was found to 
have e great Influence on the drop time. The slowing effect of the 
eelamlc movement la more effective when tha SC» baa reached Its maxi
mum, velocity, l.o. when tha drop la initiated before tha minimum ot 
the aeiaale displacement. 

Stresses: control rod atreases were found manlmr whan the drive 
mechanism la at tha upper position. Although seismic Induced stresses 
are Important, so mechanical damage was observed even after tha SSI 
test. 
For tha drive mechanism, the stresses were found maximum on tha 

translation tuba Just above the grip. 
after eech aelsaic test the normal condition drop time was measures 

end compared to the nominal one. No deviation of this drop time was 
noticed even after 14 selsaic tests. 

.f riNIR EUMCfr NOOtX u> 
00 

In order to explain some of tha experimental results, a finite element *-* 
nodal et SCV1 waa aada and nan linear cima history calculatioas ware ' 
performed. 
Tha finite element model (fig. 4) waa first checked on some prelimi

nary aaeeureaeats which bad been performed on SC*1 prior to the seismic 
tests. 
Control rod stem stiffness was measured by applying a lateral load 

at Its upper end. 
CBBoflu 
v r g CPSIIT 

< 
-SE_ 
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Its first frequency waa also measured, lateral stiffness of OH 
without the control rod was aeesurcd by applying a force above the 
grip. The fallowing table summarises the results. 

J Test J rintts element model J 

{ C* stem stiffness | •» It)1 M/a J it M* N/o j 

j C* 1st frequency j IS Ml j 22 Ht j 

* M s t l f f n a s s 4 . J 10 1 H/a j 4 . } 10* N / n { 



«• cea aee that ttt eaceeewat ia lately wood between meaaured and 
calculated values. Me'also aota chat there la a great stlffaeaa dif
ference between tha C* and DM. 
»Ae nit wea eleo chocked with tha fxeeuanclee of «CPt which have 

been measured by applying • alma sweep movement oa Jack • 1. In order 
to calculate these txeoueaclea. water wea treated aa addad aaaa to the 
eUffereac K P tubes. It wea supposed la tha WBt that tha connection 
between CJ» aad grip la planed. 

J treqvaacy J Taat . .— . 
'- » • a .u is ! aToib I 

! I U I —J H M ! 

I - I I I 
I a { a.i •• J 1.1s •« J 
I a J « . « i u { «.*• iu j 

The oaia participating frequency If COB tha aaisaie point of viewl la 
tho third one. Yhia frequency i s sua to tha rather haavy grip atta
ched at tha appar aad of cm. 

Siaa aweep casta were itaad t o obtain daaplag xatloa which hava baaa 
latxoducad la tha aoa linear eeissvic calculations. 

Ihaaa csiculetiona hava baaa performed for aa oat taat caatarad 
position and an SSC taats with adaellgaaeat aad bowing affacta siaule-
tad. for both calculatlona. tha cm la la Ita uppax position and drop 
Movement la not takon into account. 

Sexseuc calculatiaaa waxa parforaad using tha TCOCL computer coda of 
CkSTSt aystea. Baaa elements waxa uaad and ahocka waxa txaatad by 
unilateral constraints with ahock apriags. riva shock locations waxa 
choaaa accoxdln9 to engineering Judgment aad tha values of the ahock 
apringa wore fined at a minimum value to comply with allowable dlaple-
ceseacs and calculation s t a b i l i t y . 

Measured accelerations aad dlaplacaaents of each jack ware used as 
Inputs to the TSOCl code. 

Vary good time history coxxalatloas I d a s . S, a, 1) wexe xaached for 
Cm. OH stresses aad relat ive displacement between grip and guide tube, 
a, hot condition calculation waa subsequently perforated to eveluate the 
temperature Influence. P las t i c i ty curves of the different astcxiala 
were Introduced la tha model and plast ic calculation waa performed. 
This calculation proved the Minor Influence of teaperature on SCP 
response and therefore the represencativity of xooa taaperature t e s t s . 

4-3 - SCP upper pmrt taisaie lasts 
4-3-a - facility deacriptlao (rag •) 
is U M TESOBIX facility dots net mile* to simulate tbe seismic tsciution at U M cord cover plate ltrol.lt baa beta dtcicad to toot tbo SCP upper pott on another apacific facility. 
Too mechanism.chosen (or this ttat.ia tbe SCP1 Mcbnniaa 

ntb. U M desopot aitueted at U M top of tbt aecbtnisa.which 
allows to realise the control rod. drop during too aoiamic 
ezcltatloD (tor that purpose. U M lowtr part ol U M control rod 
ia simulated by a wtigbt) Boreovor tba action (lores and 
noacat meeauitd during U M SCP lower part ttats ).Upoaad by 
tbs lower part to U M upper one.is simulated by on hydraulic 
jack.Simultaneously U M atlamlc ozciutlon at U M cort cower 
plata level la applied through a email abaking tabic. 

4-3-2 Instrumentation 
Tut instrumentation uaod during these tttta ia U M following: 

- fores and displacement transducers on tba hydraulic jack* to control U M forcca applied to tbt aptcutn 
- strain gages on U M control rod to noaturt tbt tpplliad aoaent simulating U M lower part action - lores transducer at tba bottom of tbe CS to astsure tbt torct applied by tbt Might on tnt CS - mecaltromtttra oa tha daabpot. 

Horeover U M acre* tint baa been Matured. 
1-3-3 Test* program 
The teata prograa was tatabliabad to evaluate tbt influence of : 

- tbe eiciUtlon lewe! (10 testa at O K and 1 ttat at SSE ) 
- tbt direction of trciUtioo (in plant or out of plant of U M rack 
• the initial position of tbt rod 
• the tut of U M beginning of U M CR drop. 

1-3-4 Tost* results 
The test* hart shown that.in tbt worst conditions, tnt drop tint is increased of 1 OK The CRD mechanical behaviour has not been affected during these tests and a wisuml inspection be* shown that no damage could be observed.even after tb* SSL test. 

http://ltrol.lt
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CCNCLUSIONS 

Tha SC? t a s t proaraa has demonstrated tha lnser tab i l i ty of Superphenix 
control rods. No structural daaaee was obsarvad and scraa t i » e was in 
the worst conditions doublad. Measured rasponsas wart used to v a l i 
date a non linear f i n i t e alaaent aodel- The accurate correlat ions 
obtained allowad t o extrapolate the rode to tha hot condit ions . I t 
was demonstrated that rooa teaperature t e s t s are representative of 
reactor condit ions. 
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Functional Integrity Evaluation on "HOHJU" Control Rod Drive Mechanist 
under Earthquake Conditon 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the study on the functional integrity of FBR "MOHJU" 
Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDH) under earthquake. 
CKOH of "MOHJU'* is required to maintain the function to insert control rods 

into the core in 1.2 sec. to 85X of the full stroke which is conservatively 
determined froa the view point of the core safety. 

Therefore, to evaluate these functions, the scran tests were carried out by 
uoins the sinusoidal and artificially simulated earthquake waves. 
These waves had the aaplitude and acceleration equivalent to or larger than 

those of Sj earhquake defined in "HOHJU" plane design. 

Froa these results of these tests. CRDH had excellent performance to insert 
control rods into the core within the allowable tiae under all of the test 
conditions and. it was clarified that CRDH was well designed against the earth
quake. 

Introduction 
A control rod drive aechanisa (CRDH) in Fait Breeder Reactor Is required 

to Insert a control rod into the cor* within the allowable tiau in order 
to shut down the core safely under S> earthquake (aaxiaua design earth
quake) defined ina plant. 
The CRDH in "HOHJU" has three types of Fine Control Rod Hechanisa (KCRD 

H). Coarse Control Rod Drive Hechanisa (CCRDH) and Back-up Control Rod 
Hechanisa (BCRDH), each of which has a scraa function and satisfies tha 
above mentioned requirement. 

The outlines of the structures for three types of CRDHs are aiaost same, 
but the accelerators to insert control rods into tha cora in the scram 
conditions are different. The accelerators of FCRDH and CCRDH have the 
insertion aechanisa forced by pressurized gas, those of BCRDH have the | 

u> 
Insertion mechanism forced by spring. 00 
The scraa tests have been performed for three types of CRDHs. The ttfsts ' 

shoved that all types maintained tha function to insert control rods Into 
the core in 1.2 sec. to 8SX of the full stroke undur the earthquake 
The paper presents functional Integrity evaluation for CCRDH which hud 

the insertion performance under mil of the test condilons and was well 
designed against the earthquake. 

Structure of CCRDH 
2.1 Structure 

FIo.l shows the structure of CCRDH. which is composed of driver part, 
upper guide tube mnd control rod latch aechanisa. 
A control rod latch aechanisa is connected with a control rod handling 

in a coarse control rod assembly shown In Fig.2. so that a coarse 
control rod can be driven up. 



2.2 Function 
2.2.1 Start-up of CCRBM 

Fig.3 shows CCKDM's motion in start-up condition. The sequence of 
its motion is as follows. 

(1) After the control rod latch mechanism is engaged with the 
control rod handling head, the drive shaft is fixed in the 
latch mechanism by aagnet force. 

(U) The drive shaft and coarse control rod is pulled up by 
the ball screws jack aechanisa. 

2.2.2 Scraa of CCKDM 
Fig.4, shows CCXDH aotion In scraa conditions. Its sequence is the 
following. 

(I) The reactor trip signal aakes the current of the magnet cut 
off. so that the latch mechanism becaae disengaged. 

(U) The drive shaft and coarse control rod is pushed down by 
aeans of gravity and the down force of the pressurized gas, 
which let the core shut down safely. 

It is necessary to evaluate functional integrity cf CCRDH that 
con ol rods have to be inserted into the core within the allowable 
tine froa the view point that CCKDH has cogplex aechanisa and plays 
an iaportant part in the core safety. 
The paper presents the functional integrity evaluation of CCROH 

by aeans of mock-up tests. 

3. Experiments 
3.1 Modeling 

Since these tests were soaa kinds of verification test, the modeling 
for the CCRDH In the Upper Core Structure (UCS) was aock-upcd, and had 
the aaaa structure as those of "MOHJU". As the effect of UCS's 
excitation on the vibration characteristic of CCRDH was considered to 
be significant, dynaalc characteristic of UCS was siaulated. The Lower 
Guide Tube (G/T) as shown In Fig.2, in addition to the adjacent fuel 
assemblies wis also modeled frog the suae view as the cast of UCS. 

Fig.3 shows test apparatus. With regard to the excitation of the 
test equipment, accelerators were mounted on the top edge of UCS and 
the bottom edge of the core assembly. 
To Investigate the seismic response or UIS and G/T, 22 acceleromu-

I 
ters were located at them. <*> 

CO 

To evaluate functional Integrity or CRDH conservatively, the test * 
conditions were determined for those displacements and accelerations to 
become larger than those resulted from the analysis of "HONJU", becausu 
those displacements and accelerations were considered to affect the 
functional Integrity In the scram conditions. 
Other boundary conditions which effected the functional integrity In 

the scraa conditions were the following. 
(1) the relative displacement between UCS and G/T 
(2) the pressurized gas 
(3) f ow In G/T 

3.1.1 The Relative displacement 
The horizontal relative displacement between UCS and G/T has to 

be considered to affect the functional Integrity of CCkuH. judging 
from the Its structural characteristics. 



Utile the control rod Is beinc inserted into the core. Its top 
exists in UCS. and its bottoa does in G/T. So that the relative 
horizontal displacement between UCS and G/T reduces the space for 
the control rod to fall into the core, which takes this Insertion 
difficult. 
By the way, aseisaatic analysis on "HOMJU" est lasted the aaxlaua 

relative displacement to be 3Saa. However, geoaetric allowance 
peraits the relative displaceaent to be 55aa, which prevents the 
cor.trol rod froa sticking on the insides of UCS and G/T. 
Since the relative displaceaent obtained froa aseisaatic analysis 

is saaller than that froa ceoaetric allowance by 17aa. the control 
rod doesn't reach the teoaetric insertion criteria, that to say. It 
is not stickrd on the inside of UCS and G/T in static conditions. 
Amplitudes and accelerations are determined in the tests so that 
the aaxiaua relative displaceaent can be satisfied with the teoae-
tric insertion criteria. 

3.1.2 1>ie Pressurized Gas 

In order to assist the insertion of a control rod into the core 
in scrat, conditions, the scraa assist with the pressurized gas Is 
built In CCRDM. So, the tests were performed with the same 
pressure as that in "HONJU". 

3.1.3 Flow in G/T 
Because sodiua flows upward in G/T as to cool the control rods 

in "HQHJU". fludic effect has to be taken into account in the 
tests, in which water was used instead of sodiua. 
General speaking, in order to adapt fluidic effect obtained 

froa test to "HONJU". It Is necessary that diaensionless numbers 
in the tests should be equal to those in "MONJU" for similarity 
laws. The considered dia«nsion)ess numbers are the following. 

(a) Fr (Froude Number) 

(b) Eu (Euler Nuaber) 
(c) Re (Reynolds Number) 

Since the dimension of the test equipment is equal to that of 
"MOKJU" and fluid In the tasts (water) Is different froa that in 
"HONJU" (sodiua), relationships between th« velocity in tha t»uU 
and that In'NONJU" are shown in tie following In order to satisfy 
the above mentioned dlmenilonleia numbers In the test with those in 
"HOHJU". 

V'V for Fr V > velocity in the tests 
V»0.93V for Eu V i velocity in "MONJU" 

V»3.01V for Re 
Since it la impossible to satisfy aach of dleenslonleus numbers In 
tha tasts with those in "MONJU", respectively, the tests conditions 
were determined for fluldlc resistance in the tests to become 
larger than that In "HOHJU". 
The tests were carried out with the velocity which was equal to 

that In "HONJU". 

Therefore. Fr number In the tests became equal to that In "HONJIT, 
but neither of Eu nuaber nor Re number did. fc'u number became larger 
and Re nuaber did saaller, compared with those in "HOHJU". 

The larger b'u nuaber becomes, the largor fluidic force does. And, 
the saall Ra number becomes, the larger tha viscosity resistance 
does. 
Totally, fluldlc resistance In tha tests became larger than that in 

"HOHJU". which let the results froa the test to be conservatively 
evaluated. 



3.2 Test renditions 
Table 1 shows test conditions from 3.2.1 to 3.2.5. 

3.2.1 Vibration Characteristic Test 
To investigate basic vibration characteristics of CCRDH. sinusoi

dal exicitation tests were performed. 
3.2.2 Static Serai Test 

Static Scraa Tests Here carried out to investigate the difference 
between static and dynamic effects on control rods' insertion. 
For the purpose to coapare the static results with the dynamic 

ones, the relative displacement between UCS and G/T was determined 
to become geometric insertion criteria (55am). 

3.2.3 Simultaneous Sinusoidal Excitation Test 
The effect of UCS's and G/T's vibrations on the control rod's 

insertion was investigated by simultaneous sinusoidal excitation 
tests. 
The wave's amplitude and acceleration in the tests was equal to. 

or 1.1 and 1.2 times larger than those in "HONJU". 
3.2.4 Sinusoidal Excitation Tests of UCS or G/T 

To study the effect of motion of each UCS and G/T on the 
functional integrity of CCRDH. DCS shaking test and G/T shaking 
test were performed independently. 

Furthermore, the excitation levels in this test were equal to 
those in the simultaneous sinusoidal excitation test. 

3.2.5 Seismic Excitation Test 
These tests were carried out with three kinds of random waves 

estimated in "HONJU" plant. Acceleration and amplitude in random 
wave B is equal to those in random wave C, but the spectrum in B 
is different from that in C. And. acceleration and amplitude in 
random wave A is 1/3 times larger than those in random wave B. 

Results 
4.1 Vibration Characteristics 

The vibration characterization of the system shows up that the mode 
1st frequency of UCS is 7.1Hz and that of G/T is 3.05Hz. Table 2 shows 
the resonance magnification factor and damping ratio in addition to 
the eigen frequency. The frequency spectra and mode shapes are given 
in Fig.6 to Fig.7. respectively. 

And acceleration mode shapes for randoa excitations are shown in Fig. 
8. Compared FIg.S and 7 with Fis-8. both of UCS and G/T are cla. i-
fied to excite In mode 1st. 

4.2 Scram Tests 
In "HONJU". CRDM is required to Insert control rods into the core In 

1.2 sec. in the scraa conditions. | 
The scraa tine in the tests means tine needed froa shut-down of vo 

O 
magnet current to insertion of control rods into the core to 65* of ' 
full stroke. 

4.2.1 Static Scraa Tests 
The static scraa test was carried out to compare the static 

insertion with the dynamic one. 
The scraa tiae curve given in Fig.9 shows that scraa tiae is 

0.55 sec. and is satisfied with the allowable tiae (1.2 sec.). 
4.2.2 Simultaneous Sinusoidal Excitation Tests 

Functional integrity for CCRDH was investigated under the test 
conditions, in which the edge displacement, the edge acceleration 
and the maximum relative horizontal displacement at the free end 
of UCS and G/T were larger than those expected in S 2 earthquake. 



As to the acceleration level equivalent to that of Sj earthquake, 
the scraa tiae was 0.63 sec. As to the acceleration level 1.2 
tiaes larger than that of St earthquake, the scraa tiae was 0.65 
sec.. The scraa tiaes in the two cases were satisfied with the 
allowable tiae. Froa the effect curve shown in Fig.10, the scraa 
tiae trended to increase slightly in promotion to the relative 
displaceaent between DCS and G/T. Fig.11 shows the scraa tiae 
curve. 

4.2.3 Sinusoidal Excitation Tests of UCS or G/T 

The sinusoidal excitation tests of either UCS or G/T were per-
foraedin order to investigate the dynaaic effect by regarding the 
scraa delayed tiae as the difference between the scraa tiae of the 
statictests and that of the dynaaic ones. 

Table 3 shows the comparison of the results froa the exitation 
tests of one component with those froa the simultaneous tests. In 
Table 3. the scraa delayed tiae ot_ained froa the simultaneous 
tests is equal to the one froa the excitation tests of UCS in 
addition to that of G/T. Though the short scraa delayed tiae made 
clear judgement difficult, the following was estiaated froa the 
results. 

In the simultaneous excitation tests, when the control rod 
excited by the Drive Mechanise part is inserted into the G/T, it 
is also excited by the G/T part. 
The combination of the effect of UCS's vibration on the scraa 

time with that of 6/T's vibration is estiaated to depend on the 
scram time in the simultaneous excitation. 

Seismic Excitation Tests 
The scram time was investigated by using random waves A, B. C of 

which maximum relative displaceaent and edge displaceaent were more 
conservative than those of "MOHJU". 

The scraa tiae in each cases is shown In Flu.12. and is satisfied 
with the allowable tiae. Froa Fig.12. the scraa tiae in random 
wave 8 was found to be longer than that in random wave C by 0.04 
sec.. 

In Seisaic Excitation tests, the maximum relative horizontal dis-
placeaent between UCS and G/T during the scraa became 55aa in both 
randoa wave B and randoa wave C. Except that the response wave in 
randoa wave B was different froa that in randoa C, randoa C was 
equal to randoa B for the load on the test section. 

Coapared the response wave during the scraa by random wave C with 
that by randoa wave B, as shown in Fig.13 and 14. G/T was found to 
bein resonance during the scraa tiae in randoa wave B. As shown in 
Fig.14, G/T was found to be in resonance only after the scram tiae 
inrandom wave C. So, the effect of the displaceaent of G/T on the 
scraa time was estiaated to be seal I. 

According to reduction of the displaceaent of G/T during the 
scraa time, the relative displaceaent between UCS and G/T kept the 
aaximua one in randoa wave B, but the one was daaping in random 
wave C. 

Therefore the above difference between the phenomena on the rela
tive horizontal displacements delayed the scraa tiae in randoa wave 
B 0.04 sec, compared with that in randoa wave C. 
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Table.1. Table on Test Conditions 
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Table.2. Table of Eigen Frequency, Resonance Magnification 

Factor and Damping Ratio. 

1 t e r n 

Elgen Frequency 

CH») 

Resonance 
M a g n i f i c a t i o n 
Factor 

Damping R a t i o 

1 t e r n 

1 St 2 nd 1 St 2 nd 1 St 2 nd 

U 3 S ' 7.1 0 3 8.1 S • 4 0.6 2 1.1 2.3 4.2 

G / T * * * * 3.D 5 1 9.0 1 1.7 1 2.6 7.8 4.6 

* In operat ion mode, no Inser t ion 
* * In water w 

Table.3. Comparison of Individual Excitation with Simultaneous f 
Excitation for Scram Delayed Time. 

U N I T : S e c 

E x c i t a ' l o o 

Level * 

Scram Delayed T ime 
f rom Individual 
Exci ta t ion UCS+Q/T 

Scram 
Delayed 
Time f rom 
Simultaneous 
Exc i ta t ion 

Maxlmun 
Rela t ive 
Displacement 

Cmm ) 

E x c i t a ' l o o 

Level * 
U C S G / T 

UCS+Q/T 

Scram 
Delayed 
Time f rom 
Simultaneous 
Exc i ta t ion 

Maxlmun 
Rela t ive 
Displacement 

Cmm ) 

Equivalent 0.0 5 0.0 2 0.0 7 0.0 8 5 0 

1.1 t i m e s 0.0 6 0.0 4 0.1 0 0.0 8 5 5 

1.2 t imes 0.0 5 0.0 3 0.0B 0.1 0 8 0 

* compared w i t h the e x c i t a t i o n level In ' M O N J U ' 



S. Conclusion 

It is clarified that CCSON aaintains the function to insert the control 
rod into the core within the allowable tiae under all of test conditions 
which were conservatively determined froa the viewpoint of the core 
safety. Therefore, CCRDM is confiraed to be well desimed against the 
earthquake. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper discusses the seismic performance 

capabilities of the alternative shutdown system 
together with seismic vibration tests that were 
carried out on a full scale water test rig modelling 
the system. Experimental results showed that no 
degradation in system performance occurred under 
simulated lateral seismic excitation up to the 
maximum levels achievable on the test-rig. 



1. INTRODUCTION 
Shutdown systems in fast reactors are based on 

the rapid insertion of neutron absorbing material 
into the core area to reduce them to a sub-critical 
state. in the U.K's commercial demonstration fast 
reactor (CDFR) two different systems have been 
provided. These two systems known as the primary 
shutdown system (PSD) and the alternative shutdown 
system (ASD) are diverse in both function and design. 
This diversity is present to minimise the risks of 
common mode failures making both systems inoperable. 

The primacy shutdown system in the CDFR is based 
upon the Insertion of shut-off rods which under 
normal operation are suspended, via articulated arms, 
on electromagnets in the above core structure. The 
rods fall freely into the core when the magnets are 
de-energized. 

The alternative shutdown system, described in 
detail below, is based upon the insertion of shutdown 
rods which are held in hexagonal containment channels 
just above the core region by hydraulic pressure. 
This system has the advantage that it is unaffected 
by any faults in above core structure which could 
interfere with the operation of the primary shutdown 
system. It is also insensitive to relative 
displacements between the top of the core and the 
above core structure. The compact design of the 
absorber unit together with the large radial 
clearances between .the unit and the majority of the 
channel means that the system can also cope with 
quite large distortions of the in-core channel. The 
advantages of the alternative shutdown system coupled 
with its diversity to the primary shutdown system 
lead to an increased confidence in ructot safety in 
response to reactor trips generally but more 
specifically in the context of this paper, in 
response to seismic events. 

2. ASP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A reactor layout of the ASD system is shown in 

fig 1 and an ASD channel sectional view is shown in 
fig 2. The ASD rods are held out of the core region 
by the flow of sodium coolant which generates a 
pressure difference across a rod seal area sufficient 
to maintain rod levitation. The sodium flow is 
supplied by a Helical Annular Linear Induction Pump 
(HAUP) and this is de-energized when a reactor 
shutdown is initiated, causing the rods to fall under 
gravity into the core. 

The ASD rods are combined together in groups of 
two or three with a common HALIP supply. The number 
of rods per group is a function of the reactivity 
worth ascribed to each rod and the degree of 
redundancy required in the system. The hydraulic 
performance of the system is designed so that if one 
rod falls the other rods will also fall. This ensures 
that no single rod remains in the core whilst the 
reactor is at power. 

The geometry of the channel is such that the 
small clearances necessary to develop a hydraulic 
pressure sufficient to maintain rod levitation are 
sited only at the top of the channel. Large 
clearances are provided in all other regions of the 
channel. This design feature prevents rod levitation 
if the HALIP is restarted accidentally after the rods 
have fallen and shut down the reactor. 

To lift the rods into their normal operating 
positions a re-setting tool which is housed in the 
above core structure is used. The re-setting tool is 
lowered with the sodium flow through the channel 
stopped. The re-setting tool then latches onti> the 
ASD rod. The rod is then raised and sodium flow 
supplied to tie the channel to cause rod levitation. 
The re-setting tool can then be de-latched and 
withdrawn into the above core structure. 

3. SHUTDOWN SySTEM PERFORMANCE DURING AN EARTHQUAKE 
Figure 3 illustrates the CDFR shutdown systems 

performance capabilities in response to a reactor 
initiated trip. It is seen that both the primary and 
the alternative shutdown systems respond quickly to 
the reactor trip limiting the reactivity increases 
which occur due to core response in the first second. 
It is also seen that the total teactivlty worth of 
each system is much greater than the computed upper 
bound positive reactivity insertions that could occur ^ 
due to core movement during an earthquake consistent Q 
with SSC levels. If either system operates the O 
reactor shuts down before any damaging reactivity I 
changes can occur. 

4. SEISMIC VIBRATION TESTS 
Both the primary and the alternative shutdown 

systems have been developed and extensively tested in 
a water test facility at "International research and 
Development (IRD)" Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England using 
full scale water test rigs. An overview of ASD 
testing programme may be found in (ref 1]. Figure 4 
shows a flow diagram of the test rig that modelled a 
grouping of three ASD channels and figure S shows how 
this rig was incorporated into a test tower at IRD. 

To investigate the seismic performance 
capabilities of the ASD system one of the secondary 
channels (Item 4 of figure 4) was modified to allow a 
series of vibration tests to be carried out [ret 2|. 
The main objective of these tests was to demonstrate 
that lateral vibration in the seal area would not 
adversely effect the systems performance. 

The general configuration of the modified 
vibration channel is shown in figure 6. The rig was 
excited with a shaped fourier spectrum at frequencies 
in the seismic range in air and water. The main 
frequency peak in the spectrum, which corresponds to 
the lowest lateral natural frequency of the primary 
vessel, was broadened considerably to account for 
structural non-linearities and uncertainties in the 



ASO channels seisaic response in the reactor. As the 
vibration test was a Modification of an existing rig 
it possessed a number of design restrictions which 
prevented full SSE levels of vibration being 
achieved. Despite this restriction however the 
results of the vibration tests were aost encouraging. 
The tests showed no significant increase in either 
the rod drop times or the minimum levitation flows 
with the maximum achievable levels of vibration 
applied to the rig. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
1) The alternative shutdown system is diverse in 
function and design to the primary electromagnetic 
shutdown system and insensitive to faults in and 
movements of the above core structure. Its presence 
increases confidence in the overall shutdown systems 
performance in response to reactor trips generally 
but more specifically in response to trips initiated 
by seismic events. 

2) The feasibility and performance of the alternative 
shutdown system has been demonstrated experimentally 
using a full scale dynamic water test rig. 
3) Seismic vibration tests carried out on the ASD 
water test rig. though not a full seismic 
qualification in themselves have shown that the 
system performance is insensitive to lateral 
vibration of the ASD channel. 
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NEUTRON IC AND THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE PEC CORE 
IN AN EARTHQUAKE 

F-Cecchini, CArtioli. R.Di Francesca. P-Hontanelli 

ENEA/VEL. Bologna 

OgilBSQI 

During a seismic event, the PEC core moves in a complicated 
u*y in the horizontal plane and the fuel volume changes with 
positive and negative variations; these variations cause 
reactivity insertions-

For evaluating the maximum reactivity insertions, 
corresponding to the two design earthquakes <1/2TSS = OBE and 
TSS = SSE) a methodology, based on static compactions, was 
applied to the core; the time functions of reactivity 
variation were derived from the detailed core seismic 
analysts performed with CORAL IE and were subsequently 
normalized (for T3S) to the static maximum reactivity values. 

Finally, the core thermodynamic response was computed for 
verifying that the effects were permissible from a safety 
point of view, evan in an ineontrolled event hypothesis. 

1. INTROC'UCTION 

The PEC cor* static mechanic design (see Fig.I) is based 
on forcsd fuel and control elements groups in the core 
internal part and on a natural restraint system with the 
reflecting and shielding zones. 

This solution foresee* gap* between fuel elements on the 
two pad levels.. These gaps during seismic events may be 
corpse ted with consequent reactivity insertions. 

Therefore it is necessary to determinate the most 
critical core configuration, to evaluate the corresponding 
maximum reactivity insertion and finally to verify that the 
thermodynamic effects are allowable from a safety point of 
v i ew. 

2. SSE VERIFICATION CRITER1* >̂ 
0 *-
I 

For assuring the core neutronic stability during the SSE 
seismic event, we have verified that! 
a> the maximum reactivity insertion is lower than the JJ 
value taking into account the horizontal and vertical 
contributions and the uncertainties effects; 
t>> the thermodynamic consequences don't produce damages to 
fuel pins in order to be maintained their structural 
i n tegrit y. 

This second criterium is conservatively verified if the 
maximum fuel temperature is Iower than the fuel fusion 
temperature. 
c) Foul t*.d structural and functional criteria are satisfied 
< see Paper n.24). 



3, METHODOLOGY 

For determining the seismic reactivity time function and 
the relative effect*, we have divided the problem in the 
following part*! 

a) Determination of the maximum core mechanic compaction 
b) " of the maximum reactivity insertion 
c) " of the time reactivity function 
d> * of core thermal effects. 

3.1 MECHANIC ANALYSIS 

For S5E maximal mechanic compaction, we have compacted 
the most critical core configuration by S1SC0 * HARMONIE 
core equilibrium codes; the compacted core configuration was 
the most opened radially for irradiation induced effects. 

The procedure was applied on nominal power and 400*C 
isothermal operative conditions. 

The used core compaction was monodirectIonaI around the 
core vertical axis and independent on the two pad planesi 
this me thou consists on the evaluation of the two core 
minimum iurftci« on the two pad planes in an indepenedent 
way and than on the determination of active zone volume by a 
conservative linear interpolation. 

The evaluation was performed on face to face and corner 
to corner directions. 

For evaluating a Iimiv SSE core compaction, required by 
Safety Division, a static "hexagonal" method was applledi 
this methods consist in a contemporary compaction on the 
three horizontal directions around the vertical core axis. 

3.2 NEUTRON1C ANALYSIS 

For calculating t.te reactivity insertions! corresponding 
to the fuel volume variations, an algorithm named ARBE was 
usedi it was derived from static diffusive calculations 
performed by CITATION neutronic code. 

3.3 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

For determining the time function of reactivity 
insertion, the seismic CORAL IE cod* results were used on the 
dynamic behaviour of the diametral core row. 

3.4 THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

The thermodynamic core effects were derived from CAPRI-2 
code results. The code was developed in the Karlsruhe KFK 
cen ter . 

The code represents the fissile cor* by some channels! 
each channel Is composed by a fuel pin, sodium and relative 
structural material. 

Each analysis was performed without tsKIng Into account 
the safety system intervention in order to evaluate the 
uncontrolled cor* response. 

O 
Ln 
I 

4. RESULTS 

4 . 1 MECHANIC ANO NEUTRONIC RESULTS 

The F i g . 2 r e p r e s e n t s the f u e l vo lume v a r i a t i o n s fron" 
s t a r t i n g t o 730 EFDP. 
The most " o p e n e d " c o r e c o n f i g u r a t i o n i s a t 370 EFPP and 
e - i e r y c o m p a c t i o n s w e r e p e r f o r m e d on I t b o t h in f u e l power 
and i n i s o t h e r m a l c o n d i t i o n s . 

For the more c r i t i c a l f u e l power c o n d i t i o n s , the f u e l 
vo lume v a r i a t i o n s g a v e , by ARBE a l g o r i t h m , the r e a c t i v i t y 
i n s e r t i o n o f T a b l e 1 . 

For o o n o d i r e c I i o n a l c o m p a c t i o n s the l a r g e r r e a c t i v i t y 
i n s e r t i o n c o r r e s p o n d s t o c o r n e r - t o - c o r n e r s i t u a t i o n and i s 
e q u a l t o 0 . 4 7 * p | f o r l i m i t h e x a g o n a l c o m p a c t i o n t h * 
r e a c t i v i t y i n s e r t i o n i s e q u a l t o 0 . 7 9 « J 3 . 

Therefore in all cases the first criterlum on reactivity 
insertion is verified. 



4.2 DYNAMIC AMD THERMODYNAMIC RESULTS 

For SSE thermodynamic analysis, by CAPRI-2 code, the 
maximum reactivity insertion <0.79«p> and the CORAL IE time 
function were used (see Fig.3). 

In Fig.4 the power normalized xo nominal value Is plotted 
versus time and th* maximum value Is equal to 3.3»Pnom after 
1.3 seconds. 

The maximum fuel temperature remains always under the 
fuel fusion value and reaches a maximum value equal to-2470 
^ after~3 seconds (see Fig.3), 

The maximum sodium temperature Increase, at upper active 
xon* plane, is equal to 40*C as reported in Fig.6. 

Therefore these thermal consequences don't produce 
damages for pin structural Integrity. 

3. CONCLUSION 

"!he most critical PEC core configuration has been 
Individuated and the total SSE maximal moncdirectIonal 
reactivity insertion has been evaluated equal to 0.<&7« 

This reactivity Insertion has a good margin for guarantee 
safety. 

Moreover the thermal consequences of a limit reactivity 
uncontrolled insertion have been analysed and no fuel fusion 
was found. 

Finally the neutronic and thermal PEC core stability is 
positively verified for design seismic events. 
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ABSTRACT 

Structural and functional ciuurid and relative- verifica-
tioiis of PEC icactut fuc-l element ate presented and discussed. Pal 
ticular attention has; been given to ditferentjute' the* structural ve 
rit icutions ul low neutromc damage zones from those high neutrouic 
damage s one s. 

The structural verification criLeriu, which had ulreudybe 
en presented at B t n SM1RT Seminar Confeience in Patiii, have had so 
me modifications during the Safety Report preparation. 

Finally some necessary activities are indicated tor struc 
tural criteria validation, in particular tor irradiated components, 
and for converging towards an european fast reactor code. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Fast Reactor Department of KNEA has completed an ex
perimental and theoretical structural verification programme of PEC 
core elements. 

This document provides a general picture of the structu
ral and functional criteria which are necessary to verify the vail 
ous loadings imposed to fuel element during operation and lite. 

2. FUEL ELEMENT STRUCTURAL VERIFICATIONS 

2.1 Loading conditions (see Table n' I) 
TSS 

For every core element, the — j — eatthquuke (correspon
ding to ObE) is conservatively considered as a ^ category load 
and consequently verified by level A criteria; this weans that af
ter an out event, the reactor could testart without any inspection 
tor verifying core element integrity. 

For every coie element, the notmul operative cycler; are 
considered us l*t category loads and consequently verified by le
vel A criteria! they are conservatively taken equal to scrum cy
cles. 

ml 
The incidental cycles ale considered as Ji cateyoiy lea

ds and verified by Level A criteria; they are conseivutively taken 
equal to the worst incidental cycle lor the coie. 

The TSS earthquake (coricspondiiig to SSEI is considei ed as 
the unique a.**'* category load. 

The seismic events produce a mechanical cycling *,n ihe ele 
went feet and shock forces on lower and upper pad level exagoitaJ tu 
bes. 

Ul splaccmell t and shock I t , l i e : ; have be./n i ouipul i-il by l \ , i a -
lie dynamic code; for verification,shock loices lure been applied 
as static load. 

2.2 Damages and crituiia levels 

Following the HCC-MR iherminotogy, "type t'" damages, for 
moiiolouicully increasing loads, and "type i,'" damages, tor cycle lo 
ads, are considered. 

For "type H" damages, we have veiifled that excessive de
formation and plastic instability are avoided with 'SS'~ and sodium 
pressure loads for level A criteria; moreovui that rupture isuvo 
ided with TSS and sodium pressure loads, tor level p criteria. 

Foi "type U" damages, we have viuli.nl that piogrcssivc 
deformation is avoided with l;'*i and sudiuui pressure loads, plus 
thermal scram cycles, for level A criteria; moreover that fatigue 
is avoided with — ~ and normal incidental theiutal cycles, tor le
vel A criteria. 

st We have verified as special i eijuii entent related to 1 , 
2"" and 4 t h category loads that fatigue damage is avoided and muiŵ  
mum strain is limited tor avoiding local luptuie. 

Finally we have estimated the defeat allowable size in foot-tube 
element weld-joints siihjcclcd by 1 and 2 m * ctegoiy loads. 

For detect allowable dimension estimation Unthisli stan
dard Procedure (PI) 04yJ - 1'JliO) has been applied and is some cases 
tiactuie mechanics Cuslcm system /3A 

http://viuli.nl


Thermal Lictp effects have not benn consideicd because tlm 
constant pr iwary load, due to sodium pttaumo, m netjl lyible, 

2.J Material Characteristics 

Structural material lb AlSl J16 SLLL-1, uuiieald lor feet 
and upper pad zones and 20% cold wotked for exaurinal tubes; fur *_•-
very mechanical cUat^u-n^lic, we have assumed the minimum value. 

The unirradiated mechanical character i:>tics (K,-. ., H « 
u (i at A f t%) heve been obtained by AlilP - Medieina Laboi atui itb tests; the 

irradiated ones by CfcA data. The inadiatian effect iucrcaufb an
nealed steel KQ ^ values tor every temperature, while tor cold wu£ 
ked steel, t.j j and H values and, tor annealed steel, H U | values, 
a transition temperature exists; under and over this tempeiatutu 
we have reject iveiy iitcvuabo and redact ion ot t^ ^ and K,„ val u«.*s,. 

The irradiation effect causes also a dangerous material 
embrittleiuent: the annealed and cold worked sw-el Au/4 values decie 
ase lor every temperature. The uniloim elonyution A^* data have 
still many uncertainties. 

These variations or mechanical charac u-iistres versus neu 
tronic dc*iua<je exist trom the inadiatton bemj inumij and reach a s*i 
titration limit tor lb OPAP. 

The toughness characteristics (5L and Jt.) have been oblaj. 
ned trom literature. 

Par allowable 1 iiuit $>m» ue have as ruined the minimum ui fol_ 
low! 1*9 values: 

- for 0t < 1 UPAP 
i iun m i n n u n ui in 

2 L ^ ( 2 0 - C ) ; U . y K . <T>; 1 K ( 2 0 U C ) ; I H (T) 
- 0 , 2 0 , 2 - m • » ; m 

- t o r tft % X DPAF 

2 mi i i 2 m i n 1 m m ( . ;0"C) ; 1 m m , , 

J 0 , 2 J 0 , 2 i in 2 . 7 w 

2.4 Structural criteria (see Table n**21 

For cotf element structuial veritications difteient cri
teria have been used according to neutionic damage values: 

- it 0 t < 1 Ul'Al' AtiMl-: 111 - l>*v 1 - NU iOUli and lu:c-HJt-|tb-JU00 
Standard criter ia, usiUij un J i I ad i a led ma I e* lal LIUIUCILI is! ALS . 

- it 1 ̂  |ft t < b bt'AP the âuiu standard i.'uU'iu but usinu, ina-
diuted strum limits, the most consul vat ive between uiiii I adlal.ed 
and irradiated characterislics a factor ojual to 10 on cycle num 
bei for fatiyue ver it leal ion, to take into account ot: the Mute-
rial embritt lenient induced by nuutruiiu damage, ami Lhe latia.uu 
curves for ii radiated material. 

- it' 0 t ^ 'J UWuV the allowable limits have been (educed by a 1,'J 
1 actor and, lor elastic analysis, some in>tn- LOII^IVJLJIVI! criteria 
has been intioduced tot 1 unit tii'J Lhe allowable sti.iin. The iitost 
consei vat ive irradiated that eruil chatac.tex i st n.^ are used. 
The |4 t s i WAP value lias been chosen accoidimj to the cut rent, 
knowledge on irradiated material i -haraL iui jsi )•:-; huwevc-r it is 
necessary to validate the criteria by exper iineiiLal IJL'KJJIII on ir
radiated components. 

2.4.1 0 t < b UPAl i-rJU-jiM 
i t e l a s t i c a n a l y s i s c i i t e r i a a l e n o t s a t 1 s t l e d , c i 1 1 e i i a 

r e l a t i n g t o i n e l a s t i c o r e x p e r i m e n t a l u n a l y i . i t , may b e a p p l i e d . 

I n t h i s c a s e I h e e x c e s s i v e d e t o r inaL i o n o r l i m i t t«->aU i'^^ 
a n d t h e c o l l a p s e l o a d I' n t u t l c t e r m i n e d , t h e l i m i t i >ad l * ^ la d e -
f i n e d o r a s t h e l o a d w h i c h p i i n d u c e s a p l a s t i c d i ^ t u i : . t o n e-ju^ I t o 
t h e maximum e l a s t i c o n e o i a s Lhe l o a d d e t i n c d lit A^Mti i l l A p p e n d i x 
V - 1 3 2 1 . 1 a n d A p p e n d i x 11 - 142U b . 

The c o l l a p s e J o a d i'L- *:' d e f i n e d a s t h e lau^l tut w h u h l i t e 

c o l l a p s e c u i v e h a s l i o i j / . i . n i a l taiMjeit l (AUMi: 1 1 1 - A p p e n d i x P -

U 2 J . 1 e ) . 

T h e s e i s m i c l o a d s must b e l o w e i t h a n P a n d l' t . v a l u e s , 

r e d u c e d by s p e c i f i c S a T e t y J - i c t i ^ i s t u i l e v e l A a n d l e v e l U n i l t -

t l a . 

Usiu»J i u e l a s t i L o» e x p i - i imei i l a l a n a l y s i s , t h e p l a s l i c : . l i 4 

l i t a r e l i m i t e d a n d sh. iki -d^wn i s u - ' | u u i > l , U- i l e v e l A i;i H u t l a . T h e 
s t i a i n l i m J t s a r e o i u a l l o ^l< l o r im iid.>i anif ^ l a i n a m i - A U> ' " ' 

•J i " 
m e m b r a n e p l u s b e n d i n g s t i a m s . 

i'Ol a v o i d l l)>J 1 Up) u i e , t h e t u t a t e p l a s t i c sL I a l II kliic I o I 
a n d J c b J t c i j o i y l o . n j s , m u s t b e l o w e i t h a n A . 

http://latia.uu
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2 ,4 .2 0 t J, S DPAF c r i t e r i a 

2.4.2.1 Elastic analysis 

For avoiding excessive deformation, theallowable Sm stress 
limits* are luductid by a l,b factor; the nam aim is to decrease 
the allowed permanent strains and, consequently, the allowable li
mit un membrane plus* bending stress for (J t ^ i IH'AJ*" becomes the 
same allowed on only membrane stress for 0 t < t> blJAK. 

A level A criterium, tor limiting the plastic local stra
in, has been introduced; the maximum strain must be lower than K 
value. 

Moreover other two level A criteria have been introduced: 
the first - one tor limiting primary plus secondary stresses and 
the second - one tor limiting total stresses in order to avoid the 
fatigue analysis; the allowable limit stress is equal to 2 ^ z> 
for both criteria. 

At la^t, for level U cuteria, the primary membrane stres_ 
ses and the total stresses .ire limited respectively to the minimum 
between U.U. £ a^l 2 H and to H Value. 

2.4.2.2 Inelastic and experimental analysis 
If elastic analysis criteria ate not satisfied, criteria 

relating to inelastic or experimental analysis may be applied. 

- The inelastic analysis enter ia ate equal to those used tor 0 t 
< S DWuV. it irradiated material characteristics have not used 
tor limit and collapse l^ad calculation, these loads are redu
ced by l.S factor, as for experimental analysis. 

- The expei ituental analysis cr llei u are eiiual lo tho^e used for 
0 t < b Ul'AP, but the experimental limit loads on unirradiated 
components ate reduced by 1. b, factor fox taking into account ofc 
reduced plastic field due to neutronic damage; the level A local 
strain limit is 2 A . 

3 H 

Two te^tb uorv performed: the tirst - onus arc static cut 
laps.; tests tor the element toot and dynamic shock - zone lusts, 
tor pad level exatjon.il tube; the second - ones aie medianteal cy
cling tests tor the clement toot mid dynamic cycling U - J U tor the 
shoek zones. The toot tests were peliortucd at operative temperatu

re (<10U*C) and the tube testa weie per loimed partly, at loom lempe 
ratuio and partly, at op.iutiv. tempi r al til e HuU't; and V,U"C) . tiy 
experimental results, the tempctaturu eifcct, on Py^ and 1'̂  loads, 
appeared close tu temperature effect on li„ -i, and H|(1. Cohseijucnlly, 
tor tukifu-J into account ot l-empevalui »• ullecl, material chui ai-'U-t l 
sties, thu Prj|j and fy. loads ot the components tested only at room 
temperature, have been reduced by suitable t actors. 

All the experimental lusts have been per fonm-d at AUIP-
Mcdicina IbO) Laboratories, to the exclusion ot two static eullap 
se tests at service temperature on the upper and lower pad level 
exaijonaY tube, that have been puitoimed at CKA - Cadar.i-hc Laboia-
torles. 

i!.S Hesults (see -lab. 3) 

Table 3 shows the results ot structural vei il u at ion loi 
the most stressed sections ot tuel element toot and exauou.il tube 
ut lower and upper pad level (shielding ijt id) . I'oi this vety im
portant element, besides the elastic analysis, we have made also 
the experimental one, lor toot and tube, and thu inelastic one, 
for the toot and the tube al lower pad level, 

2.5.1 luel element tool (see Tab. Ja) 
Elastic analysis has been performed by thiee dimensional 

F.t. code HJLUO and the elastic analysis by moiiodiiiicnsiohal t-'.E. 
code TKufcL. 

All the criteria .lie satisfied, inelastic venl icul ion 
has a very reduced uianjlii, owm.j to the approximation due to I he 
wouodiouMisional calculation. 

^.b.2 fuel element lower pad level uxaijvma I tube I sue Tab. Jb) 

Elastic analysis has been performed by Ihicu-dimcnsiona1 
F.E. code THICO, usiny the characteristicu ol unirtadiated mate-
rial. lixperimental analysis lias been pur tot mud by a dynamic test 
at room temperature and a sialic lest, at service tempeiatuie 
(•tUtfC) . lioth tests have been made on a lube cuv-dowil sliu without 
internal pin bundle. 

All the crileiia are satisfied, with a 'jlcal lualijln tot 
inelastic and expei imenLal analysis, but will: a lower malum tor 
some elastic analysis ciileiia. Tin:. I a. I iould be caused whet he i 

http://exatjon.il
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by conscrvativity of the u U i H t analysis C d U ' i u and the stress 
concentration t\tctu(i. used lot pic sire:.:. c.» Iculal I in, ol by pos
sible not-conservativity ot Die safety tutlojs used ill experimen
tal analysis, tor taking into account ot material neutroiitc dama
ge etfects. 

2.S.i Fuel element upper level exagonal tube (see Tab. Jc) 
Clastic analysis bus been performed by three-dimensional 

F.K. code TH1CO, tor studying the seismic load effect and by bi-
dimeiisioiial F.E. codes UELWUNE and 1NCA, tor studying the ther
mal transient effect. 

Experimental analysis tor seismic load verification has 
been performed by two dynamic Vests at loom and service I'/iU'C) 
temperature and by a static test at room leNipcialuic. 
The excessive detormation damage verification is satisfied with a 
•Migih very lower for experimental analysis than tor the elastic 
one. 
This fact should be Caused mainly by weldings between the gi id and 
the upper and lower tubes. 

The weldings produce in the grid cuiiipicssiou iesidu.il 
stiesses that reduce the <jr id elastic tield. These residual sues 
ses have been measured and a method has been determined for relie 
ving compression t isidual stresses and producing tension residual 
stresses, that increase the yi id elastic field /J/. For the grid* 
the strictest criteria at*: those of the functional ver if ic,»t ion, 
that limit its deformation. 
The criterium of level b for limiting the membrane stiess 1*̂  with 
elastic analysis, is not satisfied, but it is sutislied I he equi
valent criterium ot level U for avoided plastic instability with 
experimental analysis. 
For this component we have also verified, by experimental analy
sis, the criteiium tor avoiding the buck liny of grid stiffening 
rib (ASHE III CASE N-47 - T - lbOO). 
Tlie incidental theimal transients have been satisfied by thermal 
shock experimental tests in the Sodium loops at EN£A III asiliioiic li>< 
perimental Cencei , on prototypical unitiailiai.ed elements. 

J.b future activities 

The criteria used lor iriadialed component stun tntal ve
rification need an expel Iffaenlal Validation, especially in ojOel to 

justify the used salcly I.IIIKI:, for this p m po:.r, it is necessary 
to iucreasu the knowledge 1,1 the neiiii onie damage ».-llc».ts on the 
structural material mechanical chatactciislics (C, f 0 v. HM, A„ , 
Kj<_'. 4 C, J u ) . Moieovci if is necessary to peitoiw experimental te
sts on irradiated test sections, with geometries and loading like 
to those ot fast reactor coie element coiw,>oneiil s, in outer to know 
the stluctutai limits for avoiding the vui ions damage lypcs, 
'1'he experimental tests on iiiadiatcd materials and components :,ho 
uld be performed at the laboratories yualtticd (or fins piiiposc,m 
the ambit of the col laboiation for Euiopcuii fast reactor design. 
The component experimental tests should bu .11 coiiipaiiicd by a coitq'.i-
rison buiwei-n 1 he national slfuctuial Clitcila and t h e n ,i|<pl 11 a-
tion to test cases. The final aim ot this activity is (he conver
gence of national stiucliiiat i.iitciia into tiiiopcan Mliu.lui.il 1 11 
tciia, tor fciuiopcun last icacloi coie component design. 
With legald to Italian act 1VII les, ENb'A dci.'iii:i la-ces^aiy to peiroim 
in the neat future, ctiteiia validation cxpci imi.iitaI tests on com
ponent built by watvj jtijii with median l*-'a I dial actur i sl ics like ul 
e.|ual to those illadlalel AISI lib. 

i. nwsb M.KNKHT mmTiotiAi. vtniKiCAru'tw 

J.l t'uiiciioiiil vei 11 ical ion ciitelia 
fuel uleiuent must salisly the following linict. lonal iillc-

r ia: 
- tor TSS seiamic It,.1J 

2 
1) - the under load redui'Lion ot exayotial luU1. a» loss tlat dimen

sion at the lower pad level must be limited in older to uvo 
id the damage ot the internal pin huiulle,-

J:) - the lesiduul dead displacement must be limited in oidei to 
permit the element handling and to limit the toicing leduc 
t ion. 

- tot HXH seismic load 
I) - the lusidual reduction ol cxayoiiat tube .nioss Hal dimension 

UHlst h e l i m i t e d III o t« l i - l t o p e r m i t t h e r e t I l y e l . it I o n o l d e c a y 

powui by naluiut convection anil to limit the number ol biokcn 
pins. 

M o i e o v c i , l o i b o t h :..:! -Ulj. l o a d I . V . I : . , I l ie l i s i d l l a l I ed i l 

c i l o n o t exayoi ial g i l d . n i o s s t l a t d imens ion must bt: l i m i t e d in 

http://iesidu.il
http://Mliu.lui.il


order to avoid sudden reactivity chuiuju. 

3.2 Hesultu 
Taille Л sliuui m«! repairs . The rnuct tv i ty ch in>j» duo r,o 

TS3 residual reduction or o,riJ exa.jcnal ac iuss i l a t dimension tu 
very l i t t l e . Moreover we have determined thru reduction supposing 
that TâS ш ь ш к ' toad produces cite c o l l i s i o n or a l l the (uul e l e 
ments and that t h i s со H I »lull occurs with thu «u.i I M * ca l cu la ted 
shoe К force accino, on a l l s i x t i e n s o{ ечи|опа1 tuüe. 
Therecoru w consider iii?al i j i t ' lu chu i d j i u v i c ; thaiuju III.H 1:0 U n s 
e f f e c t . 
A l l the c r i t e r i a are v e r i f i e d . 

3.i Future activities 

In order to reduce or annul the qrid uxu-jonal acros.J 
rlac diuension change, due tu s'afcC seismic lo.id, it is n«ce-iy.iry tu 
develop the Mechanical exturnol compression process cor post-weld 
stress relieving /3/. 

Moreover it is necussucy to perform a dynamic collapse Lu 
st or exavjonul tube at lowur |>ad levul with inUjiuul pin bundle, 
lit ordur to determine the pin damage due си ТаЫ seismic load. 

4 . Htt tUUICtS 
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TAB. 1 - LOAD COMDITIONS AND CRITERIA LEVELS 

COMPONENT 

SECTION 
HEIGHT 
FROM ELE
MENT BOT 
TOM ~ 

TEMP. 
C* 

LOAD 
CONDITION 

LOAD 
CATEGORY 

LOAD 
TYPE 

CYCLE 
NUMBER OEHAGZ TO BC AVOIDED CRITERIA 

LEVEL 

HEUTROtllC 
DAMAGE 
DPAF 

FOOT 38? 400 
TSS/2 2 

P - EXCESSIVE DEFORMATION 

A 
«t < 1 FOOT 38? 400 

TSS/2 2 
P -

PLASTIC INSTABILITY A 
«t < 1 FOOT 38? 400 

TSS/2 2 
S \0 FATICUE 

A 
«t < 1 FOOT 38? 400 

TSS 4 P - PLASTIC INSTABILITY 0 
«t < 1 FOOT 38? 400 

TSS/2 • TSS 2 * 4 
S 10 • 10 FATIGUE SPECIAL 

REPU1RM. 

«t < 1 FOOT 38? 400 

TSS/2 • TSS 2 * 4 f - RUPTURE 
SPECIAL 
REPU1RM. 

«t < 1 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

TSS/2 « P 
NA 

2 P -
EXCESSTVE DEFORMATION 

A 

0 > 5 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

TSS/2 « P 
NA 

2 P - PLASTIC INSTABILITY A 

0 > 5 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

TSS/2 « P 
NA 

2 P -
RUPTURE 

A 

0 > 5 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

s 100 FATIGUE 

A 

0 > 5 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

TSS • P 
NA 

4 1- -
PLASTIC INSTABILITY 

D 
0 > 5 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

TSS • P 
NA 

4 1- - RUPTURE 
D 

0 > 5 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

TSS/2 • TSS 2 * 4 
s 100*100 FATIGUE SPECIAL 

3EQUIRM. 

0 > 5 

EXACONAL TU = 
BE AT LOWER 
PAD LEVEL 1440 400 

TSS/2 • TSS 2 * 4 
p - RUPTURE 

SPECIAL 
3EQUIRM. 

0 > 5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 

TSS/2 
2 

EXCESSIVE DEFORMATION 

A 

l£0t<5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 

TSS/2 
2 

PLASTIC INSTABILITY 
BUCK LIN G A 

l£0t<5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 

T^S/2 • SCRAM 
2 

s 100 • 
390 • 
230 

PROGRESSIVE DEFORMATION 
A 

l£0t<5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 

IKC.TH.. TRANS. 

2 

s 100 • 
390 • 
230 

PROGRESSIVE DEFORMATION 
A 

l£0t<5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 

TSS/2 
OPER. TH. TRANS. 
INC. TH. TRANS. 

1 * 2 s 100 • 
390 • 
230 

FATIGUE 

A 

l£0t<5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 
TSS 4 p - PLASTIC INSTABILITY 

BOCK. LIN G D 
l£0t<5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 

TSS/2 
TSS 
OP. TH. TRANS. 
INC. TH. TRANS. 

l*2«4 s 
100 • 
100 • 
390 • 
230 

FATIGUE 

SPECIAL 
REQUIRE 
MENT 

l£0t<5 

EXANON'AL 
TUBE AT 
UPPER PAD 
LtVZh ICR1D) 

2558 SSO 

TSS/2 
TSS 
OP. TH. TRANS. 
INC. TH. TRANS. 

l*2«4 

p 
' 

RUPTURE 

SPECIAL 
REQUIRE 
MENT 

l£0t<5 
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TAB. 2 - STRUCTURAL VERIFICATION CRITERIA 

Z Ul •^ ~i 
0£ U 

S3 
IK 
U 

KI.A5TIC ANALYSIS INKIJirriC AHAMSYC 

F.xr-!:t>ini.;;TAt. 

ANAI.YM.T 
DAMAf.r. T O m : 

0 <5 
T 

A 

P . < S_ p 
T S S / 2 

p 
DE 

E X C E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 

0 <5 
T 

A 

P . < S_ 

T S S / 2 

' . P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 <5 
T 

A 

P. • p < 1 . 5 S_ 
L b - n 

T S S / 2 

' . P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 <5 
T 

A 

P. • p < 1 . 5 S_ 
L b - n 

T S S / 2 - 2 .5 
P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 <5 
T 

A V < 1 V < NO CRACKS F A T I G U E 

0 <5 
T 

A 

(P *? ) • &Q < 3 S i 
I, b m*x — 

OR 

( P m ) E >_ 1 .2 Sai oi b P ! " • 
" I O C ' P * ! * R 

P R O G R E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 

0 <5 
T 

A 

(P *? ) • &Q < 3 S i 
I, b m*x — 

OR 

( P m ) E >_ 1 .2 Sai 

SHAKEDOWN 

P R O G R E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 

0 <5 
T 

A 

(P *P ) _ < 1 . 8 Sm 
L b C -

SHAKEDOWN 

P R O G R E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 

0 <5 
T 

D 

7 £ B i n ( 2 . 4 S m . 0 . 7 R,, ) 

^ ? b < . l . S p i n { 2 . 4 S , , . 0 . 7 R B J 
P < -

TSS -

P 
c 

1 . 5 
P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 <5 
T 

y < 

V < 1 v < 1 

A R 

NO c\'i\rr.r. 

t c i o c ' r < ftR 

r A T i r . U K 

RUPTURE 

0 > 5 
t -

A 

- s m 
T S S / 2 -

P 
D.E 

1.5 

P D . E 
F T S S / 2 ^ 1 . 5 x 1 . 5 

E X C E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 

0 > 5 
t -

A 

f " - 1 .5 T S S / 2 -

P 
D.E 

1.5 

P D . E 
F T S S / 2 ^ 1 . 5 x 1 . 5 

E X C E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 

0 > 5 
t -

A 

p + r < Sm 
L b - P 

T S S / 2 <_ 

P 
c 

2 . 5 

P 
c 

P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 > 5 
t -

A 

p + r < Sm 
L b - P 

T S S / 2 <_ 

P 
c 

2 . 5 
P T S S / 2 - 1 . 5 x 2 . 5 

P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 > 5 
t -

A 

2 - A B 
K c t < - 2 -

P 
T S S / 2 <_ 

P 
c 

2 . 5 
P T S S / 2 - 1 . 5 x 2 . 5 

RUPTURE 

0 > 5 
t -

A 

W ' " ' J E0.2i°R V < ' V < 1 |iO CRACKS F A T I G U E 

0 > 5 
t -

A 

<Em>p < 

( V V r 
V 2 

2 
< 3 A n 

" l o c ' " * ! A R 

P R O G R E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 
0 > 5 

t -

A 

r • r • o < — E 
L b u - 3 0 . 2 * 

<Em>p < 

( V V r 
V 2 

2 
< 3 A n 

" l o c ' " * ! A R 

P R O G R E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 
0 > 5 

t -

A 

r • r • o < — E 
L b u - 3 0 . 2 * 

SHAKE DOWN 

P R O G R E S S I V E 

DEFORMATION 
0 > 5 

t -

0 

P_ < min ( O . S E„. , T R_) m - Q.i% 3 IT. P < -
TSS -

p 
c 

P 
c P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 > 5 
t -

0 

P_ < min ( O . S E„. , T R_) m - Q.i% 3 IT. P < -
TSS - 1 . 5 T S S - 1 . 5 x 1 . 5 

P L A S T I C 

I N S T A B I L I T Y 

0 > 5 
t -

0 
P • P • 0 • F < R 

L b - "i 

P < -
TSS - 1 . 5 T S S - 1 . 5 x 1 . 5 

ntJPTJRE 

0 > 5 
t -

<> _ 
• • 

a. 
to 

V < 1 V < 1 NO CRACKS F A T I G U E 

0 > 5 
t -

<> _ 
• • 

a. 
to 

H C < A 
t R 

t < 
P 

A 
R 

( C , ) < A 
l o c P R 

RUrTURF. 

http://rATir.UK


TAB. 3/A - STRUCTURAL VERIFICATION RESULTS FOR FOOT 

CR
IT

ER
IA

 
LE

VE
L E L A S T I C A N A L Y S I S I N E L A S T I C A N A L Y S I S E X P E R I M E N T A L A N A L Y S I S 

CR
IT

ER
IA

 
LE

VE
L 

L O A D S V E R I F I C A T I O N LOADS V E R I F I C A T I O N LOADS V E R I F I C A T I O N 

CR
IT

ER
IA

 
LE

VE
L 

D I S P L . 
AT 

2 5 5 8 

FORCE 
A T 

2 5 5 8 
nun 

B E N D . 
MOM. 
1 0 3 x 
o a N 

trm 

C Y C L I C 
D U ? L . 

s m 

-» 2 
in n 

a. a as* 
P D E 

d a l l 

P 
c 

P T S S / P" 
— D E 

a. fl — a. 
u win >.- = 

LIT) 

P 
DE 

P 
c 

iiH 

P 
TSS / P ' 
— DE CR

IT
ER

IA
 

LE
VE

L 

D I S P L . 
AT 

2 5 5 8 

FORCE 
A T 

2 5 5 8 
nun 

B E N D . 
MOM. 
1 0 3 x 
o a N 

trm 

C Y C L I C 
D U ? L . 

s m 

P • P 

L b 

' • 5 s m 

-» 2 
in n 

a. a as* 
P D E 

d a l l 

P 
c 

P T S S / P" 
— D E 

a. fl — a. 
u win >.- = 

LIT) 

P 
DE 

P 
c 

iiH 

P 
TSS / P ' 
— DE 

A 2S 3 9 8 4 . 7 - 0 . 5 S 0 . 4 1 4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

0 . 8 7 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

0 . 5 8 

A 2S 3 9 8 4 . 7 - 0 . 5 S 0 . 4 1 4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

P T S S / p' 

__ c 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

p 
T S S / P ' 

~T c 
A 2S 3 9 8 4 . 7 - 0 . 5 S 0 . 4 1 4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 0 . 9 5 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 0 . 5 2 

A 2S 3 9 8 4 . 7 

10 

V < 1 

4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

JO 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

V < 1 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

TSS,: 
_» ?7 10 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

NO CRACKS 

A 2S 3 9 8 4 . 7 

10 < 1 

4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

JO 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

< t 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

TSS,: 
_» ?7 10 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

NO CRACKS 

D 11 5 1 . 5 1 1 . 8 -

.11 

0 . 7 R 
m 

4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

JO 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

P / P H 

T S S C 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

T S S 

• 35.4 

- 3 7 . " 

1 0 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

P / P" 
T S S c 

D 11 5 1 . 5 1 1 . 8 -

.11 

0 . 7 R 
m 

p . p 
L h 

4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

JO 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

P / P H 

T S S C 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

T S S 

• 35.4 

- 3 7 . " 

1 0 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

P / P" 
T S S c 

D 11 5 1 . 5 1 1 . 8 -

.11 

0 . 7 R 
m 

I . S x 0 . 7 R 
n 

4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

JO 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

P / P H 

T S S C 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

T S S 

• 35.4 

- 3 7 . " 

1 0 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

P / P" 
T S S c 

D 11 5 1 . 5 1 1 . 8 -
O . J . ' 0 . J J 

4 0 . 4 

6 1 . 4 

JO 

6 9 . 9 1 0 6 . 7 

0 . 0 6 

3 6 . 8 

4 8 . 1 

T S S 

• 35.4 

- 3 7 . " 

1 0 

9 4 6 1*6 .5 

0 . 4 1 

X. 

o 
a. 

10 T S S / 2 • 10 T S S 
2 — 

K C . A V < l 
TSS 

1 0 - 7 - * 10 TES C / A 
P R 

V < 1 10 T E S / 2 » 10 T S S 
I c e - K 

NO CRACKS 
X. 

o 
a. 

C Y C L I C t >1SPLACEME N T < 1 < 1 C Y C L I C D I S V L . < 1 < 1 C Y C L I C D I S P L A C 
T * 4 0 0 ' C 

< 1 

NO CRACKS 

I 
to o 
I 

P' = DE 
U E ITS V = T. 5 p ; -T7, 



TAB. 3 /B - STRUCTURAL VERIFICATION RESULTS FOR EXAGONAL TUBE AT L f t € R PAD LEVEL 

C
R

IT
E

R
IA

 
LE

V
EL

 E L A S T I C A N A L Y S I S I N E L A S T I C A N A L Y S I S E X P E R I M E N T A L A N A L Y S I S 

C
R

IT
E

R
IA

 
LE

V
EL

 

L O A D S V E R I F I C A T I O N LOADS V E R I F I C A T I O N LOADS V E R I F I C A T I O N 

C
R

IT
E

R
IA

 
LE

V
EL

 

P 
NA 

MPd 

O I S P L . 
A T 

2 S S 8 

mm 

FOHCE 
A T 

2 S S 3 

nun 

S E N D . 
MOM. 

1 0 3 X 
d a N 

SHOCK 
FORCE 

d a N 

C V C L I C 
D I S P L . 
N U M B . 

S E I S M 
SHOCK 
NUMB. 

T 
IB 

P 
TSS 

2 ~ 
i . V l 

P 
T S S 

d a N 
i P I 5 5 / «-JE 

SHOCK 

FORCE 

d a N 

S E I S M . 

SHOCK 

NUMB. 

"DE 
A T 

4 0 0 "C 
d a N 

P 
c 

AT 
4 0 0 * C 

d a N 

P T S S / P ' 
— OE C

R
IT

E
R

IA
 

LE
V

EL
 

P 
NA 

MPd 

O I S P L . 
A T 

2 S S 8 

mm 

FOHCE 
A T 

2 S S 3 

nun 

S E N D . 
MOM. 

1 0 3 X 
d a N 

SHOCK 
FORCE 

d a N 

C V C L I C 
D I S P L . 
N U M B . 

S E I S M 
SHOCK 
NUMB. 

T 
IB ' l / ' b P 

TSS 
2 ~ 

i . V l 

P 
T S S 

d a N 
i DE 

d a d 

P 
c 

d a N 

P I 5 5 / «-JE 

SHOCK 

FORCE 

d a N 

S E I S M . 

SHOCK 

NUMB. 

"DE 
A T 

4 0 0 "C 
d a N 

P 
c 

AT 
4 0 0 * C 

d a N 

P T S S / P ' 
— OE C

R
IT

E
R

IA
 

LE
V

EL
 

P 
NA 

MPd 

O I S P L . 
A T 

2 S S 8 

mm 

FOHCE 
A T 

2 S S 3 

nun 

S E N D . 
MOM. 

1 0 3 X 
d a N 

SHOCK 
FORCE 

d a N 

C V C L I C 
D I S P L . 
N U M B . 

S E I S M 
SHOCK 
NUMB. 

S / 1 . 5 
ra 

S 
m 

P 
TSS 

2 ~ 
i . V l 

P 
T S S 

d a N 
i DE 

d a d 

P 
c 

d a N 

P I 5 5 / «-JE 

SHOCK 

FORCE 

d a N 

S E I S M . 

SHOCK 

NUMB. 

"DE 
A T 

4 0 0 "C 
d a N 

P 
c 

AT 
4 0 0 * C 

d a N 

P T S S / P ' 
— OE 

A o.ia 

0 . 18 

25 3 9 4 3 . 6 1 9 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A fluid filled gap support system is a hydrodynamic support 

system, which is composed of an inner cylinder and an outer 
restraint cylinder surrounding the inner cylinder, with a small 
gap between chem filled with fluid. In pool type LMFBRs. the 
fluid filled gap support system is considered to be efficient 
as a seismic support system for internal components, such as 
pumps, IHXs etc., which are suspended from the tieck. Because 
this support system has no mechanical connections with internal 
components, and accommodates the thermal deformation without 
causing thermal stress. 
This support system fundamentally has a two concentric cylin

drical geometry separated by an annular fluid region. Pre
viously, two dimensional analyses on this cylindrical structure 
were performed, neglecting axial flows in the annular region, 
by Fritz [1], Chen [2], In the studies by Mulcahy [3], the 
authors [A], it has been proved analytically and experimentally 
Chat the fluid filled gap support system was effective to 
restrain component vibration, and that axial flows in the an
nular gap reduced supporting effects. So. it is expected 

chat Che system will be improved in performance by suppressing 
axial flows in Che annular gap. 
In this study, a device using seal rings was designed to 

suppress.the axial flow described above. Analyses were per
formed to evaluate vibrational characteristics for the system, 
such as added mass and damping factors. Also, vibration 
tests with the seal rings were performed to examine the val
idity of the analytical method, and vibration test with
out the seal rings were performed in a large response ampli
tude to examine the vibration characteristics. 
Finally, a design calculation for a core support cylinder 

was performed for Che evaluation of support systems. 

2. ANALYSIS 
Figure 1 shows the fluid filled gap support system with 

seal rings. A pair of seal rings, with a rectangular cross-
section, are set around the inner cylinder at points near both 
ends. In seal ring cases, they are set inside the restraint 
cylinder. Every gap is filled with fluid. Annular gaps be
tween che inner cylinder and Che restraint cylinder are wide 
enough Co allow thermal expansion. The gap sizes are small 
compared with the radius of the inner cylinder. Caps around 
Che seal rings, except for the outside gap, are still smaller 
to suppress axial flows in the annular gaps. These gaps are 
called "Sealing gaps". 
Fluid forces acting on the inner cylinder were analyzed unde 

Che following assumptions. 
(1) The inner cylinder, the restrainc cylinder and the seal 



rings are all rigid. 
(2) The inner cylinder is vibrating sinusoidally in the x-

direction with the sealing rings. 
(3) The fluid is incompressible and viscous. 
(A) The vibration amplitude is very small. 
(5) The geometry is symmetrical in the a-direction. 
In annular gap region 1, the Navier-Stokes equations, based 

on the geometry shown in Fig. 2, become 

3 y l _ l 3*'l , . a 2"l *»l_ l ^ 1 ^ »2"i , 1 W „ 

with neglecting nonlinear terms in velocity, where (u, v. u) 

are velocity components in (r, 6, a)-direction, p is fluid 
pressure, p is fluid mass density, v is fluid kinematic vis
cosity and i is a coordinate in the gap thickness direction. 
The continuity equation is 

^T + ra<hl»l> + £<*l5l> " ° <3> 
a 

where (il, ~o. w) are mean values of velocity components in the 
gaps, and h is gap thickness. 
If the inner cylinder is vibrating according to 

x = X • exp(ijt) (4) 

where x is displacement in the i-direction, X is displacement 
amplitude, u is frequency <nd i = / ^ , y,. y» can be described 
as follows. 

«»l=V1(e,a) expd'wt) . w1=W^(6,s) exp(iut) (5)(6) 

Substituting Eqs. (5)(6) into Eqs. (1)(2). respectively, and 
taking into account the wall surface velocity, the v\ and v± 

are obtained (Ref. [5]) 
The mean velocity is; 

1 0 i a 
Hi 

5.-11 U,dC - - JL._l_.^i (8) 
1 Hi I 1 iu pri 3a 

1 0 *• 
Tl - XjSin hA1/(2-2cos h Xj+XjSin h X^ , X 1 = (l+i),u/a\>'tty 

Substituting Eqs. (7)(8) into Eq. (3), the differential 
equation for fluid pressure can be obtained as follows: 

JL-HL + 111 - pXu^rWH, • cos 6- exp(iujt) (9) 
R?3e2 3aZ | 

a *-
N> 

From the Eq.(9) , p- can be derived in complex form. ^ 
I In the same way, pressures and mean velocities in fluid gap 

regions 2^6 can be derived under the following conditions. 

At a - 0, z - L c respectively 

Ui • 0, Pf, " constant 

At a = t a 

P\ ' ?2 ' ?2 = Wj-Ra+Hl • (^3)r=Rb = V c > 

H ^ = H2iJ2 + H 3 ( « 3 ) r . R a + H l . H3(»3\.=Rb " H4»4 < 1 0> 

At « " H, 

P2" Pb • PA " (''5>r-Rb ' ^5^-Ba+Hb " p6 

H6"6 " H2"2 " V'Vr-ll.+Hi ' H4 5A " - H5 ( i 75 )r-R b 



The resultant fluid fa-<es on the inner cylinder are 

f2" l ' a fL b fL c 

F = -2j [ j P l R a d Z + | p 4 R b dz + j p 6 R a dz]cos ed9 
0 0 * a L b 

= -m Re[c] -x - ny»>Im[-c]'X (11) 

where m is virtual mass with no axial flow, described as 
follows: 

m v = p n R a * a / H l + p " R b V H 4 + p * R a V H 6 < l 2 ) 

The first term in Eq. (11) expresses the fluid force component 
in proportion to the acceleration of the inner cylinder. The 
second term expresses the fluid force component in proportion 
to the velocity of the inner cylinder. Therefore, virtual mass 
m" and damping coefficient c*. in this case, are described in 
the following expressions, respectively. 

m* = n^ • Re[c] c* = uyj • lu»[-c] (13)(14) 

A numerical example is shown in Fig. 3. The variations are 
under the following conditions. 

ia/Ra=0.5. lb/Ra = 0.15. *c/Ra = 0.05. ( V V V / H 1 " * ° 

H 2/H l = 0.005. H 3/H l = H 5/H 1 =0.0 v0.4 (15) 

To examine the effects of gap thickness H-j and H^, gap thick
ness H, is set to be sufficiently small. Added mass multi
plier. Re[c]. versus dimension less gap thickness, Hj/H^ 

(» Hj/Hj^), are given in Fig, 3(a) for several values of di-
mensionless parameter, H^w/v (Reynolds number). It is indi
cated, in Fig. 3(a), that Re[c] increases as gap thickness 
Hj (" He) becomes smaller, and as parameter H, u/v becomes 
smaller. Damping multiplier, Im[-c], versus dimensionluss 
gap thickness, HJ/HJ (= Hj/H 1), are given in Fig. 3(b). It is 
indicated, in Fig. 3(b), that Im[-c] becomes maximum at the 
optimum value of HJ/HJ (=> HJ/HJ), and that the optimum value 

2 decreases as the parameter 11. u/v becomes larger. The reason, 
why Im[-c] becomes maximum at the optimum value of the sealing 
gap thickness, is considered as follows. When the scaling 
gap thickness is relatively large, Im[-c] is relatively small 
because the pressure gradient in the sealing gaps is small al- , 
though the axial flow quantity across the sealing gaps is i»> 

O 
large. On the other hand, when the sealing gap thickness is ' 
very small, Im[-c] is also relatively small because the axial 
flow quantity across the sealing gaps is small although the 
pressure gradient in the sealing gaps is large. 

3. EXPERIMENTS 
3.1 EXPERIMENT WITH SEAL RINGS 
In the experiment, the fluid filled gap support system was 

modeled to a one degree of freedom system to extract daca on 
fundamental characteristics. In the test model, as shown in 
Fig. 4, an inner cylinder made of stainless steel, 0.5 in in 
diameter and 0.33 m in axial length, was supported perpendicu
larly by four beam legs, which allowed the inner cylinder to 
vibrate horizontally in an cylindrical tank, 1.0 in in diameter. 



filled with water. The inner cylinder was surrounded by the 
restraint cylinder made of stainless steel, fixed on a support 
frame with a flange, with a s.nall gap between them. Seal 
rings were bolted at points near both ends of the inner cylin
der, with small gaps between seal rings and seal ring cases. 
Two pairs of seal rings, with different cross-section sizes, 
were provided. One was 0.04 m in axial direction height and 
0.02 m in radial direction thickness The other was 0.04 m in 
axial direction height and 0.03 m in radial direction thick
ness. In the tests, the upper sealing gaps He and the lower 
sealing gaps H, were equal in size and varied in four cases, 
as shown in Table 1. Fluid mass density of water was 1.0 x 
10 3 kg/m3 and kinematic viscosity was 1.05 x 10' 6 m 2/s. The 
inner cylinder mass and the beam legs stiffness are shown in 
Table 2. 

The test model was excited horizontally, using a shaking 
table. Sinuosidal wave sweeping tests were performed. Reso
nant curves were recorded on an X-Y recorder. Natural fre
quencies and damping factors in water were determined, based 
on the resonant curves in water and natural frequencies in 
air, obtained by impulse tests. 
The resulting natural frequencies versus fluid gap thickness 

H-j (= He) are shown in Fig. 5. It is indicated that the natu
ral frequencies decrease, because of an increase of the added 
mass on the inner cylinder, as the sealing fluid gap thickness 
becomes smaller, and that the experimental and analytical re
sults are in good agreement. The resulting damping factors, 
obtained in the range where the inner cylinder displacement 

amplitude is very small (4,0^7.0*10-6 m), versus fluid gap 
thickness H 3 (» Hj) are shown in Fig. 6. It is indicated that 
the damping factors become maximum at the optimum gap thick
ness, and that the experimental and analytical results are 
also in good agreement. 

3.2 EXPERIMENT WITHOUT SEAL RINGS 
In the test model, as shown in Fig. 4, the seal rings were 

removed and the restraint cylinder without the seal ring case 
werj set with 0.002 m fluid gap to the inner cylinder. The 
test model was excited horizontully up to 70 % relative dis
placement to the fluid gap. The natural frequencies were not 
dependent on the amplitude, as shown in Fig. 7. The damping 
factors increased with increasing the amplitude, as shown in 
Fig. B ̂  Fig. 9. 

A. DESIGN CALCULATION INSTANCES 
It was confirmed from above results that the aseismic 

design reactor structure can be made by use of the seal ringst 
in fluid filled gap support systems, and that the damping ef
fects may increase on the occasion of a large amplitude re
sponse without the seal rings. A design calculation for a 
core support cylinder based on above results, was performed for 
the evaluation of support systems. The calculation model for 
the fluid filled gap support system is shown in Fig. 10. To 
analyse the seismic response, it is necessary to obtain the 
reactor support acceleration time history for the earthquake, 
which response spectrum is shown in Fig. 11. As to the analy
sis parameters, the seal ring gap thickness was chosen in case 



with the seal rings, and the fluid gap between the core support 
cylinder and the cylindrical restraint wall was chosen in case 
without the seal rings. 

The maximum relative displacement between the top and the 
root of core support cylinder, is shown in Fig. 12 to under
stand the relation between the structural rise and the fluid 
restraint effects. Whereupon, an allowable core support 
cylinder displacement is limited to 9.5 mm, which is deter
mined from the buckling load capacity with safety factor 2. 
It is indicated in Fig. 12 as follows; 

(1) The fluid filled gap support system with seal rings can be 
applied to the core support cylinder with con-paratively 
wide gap. 

(2) A small gap between a core support cylinder and a cylin
drical restraint wall should be demanded for the seismic 
safety requirement of the core support cylinder without 
seal rings. 

The gap width is determined with the installation errors and 
the thermal deformation, and thereupon the efficient small gap 
to be determined for the seismic design, seems to be feasible. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The device using seal ring was designed to suppress axial 

flows for the fluid gap support system. The analysis was per
formed to evaluate vibration characteristics of the system, 
such as added mass and damping factor, in this study. As a 
result. it was proved thai added mass increases as the sealing 
gap thickness becomes smaller, anJ that damping factor becomes 

maximum at the optimum gap thickness. Also, the validity of 
the analytical method was verified, comparing the analytical 
results with the experimental resulcs. 

A design calculation for a core support cylinder were per
formed and the fluid gap support system with seal rings can be 
applied to the core support cylinder with comparatively wide 
gaps. 
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Table I Fluid Gap.Configurations 
tested 

>o 'b 'c R 0 "b •VH.-H, H» Hj-H, 

Seal rings 
A 

0115 0 0 4 001 0 25 0 2 7 0006 30001 
0OO02 
0O0O4 
00008 
00016 

Seal rings 
B 0115 oo<* OOI 0 2 5 0 2 8 0 0 0 6 Q0001 

00002 
00004 
0OOO8 
00016 

unit : m 

Table 2 Inner Cylinder Mass and 
Beam Legs Stiffness 

Mass of inner cylinder 
with seal rings A 2 7 6 kg 
Mass of inner cylinder 
with seal rings B 2 8 7 kg 

Beam legs stiffness 312 x lO 6 N /m* 

» obtained from the natural frequency 
of the inner cylinder in air. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper presents the main features and results of the on-site 
dynamic tests and the related numerical analyses carried out for 
the PEC reactor vessel. The purpose is to provide an example of 
on-site testing of large components, stressing the problems 
encountered during the experiments, *a well as in the processing 
phase of the test results and for the comparisons between 
calculations and measurements. 
Tests, performed by ISHES on behalf of ENEA, allowed the dynamic 
response of the empty vessel to be measured, thus providing data 
for the verification of the numerical nodels of the vessel 
supporting structure adopted in the PEC reactor-block seismic 
analysis. 
An axisymmetric model of the vessel, implemented in the NOVAX code, 
had been developed in the framework of the detailed numerical 
studies performed by NOVATOUE (again on behalf of ENEA), to check 
the beam schematisat ion with fluid added mass model adopted by 
ANSALDO in SAP-IW and ANSYS for the reactor-block design 
calculations. Furthermore, a numerical model, describing vessel 
supporting structure in detail, was also developed by ANSALDO and 
implemented in the SAP-1V code. The test conditions were analysed 
by use of these and the design models. 
Comparisons between calculations and measurements showed 
particularly good agreement with regard to first natural frequency 
of the vessel and rocking stiffness of the vessel supporting 
structure, i.e. those parameters on which vessel seismic 
amplification mainly depends: this demonstrated the adequacy of the 
design analysis to correctly calculate the seismic motion at the 
PEC core diagrid-

<•> Present address: ENEA, Directorate for Nuclear Safety and 
Health Protection, ROMA, ITALY-



t. INTRODUCTION 

Extensive numerical and eiperiunial studies had to be performed by 
EN£A and ANSALDO, in co-operation with ISNES, in order to 
demonstrate that the seismic safety and operational requirements 
are satisfied for the PEC reactor (tlartelli Cl]>. This was due to 
both the quite severe design earthquakes adopted and the features 
of fast reactors in general and PEC as a specific case C1J-

Due to The considerable amplifications of the seismic motion 
characterizing the main vassel and the core elements, significant 
modifications of the PEC reactor-block design were decided in 1982, 
as a consequence of the results of preliminary design analysis, to 
guarantee scram feasibility in an earthquake (nartelli CI] and 
Cecchini et al £21) These modifications consisted in the 
introduction of a core-restraint ring in the vassel close to cor* 
element top, a second set of pads on all elements at the restraint 
axial level, stiffening of fuel assembly hexcans at this level, and 
a neu design of all element spikes. Different solutions, such as 
the adoption of vessel restraint systems (as in Japanese reactors) 
were judged not to be feasible, due to the problems related to 
thermal conditions and the advanced stage of the design (the vessel 
had already been constructed and was ready to be mounted in the 
reactor, the external shields were already in position)* 

However, to demonstrate the adequacy of the adopted design 
modifications, it uas necessary to check the reliability of the 
main vessel design analysis, performed by ANSALDO with a simplified 
<lumped-mass) model, so as to verify (hat the amplification of the 
seismic motion at core diagrid level was correctly determined by 
this model <nartelli £13>- Thus, detailed numerical analysis of the 
reactor-block uas performed taking into account shell and 
fluid-structure interaction effects (Descleves et al• (33) and 
on'site dynamic tests of the vessel Mere carried out (Castoldi at 
al. (43). 

After a brief description of the PEC vessel, this paper deals with 
the above-mentioned on-site tests, describing the main features of 
the experimental campaign and presenting the main results. 
Furthermore, the numerical methods used are shortly outlined and 
comparisons between calculations and measurements are shown- The 
main purpose of the paper is to provide an example of on-sno 
testing of large components. stressing the problems encountered 
during the experiments, as well as in the processing phase of the 
test results and for Che comparisons between calculations and 
measurements• 

2. MAIN VESSEL GEOMETRY 

2il gSSSStry. l-i reactor c.gngi.t.i.gns. 
The PEC main vessel (fig. 1) is located at about 12 m above the 
reactor building base. It is supported by a relatively flexible 
structure, consisting of nine "beams" that are hinged to a L-shaped 
ring (fig. 2 ) : this is rather deformable to minimize the 
consequences of a core disruptive accident- The vessel outside 
upper flange is bolted to the inner border of this ring 

The vassal is about 10.3 m long, from its supporting structure, 
with an inner diameter of about 3.1 m. It has • double wall, with 
inner and outer wall thicknesses of 30 mm and 2i mm, respectively 
Tha two walls are Joined by an Y-shaped connection in thf vessel 
upper part (figs. 2 and 3). inert gas is present in the interspace 
between the two walls. 
The vassal total weight, without internals but including diagrid 
supporting structure, is 592 kNi of thesa, 266 kN correspond to the 
inner wall part that is located below the Y-shaped connection of 
the two walls (including tha diagrid supporting structure), while 
186 kN correspond to tha external wall. 

The vessel contains neutronic and thermal shields, that surround 
the core. The core consists of 622 elements (78 fuel assemblies). 
Its outer diameter is about 2•5 m, its height being 3 m. The test 
channel occupies the vassal and core centers. The core diagrid is 
located at a distance of about 7.6 m from vessel supporting 
structure, A S mentioned, a core - restraint ring is present in the 
vessel: It is located at 2558 mm from element pass. 

2*2 GeQiBEtcy. io teat cooUitiQQi 
The on-site tests were performed after completion of vessel 
mounting in the reactor: thus, the vassel was suspended as in 
operating conditions, inside the reactor building, to the nine 
'beams" constituting tha vassel supporting structure. It was 
already connected to the two sodium inlet leg*. However, no core, 
internal shields, or - obviously - sodium were present in the 
vessel (figs. 2 and 3). 

A first series of tests was performed in August 1*83 and final 
tests were carried out (for the reasons that will be explained in 
Par. 4.5) in November 1V63. During the first tests the core diagrid 
had not been mounted, yet, inside the vessel; at that time, the 
diagrid was replaced by a suitable thick plate, used for the vessel 
bottom hydrostatic tests (figs. 4 and 5 ) . On the contrary. In the 
final tests it was already in position (in November 1983, the 
initial part of the internal envelope of tha outlet pipe south 
branch had also already been mounted and soldered to the 
corresponding nozzle). 

3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

3-.1 Ifilt tS.SB* 
The experimental on-sita tests mainly aimed at measuring; 
- the motion of tha core supporting diagrid due to forces applied 
to the diagrid itself, in order to determine the dynamic parameters 
on which the diagrid-core interaction depends-

- the motion of the vessel upper flange deriving from forces 
applied to the diagrid, in order to obtain the mechanical impedance 
of the vessel; 



- the notion of the diagrid deriving from that of the vessel 
supporting floor. in order to evaluate the transfer functions 
between reactor building and core diagrid; 

- I ha horizontal and vertical translation and rocking stiffnesses 
of the vessel supporting system, in order to check the values 
adopted in the numerical models. 

Furthermore, the dependence of the above-mentioned parameters on 
excitation position, direction and amplitude had also to be 
evaluated. 

3i2 E££i.ta£.iSQ £9UlG0!€Q& 
Sinusoidal excitation was adequate to analyse the dynamic response 
of the vessel, due to absence of strongly non-linear effects. Thus, 
a two-eccentric back-rotating-mass vibrator was used to excite the 
structure, rating a strictly sinusoidal force in one direction 
(figs. 4-7). This vibrator was that also used for the on-site tests 
performed on the reactor building (Casirati et al - C53) 

The maximum vibrator capability was 1O0 kN in terms of force 
applied to the structure. Due to the vibrator type, the force 
amplitude was varying during frequency sweep with a parabolic law: 

o 
force applied = vibrator constant x (frequency) (1> 

(values of the vibrator constant used in the tests are indicated in 
figs. 11-15). 

In the first tests, the vibrator was fixed either to the thick 
plate replacing the core diagrid (figs- 4 and 5) or to the floor of 
the PEC working area level (i.e 1-V m above vessel supporting 
floor, see fifi- °)- 1° the final tests, excitation was only 
provided at the working area level, since it was obviously 
impossible to fix the vibrator to the core diagrid, witi.out risking 
to damage it : fig. 7 shows the vibrator location in these tests. 

5.4.3 tSSSSytiDQ £9lii.BQ£Q& 
Inductive accelerometers and servoaccelerometers were mounted in 
the vessel; seismometers were used to read the motion of the 
building at the vessel supporting floor and displacement 
transducers were attached to the two inlet pipes to evaluate their 
maximum displacements and thus, to control their stress state. 

The measuring positions on the vessel are shown by fig* 2 with 
regard to the first series of tests, and by fig- 3 for the final 
tests Views of the instrumentation used are provided by figs. 8 
and 9 with regard to seismometers located on the vessel supporting 
floor and one of the "beams" of the vessel supporting structure, 
and by fig- lO for the acceleromecers attached to the vessel inner 
wall- It is worth mentioning that special care was taken in 
choosing the glue that was used to attach the transducer bases to 
the vessel walls, in order to avoid future corrosion of the 
stainless steel of these walls. 

He note that the motion of the outer vessel wall was only measured 
by one accelerometer in the first tests (position lis in fig. 2) 
and that no measurements of the internal wall motion were made at 
the same axial level; this was due to accessibility problems, (he 
necessity of minimizing the instrumented points and the fact that 
similar motions were expected for both vessel walls- However, as we 
will show later, this caused problems In understanding the 
experimental results, and led to the decision of repeating tests 
with an improved instrumentation network- This is the reason why 
the final tests were performed, in which both walls were 
instrumented at the same axial and circumferential positions 
(located at the lowest possible axial level, compatibly with 
accessibility problems) and in various directions (fig- 3). 

The analogue signals were converted to digital values by a 
simultaneous sample and hold device, and then stored by a 
minicomputer. Their processing allowed the frequency response 
functions to be determined at each measuring point. 

2*3 IBS* gBIE.rip.USQ 
Three types of tests were performed; 

- ambient vibration processing; 
- excitation at diagrid level; 
- vessel supporting floor excitation-
Ambient vibration processing aimed at estimating ambient vibration 
noise, in order to optimize the excitation amplitude in the 
subsequent tests with forced excitation- This optimization had to 
take into account both the need of attaining adequate values of the 
signal to noise ratio and that of avoiding undue stresses on the 
structure- The permissible maximum stress limits were fixed by ENEA 
and ANSALDO in a very conservative way. 

As far as forced excitation tests at the diagrid level are 
concerned (that wa call "diagrid excitation tests" for a matter of 
simplicity, although the diagrid was replaced by a plate), some 
sine sweeps were performed in the frequency range 1-23 Hz. Three 
excitation directions were studied; the two East-West and North 
South horizontal directions (fig. 4) and the vertical direction 
(fig- 5). Tests in the vertical direction were performed by 
applying two different excitation amplitudes, in order to check 
linearity of the structure dynamic behaviour. 

Finally, the so-called vessel supporting floor excitation tests 
(more precisely performed, as explained in Par- 3 2. by fixing the 
mechanical vibrator to the floor located at the working area level) 
also consisted in soma sine sweeps similar to those previously 
cited, but only the East-West horizontal direction was studied. As 
mentioned, testa were initially performed in the same conditions as 
for the diagrid excitation experiments (i.e. with the diagrid 
replaced by a thick plate), and were later also carried out with 
the diagrid in position (figs. 6 and 7, respectively). 

http://gBIE.rip.USQ


4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3 U EceaugQEx- CSICQQSS iyosiiQDs 
For each measuring position, the absolute frequency response 
function, corresponding to the amplitude and the phase of the 
harmonic characterized by frequency equal to the excitation force 
fundamental frequency, was determined. Furthermore, the transfer 
function with respect to the excitation force, defined as the 
complex ratio between the response signal and the force amplitude, 
was also evaluated in the tests with diagrid excitation. Depending 
on the measuring point and the transducer type, acceleration, 
velocity or displacement response functions were determined-
flotations to torquing moment were also evaluated for the upper 
flange of the vessel and the diagrid. 

Examples of frequency response functions ere shown in figs. 11 - 15 
with regard to the acceleration values measured on the diagrid 
(position 101 of fig. 2) and the velocity values measured on one of 
the "beams" of the vessel supporting structure (position 20S of 
fig. 2>. These figures refer to results obtained in the first 
series of tests, for the various excitation directions and 
positions; furthermore, they also present results obtained at the 
two different intensity levels applied in the case of vertical 
excitat ion. 
In spite of the vibration amplitude limitations related to the low 
values adopted for permissible maximum stresses on pipes, the 
experimental results showed good signal to noise ratios even in the 
low frequency range, for frequencies larger than 2 Hi. 
The analysis of the frequency response functions led to the 
evaluation of the stiffness and damping parameters of the vessel 
supporting structure and the dynamic properties of the empty 
vessel. 

S*.2 StiliDess and. a^EEiDa ci itss vessel syeesciiaa sicytiycfi 
The vessel supporting structure stiffness values corresponding to 
East-Uest horizontal translation and to rocking around the 
North-South direction were evaluated using the frequency response 
functions obtained in the case of diagrid excitation, and solving 
the two following equations that describe translation and rotation 
equilibrium of the vessel; 

F • "S n. A. = k x • c x- (2> 
-<-l I » X X 

F H • S n. A. H. = It r • c r ' <3> 
v v k i l t r r 

i n w h i c h : 

F - excitation force (complex function of frequency); 
H - distance between the excitation position on the diagrid 

and the rotation axis at upper flange level; 
n. = mass attributed to measuring position "l"; 

frequency)) 
H, > distance of measuring position "i" from the rotation axis 

at upper flange level; 
k . k = stiffness values to horizontal translation and rotation; x r 
c , c a damping values to translation and rotation; 
x , x' = measured displacement and velocity of the upper flange; 
r , r' • measured rotation and angular velocity of the upper 

flange. 

Eqs. (2> and (3) can be split up Into the real and imaginary parts, 
thus providing four aquations with four unknowns < "k ", "k •', "c " 
and "c " ) • It is worth noting that these relationships arervalid In 
the frequency range around the vessel first natural frequency: in 
this range it was admissible to consider the vessel as a single 
degree - of - freedom system, due to the rather different values of 
the first and the second natural frequencies (Par. 4.3). 
On the basis of the data available in the vertical direction, the 
vertical translation stiffness and damping of the vessel supporting 
system <"k " and "c ") were also determined, using a method similar 
to that priviously described. To this aim, the data measurad by the 
seismometers located on the "beams" of the vessel supporting system 
were used, together with those of the accalarometars mounted on the 
vessel upper flange and the plate replacing the diagrid (fig. 2>; furthermore, the vessel walls were assumed to be infinitely stiff 
in the vertical direction and the whole vessel mass was 
concentrated at the vibrator location (rocking was obviously 
neglected). 
Fig- 16 shows the stiffness and damping values obtained for 
horizontal translation and rocking, while fig. 17 shows the 
vertical translation stiffnesses. We note that the latter values 
are lower if they are directly measured on the vessel upper flange 
(point 3 of fig 2), with respect to the case that they are measured 
on the "beams" of the supporting system (point 1); this is due to 
the presence of elastic members between the vessel upper flango and 
the supporting "beams", and also to the fact that, midway between 
the seismometers and the accelarometers, the pins coupling the 
"beams" to the vessel L-shaped ring were present. 

4*2 Vessel ostucol iccQueocics 
Testa with diagrid excitation enabled two vassal natural frequency 
values to be determined in the horizontal directions, the first one 
being about 7 Hz and the second one 21 - 23 Hz (figs. 11 and 13). 
Natural frequencies could not be measured in the vertical 
direction, because they were outside the analysed frequency range. 
In realty, at equal excitation level, the first natural frequency 
was 7.3 Hz in che East-West horizontal direction, while it was 7.2 
Hz in the North-South direction (figs. 11 and 12). 



This difference between first natural frequency values in tha two 
horizontal directions appears evident from the response functions 
corresponding to the North-South excitation direction (fig. 12). 
which clearly show a splitting of the peak and a double change of 
phase- Such a splitting is also present in some measurements 
corresponding to vertical excitation and in the results of the 
vessel supporting floor excitation tests. The reason of tha 
difference is maybe due to the different effects of the nine vessel 
supporting "beams" in the two horizontal directions, and/or those 
of the two piping branches. 

As far as tests with vessel supporting floor excitation are 
concerned, first natural frequency in the East-Uest direction was 
7.6 Hz in the first series of tests (fig- 15). while it decreased 
to 7 2 Hz in the final tests (fig- 18). The reason of this 
difference must be attributed to the different weights of the 
diagrid and the plate replacing it in the first tests (95 UN for 
the plate, against 170 kN for the diagrid): in fact, by 
schematizing the vessel as a single degree of freedom, the two 
mentioned frequencies both correspond to a vessel mass that is 
practically equal to the real value (3* error)- This also means 
that the modal mass associated to the first mode is very close to 
the total mass. 

The larger first natural frequency value determined in the case of 
vessel supporting floor excitation, with respect to that of diagrid 
excitation in the same direction (7 4 Hz against 7-3 Hz) has mainly 
to be attributed to a slightly non - linear behaviour of the 
structure: in fact, in spite of considerably larger forces applied 
in tha tests with vessel supporting floor excitation (a factor 12), 
the vessel response was much louer with respect to the case of 
diagrid excitation (compare fig- 15 to fig. 11), and the presence 
or absence of the vibrator inside the vessel cannot completely 
justify the frequency difference (the vibrator weight being 20 kN). 

The slight decrease of first natural frequency with increasing 
dynamic response of the vessel (and thus, the slightly non-linear 
behaviour of the vessel) was confirmed by the results of tha 
diagrid excitation tests performed in the vertical direction: in 
fact, by increasing of excitation force by a factor six, first 
natural frequency decreased from 7.37 Hz to 7.26 Hz (figs. 13 and 
14). 

The information on vessel damping obtainable from the test results 
is not very significant, due to the low excitation values. 
Furthermore, the vessel being a multi-degree of freedom system, 
modal analysis should be used to correctly estimate this parameter 
(we remember the splitting of the first natural frequency peak): 
but very little information on modal shapes was available because 
of the limited number of measuring positions-

Anyway, using the "square two" method, an approximate damping value 
of l* was detected for the first mode. On the contrary, not even an 
approximate estimate of damping was possible for the second mode at 
21 - 23 Hz, since the corresponding peak shape was strongly 
distorted by the effects of the higher-order modes (figs. 11 and 

13). Anyway, a qualitative estimate certainly indicates much larger 
damping for the second mode with respect to the first mode. 

3*3 xs-sael eod*l luaeaa 
Tests did not aim at determining vassal modal at>*pa» in datail: on 
the other hand, this was impossible due to tha limited number of 
measuring positions adopted according to tha mentioned 
accessibility problems- Anyway, rough estimates of vessel 
deformation shapes wars obtained at tha two first natural 
frequencies (figs. 18*-b). 

Nith regard to tha first mode (fig. IBs), it was found that this 
corresponds to the combined affects of rocking of the whole vessel 
around its upper supporting system and bending of tha vassal walls: 
although rocking was the main parameter, tha presence of some 
bending affects appeared evident, considering that rotation at 
diagrid level was larger than both tha average value around vessel 
axis and that of the vessel upper flange. 

As far as the motion of the vessel outer wall is concerned, it is 
worth noting that the only measuring position available in the 
first series of tests (acceleromatar 115 in fig. 2) seemed to 
indicate a much louer response of this wall compared to that 
measured for the inner wall at both higher and lower levels 
(accelerometers 107 and 108, sea, for instance, figs. 1*a-b-c). 

No completely satisfactory explanations were found for this result, 
that was not understandable from a physical point of view; in fact, 
the difference between tha values of tha stiffness - to - mass 
ratios is not such as to Justify largely different behaviours of 
the two walls, although it is consistent with a slightly larger 
motion of the vessel inner wall (sea Par. 5.2.3). On the other 
hand, to demostrate vessel Integrity, It was very important to 
check that the motions of the two vessel walls do not considerably 
differ. Thus, it was decided to perform final tests with the 
improved instrumentation that has already been described in Par. 
3.3. 

The acceleration data racordad in tha final tasts on tha two walls 
at exactly equal positions (accelerometers 117-121 of fig. 3) 
confirmed that the previous measurements wars not adequate to 
characterize outer wall response: in fact, the outer wall motion 
was only 10-20* lower than that of the inner wall, as shown, for 
instance, by figs. 20a and 20b (tha slight difference now agrees 
with the different values of tha stiffness - to - mass ratios, see 
par. 5.2.3>. 

With regard to accelarometer 115, this also provided completely 
different data, in tha final tests, with respect to those obtained 
in the previous experiments (fig. 20c) : the new data agree with 
those provided by accelerometers 117-121, taking into account the 
different axial levels. 

Tha reasons for tha different rasponsas measured by accalerometer 
115 in tha two series of tests remained unclear, since no 
transducer failure was detected. We only not* that the position of 
transducer 115 during the first tests was not exactly known: thus, 



there was certainly a difference in its location In tha two seriaa 
of experiments. 

5. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
5il Numeri.ca.1 SQdSiS USSd 
§=.1U Qciaioai teas asdsl 
The purpose of the numerical analysis of the experimental results 
was to check and eventually adjust the reactor vessel mathematical 
model used in the design calculations, so as to make it as 
representative as possible of the vessel actual behaviour- In fact, 
the adequacy of this model is essential for a correct 
schematization, and consequently a reliable seismic analysis, of 
all the systems, structures and components connected to the vessel 
walls (core, piping, other vessel internals). 
The schematisat ion adopted in the seismic design calculations 
performed by ANSALDO for the PEC reactor-block consisted in a beam 
model with a limited number of nodes (fig. 21>: this allowed the 
vessel model to be coupled to those of the other structures without 
the problems that arise in the case of large mesh sizes. 
In the model used for reactor-block design, the plugs, the internal 
shields and the core are also usually represented- The vessel 
supporting structure is simulated by a system of springs with 
appropriate stiffnesses, connected to the node representing tha 
vessel outside upper flange coupled to the L-shaped ring. Stiffness 
values were calculated by use of a detailed finite-element model of 
the vessel supporting structure, by neglecting coupling among the 
various components (diagonal stiffness matrix)- The computed 
values, referring to point 2 of fig- 2. are shown in table 1. 
Vhe reactor vessel of fig- 21 was implemented in tha SAP-IV code 
for the design linear analysis of the PEC reactor-block. Me not* 
that this model, with only a few modifications, was also used in 
the ANSYS code for some runs taking into account fluid-structure 
interaction effects. 
In order to compare the experimental results to the response of the 
vessel model, the schematization of fig. 21 was adjusted to 
describe test conditions: thus, all the parts representing 
components that had not been mounted, yet, at the time of the 
tests, were eliminated, while the mesh of the remaing parts was not 
modified. The so defined model is shown in fig- 22-
Only the diagrid excitation tests were analysed.- thus, (ha cor* 
diagrid properties were replaced in the model by those of tha thick 
plate and the vibrator. The mesh of the remaining parts was not 
modified. Furthermore, the material properties war* obviously those 
corresponding to room temperature. 

5..1..2 S u e U •adela 
As mentioned in Par. 1, detailed numerical studies of the reactor -
block seismic response were also initiated, at the time of the 

on-site tests, using shall models of tha vassal, to check tha 
adequacy of the beam modal adopted in the design analysis and to 
estimate fluid-structure interaction affects These studies ware 
independently carried out by ANSALDO and (on bahalf of ENEA) by 
NOVATOHE. Static calculations with a three - dimensional shell 
modal wara performed by ANSALDO, while both static and dynamic 
calculations ware performed by NOVATOnE adopting an axisymmetric 
model implemented in tha NOVAK coda (Dttcltvu at al . 13], sea fig 
23). 
To modal tha vassal supporting structure in the NOVAX code, that 
aiakes use of axisymmetric joint elements to describe tha "beams" 
(instead of the springs used in SAP-IV), static calculations wera 
performed, by applying sinusoidally distributed forces. In these 
calculations, the vessel supporting structure was separated from 
the vassal, but included tha L-sheped ring (I.e. tha analysed part 
was that up to point 2 of fig. 2). Thus, tha joint stiffnesses were 
adjusted so *m to approximate, as well a* possible, the design 
values calculated by ANSALDO at point 2 of fig. 2-

STIFFNESSES DESIGN VALUES NOVAX VALUES 

k x (kN/»> 17 X 10 5 17 x 10 5 

k (kN»/rad) 12 x 10* 12.3 x IO' 
r 
k z CkN/m) 32 x 10* 54 x 105 

Table 1 Stiffness values of tha vessel supporting structure used 
in tha design analysis and in tha NOVAX calculations (x » 
horizontal translation, r * rocking, z « vertical translation). 

The comparison between the design and the NOVAX stiffness values of 
the vessel supporting structure is shown in table 1. It is worth 
noting that rocking and vertical translation stiffness values 
cannot be fixed independently in NOVAX: thus, since rocking was 
found to be tha main parameter with regard to vassal dynamic 
response (Par. 4-3), "k " was correctly reproduced, while "k " was 
rather overestimated wlFh respect to tha design value. 
Tha stiffness values of table 1 ware later applied In tha reactor -
block calculations performed with NOVAX- Furthermore, the on-site 
test conditions wars analysed with this coda, as wall. 
However, it is Important to point out a difference between design 
and NOVAX calculations, concerning tha stiffness values actually 
used. In fact, in tha casa of the beam models the presence of the 
vessel and its upper flanges leads to an overall stiffness of 
vessel supporting structure (i.e. up to point 3 of fig. 2) that 
corresponds to the combination in series of the value related to 
the spring (describing tha structure up to point 2 of fig. 2) and 
that of the remaining part of the structure On the contrary, in 
tha case of the axisymmetric NOVAX model, the ovalization of tha 



L-shaped ring, occurring when this ring is not connected to the 
vessel upper flanges, is partially prevented when this connection 
is present. This means that the overall stiffness is modified, with 
respect to the above mentioned combination in series and depends on 
the loading location (sea table 2). 

STIFFNESSES STRUCTURE STRUCTURE CONNECTED TO THE VESSEL 
OI SCONNECTED 
FROtl THs LOADING AT DIAGRID LOAD 1 KG AT POINT 
VESSEL LEVEL 2 OF FIG. 2 
POS. 2 POS. 2 POS. 3 POS- 2 POS. 3 

k. UN/n) 170x10* 158x10* 236x10* 156X10* 156x10* 
k (kll.>/nd) 123xl05 113x105 104X105 115X105 113X105 

k IkN/n) 540x10* 540x10* 504x10* 545x10* 540x10* j 

Table 2 Stiffness values of the vessel supporting structure in the 
NOVAX code (points 2 and 3 of fig. 2>, corresponding to both the 
case of absence of connection to the vessel and that of presence of 
such connection (vessel in test conditions, loaded at diagrid level 
or at point 2 of fig-2; x = horizontal translation, r » rocking, z 
- vertical translation). 
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§3.1x2 Padilied fee*™ Bedel 
According to the results of the analysis described in Par. 5. 1.2, 
t'.ie beam model used in the design analysis was modified by 
introducing a stiffness correction factor between nodes 6 and B of 
figs- 21 and 22, in order :o simulate ovalization effects: in fact, 
ovalization reduced the moncii of Inertia, and thus, increased 
structure flexibility. 
The value of the correction factor was evaluated by comparing 
results of SAP-IV and NOVAX static calculations, performed for 
vessel models fixed at the outside upper flange: (his avoided 
effects of ovalization due to the supporting structure-

3x2 CSMiCilBQI BBstfBBQ CalGUliliBOa auu MOMCBMQtl 
3x2x1 CBBBaCilBQl Bl OslUCix lCBflUBQCiBa 
Tha comparisons between calculations and measurements wars limited 
to vibrational parameters (no damping comparisons were sensible, 
due to the low excitation levels adopted in the tests). Thus, modal 
analyses were performed, by use of both the SAP-IV beam models and 
the NOVAX axisymmetric model. 
Tha results of the first calculations, performed with tha original 
beam model (I.e. that neglecting ovalization effects of the vessel 
walls) overestimated the first mease.ad natural frequency of about 
11* (see table 3). 

NATURAL 
FREQUENCIES 

(Hz) 
ORIGINAL 
BEAN MODEL 

REFINED 
BEAN HODEL 

SHELL 
nODEL 

EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

f2 

8.0 
26.3 

7.2 
26 

7.3 
25 

7.2 - 7.3 
21 - 23 

Table 3 Comparison between computed and measured first and second 
natural frequencies of the PEC empty vessel. 

On the contrary, the subsequent NOVAX calculations with 
axisymmetric modelling showed an excellent agreement with regard to 
first natural frequency; a comparable good agreement was later 
found by use of the refined beam model that takes into account 
vessel ovalization affects: this confirmed tha adequacy of tha 
approach adopted in such model to account for the above-mentioned 
effects. 
As far as the second natural frequency is concerned, a discrepancy 
of 10 - 20 a waa found (table 3). However, this result is not of 
great interest for seismic analysis purposes, especially because of 
the small mass participation factor associated to the second mode 
(Par. 4.3). 

Sx2x2 GesQacisBQi si lUx iaa i i yi.x U B i ai tut ye-ml IUBBQC1I.QQ 
licuctuci 

Due to the fact that "experimental" atiffnasa values of tha vassal 
supporting structuro were obtained from the test results (Par. 
4.2), a comparison between calculations and measurements was also 
performed for these parameters. This comparison, shown by table 4 
with regard to the numerical results obtained by use of NOVAX for 
position 3 of fig. 2, was based on the results obtained in the case 
of diagrid excitation. 



STIFFNESSES COMPUTED BY NOVAX MEASURED BY IStlES 

k IkN/R) 234 X 10* 195 X 10* 

k r (kN m/rad> 1038 x 10 4 PoO x \0* 

». (kN/m> 504 x 10 4 370 X 10 4 

Table 4 Comparison bttuun the stiffness values of the vassal 
supporting structura measured in (ha on-site, tasts and computed by 
NOVAX Uxcitiiion at diagrid level, valuas corresponding to 
position 3 of fig 2; x « horizontal translation, r • rocking, i • 
wart i ca1 t rans1 at i on >-

Tabla 4 shows that the agreement between calculations and 
measurements is good with regard to rocking stiffness (8«, error); 
this is consistent with tha excellent agreement obtained for the 
first nacural frequency (table 3), that mainly depends on rocking 
(Par. 4.5). Ua note that rocking stiffness used in the SAP-IV 
analysis is also consistent with tha measured result, stnea tha 
SAP-IV value overestimates that of NOVAX by only 7* in position 2 
of fig. 2, and ovalization of tha L-shaped ring are rather limited 
as far as rocking stiffness is concerned (tabla 2 ) : as a proof of 
the adequacy of the SAP-IV analysis we remember tha good agreement 
obtained with this code also, with regard to first natural 
frequency (table 3) 
On tha contrary, tn* translation stiffnesses are rather larger In 
tha NOVAX calculations with respect to tha measured values (21* for 
tha horizontal direction and 36% for tha vertical direction). With 
regard to the horizontal direction, wa note that a similar result 
was obtained for tha second natural frequency (tabla 3): since tha 
numerical analysis showed a strong dependence of aacond natural 
frequency on horizontal translation stiffness of tha vassal 
supporting structure, tha above-mentioned result seems to indicate 
that this stiffness was overestimated in tha numerical analysts. 
Anyway, tha validity of these considerations ia far fro* being 
demonstrated, due to the many approximations concerning both tha 
methods adopted to obtain tha "experimental" stiffness valuas (Par. 
4 2) and tha theoretical model: with regard to tha latter item we 
remember that the use of a diagonal stiffness matrix might laad to 
soma errors, because soma coupling certainly axista between tha 
horizontal translation and tha rocking components. 
As far as vertical stiffness is concerned, to cosidarations similar 
to those mentioned above were possible, because natural frequencies 
were not measured in the vertical direction (Par-4.3). However, it 
is worth mentioning that static measurements of vertical stiffness 
had been performed by ANSALDO during vassal mounting operations. 
These measurements referred to position 4 of fig. 2. They showed a 
"k " value of 549 x 10 kN/m, In good agreement with that 

calculated by NOVAX for (ha nearby position 2 (5*0 x 10 KN/m, »•• 
table 2). 
Furthermore, wa ramambar that tha design calculations performed 
with SAP-1V used a "X " value that was considerably lower than that 
adopted in NOVAX (teBIa 1), for (ha raaaons mentioned in Par. 
5.1.2. In fact, tha ratio between the two values is 0 4, against 
tha factor 0.73 which corresponds to the comparison between 
measurements and NOVAX calculations, thla means that tha design 
analysis was certainly conservative, "k " being lower than both 
ISnES and AM3AL00 measured valuaa. 

3x2*3 CfiMiCilBQI el M.il luftQfl 
With regard to modal shapes, a detailed comparison waa not possible 
due to tha limited number of measuring positions (Par. 4.SI. 
Anyway, wa note that a differential displacement of about 20* 
between tha two vm»»9\ walla was obtained with SAP-IV at (ha vessel 
bottom level, the outer wall moving lass than tha inner one: this 
agrees with (he experimental results described In Par. 4-5. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The on-slta experimental dynamic analysis of the PEC reactor vessel 
allowed tha numerical models used in (ha reactor - block seismic 
design to be checked, with regard to (ha Important stiffness 
parameters of tha veaaal supporting structure. In fact, tests 
demonstrated tha adequacy of tha vassal numerical modal of (ha main 
parameter of Interest for saiamlc analysis, (hat la first natural 
frequency. 
Problems encountered In performing tents, processing data and 
analysing experimental raaulta by use of numerical models have been 
stressed In tha paper. 
The atudy certainly allowed axparlanca (o ba gained on the problems 
related to on-aita experimental analysis of large components of 
nuclear reactors, as wall *a to tha uaa of test results for the 
validation of numerical approaches. 
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Fig.2 PEC vessel instrumentation during the on-sie tests 
performed in August 1983. Vibrator position and excitation 
directions in the experiments with diagrid excitation. Positions at 
which stiffness values of vessel supporting structure were 
determined in the experimental and the numerical analysis (1 = 
'beans"; 2 » L-shaped ring; 3 * vessel upper flange). 
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Fig.3 PEC vessel instrumentation during the final tests performed 
in November 1983. 
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Fig.5 View of the mechanical vibrator located at diagrid level, in 
the case of vertical excitation. 
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Fig. 12 Absoluts frequency response function (a) at diagrid level 
(accelerometer in position 101 of fig- 2) and transfer function (b) 
on one of the "beams" of the vessel supporting structure 
(seismometer in position 205 of fig. 2), measured in the test with 
diagrid excitation In the North-South direction (vibrator constant 
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Fig.13 Absolute frequency response function (a) at diagrid level 
laccelerometer in position 101 of fig- 2> and transfer function lb) 
on one of the "beams" of the vessel supporting structure 
(seismometer in position 205 of fig 2>, measured in the test with 
diagrid excitation in the vertical direction characterized by a 
vibrator constant = © . 06 daN/Hz <louest excitation level). 
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Fig.14 Absolute frequency response function at diagrid level 
(accelerometer in position 101 of fig. 2 ) , measured in the test 
with diagrid excitation in the vertical direction characterized by 
a vibrator constant of 41.6 daN/Hz (highest excitation level). 
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PAPER NR.27 

SEISMIC TESTS IN SODIUM OF THE SPX-1 PRIMARY PUMP SHAFT 
CARRIED OUT IN THE CPV-1 TEST RIG AT ENEA-BRASIMONE 

T.Contardi ( 1', L R i p t u i 1 " , P L * C o i ( 2 ) , YTij.ot 

C P a r t i t i ( 3 ) . « . 2 o l * M ) , P. Denimal ( 5 > 

<1> ENEA/VEL Brasimone; (2) CEA; <3> FIAT/TTG; 
(4) 1SME5; <5) JErtONT-SCHNEIDER 

6B3IBd£I 
Dynamic t«sts ware carried out by ISHES, on behalf of ENEA 
and CEA and in co-operation with FIAT/TTG, on a SPX-1 primary 
pump shaft. These tests wara conductad, mainly in sodium, t'i 
the CPV-1 test rig at the ENEA Brasimone Center- The 
excitation was applied to the flange supporting the 
hydrostatic bearing. After some preliminary analysis 
performed in absence of liquid sodium and at ambient tempe
rature, the following tests wara performed on the rig filled 
with sodium at operating temperature: <A> sine sweeps between 
•\ and 15 hi. (b) ambient vibration investigation, and <C> 
seismic tests with a SSE acceleration time-history (20 s 
duration) calculated by CEA at hydrostatic bearing level-

Two sets of seismic tests were carried out, each time 
increasing amplitudes up to 70* of SSE This value was not 
exceeded for safety reasons and actuator power limit- The 
first set of tests began in nominal operating conditions; 
when 70W of SSE was reached, pressure feed to hydrostatic 
bearing was reduced lowering its effective support. This 
simulated a larger earthquake- The second sat of tests was 
representative of SPX-1 pump actual operating conditions, 
because both hydrostatic bearing pressure and shaft rotating 
speed were simultaneously reduced following the primary pump 
characteristic curve. The tests allowed the SPX-1 pump 
rotating set to be widely qualified- Among the main results, 
it is worth citing that the stiffness of the hydrostatic 
bearing system was generally compatible with seismic 
requirements. 
Finally, it is worth pointing out that, in order to allow the 
above-mentioned tests to be carried out, a full seismic 
qualification of the CPV-1 test rig was necessary; thus, this 
rig might be used in th* future for further seismic tests on 
LHFBR components and systems in sodium-
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NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
Frequenza 

(Hz) 
Componente strutturale Interessato 

1,6 Moto a pendolo del contenitore 

1.9 Torre di sostegno in direzione 2L 

2.1 Tubazione collegata alia valvola VP 9 

3.0 Torre di sostegno in direzione 2 

3.2 Tubazione collegata alia valvola VP 9 Q o / / * * / S J 

3.6 Tubazione di ricircolo e tubazioni connesse alle 
valvole VP 10 e VP 13 

4.2 Tubazione connessa alia valvola VP 10 ( 17.5 * * / S / 

5.3 Tubazione connessa alia valvola VP 9 

5,6 - 6,5 Tubazione connessa alia valvola VP 13 (^Sfrl/^ ) 

6,1 Torre di sostegno in direzione 2 

7 - 7,5 Torre di sostegno in direzione X 

7,8 - 8,8 Torre di sostegno in direzione X ( j IW /% J 

9,5 Torre di sostegno in direzione X f o ^/S ) 

10,4 Torre dl sostegno in direzione X 
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2 мм Рец< bispiAcïAiour 

FJLOM S ТО IS / /г 
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NATURAL FtFQOtAJCteS 

Fraquanta 
(Hi) Coaponanta atrutturala intaratsato 

1.2 Moto • pendolo dal eontanitora In dirtsion* X 

1.» Torrt di aoatagno in diraxiona Z 

г Mandata dalla tubaxiona dl ricircolo 

г.«s Tubaxioni di ricircolo • dl cancaiMnto 

г.7 Terra di aostagno In diraxiona Z 

г.9 Tubaxiona di aandata dal ricircolo 

s Tubaxiona di dr«h»|fio 

4,3 Tubaxiona da 8" 

в Tubaxiona di dranauio 

в.5 Terra di sosttgno in diraxiona X 

8 Terra dl aostagno in diraxiona X 

в.в Terra di aoatagno in diraxiona X 

11.9 Tubaxiona di drenaajio 

12.« Tubaxiona di dranauio 
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AMBlBhJT VIBRATION SUMGY 
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SSISM1C TESTS 

Wt. bvniti'on 
1 J 7 J C f s « 

Nuawro 
d l 

prova 

1 
1 po 

It 
pi *va 

Caapo <ll 

r m i u a n x a 

"FtiTTl 

Durata 
p r o * * 

EXCITATION 
U V f U 

(dB) 

S H A F T 
tfeloclta' 

a l b r r o 
<E»PM 

C a r a l t . poxpr 
v a l o c l t a * 
t i lTM | a (to 

Tc«i»«r. % 

» 
micv iiooi 
v l b r . a r t . 

0 - 5 0 315 - 450 1500 70 400 

10 Q T c r r f o t o j 0 - 2 5 2 0 - 12 4 5 0 1500 70 400 i 
11 T e r r c a n t o 0 - 2 5 2 0 - 12 450 1500 70 H 

12 T e r r e a o t o 0 - 2 5 2 0 - 10 450 1500 70 W % 

13 T a r r a a o t o 0 - 2 5 2U - a 450 1500 70 » 

14 Tar rcao to a t a t - a 450 1500 7W " 5 
15 M « l *• - 6 450 1500 70 " 4 
16 1 * - M - 4 450 1500 70 M 5 
17 " «• M M 450 1450 60 - 6 
IB M M a t " 4M) 1310 52 - 7 
I t IB a t M » 450 1160 40 - S 
20 M *• t t w 450 1010 30 N 9 
21 ** t t " - 450 820 20 - 10 
22 M H - - 450 600 10 - 1i 
23 n w M W I - 45«> 430 5 

" \2 

SEISMIC TESTS 

Mo. 
f a W ^ u . ^ 

bvwWon 
NlMMI-O 

d l 
prova 

Tl|V> dl 
prf>va 

Caano d l 
freouenxa 

THZJ 

D u r i t a 
prova 

Jjaec) 

CXCIT4TION 
wtvcu 

(dB) 

tea 
albero 

V"*pa 1 
V a l o c l t a . P H K A D ) . 

(bPfrt 1 m Na 
Temper. 

•C *f 
24 ( T e r r e w o t o ) 0 - 2 5 20 - 12 450 1500 70 280 

25 Tc r rcoo to 0 - 2 5 20 - 12 450 1500 70 280 45 
26 Tarrcwoto 0 - 2 5 20 - 10 450 1500 70 280 44 
27 T e r r e n e t o 0 - 2 5 20 - a 450 1500 70 280 1S 
28 T e r r e a o t o 0 - 2 5 20 - 6 450 1500 70 280 it 
29 Tarrsmoto 0 - 2 5 20 - 4 450 1500 70 780 17 
30 T e r r e a o t o 0 - 2 5 20 - 4 450 1460 66 280 1& 
31 Ter reao to 0 - 2 5 20 - 4 450 1310 52 280 44 
32 Ter reao to 0 - 2 5 20 - 4 350 1140 40 280 10 
33 Terremoto 0 - 25 20 - 4 305 1045 33 280 Zl 
34 Terrnnoto 0 - 2 5 20 - 4 2'JO 678 23 280 22 
35 Terremoto 0 - 2 5 20 - 4 200 770 16 280 23 
36 TerrenotO 0 - 2 5 20 - 4 150 500 10 280 2 * 
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T . CWTMDl. L. U K I U lth*A> - ». IX C K . T. TlttOT ICXA| - C. fMTITI trUT-TTC} - * . U U USHtSl 
r . OCHtML (JOMMr'SCMMEIOU) 

Irtim taat ef the Supi r i iml* ro l l t l M erlaary a«ap eheft ee, C*«-l t M t r ig l » OCA . k M i w . 

APPENDIX 

Paper presented at: 
-3rd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LIQUID HETAL ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY IN ENERGY PRODUCTION" 

9-13 April 1934r Oxford* England* UK 

i. rwgxono 
Teats en Fat SMparphaali erlaary V*+ 

shaft a m aarfemed altkinc the i w i y coaled 
FM n a n research * develeeaeat erecraae 
provided fa r ky the eeeperatloa agraaaent fce-
t a n a OKA and CCA. These teats aere pat f oraod 
i « CPV-l plant OCA - araalaaae Energy soseeich 
Cwt t r . The CPV-X r i g «M M i t ay FUT-TTG and 
ropraducea the reactor operating conditions) 
(eediaai taaoerene-e and level , abaft Incline-
t iea, e t c . . ) . fwrtharaers. CPV-l r ig 's eoet 
Interesting feature la i ta eoeelklllty to ap
ply seieaic stresses to test section ay aeons 
e f aa eleodynaalc actuator. 

Plvoterle-1 test section was aece ay 
JCUBWr-SOMClOCII which bui l t Sueerphenls pusoa 
taw; i t *aa glvea ta CNCA ay FlAT-TTC. 

Seleatc teste were perferaed a i m tha 
cooperation s f ISMS ana f lAT-nO. 

I . TOT PIC DtSCTIPTIOW (a«« Fig. I ) 
Plve>terle-1 taat saetion consisted af Su-

perpneni* priaary euap shaft, shaft higher 
geerhs* with roller beerInge, rat*ting aaals 
preventing cover-gas leak, shaft hydrostatic 
bearing centering i t an lover part. 
That only difference »ee tns absence e f leeellcr. 
etawlated by a flywheel having ttia sane aasa 
an* aaaant of Inert ia . 

Hydrostatic bearing see fed ay a duty puna 
Indlpendently frao tha abaft ratt l ing eeaed;*o 
I t was possible ta have tha l i f t even I f tha 
•haft wan stepped or to have no pressure when 
shaft M M rotating. 

Tha abaft van Inelde a vessel containing 
UsjuU eedlua. both tha veeeel and ttw shaft 
•ere supported by a astsl fraaa: tha vassal 
•aa comMrtt«4 to taa hinge pins en tha tap of 
tha fraaa, anils tha shaft was supported on 
tha tap ay a thrust basring. Tha vassal ass 
than connected ta vsrlsus ploee of tha hydrau
l ic circuit to allow operating cansttions or 
•edius to bo ropreduced. 

Tha battaa flange of tha veseel aaa susoor-
ting tha static part of the hydrostatic bssrlng 
ana- i t «a* connect** ta tha alcctronydrsulle 
shaker. 

Taa aala parts af taa eacltaciea syctaai 
vara m electrahyersulic actaator. i t * aeaor 
swllpy mmt an electronic caotrallar. 
The aolaatc aacitatlaa caatral syatcs. tka da
ta acajalaitiaa ayataa and the •eaawriag aystea> 
lMrm ewpplled by ISMXS. 

CPV-l plant sad Ploatcrle-1 test aectloa 
aaia aaaelficatiaaa and operating features 
vara: 
• eodlua ealuna: M a 3 
- aperat lng tasaaistura range: U M K *C 
- P tvoter ie ra ted ve loc i ty : 490 RT4 
- P lvotor ia aauaoa v a l a c i t y : 700 PPM 
• doty paap rated flow r a t a : 5 0 0 n J / n 
- duty puaa rated head: 70 a M 
- duty etaap aaaia— head: 77 a 3a 
- duty paap aastaun vo lac i ty ; 1 U 0 P7h 
• ssdlwa i M l w leak f l a a ra ta 

in hydraatat lc bearing: 2 2 0 a 9 / h 
- t a a t sect ion t o t a l length: 13P00 aa 
• vessel in te rna l d isaster : 1900 an 
- sha f t length: I 0 7 i g aa 
• abaf t oaxtaua d isaster : M i a * 
- f lywheel aaaiawa dianeter: 1320 aa 
- f lywheel eeight: 2750 hg 
- P lve t e r l e (shaf t and f lywheel) 

• s i g h t ; •200 Kg 
• • h o l e r o t a t i n g ssseably «e lght : 11500 R« 
- hydroatat lc bearing dtaaeter: • M a s 
• hydrostatic beariny. sleorsncc: O . S a a 
- vessel aa i leun dlaplaceaenc: to an on lover 

3. TESTS AIM AWO PCVtLOPWtlTf 
The taat general specification van Issued 

by CtA. 
Tests siasd to verify Superphenlji prtaary 

auap rotating asssably behaviour in neraal 
and accidental opsrsting conditions. Moreover 
tests brought nev eats about large dlaenelon 
vortical rotating aeaeers asantlan. 

They began In 1900 with the plant f i rs t 
ausllfieatien tests vhieh vers broken off by 
a ssisurs inside higher goeroo*. 
A f u r fsulty porta 'aodlfwatlon and raplaci-
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aent, testa restarted in noveeber 1931 and con-
tlnuad all through tha following year. Thajr 
were dlvidad into five different phases: 
•) Continuation of plant qualification teats 

(thermal teats) at rirst »itt stopped ahaft, 
then with rotating ahaft. These teats eer-
vod to gain a deep knowledge of plant 
behaviour during thermal changes, during 
Plveterle and duty punp a tar ting as veil 
as during intentional or accidental stop
ping of then. Instrumentation, therefore, 
was largely increased and for each teat 
geometrical aessureaents »ere performed 
on the vessel by optical system*. 
Moreover plant precise operotlng rules 
vera flaed. 

b) Hydrostatic bearing, higher gearbox and 
shaft specifications vere sessured. Tests 
ears performed to verify first critical ' 
sanding velocity vith previously calculated 
v*lue. 

c) Cnduranca testa vere performed on the 
rotating easoablr. They consisted of s lar
ge aerlea of starts and atope in order to 
test its performance in time. 

d) Rig dyaanlc behavolur ess studied, "edifi
cations vers carried out In support of the 
nest seismic tests. 

e) Selaaic tests were performed: test section 
vaa •trsssed using the same sceslcrograa 
calculated for Superphenlx primary pump 
at hydrostatic bearing level. 

In the first months of 1903 some controls on 
test section and on plant condition vers per
formed. 

4. fUKT OUM.WCATIOH 
4.1 Thermal tests - During these test- par

ticular operating rules vere worked fit m 
order to reduce vessel strains to a minimum 
and sons operating Halts were fixed. 
furthermore Instrumentation was enlarged and 
seas lew power hosting cablss were edded to 
vessel in gss tone. These esbles prevented the 
tAermoelphons effect between hot aodlua free 
level and vessel higher side. This side was 
not Insulated for the presence of gearbos. 
The first tests, with rotstlng shsft, served 
to verify displacement transducer* of hydrosta
tic bearing. They supplied first experimental 
data on vibration level ae well aa on starts 
tnt steps of •ivotcrle. In conclusion the plant 
was qualified for performing aatisfsctory tests, 
on technical and safety grounds. 

4.2 Oynsnlc tests - fro* Juli to december 
1 M 2 a vfde aerlee of teeta were performed by 
(MA with the joint-effort of I S M S end flAT-
TT3 following a gene/el specification Issued 
by CtA, The dynamic tests wsre conducted In 

two runs. The main aia of the tests was to stu
dy the behsvoiur both of the shaft and of the 
rig in order to define the operating conditions 
for the eeisalc testa. 

4.2.1 Preliminary tests - A series of pro-
llslaary teats were set up with the following 
alas: 
- to chock tha escitstlon hydraulic ayataa, 
already installed on the CPV-l teat rig; 

- to evaluate the feasibility of dynamic teats 
of aelaaic typo en the hydrostatic bearing 
and shaft aaaoably mounted on the metal frame 
of CPV-l plant. 

Theaa testa were performed In absence of liquid 
eodlua and with the plant, plping-pump-aain 
vessel, at ambient temperature: however all 
the fitting and piping were connected aa in 
operating conditions. 

The excitation waa applied to the flange 
supporting the hydrostatic bearing and It was 
of sinusoidal type: a continuous sine rweeplng 
was performed at constant peak acceleration 
amplitude. Two value* vere eludled, 0.01 g and 
0.1 g (g • 9.91 a/sec 2). In order to evaluate 
the presence o# a non linear dynamic behaviour 
of the plant. 

Some shifts of the netural frequencies 
were found between the test st lower level and' 
that at higher level: the frequency response 
functions in Pig. 2 were sessured on the top 
of the metal frame in correspondence of the 
aupportlng points of the vessel containing the 
bearing and tnr ahaft. Probaoly the shift was 
due to a non linear pehevlou- of the structure; 
anyway the linear extrapolation to the seismic 
excitation amplitude waa eonservatlvs snd it 
el lowed to evsluats the degree of 9*f*ty of 
the plant. 

Inductive eceeleroaeters snd servoaccelero-
esters were used to seasure the response of 
the structure: they were put on vsrlous compo
nents. 

On the basla of CAeae aeaeure* some criti
cal points vere locsced and s nussriesl analy
sis was aads to evaluate the stresses In the 
ssfsty rslstsd components and which brought 
some aodlflcstlons to the aetal frase end to 
the piping. In particular two secondary very 
critical pipelines were removed and the suppor
ting aetel frama vea eiiffened at the bass. 

On the besls of these results the selsaic 
tests could be run in november 1992. 

4.2.2 Seismic tests - The following tests 
vers penwmed on the rig fulled with sodium 
and at the operating teaperatures 
- eine eweepu between 1 end 1J> lis; 
- ambient vibration investigation; 
• sciatic testa. 
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Iha alna sweep testa vara alaed to 
inveetlgote the natural frequencies and the 
dynealc bwhavluor of the plant In operating 
eondltlona. The Manures alan enabled ua to 
a* through tha aalaale testa. Tha taat procedo-
raa a«ra aiallar to those exposed in tha prs-
vlaua aacUon: tha eaplltude of tha accelera-
tlon van eontrollad at two different values 
of 0.1 g on* 0.2 g 1* •*"* dlffarant operating 
cenditiona. Acceleroaeters vara of Inductive 
type and they were aounted on apaclal ansa* 
in order to avoid thalr dannge by **• tenpers-
tura and heat casing; fro* tha filing valla. 
Tha fore* of excitation vna aanaurad uaing epe-
elal noun ting of atraln gauges for high tcape-
raturaa. 
• Tha investigation of aabient vibration vaa 

parfomad In order to evaluate the background 
nolae both froa electrical and fro* oaehanleal 
aourcaa. Moreover the evaluation of the noise 
due to the aodlun* pu*p and to tha blower* nade 
tt pooalbl* to conpara tha dynaalc behaviour 
of tno plant In operating conditions with that 
of the prellalnary testa. 

The aelanic testa, vara perfonsed reprodu
cing an acceleration tine hiatory eupplled by 
CZA. 

The conparlaen of the results between the 
preliminary tests (rig. 2) and the operating 
condition* (Fig. 3) ahove that the natural fre
quencies are lower In operating conditions. 
A direct coBpsrison of the excitation forces 
shows that tno presence of the sodlu* *sss Is 
•ore laoertant than the reduction of the piping 
stiffness due to high taaperature. 

The rotation of the shaft, however, st 
M O RFM does not change the excitation force 
by aors than 10%; that iaplies the absence »f 
a big gyroscopic Inertial effec. Moreover the 
change of the rotation speed of the shaft does 
not affect the natural frequencies of the teat 
rtg. Fro* the knowledge of the acceleration 
values end of the eeollflcation factors on the 
various parta of the plant It has been possible 
to calculate the stresses In tha eoaoonenta 
and to evaluate the degree sf safety of the 
plant during the aclasis tests. 

S. wTSUlTS 
» . l aotstlng atsesblr oporatlns featurea 

deterslnetlon - Hydrostatic bearing 
behaviour wee always very good in any oparstlng 
condition. Several starts at tare prsssurs. 
poffsrsod oven sl l l i sloping shot I showed thai 
rotor us* I asedlately centered (1/4 or 1/2 turn) 
ant, above a l l , without collisions. 
Scow shaft atop tests, sithuot pressure feed 
to hydrostatic bearing, confined that contact 
botween rotor and etator very rsrely occurred 
and, at any rate, I t did not cause any dosage 

to the concerned surface*. Contact occurred 
only when rotation epeed was very low. 

Furtheraora, the change of aodtua vlwcoai-
ty In the range 260*450 *C, didn't affect ev i 
dently rotor dfcpuaeaaeta. In Inverse abaft ro
tat ion, with noalnol pressure feed, no varia
tion occurred in hydrostatic bearing behaviuor. 

Meaaureaanta on higher gearbox gave the 
following results: 
- lubricating o i l leak flow-rate didn't 

exceed the values pointed out by the building 
f i r * . In bath aoeft rotation waya; 

- In noalnal operating conditions (sodlu* tempe
rature • 395 *C and shaft rotation 
spaed • 450 kTM) o i l teopersture settled at 
about 70*C; 

- In noalnal operating conditions and without 
ventilation (slsulatlng a cooler fan daaage) 
the U n i t af o i l teepcrature was reached after 
2" 40 ' ; 

- forced cooling was not necessary for rotation 
speed less than 300 aPM; 

- In inverse rotating tests, perforsed at d i f 
ferent speeds, luhriflestlng o i l teaperature 
and flow-rate occurred as in noraal rotating 
•ay: 

• vibration levels slways were very low. 
tests for reaching crit ical shaft speed 

confiraed thla value was higher than the pre
viously calculated one; Superphenix priaary. 
pu*p saxlaun speed was ouch lower than that. 

5.2 Endurance tests - Tlse endurance of 
rotating assembly was tested, subjecting the 
shaft to continuous starts ana stops in various 
aodlua teaperaturc conditions, pressure feed 
to hydrostatic bearing and slopes of teat sec
tion for about two aonths and for s total num
ber of 360 starts and stops. 

Repeated stresses didn't nedify the values 
of various characteristic parusecars; above 
a l l i t was encouraging to cheek that vibration 
level was stationary. Thia Beans that rotating 
parts underwent no abnormal daaage. 

9.3 Seteste tests - Seisatc tests widely 
qualified both plant and Superphenix puap rota
ting sat. 
Reference eceelerogre* for selsslc tests cor-
respons to calculated vslue in Superphenix 
resctor st hydrostatic bearing level In 
"Raxlaua Safety Earthquake" condition. 

In caae of "Standard Superpnem* Earthquake" 
Ihe pu*p eusl nul undergo uny dueuge, while 
In case of "aaxletie Safely tarthquaMe" I t oust 
slow down and stop for inertia. 

Two seta of tests vera carried out: each 
ties applying the acealerograa 20 seconds long 
with soplltudes increasing up to the value of 
• a/see 2 (70S of aa«l*us earthquake). This value 
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Tafela 1. Selaalc teata 

Daapening Pressure 
Sodiua aa to Pivoterle feed to 
teeoerature aaxiaua •peed hydrostatic 

eartttoafae baarlng 

3*5 "C - 12 da aso am 70 ana 
- 10 m m 

- e m m 

- • m m 

- a m • 
66 
52 
40 
30 
20 
10 
5 

200 *C 12 dft 490 « m 70 
10 m • 
6 •» P* 

• *» • 

4 » *• 
a* - 66 
* •» 52 
•» 350 40 
p» 305 33 
at 250 23 
• 200 16 
m 150 10 

van not exceeded for safety raaaona and exciter 
actuator power liait. Testa aada ara rapertad 
In Tabla 1. 

Tha flrat aat of testa began In noalnal 
oparatlnf conditio/-*; when tha value of 
6 e/eec* waa reached, prcsaura faad to hydro
static baarlng wo* raduead lovertng ao Ita 
atlffneee. Tula elaulated a heavier eartawake. 

Tha rseulta enow rotor aoveaent lndlpen-
danca fro» inducted excitation for praaaura* 
higher than 40 alio. At praaaura of * ana and 
•haft apaad of 450 RFN, a rotor dleplacencnt 
equal to 44* of hydroatatic baarlng elaaranea 
was oaaaurad. 

Tha aaeond aat of taata was rapraaancatlva 
of SuparpiMnls piatp true working because, ac 
tha aae* tie*, both hydroatatic baarlng praaau
ra and ahaft rotating apaad vara raduead fallo
wing tha prlaary puap characteristic eurva. 
Tha M S of claaranea was reached when apaad 
•aa raduead to 150 RPH corresponding to a pr»s-
auro of 10 aMa. Tha hydroatatie bearing response, 
related to this laat aerlea of tests, la ehovn 
la fig. 4. 

6. CONCLUSIOttS 
Teat r»g had a vary satisfactory behaviour, 

it is suitable to test reactor big eaaeabliea 
in aodluat. 
Furtharaera Ita poaaiblllty to aobject teat 
aatertals to aalaaie atraoaaa la Ita aoat in
teresting peculiarity. 

The seizure, occurred during the first 
taata la 1980 lnalde higher gearbox. was ascri
bed to there* 1 dleayasetrles produced In tha 
cowering gaa tone. Although these terse! dle-
ayaaetrles are ouch aaeller in Superphenlx, 
all the gearboxes were aodlfled and clearances 
enlarged. 

During the following' tests, rotating set 
behaviour always vaa satisfactory In all 
reactor operating eondltiona: normal, acciden
tal or m ether conditiona that do not occur 
in Superphenlx. 

Hence these testa proved good performance 
Superphenla prlaary puap rotating aat. 
Furthermore they brought aoae results that It 
•aa not poealbla to know otherviae: 
- shaft awveaent aaplltude in hydroatatic bea-
rtngj 

- hydroatatic bearing good behaviour in absence 
of prcoaure feed, particularly during start* 
and stops; 

- ta»p*relure of roller benrinr. und rotating 
aaala lubricating oil and evolution of these, 
temperature* »hen cooler fan daeege occurs; 

- the value of first critical bending velocity, 
higher than expected, anoved that foraer 
calculations were conservative; 

- aaiaaic response of oil rotating aaseobly 
ahooed that its atlffness was higher than 
the only hydrostatic bearing one; 

• tha Plveterle good conditiona, particularly 
of hydrostatic bearing covering, after a long 
aeriea of testa. 
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SEISMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS 0? EH-800 REACTOR PLANT 

Yilensky O.J., Zbukov V.V., Kaldalov V.B., S l l a j e v V.M., 
Tatar sirj J.N. 

PAPER NR. 3 
A3STHACT 

Calculation r e s u l t s of fas t neutron resctor plant BH-SOO 
se i sa l e s t a b i l i t y are presented. Data on calculat ion oethod v e r i 
f i cat ion on large-scale model are also given. 

1. Introduction 

Selsaic s t a b i l i t y i s one of the cost loportant requirements 

for reactor plant safety . As required by ex i s t ing design regula

t ions for nuclear power plant equipaent, i t s components oust be 

operable in case of earthquake with intens i ty up t o Design Basis 

Earthquake (DB5). I t i s provided by regulation of d i f ferent 

categories ' loads taking into account operational and sal sale 

e f fec t s coaibicetion. Kecess&ry c»lculat ional data for s e i s a i c 

s t a b i l i t y assessments were obtained by equipoent dynanlc enalys l s 

based on reference accelerograms or response spectrum. Considering 

that a reactor plant l a a complex multi-component structure, 

accuracy of se lsa lc s t a b i l i t y analysis greatly depends on cor

responding software developaent. Calculation method bas is and 

resul ts of seismic s t a b i l i t y study of EH-900 main in -vesse l 

equipment are presented in t h i s work. Comparison of calculat ion 

and experimental analys is re su l t s of complex model response 

accelerations i s also presented. 

Aa i n i t i a l earthquake parameters for EH-60O analysis were 

used accelerograms at the reactor vesse l support Bark corresponding 

to the s i t e with 6 ba l l s e l s a l c l t y by USK-64 s c a l e . 

2 , Calculation Method of Nuclear rV«sr Plant Equipoent 

" S^lsalc Stabi l i ty Analysis 

Dynamic analysis of seismic s t a b i l i t y of systems Kith 

degrees of freedoa f i n i t e niraber including non-linear systens 

at given arbitrary effect on support narks, osy be carried out 

with the help of numerical integration of d i f ferent ia l equations 

set 

[M]{'i) + {r) = - Y(t)lN){tos~) ( T ) 

where the right part represents th* Victor of distributing 
(active) forces of external action with absolute acceleration 
value <f ($},[rt)- inertia coefficients matrix, /c-Oi*J- operand 
vector for external lnortial action reduction to generalized 
coordinates direction (iireotlon cosine Victor). 

J pi - resultant vector of reactive forces arising in systa.n 
bonds cs a result of deforest Ion. 

Difference equations allow to express the Victor of relative 
accelerations of systea's paints at /C instar.t t'arou£h relative 
aioveaent vectors 

<**} *£* ((**„}-*{*J + U«-J <2) 

where A t - integration step for which all dysuls syates's 

characteristics may be considered es constant. 

{'X«HJ*{*K), {<V*-tJ ' r e l a t W * • " • « » * vectors 
for ,<V 1 • f • l<"~ t instants re-spectivaly. 

Substituting (3) in (1) one derives a set of independent 

algebraic equations for vector (X/trJ ) determination depending 



_ oa Sjstea s tate In curreatdaad l a preceding (K— i) instants . 

SoS of equations (3 ) numerical solution by step metool ,at given 
i n i t i a l conditions of uovsaents end speeds which are Introduced 
to the I n i t i a l systea by substitution 

allows to express vectors of system's points re lat ive movement 
for any instant of tlm-e. Raastlve forces j/^.» vector eleaeuts 
are calculated by analysing the deformed state of calculation 
model bonds and by measuring reactive forces values of said bonds 
directed along generalized coordinates. 

3 , Description of Calculation Model of Ell -300 
Beactor Plant 

Scc.'ipne&t, se l sa ic s tab i l i t y of which Is Investigated., 
nsy bf; predated by space an-i f i a t bar calculation models. 
Bar calculation models are dyriaaic systeas e l a s t i c bonds of 
which in coason casa are active at complex deforced s t a t e . 

Fast neutron reactor plant EH -SW i s of integral layout 
*'r:«.-re a l l In-ve iso l e-jul^ment (core elements, main c irculetorsi 
intermediate heat exchmgzrs, refuel l ing astrchanisn) i s located 
oa the support b-slt Inside th-e lqaktlght reactor vessel ( P i j . 1 ) . 
The reactor pls-^t calculation model i s a set of f l a t bar systems 
with generalized coordinates layins In syiaetry plane separately 
in three coordinates. Taking into account low-frequency nature 
of se i sa ic e f f ec t s ( 1 - 2 0 Kz) calculation models were bu i l t so 
that the systea naxlaal frequency was not higher than 120 Hz« 

Natural o s c i l l a t i o n s frequencies of the i -par t la l sy&ter. 
were determined by formula 

where (-it ~ r igid matrix diagonal element 
/n . • - inert ia coef f ic ient for 1-pei-tlol syjte*. 

A' - system's decree3 of freedom number. 
Reduced mess of part of the equipment locate 2 in fluid 

was deterulned taking into account coolant associated mass 

£ V * rtnf+P", , (5) 
where A/ - f luid mass displaced by israeraed part of equlp-o 
oent. fc - coeff ic ient de^endlnjj oa boundeX'.ess of f luid 
volume where equipment element 05clll.*tion3 t?.ks place. 
RigidneoS character is t ics of calculation .noiel s laat lc bo.-.d* 
ware deterailned by analj'ilng structure elements functlonins 
at a l l possible nodos displacements in the direction of given 
generalised coordinates. Bonding, torsional , tensile-covijress 
s tra ins were taken into account. Osci l lat ion ds/aplng r i t i o in 
metal.*01k *a3 accepted as 2:* of c r i t i c a l o.io. 

EH -BOO calculation models used for the plant 's se lsnic 
s t a b i l i t y assessment in vert ica l and horizontal directions 
are given la Pis-3 2 and 3 respectively. 

As i n i t i a l seismic e f f ec t s were taxes accelerojra.'r.s cor
responding to earthquake spectrum In n o l l i s t e r , Tashkent and 
S:jn-?rar.clsco. 



• . EH-200 Reactor Seisalc S tab i l i ty Assessaeat Results 

Calculation analysis resu l t s derived with the help of 
desc-ib-vi astfcod allowed to reveal the fol lovln^i 

- aoUoa parejaeters of studied dyi&aic systea during forced 
osc i l l a t ions (relat ive moveaeats, speeds and asce lerat loas) . 

- stressed-defoivied state of calculat ion model eieaents 
which i s aaxiaai during a l l e f fect period. 

Maxlasl response accelerations values ( in "g" fractions) 
la Uiin KH-500 reactor coapoaeuts (by three d irect ions: 
z - ver t i ca l , x, y - horizontal) are given in Table 1. Results 
specl:"yio.2 dyaaaic sys tea ' s motion parameters were used for the 
analysis of EH-SOO vessel internals sc l sn ic s t a b i l i t y . As an 
exazple, in Klg-s * aad 5 are platted i n i t i a l accelerograms on 
the reactor support oari arid responses of eose e lesents in vert ical 
ar.d horizontal direct ions . 

EH-900 re-actor equipment components strength was assessed 
on the bests of total s tresses froa operational and selsi i lc loads, 
Allo<i"ole 1-vsl for different s tress categories was deterialrcd 
deos i i ins on ej>:io:ient s e i s s l c s t a b i l i t y c l a s s . The resul ts Of 
such e i^ lys i s sho.'.si that the xost stressed eleaents are in ter -
a-fcJia'-e heat exchangers' attachaents. Substantial s tresses froa 
seismic ecfects arise also in reactor vesse l support s h e l l , sup
port belt ar.d interuediate heat e^char.ger. But reduced s tresses 
level in a l l iu-vossel equlp^e^t elements was not higher than 
was peraitted. 

5. Experimental Verification of Calculation Method 

Taking into account the d i f f icu l ty of the task of i u l t i -
-coapoaent structures seismic s tab i l i t y invest igat ion, the 
question of experimental ver i f icat ion of the used calculation 
methods la urgent- for t h i s purpose an experimental study of 
large-scale model behavior under complex kine=stlc disturbance was 
carried out. Testa were carried out on a model simulating integral 
reactor vesse l with internals using 6-directions vlbroplatfom 
with the following parameters* 

table s ize - 6 x 6 meters 
2 acceleration range - 0 . . . 25 « / s 

frequency range - 0 . . . 80 He 
load-carrying capacity - 500 lev 

Deforaatlor.s and accelerations ware monitored by resistance 
s train gases ar.d acceleroaeters located on the in-ves ol 
c l eaes t s and on the vesse l i t s e l f . As a result of hsraioalc 
loading t e s t s of the model were obtained i t s elea-i.its e-; . l i tuia-
-frequency data ar.d s tres s values. V.-.en test ing in accordance 
with given aecelero*rsns (occasional external action) racial 
e leaents responses in the form of tl.ae depecilj:.t accelerations 
aiid s tresses curves were obtained . As en I l lustrat ion in Table 2 
ere given calculation and experimental values of acc»leratlo- J 
In core and control and protection systen elea-j.-.ts. Th) inves t l -
gatloua sho.v that calculation resul ts are higher thtn experi
mental. Coolant (water) pressure in the model reduces accelera
t i ons maximum id case of occasional 
loading; In the highest degree th i s effect i s observed in vsrtlca 
direct ion. 



6. Conclusion 

In accor-Ji.-.cs with the carried out calculatlonal study 
of BH-SCO ta in equipment se l sa lc s t a b i l i t y , the most loaded 
ves-.el internals were determined. It was stated that the re
quirements of equipment strength and functional capabil i ty 
for case of D33 *ere net. 

Experimental ver i f i cat ion of the used calculation method 
on the Q'altl-coioonont ood^l showed soae cor.ser&tlveness of 
s a i l Jethod aad confirmed the correctness of ca lculat ions . 

Tibia 1 

Equipment 
eleaents 

Uaxlaal 
in 

Z 

Vessel 6upport Shell 0.03 

Support Bait o.oa 

Inlet Plenum 0.12 

Fuel Afseablios 0.12 

Main Circulating Ruips 0.O6 

Intermediate Heat 
Exchangers 
(upper tube sheet) 0.06 
(l3#er tube sheet) O.C«i 

Main Reactor Vessel 0.24 

Rotating Plug 0.«3 

Safety Vessel 0.03 

Biological Shield Rois O.Od 

Response Accelerations 
in "5^ fractions 

X 

0.33 

0.23 

0.3 

0.42 

0,26 

0 J4 
0. 46 

0. 52 

0 2d 

0 67 

0 5 

0.32 

0.26 

0.23 

0.5 

0.26 

0.4 
0.54 

0.43 

0.23 

0.67 

0.5 



Table 2 

A c c e l e r a t i o n Values l a "g" f r a c t i o n s 

Design C a l c u l a t i o n Experiment 
e l ea^nt 

C a l c u l a t i o n 

With Water Without Water 

- - - E f f e c t d i r e c t i o n 

V e r t i c a l Horizon
t a l 

V e r t i c a l Hor izon
t a l 

V e r t i c a l Horl son-
t e l 

Coatrol Rod and 
P r o t e c t i o n Sys ten 2 . 4 o 1 .35 1.<Xt 0 . 4 8 0 . 6 3 1 . 9 2 
Eleaent 

Cora Eleaaat 1 . 7 3 1 . 1 2 1.35 0 . 6 8 3.7 -

*tg . 1 . BtI-800 Reactor (longitudinal section along 
and heat exchanger a x i s ) . 

1 - vasaelj 2 - safety vassalj 3 - In le t plenuaj n - cor 
5 - «ain c irculat ing puapi 6 - heat exchangeri 7 - large 
rotat ing plugi 8 - central rotating column with control 
aM protection system's mecbanleasi 9 - upoer stationary 
shle ld i 10 - reruel l ing o>echanle«i 11 - aaall rotating 
p l u g . 



heat 
exchangers 
support shell 

rrrrrrm^rr^-rTrT-rry 
H< 

1 . . . 7 - gs.-ieraliied coordinates nuaoers 

Fig. 2. Calculatioa Scheae of EU-800 Reactor In Vertical 
Direction. 

blolog lea: shield 
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c irculat ing 
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safety vesse l 

fr 
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Interisedlate 
heat exchange 
support shell 

•aln , 
vesse l 

Sugport.jelt, 

support 
-V\v 

ring 

310 -537 
2 < 3 ~ I 9 | 

ss///'ss/////. 

support 
she l l 

T77"/7 

Fig. 3. Calculation Scheae of bH-SOO Reactor In Horizontal 
Direction 

1 ... 19 - generalized coordinates numbers 
31 - suction pips linei 33 - guide pipe line) 3} - friction 

eleaenti 34, 35 - stops with gapsi 36 ... 310 - friction 
•leaeots with gsps. 
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lnltlal effact accelerograms 
reaponce accelerogram of aasa 3 
(Inlet plemaa with fuel aeseabllea} 

fla;. *. Seiemlc Effect Accelerograms Along Vertical Axis Z, Holllater Type Scale. 

Initial effect accelerograma 
reaponce accelerogram of aaaa 4 

f , g # j (Inlet plenum) 
Pig. 5. Selsalc Effect Accelero^raaa Along Horizontal Axis T, Holllater Type Scale. 
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Accounting the seismic effect in M?p pipeline analysis. 

hatsepura H.P. ,S'igurina I.G., 
Chikucovn X.N. 

The design of buildings and structures for seismic 
rones should consider the seisaic effect intensity in bolls 
and earthquake recurrence interval.Those characteristics ire 
obtained frci the maps of seisaic zoning ot the US33 territory 
lor average grounds and are corrected considering the geological, 
conditions of the site.An earthquake intensity is estimated 
to the HSK - 64 scale. 

Two levels of seisoicity are established for I1PP: 
design earthquake (Dii) and aaxicmm design earthquake (t'.DE). 
D£ is an earthquake causing the maximum intensity shaking 
st the construction site for a 10(3 year period.HD£ is an 
earthquake causing the icaxiaua intensity shaking at the 
construction site for a K3(1<3<3 year period.To characterize 
tnen the ball system end a set of accelerograms are used. 

To choose the design accelerogram earthquake recordings 
adjusted to the site conditions are used.For the region of 
the Beloyarsk nuclear power plant (B1!FP) whore construction 
of a BK-dvd-reactor power unit is planned earthquake 
accelerograms shown in Tab.1 were used.On the basis of 
seisaicity zoning sap and specifying to the constructional 
standards for the particular grounds the following parameters 
of seisaic effects are accepted: D15 - 5 balls;HDE - 6 balls. 

for the analysis of floor accelerograms and the response: 
s-iectra of the building an analysis scbeae was adopted which 
was a vertical polymass system on the elastic base. 

The analysis of the response spectra was carried out 



Tot. i. 

Place Maximum design values,units "g" Place 

X y z 
Hollister 09.03.19^9 
Tashkent 04.07.1966 
Tashkent 29.06.1966 
Browly 25.01.1975 
San-Francisco 22.03.1957 

0.080 
«.dart 
0.050 
0.050 
0.080 

0.0*5 
0.053 

30.0*7 
0.046 
0.06* 

0.027 
0.032 
0.039 
0.020 
0.029 

for the attenuation factors 0.5!*, 3#, 754 with seven design 
levels from -4.8s to +42.7*. 

Jill the equipment and pipelines of a NFP are divided 
into two categories of seismic stability depending on their 
role in radiation safety provision. 

The equipment and pipelines,the destruction of which 
is a hypothetic accident,as well as the reactor vessels and 
process channels,irrespective of consequences of their destruc
tion,refer to the first category of seissaic stability.Also, 
equipment and pipelines,the rupture of which leads to the 
leakage of tho reactor core coolant,wnich cannot be eliminated 
by standard stop valves, and the equipment and pipelines in 
contact with tbe liquid metal coolant refer to the first category. 

For example,at the 3HPP the following systems refer to 
.the first category of seismic stability* 
- reactor with in-veasel structures; 
- mechanisms snd equipment of the primary circuit; 
- auxiliary systeas of the primary circuit; 
- equipment and pipelines of the secondary circuit with sodium 
coolant. 

The systems of the first catoaory of seismic stability 
snouid fully pj.tiati.ve their bcrviceability at P£ and provide 
safe reactor shutdown at HDfi; these systeas are desicned 
for combination of loads: U0C+D3; ilOC+HDB, where tlOC denotes 
normal operation conditions. 

The second citejory of seismic stability includes: 
- equipment and pipelines,not refsrred to tho first category, 
the destruction of which may lead to the leakage of the reactor 
core coolant; 

http://pj.tiati.ve


- equivwent and pipelines,the destruction of which results 
in the failure of one of the aafetj systems; 
- equipment and pipelines,the destruction of which results 
in interncdiate-and high-activity media release. 

At the B;.'PP the following pipelines refer to the second 
category: 
- systea of reactor gas heating; 
- vacuum treatment system. 

The second category systems should preserve the.vr 
serviceability at DE; they are designed for combined loads: 
H0C+D3. 

The BN'PP detail design was worked out at the lack of 
the single regulatory documents for this type of reactors. 
Therefore,pipeline seiaaic stability was estimated by a 
temporary approximated method within the frames of linear-
-s.sctral theory. 

According to this method,forces from seismic loads 
are ta'cen as equivalent to forces from mass loads applied 
in the direction of seismic effect.Therefore,frequency and 
mode of oscillations connected with the action of mass loads 
along all three coordinate axes are used in dynamic analysis. 

Strength evaluation is dove separately for each 
direction of seismic effect. 

The initial data for the analysis are: 

1/ geometric and operation parameters of pipeline; 
2/ rigidity characteristics of the supports; 
3/ response spectra at elevations of pipeline fixing.If 
the pipeline has several fixing points at different 
elevations the r.-action spectrum at the highest elevation 

of this pipeline fixing is accepted. 
4/ the results of static calculations for the effect of the 
internal pressure and dead mass. 

The calculations were performed in the following order: 
1/ Solving the problem of free oscillations is estimation 
of tho lowest natural frequency.In this case the system with 
<Ustributed parameters is replaced by the system of discrete 
masses connected between each other by elastic bonds; 
calculations are performed separately along three coordinate 
axes. 
?/ Estimating the stresses 6"mosj d u* to macs loadings for each 
direction of seismic effect separately.This category of stresses 
ia determined from the program of statical calculations at 
2ri C,internal pressure equal to zero and for the material 
elasticity modulus corresponding to the working teoperature 
of the pipeline wall. 

By these stresses seismic effect stresses CS^") are 
determined for each direction: 

where Q *u/,*) i a acceleration in "g" units at the pipeline 
fixing elevation at the lowest frequency of naturr.l oscilla-
tiousjit is determined on the response spectrum for the 
attenuation factor 2'jL. 

5/ Estimates are made of stresses in the pipeline elements 
with due regard for seisnic effects depending on the seismic 
stability and combination of loading factors / Tub.2/. 
4/ Check of the strength conditions of tha support structures 
with due regard for additional loads from seismic effects. 

To estimate additional forces on the equipment and 

stationary supports from pipelines statical calculation results 
arc used.Coefficients of equivalency of seismic loads to the 



I' 
T o 6 . 2 i 

Combination of loads and allowable stresses for equipment 
and pipelines. 

Circuit KXfect 
i'stiaated group of rtresa 
categories Allowable s tresses 

I 
NOC+MDa (G\ + (G)l 4.8 

I 

KOC+DS (€>) 2

 + (&)* 4.6 

fi MOC+D3 («). + (V? i.S 

Note: are stresses resulted from inner pressure 
and dead mass of pipeline. 

static ones are determined: 
-(g/)*ym.») 

For siring supports and to take account of shear rigidity 
we use; ^ _ 

la this case the additional seisnic load on the supports cor
responds to the forces resulted froa static loads in working 
conditions multiplied by respective coefficients.lt is assuzed, 
that forces froa seisnic loads coincide in the sign with forces 
froa static loads. 
5/ The conclusion is made of the pipeline strength. 

The particularity of UN reactor NPP pipelines is high 
temperature of the walls.In this connection, the need to 
compensate high temperature displaceaents leads to the pipeline 
elongation.tfe get flexible structures of low natural oscillation 
frequencies.As the estimation calculations show,such structures 
satisfy the strength conditions both with 02 and MD2,and 
additional'antiseisaic devices on the pipelines are not required 

At present " Calculation standards for the strength of 
equipment and pipelines of HPP" are in use,which aro also 
aolicable for other types of reactors as well as for ttPP 
with BN reactors.Following these stadaxds, the first category 
pipelines require dynaoic or linear-spectral analysis.Based 
on the linear-spectral theory,the SAS-82 ("ASTUA-SiSISM") theory 
is developed.The program allows to establish up to 2<3 natural 
frequences and oscillation modes,Calculation of stresses 
induced by seismic loads is perforoed for each natural frequency 
in each of the three directions. 

Because of the introduction of a new program the previous 
analysis of pipelines for seismic effects should be specified. 

http://coefficients.lt
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Abstract 

Typical LHFBR piping is characterized by elevated temperature and 
low pressure levels. Taking into account operational conditions 
only these characteristics demand Cor and allow flexible piping 
design. The overestiaation of the damage potential of seismic 
loading by e. g. improper failure criteria usually contradicts 
operational needs producing the known result of excessive "snub-
berism" and reduction of operational margins. 

As a matter of fact, due to its transiency seismic loading is 
essentially secondary provoking the natural design requirement 
ductility instead of stiffness and rigidity - i . e . exclusion of 
failure by strain control instead of stress control - and thus 
avoiding the LMFBR typical competition between operational needs 
and seismic qualification. 

The design requirement ductility needs judgement mechanisms, 
i. e. suitable load descriptions, allowed strain levels and 

- - strain evaluation tools. A simplified method for strain range 
estimation and the underlying basic ideas are roughly outlined. 
The status of verification and experience gained so far is 
described. The results achieved suggest that the qualification of 
piping based on ductility requirement controlled by strain 
criteria is not out of reach. 
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Introduction 

It is well known and often bemoaned that the seismic design 
on stress criteria basis especially In the case of LMFBR pip
ing interferes with operational conditions asking for flexi
bility rather than rigidity. On the other hand, due to tran
siency seismic excitation induces essentially secondary load
ing so that seismic resistancy could rely on the requirement 
"ductility" not necessarily in competition with operational 
needs. Therefore, it is not very astonishing that there are 
world wide efforts towards a better understanding of failure 
mechanisms due to seismic loading which this paper is in
tended to deliver a contribution to. 

Some Comments on the Secondary Character of Seismic Loading 
and the Significance of Ductility 

It is easy to understand that the work per unit mass done by 
a transient excitation must be finite. A typical primary 
load, e. g. dead weight, is potentially able to do infinite 
work on a structure which is not designed to withstand on a 
force or stress basis. In this sense seismic loads are se
condary, for a component built from ductile materials it is 
fairly obvious that the proof of seismic resistancy can be 
obtained by showing that the energy fed to the system can be 
absorbed without material failure, i. e. by the judgement of 
maximum strain. These facts are often interpreted in the fol
lowing ways there exists a "static-dynamic margin" which can 
be used to allow higher stresses or higher dampings. However, 
it is simple to see that such a margin does not exist in ge
neral and that therefore the design requirement "energy ab
sorption capability" or "ductility" needs special instruments 
for control. For the following example consisting of two ex
tremely trivial structures ideally elastic-plastic material 
is assumed. 



Structure l»Two truss elements of Ace* At and lengths It 
carrying a rigid mass • 

IfcP 
i 
I 
l—»ll|.rtl Ax < A 2 

Structure 2: One truss element of Area Aj and length lj 
carrying the rigid Mass • 

1 i m 1 m 

11 
m 

1 
*~"-l l l l 

1 

'•-1 
1 
1 —am 

The connection between the structures is described by the 
following equations: 

U> 

A A., 

Foe every choice of It, if only 1» is smaller than lj ( there 
exists a pair Aj, lj with Aj > A t so that the equation (2) is 
fulfilled. It is a simple task to establish the following 
statements. 

Due to equations (I), (2) and because of A) < A) the two 
structures cannot be distinguished with respect to 
force/displacement relation, so that the governing 

equations for the motion of mats m do not differ neither 
in the elastic nor in the plastic regime. 

Under the assumption of elastic material behaviour both 
structures reveal the same stress behaviour (equation (1) 
and Ai < A 2 ) . 

Nevertheless, it is clear that structure 2 is more ductile 
than structure 1. This can be measured by comparing the 
hysteresis work H,(t) dissipated by structure i as a function 
of strain range C > cy< 

W,(c> J, 
- _ . - ^ 0 * r | | - . 0 

or for given hysterisis work H the ratio of plastic strain 
ranges Cpi,j needed by structure i is evaluated to be 

M) J^- = 'mfivt-*0 

v > '• 

According (3) and M ) a static-dynamic margin does not exist 
in a general sense. The ductility of a structure must be 
identified explicitelv. 

Outline of a Method to Support Ductility Design 

The lesson learned from chapter 2 is that a design based on 
ductility requirements controlled by strain limitation, is not 
possible without special non-linear information about the 
component to be designed. Pull non-linear F(inite) E(lement) 
computations in the time domain - although in principle able 
to take into account all non-linear information ^WPItcitely -
are not useful to accompany a design process. There is a 



deeper reason for that than a acre effort argumenti a time 
history PE-coaputation (or a complete structure delivers one 
singular event. There is no possibility given 

to characterize the excitation, i. e. the class of time 
hisrories to be taken into account for ductility proofs 

to check a design measure in a manageable way. 

The straight forward remedy consists in an approach based on 
simplified substitute structures analogously to strengh 
design controlled by stress limitation. In this well known 
case the component is projected on a set of linear 1-DOF-
sy&tems connected together by a sttess auperimposition rule. 
To support the ductility design the substitutes must reflect 
the following phenomena: 

load limit leading to plastifying 

selectivity with respect to excitation time histories 

geometric hardening effects 

strain concentration or equivalently energy absorption 
capability in the plastic regime 

The example of chapter 2 shows that it is important that 
these phenomena are described by parameters dependent on 
strain, i. e. the failure relevant variable. It is felt that 
this principle is constituent for any substitute approach. 

The most simple structures revealing sufficient complexity to 
serve as substitutes consist of three massless truss elements 
of areas A» and length 1, carrying a rigid mass Ms 

l i i i •-H4-..-J • II • 

! 
I-»MIMIM llll—«J 

If elastic-plastic material is assumed these structures torn 
a four-paiamettle set R(u. p, •> v) with rtspect to strain 
answer < 

u « elastic natural frequency 

p » acceleration to induce unity stress 

s » geometric hardening coefficient 

v > volume coefficient 

I 
o 
I 

1*0 

^ ^ - — • " ^ i 
>it, l 7 " " / I 

1 

• • • • - ! . 

A.L.o (e-c I 
* I > r 

« - e 
'FklXlc) 

c ' > «U,I 



The scaning of s is obvious, v compares the actual hystaratic 
work with a normalized ampleness of hysteresis. 

Fundamental for the projection of a given component into the 
set R(u, p,s, v) is the concept of Quasistatic process. If ui 
is a natural frequency and *>, the correspondant node shape 
induced by the force distribution Pi, than the quasistatic 
process 0 - oF, in ^-direction is defined to be a force time-
history t •• f(t)Fi so that 0 < f(t) is arbitrarily snail and 
max f|t) * a. Especially 0 • 04 (C)Fi is the process to induce 
the strain c within the component. 

The quasistatic processes 0 -• a, (C)Fj deliver functions 

ate I ~ 
c-»i(c)= - ^ 

« i 
— I c J 

t -• v (O = 
<- - Do* (elu1 

( • » < 

Here I M C ) is the energy dissipated by the process. s,(t) and 
Vi(e) can easily be shown to generalize the concepts of s and 
v. If now p is defined to be the acceleration delivering unity 
stress within the component assuming RSS-superimposition of 
modal stresses, then there is defined a projection 

Component-• (c.u l-*K(f.u,sU),v U) 

For C the allowable strain rang* and for a given excitation 
the maximum strain rang* experienced by a substitute 
R (p, uj, Si(C), *i(C)) is an estimation of the maximum strain 
range experienced by the projected component. Non-linear 
computations for the whole component are restricted to be 
quasistatic while time history computations are only 
necessary for the substitutes. 

Status of Verification. Experiences 

The methodology outlined in chapter 3 has been checked 
against non-linear FE computations of simple structures 
(2 OOF-Systems, geometrically simple piping arrangements), 
experiments and computations on a one inch piping configu
ration carried out by Westinghouse Hanford Company (U.S. 
Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC06-76FF02170) and two 
of a serie of seismic experiments carried out by KWU (Kraft-
werk Union) on a geometrically complex piping system consist
ing of DN 100 main and DN SO branch piping. In all cases the 
strain range estimation has been conservative with a maximum 
overestimation factor of 2. Most experience could be gained 
by the recalculation of the two KWU-experimentst 

KWU-Experiment 
V57 (Korinth TH) 

KWU-Experiment 
V7B (Konvoi TH) 

Linear elastic 
Stress (Response 
Spectrum) 

4.6 uy 5.0 oy 

max. strain 
range, ANSYS 
computation 

0.90 t 0.90 % 

max. strain range 
measured 

1.2 % 0.75 \ 

max. strain range 
estimated (chap
ter 3) 

1.8 % 1.3 % 



The computational effort for strain estimation needed for the 
recalculation of aaxiaua strain range using the substitute 
approach amounted to 2 to 3 times the effort for a response 
spectrum calculation of stresses. 

S Conclusions 

Although there remain open questions especially with respect 
to excitation characterization and material properties the 
mehodologies developed and experiences gained so far suggest 
that the seismic qualification of piping based on ductility 
requirements controlled by strain criteria is not out of 
reach. Although the computational effort will naturally rise 
the benefit with respect to a better balance between opera
tional and seismical design is worth further development and 
completion. A synopsis of German Efforts to support the ade
quate LNFBR-piping design is contained in "Nucleac Engineer
ing and Design 96 (1986)". 
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abstract 

The heat transport system pipings of the prototype LMFBR 
"MONJU" are thin walled pipings with large diameter and are 
supported by pipeclamps and mechanical snubbers, therefore 
the piping system may have nonlinear dynamic characteristics 
during a seismic event due to gaps in the support structures 
and local deformation of the thin walled piping. For this 
reason it is necessary to develop an equivalent linear 
modelling method for these structures in order to apply the 
response spectrum method which is generally adopted as the 
seismic analysis method at present to these system. 

Vibration tests were performed using full scale models 
for pipe supporting structures of the primary heat transport 
system piping and a 1/4 scale model piping system for the 
hot leg piping system of the prototype LMFBR "MONJU". The 
purpose of these tests was to investigate the effect of 
nonlinear characteristics of a pipe supporting structure with 
gaps on pipe vibration behavior experimentally and analytically. 



As a result of these tests and analyses, it was clarified 
that the nonlinear characteristics of a pipe supporting 
structure with gaps could be represented by the equivalent 
linear support stiffness. Therefore the equivalent linear 
modelling method could be applied to the primary heat trans
port system piping of the prototype LMFBR "MONJU" as the 
design analysis for licensing. 

1. Introduction 
The Japanese prototype LMFBR "MONJU" (loop type LMFBR, 

280MWe) is now under construction at Turuga, Japan. Almost 
every permission of its construction have been issued by the 
lisencing authorities, and the public works, the construction 
works and the fabrication of the main components including 
the Primary Heat Transport System (PHTS) pipings are in progress 
on schedule aiming at the criticality in Oct. 1992. 

The liquid metal pipings of MONJU, especially the PHTS 
pipings, are relatively thin walled and flexible, compared 
with the LWR pipings which are fundamentally rigid against 
high internal pressure being main factor for the structural 
design. This is because steady and transient thermal stresses 
are governing factor for the structural design of LMFUR pipings 
and the internal pressure of LMFBR is not so high as that of 
LWR is. Shown in Table 1 are design condition of the PHTS 
pipings of MONJU. On the other hand, the stiffness of the PHTS 
piping should be sufficiently high relative to a peak value of 
the floor response spectra from the seismic design viewpoints. 
Therufore the design of the PHTS pipings, together with the 
pipe supporting structures, requires considering compatibility 
of both stiffness for seismic loadings and flexibility for 
thermal loadings. Fig.1 shows schematic view of MONJU PHTS 
pipings. The pipings are arranged to secure flexibility by 
making use of elbow pipings and the dead lead of which is 
supported by the constant hangers and the rigid struts. There 
are many mechanical snubburs and rigid struts attached to the 
pipings to secure stiffness during a seismic event. 



A cross sectional view of a typical pipe supporting structure 
for the MOMJU PUTS pipings is shown in Fig.2. The PHTS pipings 
are thin walled piping with large diameter and are supported 
by pipeclamps and mechanical snubbers, therefore the piping 
system may have nonlinear dynamic characteristics during a 
seismic event due to gaps in the support structures and local 
deformation of the thin walled pipings. 

Vibration tests and corresponding analyses were performed 
using full scale models for pipe supporting structures and a 
1/4 scale model piping system for the hot leg piping system 
of the MONJU PHTS to investigate nonlinear dynamic charateristics 
of the pipe supporting structure and to develop a design method 
for these structures. The design method developed has been 
applied to the MONJU PHTS pipings for licensing, and the per
mission of its construction has been already issued by the 
licensing authorities. The fabrication of the MONJU PHTS 
pipings is in progress now. 

This paper presents the results of the vibration tests and 
corresponding analyses on the model pipings described above 
and the design method for MONJU PHTS pipings. 

2. Seismic tests and analyses 
2.1. Vibration tests on PHTS pipe supporting structures 
2.1.1. Objectives 

Experimental and analytical investigation of MONJU PUTS 
pipe supporting structures were performed in 3 steps, Test 
(I), (II) and (III) shown in Table 2. 

The objectives of each step are as follows. 

Test lit and 1111 Stiffness tests 
(1) To obtain static and dynamic stiffnets of nonlinear 

pipe/clamp structures with gaps. 
(2) To develop nonlinear FEM models which represent 

pipe/clamp structures with gaps. 
Test {III) Vibration tests 
(1) To investigate effects of nonlinear characteristics 

of pipe supporting structure on vibration behavior 
of piping system experimentally and analytically. 

2.1.2. Teste and analyses procedure 
II) Stiffness tests 

Fig.3 shows a model clamp which has 32 inch I.D. equal to 
the hot leg and the cross over leg piping diameter. The test 
apparatus used for the stiffness tests is shown in Fig.4. 
As shown in Fig.S, the pipe/clamp was mounted in a test 
fixture which was designed so that static and dynamic loads 
could be applied to the clamp lug horizontally. 
(2) Analyses for stiffness tests 

Analyses to simulate the stiffness testa were performed 
using the analysis model which included the clamp, coupling 
bolts and the pipe. The computer code MARC was used for this 
analysis. Shown in Fig.6 is analytical model for the clamp 
and the pipe in which "curved quadrilateral thick shell element 
(Element 22) and "nonlinear gap element" (Clement 12) shown in 
Fig.7 were used to represent gaps and friction between the 
clamp and the pipe. Initial gap caused by machining tolerance 
and locking force of the coupling bolts to calculate contact 
load between the clamp and the pipe were considered in this 
model. 



(3) Vibration test^ 
Shown in Fig.B is the test apparatus for Test (III). Tie 

same clamp as used in Test (1) and (II) was installed on the 
center of a ISm long pipe filled with water. Both ends of 
the pipe were fixed and the weight was supported by two 
hangers. As shown in Fig.9, the pipe/clamp could be excited 
by an actuator through the mechanical snubber between then 
to perform two kinds of vibration tests, that is to say, 
sweep tests and transient response tests. Sweep tests were 
carried out to investigate basic frequency response character
istics of the pipings with nonlinear supports, efficient 
support stiffness and damping factor. These experimental 
results were utilized to develop the equivalent linear model
ling method used in frequency response analyses. Transient 
response tests were carried out to obtain verification data 
for nonlinear and equivalent linear time history analyses. 
(4) Analyses for vibration tests 

The computer codes SAP IV and MARC were used for frequency 
response analyses and time history analyses respectively. 
The analyses models shown in Fig.10 were common but support 
spring characteristics were different in these two methods. 
The user subroutine USPRNG of the computer code MARC was used 
to represent nonlinear support stiffness caused by the pipe/ 
clamp gap and the mechanical snubber lost motion. The model 
was formulated using beam elements, and the end effect of the 
piping was modelled by rotational springs defined by the static 
load test. 

2.1.3. Results 

(1) Results of stiffness tests and corresponding analyses 
Fig.11 and Fig.13 show typical stiffness curves with good 

agreement between the tests and the analyses. Linear character
istics of the load versus displacement curves with large stiff
ness were obtained when the clamp was fit tightly on the pipe 
by the coupling bolts preload. On the other hand, the pipe/ 
clamp gap made the stiffness smaller bacause the clamp touched 
on the pipe locally. In addition to the static load tests, 
the dynamic tests were carried out In the frequency range of 
3 to 30 Hi. However no frequency dependence of the pipe/clamp 
stiffness was observed. 
(21 Results of vibration tests and corresponding analyses 

Fig.13 shows typical resonance curves obtained from the 
frequency response analyses, Thr»e vibration modes at resonance 
frequency fp, fc and fs are considered as shown in Table 3. 
From the viewpoint of the 'practical design, the second mode 
fc is most important because in this mode the pipe and the 
support structure behave as a coupled system. Although this 
mode was observed as a antiresonance mode. The effective 
linear support stiffness Kef and the damping factor f.c could 
be defined from the resonance curves. These values were applied 
to the frequency response analyses and the analytical results 
agreed well with the experimental results. As shown in Table 4, 
Kef could be defined using the resonance curves and the eigen 
value analyses, while linearized stiffness K/ could be defined 
from the static load test in Test (I) and (II). Fig.14 and 
Fig.IS show the comparison between Kef and K/, and good agree
ment between them could be obtained. Fig.16 and Fig.17 show 
damping factor <c at the second vibration mode fc. (c was 



larger than 4* in any case, when tha mechanical snubber was 
not included in tha support structure, (c shows maximum value 
at particular load level as shown in Pig.16. But tha effect 
of mechanical snubber made the maximum value indistinctive 
as shown in Fig.17. 

Fig.It shows typical results of the transient response 
tests and the corresponding analyses. Two nonlinear models 
and one linear model were used to represent the support 
structure containing a pipe/clamp gap and mechanical snubbeer 
lost motion. Formulations of nonlinear spring models are 
shown in Fig.19. Judging from Fig.18, simply nonlinear one 
spring model has enough accuracy obviously. In the case of 
.he linear time history analyses, the equivalent linear 
modelling method could not always show sufficient validity. 

2.2. Vibration tests on 1/4 scale model piping of MONJU PUTS 
2.2.1. Objectives 

Vibration tests on 1/4 scale model piping of MONJU PHTS 
and the corresponding analyses were performed under several 
test conditions. 

The objectives of these tests and analyses are as follows. 
(1) To investigate the vibration behavior such as natural 

frequency, vibration mode and damping factor of the 
complexly arranged piping supported by mechanical 
snubbecs. 

(2) To investigate validity of adopting the response spectra 
method to these piping system. 

2.2.2. Tests and analyses Procedure 
(1) Vibration tests 

Sweep tests, vibration tests and transient response tests 
were performed using 1/4 scale model, 6B piping, of tha hot 
leg piping system of MONJU PHTS. The configuration and the 
dimensions of the model piping is shown in fig.20. As shown 
in Fig.20, both ends of the modal piping were fixed to the 
rigid frame on a shake table. Dead load of the piping was 
supported by constant hangers arranged in the same way as tha 
actual MONJU piping system. Mechanical snubbers were attached 
to the model piping system, but arrangement of then was in
consistent with that of the actural MONJU piping system. 
The model piping was filJjd with water and wrapped by thermal 
insulator in soma cases. 
(2) Analyses for vibration tests 

Frequency response analyses and response spectra analyses 
were performed using FEN computer code ANSYS. Fig.22 shows 
analysis model for the piping system. The mechanical snubbei* 
wore modelled by the equivalent linear springs decided by the 
dynamic stiffness of the mechanical snubber. 

2.2.3. Results 
Damping factor of the piping system obtained from the 

transient response tests shown in Fig.2J shows the tendency 
to become large as the number of the mechanical snubbers 
increases and damping factor for the horizontal 1st mode is 
about 3 to 10s in the case that nine mechanical snubburs are 
attached to the model piping system. 

Shown in Fig.24 is the natural frequency of the model 
piping with good agreement between the tests and the analyses. 
The resonance curves for sweep-up and sweep-down sinuisoidal 



waves are shown in Fig.25. Some differences of the natural 
frequency were observed between sweep-up test result and 
sweep-down test result because of the nonlinear charateristics 
of the pipe supporting structures. Fig.26 shows the node 
shape when tine mechanical snubbers were attached to the 
piping system. 

Fig.27 shows distribution of stress intensity on the each 
e"ww pipe obtained from the vibration tests under the artificial 
earthquake wave and the corresponding response sp-ctra analyses 
with 1% and 10% damping factor. Compared with both results, 
distribution of stress intensity cotained from analyses has the 
similar tendency to that of experiment. 

Validity of the equivalent linear modelling method for the 
mechanical snubbers could be confirmed by the results of these 
tests. 

3. Design Method of HONJU 
As described in Chap.2, the equivalent linear modelling 

method can be used to represent the pipe supporting structure 
containing a pipe/clamp gap and a mechanical snubber. But the 
equivalent linear support stiffness depends on the reaction 
force or the relative displacement of the pipe supporting 
structure including mechanical snubber lost motion which comes 
from mechanical play. Therefore the equivalent linear support 
stiffness initially assumed may be different from the resultant 
stiffness calculated by the reaction force or the displacement 
obtained from the response spectrum analysis. 

Owing to this problem, iterative calculation should be 

required to decide the equivalent linear support stiffness 
exactly and to select the mechanical snubbera with adequate 
capacities for the piping system. 

The iterative calcuation should be performed in following 
steps. 
(1) Capacity selection for mechanical snubbers. 
12) Load vs. displacement curve determination. 
(3) Initial value assumption of the equivalent linear 

support stiffness. 
(4) Response spectrum analysis. 
(5) Convergence judgement on the equivalent linear support 

stiffness. If not converged, return to step (3). 
(6) Capacity evaluation for mechanical snubbers. If not 

satisfied, return to step (1). 
(7) Stress analyses for dead load, thermal load and earth

quake load. 
(6) Stress evaluation. 

Shown in Fig.28 is the flow diagram of this iterative calculat 
The equivalent linear support stiffness Keq was determined 

follows. 
F 

where <5, is mechnical :;nubber lost motion (half amplitude) 

o, is F/(*£) 

F is reaction force obtained from response spectrum 
analysis. 

Ki> (i-1) is clamp stiffness 
Ki (i-2) is support frame stiffness 



Ki, (lOl is efficient stiffness of Mechanical snubber 
Keq is equivalent linear support stiffness 

Mechanical snubber lost notion <5, and efficient stiffness of 
mechanical snubber Xk liO) can be determined as a result of 
probablistic survey on a few hundreds of Mechanical snubbers 
and clamp stiffness KL (isl) can be determined from the stiff
ness tests on clamps described in Chap.2. Support frame 
stiffness KL (t-2) can be obtained by 30 TEH analyses. 

Iterative calculation for the equivalent linear support 
stiffness Keq should be continued until the ratio of calculated 
stiffness to assumed stiffness becomes nearly 1.0 at each 
mechanical snubber. 

4. Conclusion 
Vibration tests and corresponding analyses were performed 

using full scale models for pipe supporting structures and 
1/4 scale model piping system for the HONJU PHTS to investigate 
nonlinear characteristics of pipe supporting structures and to 
develop a design method for these structures. As a result of 
these tests and analyses, the equivalent linear model1ling 
method was developed to adopt the response spectrum analysis 
to the pipings with nonlinear characteristics and it could be 
applied to the aseismic design of the HONJU PHTS pipings for 
licensing. 
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PIPING SEISMIC FRAGILITY TESTS 

1. ABSTRACT 

Three piping systems have been recently tested to failure 
at the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC) seismic test 
facility. These tests were sponsored by the U. S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (Ni!C) In response to a recommendation from 
the Seismic Design Task Group of the U. S. NRC Piping Review 
Committee and by the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE). The 
objective of the tests was to investigate the ability of 
representative nuclear piping systems to withstand high level 
dynamic seismic and other loadings. The levels of loadings 
achieved during seismic testing were more than an order of 
magnitude greater than usually specified for Safe Shutdown 
Earthquake (SSE's) of contemporary nuclear power plants. Based 
on the failure data obtained, it was concluded that nuclear 
piping systems are able to withstand much larger seismic loads 
than currently permitted by design criteria in existing codes 
and standards. The piping systems were representative of Light 
Water Reactor (IWR) designs, three to six Inches in diameter, 
and two of them were pressurized. The piping system failures 
were locallied ruptures attributable to ratchetting and fatigue. 
The systems did not collapse and did not lose functionality 
prior to failure. The purpose of this paper Is to describe the 
test facility, test articles and test results and to comment on 
potential application to. and testing of. Liquid Hetal Reactor 
(LHR) piping. 

2. INTRODUCTION 
Nuclear power plant piping systems are currently designed 

to resist high level dynamic loadings such as earthquakes by 
conservative analysis methods and criteria. In particular, 
internal forces and moments due to seismic loads are determined 
by linear elastic analysis and the resulting stresses at each 
cross section of the piping system are evaluated as primary 
stresses In accordance with Section III of the ASHE U*PV Code 
(ASHE Code). This design practice prevents the overall collapse 
of piping systems but Is too conservative in that It Ignores the 
potential Increased load capacity of typically highly redundant 
piping systems where the material ductility permits load 
redistributions, energy dlstlpatlon, and frequency shifts due to 
Inelastic behavior. 

The Seismic Design Task Group of the U. S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Piping Review Committee has 
recommended that, In view of the limited data base of piping 
failures, test research programs for verifying seismic design 
margins and Identifying failure modes 1n nuclear power plant 
piping should be supported by the NRC, Ref.fll. The need for 
these programs was Identified by the Seismic Design Task Group 
of the Piping Review Committee during a comprehensive review of 
NRC piping requirements as part of an ongoing effort to Improve 
the reliability of piping In nuclear power plants. The Seismic 
Design Task Group found during Its consideration of overall 
Jesign margins that the achievement of an optimum balance among 
all factors affecting piping design was made '.Ifficult because 
of a lack of real failure Information for piping, particularly 
for seismic loads. 

The Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), a 
Department of Energy (DOE) laboratory operated by Rockwell 
International near los Angeles, California, has designed a 
system to meet seismic fragility testing needs. ETCC's Seismic 
Fragility Test System (SFTS) was designed and built for 
destructive testing of nuclear power plant components and 
structures. Its large displacement and high velocity capability 
can generate large acceleration loadings in the low frequency 
range generally associated with seismic events (3-10 Hz), and 
the multi-table support capability enables testing of large, 
complex, structural shapes at these same high levels. 

To date, three piping systems have been tested. The first 
test article was a 3-1n (In « 2.54 cm) unpressurlzed pipe loop. 
This test was sponsored by DOC to demonstrate that ETEC had an 
operational facility for running seismic fragility tests and to 
provide Insight Into the seismic design margins. The second, 
and by far the most thoroughly documented test, was a 6-in 
pressurized pipe loop sponsored by the USNRC. The most recent 



test, also • 6-In pressurized pipe loop sponsored by the USNRC, 
Mas supported by a prototypic spring banger and contained an 
actual raotor operated valve In addition to simulated valve 
weights. 
3. TEST FACILITY 

ETEC's SFTS has four «ajor subsystems: 1) shaker 
tables/seismic Mass; 2) energy storage; 3) hydraulic power 
supply; and 4) digital computer control. The systeM was built 
around existing fac i l i t ies and equipment, which Included a 20-
by 40-ft ( f t - 0.3048 M) load reaction floor (selSMlc mass) and 
a gaseous nitrogen storage system. 

3 .1 . Shaker tebles/selsMlc Mass 

The SFTS has four uniaxial (horizontal), hlqh performance, 
Independently controlled shaker tables that can be Mounted 
wherever needed on the 20- by 40-ft selSMlc f l o e Single or 
Mul t i - tab le support of large test a r t ic les Is possible. 
Synchronous table control on large structures can slMulate 
loadlnqs achievable with one larqe table, without the extra 
hydraulics needed to drive the Massive structure. In addition 
non-synchronous Inputs can be applied to structures or piping to 
simulate realistic operating conditions. 

Design performance limits of the system are summarized In 
Table I and Fig. 1 . The high velocity and large stroke 
capability make the system uniquely suited for seismic f ragi l i ty 
testing. 

TABLE I 

Seismic Fragility system performance limits 

1 
Number of tables I 4 

I 
Stroke (in • 2.54 cm) I 16 

I 
Maximum velocity (1n/sec • 2.54 cm/sec) I 2S0-30O 

I 
Design acceleration (g) I 30-40 

I 
Design payloed/teble (It » O.AM kg) I 7SO 

I 
Maximum load/table (lbf 4.45 N) I 50,000 
Frequency range (Hz) I 0-60 

I 

3.2. Energy storage system 
The energy storage system consists of 12 30-gal (gel»3.785 

litre) piston accumulators that ere manifolded to deliver 
hydraulic fluid to the Kbits,.and a 3200 psl (pil • 
t.»4xl03pa), 1100 ft J (ft3*?.A31xl0-<m3) gaseous nitrogen (CN 2) supply system to pressurize the accumulators. The large volume 
GN? supply permit» complete blowdown of the piston accumulators 
and greatly reduces the required number of standard bladder-type 
accumulators. If energy storage ware not utilized, a 2000 hp 
(hp«746W) pump/motor assembly would be required to each table to 
operate at maximum output, The current design requires only 10 
hp to recharge the accumulators. 
3.3. Hydraulic power supply 

The hydraulic power supply provides pressurized M tj the 
24 table bearings (six pairs per table) from a 75 hp motor/pump 
assembly. A second pump is used to fill the accumulators prior 
to test startup. A reservoir Is used as a return for the 
actuator assemblies and recirculation for the bearings. 
3.4. Olgltal computer control system 

The microcomputer-based control system 1s the brain of tht 
SFTS. The system provides table control and real-time data J 
acquisition for dynamic testing. Tables can be controlled N Independently or synchronously with user-defined time history «-
displacement functions. > 

The control system matches test spectra with required 
response spectra using a procedure which Involves calculation of 
a time history acceleration function from the given spectra, the 
double Integration of this function to determine displacement 
time history, and appropriate manipulation of the control signal 
Input. 
3.5. Oata acquisition 

The SFTS digital data acquisition system (OOAS) supplements 
data recoroed by the digital computer control system. Up to 100 
additional channels of test data can be recorded. 

Data acquisition for pipe f r a g i l i t y testing has two 
technology Issues not usual ly encountered In selsaic 
qualification testing: 1) measurements of large displacements 
and 2) measurements of large stra ins. Methods have been 
developed which have provided re l iab le data up to a-1n 
displacement and 100,000 mlcrostraln. A key problem In strain 
measurement 1s specimen heating and degradation of the strain 
gauge bond. 



4. TEST ARTICLES AND TEST RESULTS 
4.1. 3-In Diameter piping system demonstration test 

The Initial checkout of the test facility was performed 
using • 3-1n diameter, schedule 40, unpressurlzed piping system, 
shown in Fig. 2. The primary objective of this test was to: 1) 
demonstrate system performance; 2) develop and verify test 
procedures, and 3) evaluate Instrumentation techniques and 
procedures. A secondary objective was to demonstrate the 
ability to fall piping under high level dynamic losing. 

The piping system (test article) consisted of SI ft of 
3-In diameter (schedule 40) carbon steel (A-106 Gr B) piping and 
components. Materials of construction and fabrication of the 
test article were in accordance with ASHE Code, Section III. 
Class 1 requirements. Instrumentation Included 8 accelerometers 
and 6 strain gauges (3 locations). 

The unpressurlzed pipe system was filled with oil to 
simulate fluid Inertlal effects. The test article was subjected 
to the following three levels of seismic Input (Fig. 3): 

Low level seismic load - 5 g nominal ZPA* 

Intermediate level seismic load - 14 g nominal 2PA 
High level seismic load - 30 g nominal ZPA 
Following the successful completion of seismic test series 

(no structural failure) three low-level, limited cycle (constant 
displacement) harmonic inputs were applied. Following the 
successful completion (no structural failure) of the low level 
Input series, the following harmonic Input load was applied: 

6.0 Hz. +_25 g, +.7.5 Inches, 4-6 cycles 

*ZPA * Zero Period Acceleration 

Failure occurred in the tee (Fig. 4) during this 6.0 Hz 
sine burst Input. A cursory examination of the failed component 
Indicated a brittle or fatigue failure In the crotch area 
accompanied by local structural collapse. The exact sequence of 
events leading to failure (which came first, collapse or 
fatigue?) cannot be determined at this time. 

The test demonstrated the ability of the test system to 
withstand a seismic input greater than that predicted to cause 
failure; analysis predicted failure would occur at 20 g - the 
test article did not fail at a 35 g ZPA Input level. The 35 g 
maximum test level (30 c nominal) corresponds to 6 times the 
ASHE Code Section III level 0 allowable value. Test results 
also Indicated strain controlled failure rather than load 
controlled failure as assumed for pretest failure predictions 
and by ASHE design criteria. 
4.2. 6-1n Diameter piping system feasibility test 

This test has been comprehensively documented 1n Ref. (21. 
The following discussion Is taken from a summary In that report. 
4.2.1. Test article 

The piping system utilized In the test (test article) , 
consisted of some 48 ft of 6-1n diameter and 17 ft of 3-1n y, 
diameter carbon steel (A-106 Gr B) Schedule 40 piping and piping to 
components and included a simulated valve assembly. The oo 
construction, including support locations, of the test article, • 
was in accordance with both the NRC requirements and ASHE Code 
Section III Class 1. Instrumentation included 6 accelerometers, 
30 strain gauges at 18 locations and 1 pressure transducer and 
provisions to measure test article permanent set. The test 
article installation is shown In Fig. S. 
4.2.2. Test conditions and results 

During testing, the test article was Internally 
pressurized at 1000 psi and was to have been subjected to the 
following three levels of dynamic seismic loads: 

Low level seismic load: 5 g nominal ZPA 
Intermediate level seismic load: 14 g nominal ZPA 
High level seismic load: 25 g nominal ZPA 

A comparison of the programmed and measured response 
spectra for the intermediate level seismic test is shown in 
Fig. 6. 



The load levels were selected on the basis of the 17.1 g 
ZPA level predicted by ETEC (and later corroborated by Hanford 
Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL) to cause failure of 
the test article and previous ETEC experience gained during 
prior similar testing of the 3-tn diameter piping system. 
Provisions were also made to conduct the following sequence of 
three sine burst tests following seismic testing if failure of 
the test article did not occur during the seismic tests: 

Sine burst - 4 Hz: 8 cycles of +7 In maximum 
displacements' 

Sine burst - S Hz: 11 cycles of ±7 In maximum 
displacements ~ 

Sine burst - 6 Hz: 7 cycles of ±7 1 n maximum 
displacements ~ 

Three sine burst tests were to be repeated sequentially 
as necessary to cause failure of the test article If failure did 
not occur during the seismic tests. 

Failure (I.e.. rupture) of the test article did not 
occur during seismic testing. However, a 2-in wide 
circumferential bulge Indicative of ratchettlng was observed 
following the high level (30 g actual ZPA) seismic test in a 
vertical leq of the test article. The bulge was located In a 
straight pipe section some 2 to 3 In above a welding neck flange 
at an anchor location. Subsequently, failure occurred during 
the second sine burst test. Rupture occurred In the previously 
observed circumferential bulge during the 6th of the planned 11 
cycles of maximum displacement of the 5 Hz harmonic Input. 
Failure resulted from a 300° circumferential break in the bulge; 
a classic double-ended guillotine break was avoided with prompt 
termination of testing. F1g. 7 shows the failure location. 

Subsequent to failure of the test article, post-test 
examinations were conducted. These examinations Included 
visual, metallographlc and scanning electron microscope 
techniques. 
4.2.3. Test conclusions 

Based on test results, conclusions regarding the 
previously stated objectives are as follows. 

4.2.3.1. Test to failure 
Although the 6-1n piping system did not fall during 

seismic testing at loading levels In excess of that predicted to 
cause failure, the test demonstrated the feasibility of testing 
to failure using sine burst tests. However, In retrospect. It 
was felt that failure under seismic loadings could have been 
achieved by subjecting the piping system to either: (1) an 
Increased level of seismic loading with ZPA of approximately 50 
g, or (2) repeated application of the 26 g ZPA seismic loading. 
4.2.3.2. Characterization of dynamic response 

The tests demonstrated the increasing resistance of 
the piping system to respond to Increasing levels of seismic 
loadings. This characteristic was exhibited by the peak 
acceleration or amplification observed during testing. Strain 
gauge data Indicated that Inelastic straining occurred In the 
highly stressed elbows and straight pipe 1n the failure zone 
during high level seismic testing. Based on test results, 
estimated system equivalent viscous damping for the seismic 
tests were between 1-61, 3-121 and 13-22X for the low, 
Intermediate and high level seismic tests, respectively, and 19% 
for the 4 Hz sine burst test. 

4.2.3.3. Failure mode 
Failure of the test article was attributed to 

Incremental ratchettlng due to the Internal pressure in the 
piping system resulting 1n wall thinning and bulging and 
subsequent fracture due to tensile overloading. Although 
fatigue contributed to the failure, the cumulative fatigue usage 
factor for the test series was estimated to be between 0.13 and 
0.27. The failure mode was not predicted by any of the current 
nonlinear failure analyses which are based on the collapse 
failure mode. Furthermore, failure did not occur in any of the 
Iocs.ions of high stresses considered critical by the ASHE Code. 

As previously mentioned, a circumferential bulge was 
observed in the vertical leg of pipe above an anchor following 
the high level seismic test. Increase In growth and subsequent 
rupture of the bulge occurred during the 6 Hz sine burst test. 
Based on post-failure diametric growth and wall thinning 
measurements, the average circumferential and radial residual 
strains In the failure zone were 9.21 and -121, respectively. 
Furthermore, strain gauges In the failure zone Indicated that 
the longitudinal residual strain was 0.71. These strains were 
In good agreement with the results of a qualitative simplified 
ratchettlng analysis performed by ETEC. Local wall thinning of 
up to 261 was found at one location along the fracture surface 
during post-test examinations. 



4.2.3.4. Failure predictions 
Based on the maximum zero period acceleration (ZPA) of 

30 g observed during the high level seismic test, lower bounds 
on the factor against actual failure of at least IS or higher 
were obtained for allowable g loadings based on ASHE Code 
criteria; at least 3 or higher for one or more nonlinear failure 
analyses performed by HEDL; and at least 1.8 and I.? or higher 
for failure analyses performed by ETEC and Atomics International 
(Al), respectively. Additionally, factors of at least 3 or 
higher mere obtained for the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 
analyses performed by HEOL and a factor of higher than 1.5 was 
obtained for an Inelastic analysis also performed by HEOL. 
Based on the preceding. It was concluded that the tests 
demonstrated that piping systems are Inherently able to resist 
much larger dynamic loading than currently permitted by design 
criteria In existing codes and standards or the collapse 
capacity predicted by several nonlinear methods and analysis. 
4.3. Prototypic 6-1n diameter piping system fragility test 

This test was completed 1n June 1987 and the results have 
not been fully evaluated or documented; thus the fallowing 
discussion should be considered tentative. 
4.3.1. Test article 

The piping system used in this test is also A106B carbon 
steel constructed In accordance with the requirements of the 
ASNE Code, Class 1. It consists primarily of 6-1n Schedule 40 
piping except for a 3-1n Schedule 40 cross-over piece and short 
sections of Schedule 160 piping near the three actuator tables. 
The piping was supported by the connections to the three tables 
and by a spring hanger attached near the middle. One actual 
motor operated valve was Installed In the 3-1n cross-over 
section and three heavy sections simulating other valve weights 
were Installed In the 6-1n piping. The system Is shown 
schematically In Fig. 8. The system was Instrumented with 59 
strain gauges, IS accelerometers, S displacement sensors «Pd 
various pressure and temperature sensors. 

4.3.2. Test conditions 
As In the previous 6-1n piping test, this piping system 

was oil filled and pressurized to 1000 psl. The nominal load 
levels were "0BE", "SSE". "Half Table Capacity", and "Full Table 
Capacity*. The response spectrum had an amplitude peak at 7 Hi 
and the ZPA was 0.4 g's at the SSE level. The "Half Table 
Capacity" load level corresponded to a ZPA of about 16 g's. 

The first test sequences were at low levels to check out 
Instruments, valve operabillty, and to measure natural response 
frequencies. A high level, mid-frequency time history was next 
Input into the system to provide response data for loads like 
BUR hydrodynamlc loads (although at high-levels, no damage was 
expected to, or did, occur due to mid-frequency loading). For 
test sequences at the OBt, SSE, and S SSE levels, both identical 
and varied table Inputs were used. One set of table Inputs had 
differences only In amplitude and another had differences in 
phasing. Altogether, 9 tests were run at OBE, SSE and S SSE 
levels. 

A single "Half Table Capacity" test was conducted with 
Identical, synchronous Inputs at all tables. As discussed 
below, damage (but not leakage) occurred 1n the system. This 
damage was purposely not repaired before the "Full Table 
Capacity" test produced an actual rupture In the piping and thus 
ended the testing sequences. 
4.3.3. Test results 

At the OUE and SSE level tests, there was no measurable 
permanent deformation. At the S SSE level, there was small 
diametric swelling 1n the elbows near the shaker tables. The 
motor controlled valve was operated before, during and after 
each of the nine OBE, SSE and 5 SSE tests. There was no 
leakage. 

During the "Half Table Capacity" test, the spring hanger 
failed and the dynamic response increased. The connecting bolts 
on the motor operated valve's actuator next broke and the 
actuator flew off. There was measurable permanent deformation 
of the piping system, Increased swelling at the elbows, but no 
leakage in the piping system or valve. 

The "Full Table Capacity" test was next run without 
repairs to the piping system, valve or supports. The short 
radius elbow near Table #4 ruptured about 10 seconds Into the 
test. The piping system response resulted In primarily 
torsional loading on this elbow. Fig. 9 shows the failure 
location. 

4.3.4. Test conclusions 
Unlike the previous tests, failure of this test article 

occurred during a seismic response spectrum test rather than 
during a sine burst test. This permits direct comparison of 
actual failure levels with allowable seismic loads as determined 
from the ASHE Code analysis. For the nominal SSE input, the 
piping system was loaded to about 80X of the allowable loading 
for a Class 1 Level D event. For the "Half Table Capacity" 



level Input, the corresponding stress levels were about 27 times 
the Level D allowable. Thus there was a factor of conservatism 
of at least 34 (I.e.. 27/0.8) between the actual failure and the 
allowable loading. 

It is further significant that the failure was 
localized, the piping system as a whole did not leak or collapse 
prior to failure, and flow through the piping system would not 
have been compromised prior to failure. 

S. IMPLICATIONS FOR LMR PIPING 
Clearly the results presented above for Schedule 40 

piping systems, pressurized and unpressurlzed, are also 
applicable In general to LMR piping systems. Thus It would be 
expected that the actual seismic loading required to fall an LMR 
piping system would be an order of magnitude or more greater 
than the loading permitted by current ASME Code criteria. There 
are, however. Important differences between LHR piping systems 
and LUR prototyplc systems that must be evaluated. For sodium 
piping systems these differences are driven by the much lower 
pressure and resulting larger dlameter-to-thlckness ratio, 
particularly for large diameter piping. Specifically: 1) fluid 
Inertia effects. 2) localized collapse/crimping, particularly at 
elbows and tee's, 3) ratchettlnq (or lack thereof> vs. fatigue 
as a localized failure mode and 4) elevated temperature material 
effects are among the factors to be evaluated. 
5.1. Fluid Inertia effects 

In large diameter sodium piping systems the relative weight 
of the fluid as a percentage of the total system weight will be 
much more significant. This will affect not only the system 
frequencies directly through an effective mass but also raises 
Issues of water hammer like pressure surges and, perhaps, two 
phase flow and vapor entrapment depending upon operating 
pressures and the magnitude of pressure oscillations. 

5.2. Localized collapse/crimping 
The initial, unpressurlzed 3-1n pipe test may have had 

localized collapse prior to failure. The 6-1n pressurized 
systems did not show any signs of localized collapse. In the 
absence of slgnifi ant internal pressure, component test results 
and analytic studies suggest that local collapse/CT-invpIng x1\\ 
not be a factor until the diameter-to-thickness ratio reaches 20 
to 50. However, at ratios greater than 50 It can definitely be 
expected to be an Important consideration and the Interaction of 
the local collapse/crimping with fatigue damage at the resulting 
structural deformation needs evaluation. 

5.3. Ratchettlng vs. fatigue 

In the unpressurlzed pipe test, the failure mode appeared 
to be fatigue related, perhaps augmented by weld stress 
concentration effects. In the pressurized tests, the failure 
sites were not adjacent to welds and were driven by localized 
ratchettlng deformation. In LMR systems, the stresses due to 
Internal pressure may be low enough to preclude the pressure 
driven ratchet mechanism. The net result of this could be even 
greater seismic resistance than for higher pressure piping 
systems assuming that the localized collapse failure mode does 
not govern. 

5.4. Elevated temperature material effects 
In LMR piping systems where the piping can be operated In 

the creep regime, the response characteristics and potential 
degradation of material at elevated temperature may Influence 
the magnitude of the seismic design margins. Among the factors 
to be considered are 1) ageing affects and the potential for 
reduced ductility and tensile properties, 2) strain softening in 
some materials and the potential for localized strain 
concentration and 31 creep effects at high temperatures where 
the shape of the stress-strain curve 1s influenced by strain-
rate effects at rates comparable to those of selsmlcally Induced 
loads. 

5.5. Implications for seismic isolation 
One of the features of a seismic isolation scheme is that 

piping systems may be called upon to connect Isolated components 
or systems with non-Isolated portions of the plant. In some 
cases bellows In the piping system are envisioned as the most 
practical means of accommodating this relatively large 
differential motion. However, when the considerations of 
sustained high temperature operation are combined with the 
effects of high seismic differential motion, then the design and 
verification problems of the bellows also become significant. 
The present test results suggest that It may be possible to 
eliminating bellows from piping systems which bridge the gap 
between Isolated and non-Isolated components. Should this be 
the case, It would enhance the attractiveness of seismic 
Isolation concepts. 
5.6. Conclusions for LMR piping 

From the preceding discussion. I t can be seen that, 
although LMR piping can be expected to withstand considerably 
greater seismic loads than currently permitted, there are 
specific considerations which need to be addressed. This Is 
particularly true for large diameter-to-thickness ratio elevated 



temperature service piping systems. A combination of 
theoretical development and verification testing Is needed to 
f u l l y take advantage of the anticipated reserve seismic 
resistance of LHft piping. 

6. SUMMARY 

Recent piping system tests at the ETEC Seismic Fragility 
Test System have demonstrated that piping systems can withstand 
•uch greater seismic loads than permitted by current design 
practice. The Initial. unpressurlzed 3-1n pipe demonstration 
system withstood a 35 g ZPA response spectrum input without 
failure and was ultimately failed by a sine burst test. The 
next. 6-1n pressurlzd piping system test withstood loadings 20 
to 30 times larger than usually specified for SSE's of 
contemporary nuclear power plants. Again, a sine burst test was 
required to develop a failure. The third test, also a 
pressurized piping system, primarily 6-1n pipe, ultimately 
failed at full table capacity with a seismic response spectrum 
Input. A spring hanger broke at a 16 g ZPA Input, and a valve 
actuator flew off Its valve. However, the piping system did not 
leak and collapse did not occur at a load level about a factor 
of 34 greater than that permitted by the ASHE Code Class 1 Level 
0 design criteria. 

LMR piping systems can be expected to have the same general 
seismic strength characteristics as demonstrated by the reported 
tests. However, there are specific considerations for low 
pressure, high d1ameter-to-th1ckness ratio systems which need 
further evaluation to take full crelit for this anticipated 
seismic resistance. Some of the specific considerations are: 
i) fluid Inertia effects. 2) localized collapse/crimping 3) 
ratchettlng vs. fatigue and 4) elevated temperature material 
effects. The potential for elimination of bellows In piping 
which bridges isolated and non-Isolated components would also be 
advantageous for plant designs using seismic isolation devices. 
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FIGURE 4, FAILURE LOCATION. 3-IN PIPE TEST 
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FIGURE 8 , PROTOTYPIC 6 - IN PIPING SYSTEM TEST ARTICLE 
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FIGURE 9 , FAILURE LOCATION, PROTOTYPIC 6-IN TEST 


